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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE R'ORATION

OFFICE MEMDRANDUM

DATE: December 20, 1989

TO: Distribution

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: Algeria Technical Assistance Prpiect

I received a call today from Mr. Baba Ammi, Director of Budget and
Studies at the Ministry of Economy comfirming-that he and Mr. Ilias of the CNP
would be arriving in Washington on January 2 1990 for 'gotiatiorws of the
above project.

Negotiations of the project will thus be held at 9:30 a.m., on Wednesday
January 3 in room H-4-195. Noel Carrere will lead thW-negotations for the
Bank side. Your participation in these negotiations is requested.

Distribution:

Messrs. Ayub, Molineus, El-Erian, Carrere
Mme. Prefontaine

cc. Messrs./Mmes. Dervis, Costa, Grais, O'Sullivan, Ludwig, Krafft,
Rogerson, Amin, Blanchi, Coudol, Fornasari, Khadr, Kamel,
Pleskovic, McNaughton

MAhmed: cg

lTT 440098 RCA 24842 WUI 64145



THE WORLD BANK/IMRNATIONAL FNANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: December 19, 1989

TO: Distribution

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Division Chief EM2IEI

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: ALGERIA: Paper on New Pricing System by Hocine Benissad

Attached please find for your review and information a copy of the
above paper which has been prepared by Mr. Benissad for our internal use.

Distribution:

Messrs./Mmes. Dervis, Ayub, Costa, Molineus, Amin, Ewing, Cordet, Grais,
Fornasari, Khadr, Parks, Kamel, Krafft, Brizzi, Effron, Donovan,
Coudol, Kumar, Kebet-Koulibably, Barbu, Doublet, Papandreou,
Saltoglu, Ladhibi-Belk, El-Naggar

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145



LE NOU EAU SYSITIMT$

DES PRIX EO ALGERIE

Tiocine BFT33SD

( .u6owgbre 1y8 )



La loi 89-12 du 5 juillet 1989 relative aux prix devrait oonnattre

proohainement un debut d'application par I. biais de la promulgation de

textes reglementaires dont l'objet essential sera do rdpartir les biens

et services nommement ou lea oatdgories do bions et services solon les

diffdrents nouveaux regimes de prix ; oette r6partition ne sera pas figd*

puisque 1U Minister* ohargd du Commerce , invoquant la souplesse dans les

mdoanismes do rdgulation , prdvoit quun bion ou un service pout & tout

moment , solon le besoin , ohanger do rgim. do prix . La proximit4 do la

mise en oeuvre do as nouveau systeme des prix a rendu utile 1 lexamen do

sa probl6matique
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I. LE NOUTRLU SYST3M D|S PRIX

Eohappent & oette reglementation toutes lea activit4s ( quoique rares )

qui sont sujettes & une ligislation sp6oiale ( article 2 do la loi 89-12 ) ;

il s'agit prinoipalement des professions libdrales ( experts comptables ,

notaires , mideoins , avocats , comptables , eto ... ) dont l'aotivit4 eat

reput4. civil. et non pas commercial. * Ceci 4tant la l4gislation ( appel4.

& entrer en application tres bientat ) distingus deux rAgises :

i- lee prix rglement4s , administris oontralement ;

ii- les prix ddolards qui sont libres A moins qu'une

reglementation no lee affocto ultdriurement

1.1. Los pri reglement4s

Cotte oategorie n'est pas monolithique ot s. caractirise par trois

formes dtintervention centrale et qui sont :

I * les prix garantis . Ce sont des prix fixis on valour absolue au

niveau du produoteur pour une disaine de bions dont les pouvoirs

publics oherohent I encourager Us production et la substitution

& l'importation . Ii s'agit prinoipalement do produits agro-

industriels comme lee o4rdales , les tabaos bruts , la betterave

2. suore P eto..* C

2. lea prix plaformis . Cos: prix maximum intiressent aussi une disaine
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de produits et ont pour but de soutenir le pouvoir d'aohat do la

population ( pain , huiles v4g6tales , sto...) ou 1'aotivit6

productive ( conot o'est le cas do l'4lectricit6 ). En oas do

besoin pour 6viter que lee branohese ooncern4os no souffrent

finanoi rement do oes mesures de plafonnement des prix , l

prinoipe du versement par l'atat do subventione d'6quilibre

set maintenu ;

3. les arges plafonn6es . Cette mesure au depart devrait toucher

environ deux tiers des produits ; contrairement aux mesures

pr4oddentes Iiies & des biens pr4ois , le plafonnement des marges

et appel & couvrir des familles do produits et services .

Quand oes marges e'appliquent & des producteurs ( ou & dos

importateurs ) , oes derniers devront deposer aupres du service

des prix un dossier retragant la structure de leurs prix do revient j

0e servioe pourra " a posteriori " verifier la sinodrit6 et la

teneur do oe dossier .

1.2. Les prix ddclards

Lee entreprises dont les produits fabriques looalement ( ou importes )

relAvent do oe regime sont astreinte & une d6olaration simplifi6e retragant

divers renseignements & oaractere g6n6ra ( comme le nom de l'ontreprise ,

la nature st les caraotdristiques du produit , eto...) et le prix & la production

ou & i'importation envisagi . Touts manipulation do oe prix par l'entroprise

et soumise & la regle de la diolaration prealable . Des controies ex-post
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peuvent avoir lieu pour constater 1. respect ou Ie non respect do Cos

deolarations .

Par contre lee distributeurs do produits rattaohds & cette r4glementation

no sont pas astreints & une d6olaration . Leurs prix sont libres ( & moins

d'abus susoeptibles d'induire une r!aotion du inistere oharg6 du Commerce ,

o'est & dire du pouvoir r4glementaire )

Nanifestement cette l4gislation a oherch4 & conilier plusiours soucis :

i- enoouragement direct do la production par 10 biais des prix

declards ou des prix garantis et encouragement indirect do

1& production par 1. biais des prix plafond do certains

inputs importants ;

ii- soutien du pouvoir d'achat de la population ( en fixant des

plafond do prix & cortains produits oonsidres comme socialement

sensibles et identifia & partir do lour poids relatif dans

1. budget du oonsommateur ) ;

iii- lutte contre Ie march6 parallle ot l'6vasion fiscale on

revalorisant fortement les marges oommerciales ( bion quo

cette revalorisation soit differenoide selon Xe produit ) *

Lee acteurs dans cette politique des prix sont oonsoients quo des mesures

d'aoompagnement sont ndoessaires pour tendre vers la r6alisation do leurs

objeotifs * Parmi cos mesures il y a lieu do souligner :

i- llaugmentation do 10offre ot surtout do la production on

amdliorant 1. taux dtutilisation des capaoites produstives ;
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ii- l'assouplissement des prooddures administratives relatives

& l1'exeroioe du oowmiroe . I slagit maintenant do permettre

sums trop do formalisme la diversification des marohandises

distribudes par un oommergant ( en remplacement do la

r4glementation oourente ott le registre du commerce difinit

prdcisment le type d'activitd ou do produits distribuds par

l'entreprise ) ;

iii- la riforme fiscale en vue do ne pas pinaliser l'.ffort produo-

tit at rompre aveo lea habitudes d 'vasion fiscale .

Par ailleurs afin d'assurer une meilleure fluiditi des marchandises

sans laquelle toute politique des prix st vou&* & la ddrive , 1e Ministere

oharg6 du Commerce semble se diriger vers le rdtablissement dun commerce do

gros do type olassique et une riflexion sur la fagon d'injecter dans lioonomie

algirienne des regles do concurrence
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II. LA REHABILITATION DU CONMERCE DE GROS

Il eat privu selon le cas une restauration ou une dynamisation du

commerce do gros on tant quo %

i- support do la production

ii- contra important d'informations our ].4tat da march4 et done

on tant quo olignotant pour l'activiti de production ;

iii- instrument do rigulation du march6 par sos achats on grande

quantit6 , ses opirations do stookage et do revente on petites

quantitis & dos ditaillants dont il eat proche giographiquement

( ot aussi par la motivation ) .

hS; commerants on gros , publics ou privds , pourront ;tre soit :

- des entreprises indlpendantes ;

- ou bien des filiales d'entreprisos do production

Cotto rihabilitation du commerce de gros est oenso s'acoompagner do relations

contractulles entre partenaires & la fois pour garantir une oertaine transpa-

rencoe aux transactions commerciales at pour 6viter les pratiques illicites

III. LA CONCURRENCE

Jusqu'ioi coe probleme n'a pas 6ti pris direotement on charge si on exoepte

la promulgation d'un dicret on septembre 1988 abolissant les monopoles do
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production ot do distribution sur 16 =Me at6"Leuj'( lorsqu'il n'ont pas

6t6 instituds par lea lois ) . Los servioes du Ministere oharg6 du Commorco

envisagent d~dlaborer une loi sur lea regles do la concurrence dont certaines

sont d'ailleurs 4num4r6es dans 1& loi sur lea prix ( notamment see articles

26,27 .t 32 ) dans sa partie relative aux pratiques commerciales .

Nridemment cette loi sera orientie principalement vers le march6 domeatique

tant quo le systeme des monopoles du commerce exterieur persistera .

Il eat d'ailleurs & so demander si une tell, loi sera. orddible dans le

context* de ces monopoles puisque coes derniers , qui oontralent la quasi-

totalit6 des approvisionnements externes du pays , en salootionnant leur

olientele sont & l'origine do la spdoulation et d'un dyefonctionnement des

marches int6rieurs

Do plus pour qu'une tell. loi soit effective beaucoup dautres decisions

dlaooompagnoment doivent 2tre prises dans le cadre de conceptions globales

coherentes . Parmi oes d4oisions on pout oiter & titre indicatif :

i- la renonciation par l'Etat aux " mega-investissements " au

profit d'investissments r~p4titifs ;

ii- la suppression do la notion " arbitrair. " d'investissment

privi prioritaire ( oar si l'investissment oonoorn6 a une

utilit6 sociale particulire oest plut~t & l'Etat de le

realiser ) ;

iii- le retrait do certaines comp6tences & la Chambre de Commerce i

on ne pout aujourd'hui encourager la concurrence loreque pour
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ddoider s'il faut faroriser un investissoment privd dans la

production do briques rouges , par exemple on demande l1avis

aux produoteurs d6JI installds decoe produit organisis dans

uno section do la Chambre do Commere ; coette proodure

" corporatisto " et un froin & 1'6morgenoo do nouveaux

investiessurs ot produoteurs compdtitif.

IV. LES 3PTMS SU L*INDICE DES PRIX

L'effet oscompt6 officielloment du nouveau syetme don prix sur l'indico

des prix semble exoossivement faible : 4 % environ . Do plus il est anticipi

un offet do " d6gonflement " des prix du maroh4 " libre " actuel . Cot offet

dflationnisto et attendu d'un changement do comportement des op6rateurs

6oonomiques sur deux plans ;

i- Priater plan i colui des marges . Jusqu'ioi lee marges

commorciales officielles ridiculement faibles poussaient les

oommergants ot produotours & pratiquor do fortes marges

illicitos * Le Ministire charg6 du Commerce considere qu'en

rlevant sansiblement les marges officiollos pour lee rendre

lucratives , les opdrateurs doonomiques pr4f4reront pratiquer

og dornibros ot dvoluer dans la 16galitd quo d'utiliser une

marge illioite les mettant on infraction et en conflit avoo

lee oontroles do; prix I
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ii- second plan : oelui des reventes on gros . Cellos-ci op4rdes

meme par des petits commergants multiplient le nombre des

intermidiaires at dono alourdissent les prix . Ls Ministere

ohargi du Commerce fait l'hypothese quo des marges commerciales

attrayantes inoiteront le petits oommergants & revendre au

ditail leurs marchandises , raooouroissant ainsi le circuit do

distribution et -sompusant iew- prix ( illicites ) .

Ceci dit lew services du MinistAre chargd du Commerce exoluent lea deux

risques 6ventuols engendrxi par 11applioation do la loi 89-12 sur le prix :

Premier risque t lea nouveaux prix officiels sialignent sur

oeur du marchd parallble actuel , ordant un march6 unique;o est

le moindre risque ;

Deuxieme risque s lea nouveaux prix officials en hausse exeroent

une poussie on hausse dos prix du march6 parallele do sorte quo

le rapport s

Noyenne des prix du maroh6 parallele

Noyonne des prix du march6 official

no se modifie pas beaucoup .

L'analyse du Ministere ohargd du Commerce semble quelque peu optimist.

at seoble occulter les donnies sooio-oulturelles , lea structures ot les insti-

tutions doonomiques pr4valant en Algiri. . A notre avis ;

i- le retour du oommergant & la " rdgularit6 " dans la pratique

des prix ou des marges signifierait pour lui la fin do 1*4vasion

fiscale . West-c, pas trop lui demander si le taux do taxation

ot le systeme fiscal actuels restent les mss ?
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ii- la, revente on quantitds par les petite commergants do leurs

approvisionnements & d'autres interm6diaires no concerne pas

on tout Stat do cause des volumes d6terminants do marchandises .

Par consiquent moue si la, nouvelle politique dos prix met un

terms & es pratiques ( oe qui n'est pas prouv4 ) , 1'impact

do ce fait sur le niveau gendral dos prix no sera pas perceptible

iii- le manque do produits ot l'indlastioiti do 1'offre & court terms

no seront pas suffisaoment oomponsds par des prix ou des marges

plus 6leries pour quo le seoteur commercial ( ou celui do la

production ) respeote la nouvelle r6glementation des prix ;

iiii- le sooteur privi productif qui utilise dos inputs " importds

sans payement " n'observera pas son prix officiels quand osux-ci

d"oouleront des marges plafonnies ; on offet coo prix soront

dono le r6sultat do l1'addition du oout de production comptable

ot de la marge riglementaire . Or le coat do production doit

etre depoa4 et justifid & partir do piecos comptables at notam-

ment des factures d'importation transorites au taux do change

officiel ( et non pas au taux offootif du march6 para.llsl ).

Oette lacuna ost d'autant plus importante quo dan la phase

initials la majorit6 des produits relvent du rdgime dos

marges plafonndes ;

iiiii- le rdgime des marges plafonndes ( qui s'ajoutent au prix do

revient comptable ot intdrossent la plupart des bions industrial#

avalise purement ot simplement les oouts do production 6levis



aotuels at &vacua de ce fait tous lea problemes do produtivit&

physique des facteurs do production ainsi quo 1s probleme do 1&

qualitd des produits finis 1

iiiiii- enfin 1'instauration ou la restauration ( & nimporte quells

cadence ) d'uno 4conomis de marohd ( umos si la pdnurie eat

mioux oontenue , ce qui n'est pas 1s oas an Algrie ) suppose

do la part des opdrateurs 4conomiques dans toute formation

socials un miuimm d. civisme et d'4thique . Cette condition

no parait pas rdunie actuallement en Alg6rie . Et ceci explique

en partie quo les entreprises privdes aient d"jk exprim4 lour

hostilitd & i& loi 89-12 ; cette hostilit4 , qui va jusqu'k

demander l'abrogation do cette loi , provient do son dispositif

r6pressif dans i0 oas do pratiquos commorciales ddeolar6ee

illicites .

Toutes coS remarques nous poussent A penser quo dans un contexte :

1- d'offre do biens limitde p

ii- de lenteur ( ou do refus ) & prendre en charge certains

problemes institutionnels ayant un impact direct our l'offre

et aussi i& ciroulation do cette offre de marchandises 1

iii- ot de confusion dans l'expression pratique de la volonti de

oontr$ier 1i4volution do la masse mondtaire ,
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Papplication ( bien quo prudente au d6part ) do la loi our les prix

conduira ( coume en Pologne ) A des r6sultate n4gatifs tels quo :

i- 1drosion du pouvoir d'aohat do la population sans quo lea

p4nuries s'amenuisent - ce qui dvrait aggraver l'agitation

sociale I

ii- ot le maintion sans changement significatif du syst&ew actuel

doe prir relatife - co qui naturellement pourrait remettre en

cause la orddibilit6 ot les chances do svoods do tout* la

r6forme 6oonomiqu.



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FANCE CORPORATIONU

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: December 8, 1989

TO: Distribution

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief E

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: Proposed Seminar on Financial System Reform
in Centrally Planned Economies

1. After the initial burst of activity last summer, we now appear to be

going through a phase of inaction in regards to the preparations for the above

seminar. This may partly reflect the fall travel peak, but I suspect there is

also some confusion on who is to take what steps next. Xavier and I both
thought it would be useful if we could meet to take stock of where we are and
to agree on the next steps. The proposed April 1990 date will almost
certainly need to be revised.

2. Could we meet on Friday, December 15 at 11:00 in H-7-144 for about an

hour? Please let me know if the time is not feasible for any one of you,
although we probaly should attempt to meet before everyone disappears for the

Christmas/New Year break.

3. Look forward to seeing you then.

Distribution

Messrs./Mmes. Long, Gelb, Sagari, Kessides, Wallich, Hinds, Sood, Simon,
Bleas, Coudol

MAhmed:cg

iT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: November 28, 1989

TO: Mr. Hans Mehltretter, Per nne1 Officer EMNVP

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2I

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: Mrs. Brigitte Prophete

After reviewing carefully all the applicants for the staff assistant

vacancy in this division we have decided to offer Mrs. Prophete the position and

she has accepted. I have subsequently spoken with her supervisor,

Mr. Bernard Gouveia, and we have both agreed that the transfer date for Brigitte

would be January 1, 1990.

-I would, therefore, appreciate if you could initiate the necessary

personnel action to affect Mrs. Prophete's transfer to this division.

cc. Messrs./Mmes. Gouveia, Prophete, Derviq, Roan, Peltz

/cg



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: November 21, 1989

TO: Mohan Munasinghe

FROM: Masood Ahmed

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: Request for Support from VP Scholarship Fund

I refer to our recent telephone conversation on the above subject.
I would like to give my strong backing to the request which Robin Bates has
submitted for financial support from the LAC Vice-President's Scholarship
Fund.

As you know, Robin and I worked closely together over a period of
about five years in the Energy Department, from 1982-1987. For much of this
time, we were both managers of the World Bank/UNDP Energy Assessment and
Energy Sector Management Assistance (ESMAP) Programs. Robin was in fact
the person with the main responsibility for managing the Energy Assessment
Program during its peak years of activity. He provided key input to the
Program, as a manager, in shaping the program's strategic and policy
content and in specific Assessment Reports. He also played an integral part
in the management team which developed ESMAP, especially after the
splitting of the original Energy Assessments division into two parts.
Following his long and extensive involvement with the energy sector, both
inside the Bank and earlier as an academic at British Universities, Robin
has earned wide respect by his peers for his technical competence and his
experience in both project and sector work. He is clearly well above
average in performance and he continues to demonstrate his high potential
for making an important contribution to the Bank's energy activities.

My own experience with energy work in the Bank has led me to
believe that energy conservation is one of the most promising avenues for
helping the developing world to come to grips with the ever-growing needs
of the energy sector. In comparison with supply-side options, conservation
is often more economic and at the same time environmentally less damaging.
Robin's particular proposal contains some very important questions for
which the Bank should be looking more vigorously for answers. I am
confident in Robin's ability to furnish some of these answers as a result
of the proposed leave for applied research. Following completion of his
two month's work at a US University, it would be invaluable if he could
address other Bank staff working on energy problems, who unfortunately have
become increasingly removed from latest knowledge in this area.

cc. R. Bates, LAlIE



TH WORLD BANK/INERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: November 20, 1989

TO: Ms. Nishimizu (EMlITF)
Messrs. Amin (EMTIE), Bhargava (EM3IE), Sood (EM41E)

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: Industrial Restructuring Meeting

Just to confirm our meeting next Monday the 27th to discuss
industrial restructuring strategy. As agreed we would meet from 9:30 a.m.
until lunch and then have lunch together. Room N-3053 has been reserved for

the morning; lunch reservations are at the Bombay Palace.

Abdallah El-Maaroufi, with whom the subject of this meeting came

up in a conversation last week, expressed an interest in attending the meeting
and/or lunch. I am sure I spoke for all of you in telling him that his
participation would be both very welcome and extremely useful. I hope he will
be able to join us.

Look forward to a stimulating morning.

cc. Mr. El-Maaroufi
MAhmed:cg

rTT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145



November 20, 1989

TO: EM2IE Staff

Re: Consultant Recruitment Procedures

In the past month, I have been asked on two instances to
authorize payment to consultants for whom commitment papers had
not been processed. While in both cases the work done by these
consultants was useful and timely, the failure to follow proper
recruitment/commitment procedures by the task manager led to extra
paper work and delays in payment. Moreover, this practice does
not help budget planning for the division.

Could I please ask all task managers to ensure that for
consultants recruited in the future the necessary commitment forms
are filled out in advance. Carmen and Dung will be glad to help
if you have any questions about the procedures.

Masood Ahmed

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145
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November 6, 1989

To: Mr. Alex Nowicki

Re: MOROCCO - Mining Project PCR

Alex:

I was surprised to get your memo of October 31 because I was under
the impression that the arrangements we had made for the preparation and
transmittal of eight FY89 PCR's were working satisfactorily. I therefore
asked Matthew Mitchell, whc has been working on this PCR, to let me know where
things stood. His note to me is attached for your information. It appears
that there may be a probkLm of communication here amongst the staff concerned
on both sides. In any event, I understand that the.ffinal draft of the PCR
package will be ready in the n-"xt ten days. Please call me if I can be of any
further help.

Masood Ahmed

Attachment

MAT E
[gen2/MANOTFI I



To: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE
From: Matthew Mitchell, Consultant, EM2IE
Subject: Morocco: Pilot Small-Scale Mining Project (Loan 2109-MOR)
Date: November 3, 1989

In response to Mr. Nowicki's memo of October 31, 1989, I would like to
clarify the status of the above PCR. Furthermore, I would like to address the
suggestion in the second paragraph of the memo, that EM2IE has taken no action
in response to OED's July 1989 request for additional documentation required
to process the PCR. The following paragraphs describe the actions EM2IE has
taken to date in order to meet OED's requirements.

On July 21 1989, Mr. Nowicki sent EM2IE a memo requesting Part III of the
English version of the PCR and a French translation of the entire PCR. Mr.
Coudol asked me to follow up on this request informally with Mr. Yuksel, the
contact person for the PCR. Following the July 21 request, we checked EM2IE
files and found that the file copy of the PCR sent to OED contained both Parts
I and Part III. Therefore, we were very surprised that OED did not already
have Part III and gave Mr. Yuksel a copy of it, informally, for his review.
Mr. Yuksel commented, informally, that OED was insisting on strict adherence
to the PCR guidelines for the preparation of Part III and he requested
additional tables and presentational changes to tables already prepared. I
informed Mr. Yuksel that we would comply with his request to the extent
possible but that this compliance would require a significant amount of
additional work , indicating that there may be some delay in completion due to
the availability of staff and the need to obtain some further information from
Morocco.

In mid-October 1989, EM2IE received the information requested from
Morocco and we are now in the process of finalizing Part III of the PCR. The
French translation of the PCR text is complete. Before transmitting the
entire PCR package to OED formally, however, I would like Mr. Hendriks, the
Project Officer, to review the additional information and revisions. He is
presently out of town and will be returning around November 11. I have
discussed these developments with Mr. Yuksel and expect that we will be able
to transmit the entire PCR package to OED by mid-November.

cc: Mr. Coudol, EM2IE (o/r)



The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W. (202) 477-1234
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, D.C. 20433 Cable Address: INTBAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U.S.A. Cable Address: INDEVAS

Le 6 novembre 1989

Son Excellence M. Cherif Rahmani
Ministre de l'Equipement
Alger, Algdrie

Monsieur le Ministre,

Je tiens i vous remercier de 1'hospitalitd dont vous avez bien voulu me
t4moigner lors de mon recent sdjour A Alger, et de l'excellent diner auquel
j'ai pris part. Je voudrais de mdme vous exprimer ma gratitude pour les
cadeaux qui resteront un symbole de la chaleur et de l'hospitalit6 avec
lesquelles j'ai 4td requ.

Veuillez agrder, Monsieur le Ministre, 1'expression de ma haute
consideration.

Masood Ahmed

Chef de Division
Industrie et Energie

Ddpartement du Maghreb

rTT 4400 8 RCA 248423 WUI 64145



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: November 6, 1989

TO: Mr. Alan Gelb,.CECFP

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2I

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: Francophone Course for Bank Supervisors

Following your memorandum of October 20, 1989, 1 would like to

confirm our view that such a seminar would be of interest in EM2 countries, in

particular if the costs to the participants are relatively low by holding the

course in a country in the Maghreb Region. However, we feel it would be
useful to hold separate sessions for countries with different regional and

developmental circumstances.

Sources of funds to finance participant's costs are extremely

limited in our countries, although the UNDP and the French Cooperation could

be tried. As far as the costs of consultants or instructors, the French
Government has been generous in providing the Department with some of its own

staff for assistance with Bank missions, and you may wish to explore this

route.

Concerning potential hosts, we would suggest the Central Banks, or

the IFED, in Tunis, a financial sector training institute set up jointly by
the Maghreb countries.

cc. Messrs. Dervis, Grais, Coudol, Forestier, Carrere
MFernandez-Palacios/MAhmed:cg

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145



TH WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
ag francoph.me

DATE: October 20, 1989

TO: Distribution

FROM: Alan Gelb, Acting Division Chief, CECFP

EXTENSION: 61694

SUBJECT: Francophone Course For Senior Bank Supervisors

CECFP, in collaboration with the Federal Reserve Board, has
now offered six courses, each of three weeks, for supervisors from
developing countries. Response to the program has been excellent,
with enrollment for each course being in the 35-45 range.
Participants have been nominated and financed by the respective
institutions; with an average of about two per country, a typical
course has brought together supervisors from 10-20 countries. The
first week of the course tends to cover wider policy issues; the
last two weeks are narrower and more technical. Early next year,
a version of the course is to be offered for English speaking West
Africa in Ghana (see attached program).

So far, there have been no participants from Francophone
countries. For some time we have considered the possibility of
organizing a similar course for such countries, with the assistance
of the Banque de France. A tentative initial contact with them
suggests that there may be interest in collaborating to provide such
a course; before proceeding further, we need to know the extent of
support for such an initiative from Regional staff working on
Francophone countries.

Please let me know your reactions by COB November 6. If
favorable, it would also be useful to indicate any possible sources
of funds to defray costs of instructors' travel and subsistence, and
possible involvement of consultants. Suggestions for appropriate
institutions to host the course (or courses if it were decided to
separate Maghreb from West Africa) would also be welcome.

Distribution:

Messrs. Ahmend, EM2IE, Bauer, AF5IE, Hinds, EMTTF, Penalver, AF3IE,
Poortman, AFlIE, Sarris, AFTTF, Schloss, AFTIE

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Fischer, DECVP, Dervis, EM2DR, Gillette, AF5DR, Isenman,
AF3DR, Koch-Weser, AF4DR, Serageldin, AFlDR, Long, CECFP

P-1867



The World Bank/Federal Reserve Board
Seminar for Supervisors
Ghana, January 15-28, 1990

Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------
9:00 Opening Ceremony Restructuring: Supervisory Problems Bank analysis Asset classifn. Bank analysis
to Sovernor, Bank of Spanish case in developing Introduction techniques techniques

10:00 Shana (de Juan) countries - (Sheng) (FRB) (FRB)
------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------

10:15 Restructuring Spanish Guarantee Panel discussion Loan Portfolio
to of African Fund Management ditto ditto

11:15 Banking system (de Juan) de Juan (FRB)
(Aiyer) African speaker

---------------------------------------- Sheng
11:15 Economic effects Restructuring: Credit analysis
to of financial Kenya case ratio work ditto ditto

12:30 distress (Kenya) (FRB)
Long - (video?)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
12:30
to Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch

2:00
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2:00 Deterioration of Restructuring: Major issues Credit analysis Adequacy of loan
to bank 4anagesent Malaysian case in bank supervision case study loss provisions

3:00 (te Juan) (qheng) (FRB) (Sheng)------------------ ---------------- oorkshop discussion
3:15 US S & Ls DeDosit Insurance ditto ditto Freeto Silverberg Schemes
4:30 (video) Silverberg (video)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Week 2

Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

9:00 Camel rating Costs of Case study Review case Panel discussion Bank analysis
to techniques Intermediation study techniques

10:00 (FRO) (Sheng) (FRB) Problems in (FRB)
---------------------------- ------------------ bank supervision ------------------
10:15 Foreign exchange in Africa
to ditto risks ditto ditto

11:15 (banker) Case study

--------- Participants
11:15 Interest rate (FRB trainer)
to ditto risks ditto Sheng ditto

12:30 (Sheng)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:30
to Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch

2:00
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2:00 Casel case study Analysis of Financial Sector Course evaluation
to tank condition Case study reform

3:00 (FRB) case study Selb - video (Sheng)

3:15 US S & Ls Legal reforms Closing ceremony Free
to Silverberg fSheng)

4:30 (video) (FPB)



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: November 3, 1989

TO: Mr. Dirk Mattheisen, SECGE

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Division Chief EM2IE

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: MOROCCO - Industrial Finance Project

This is to confirm our request to hold the distribution of the above

documents because of the need to incorporate new information we have just

received from a mission in the field. We expect to have the revised documents

ready for distribution early next week, in time for the Board Date of December

5, 1989.

cc. Messrs./Mmes. El-Maaroufi, Dervis, Forestier, Lewis

MAhmed:cg



THE WORD BANK/ITRNATIONAL FINANCE CORTORAT U
OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: October 24, 1989

TO: Distribution

FROM: ({&'Masood Ahmed, Division Chief EM2IE

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: ALGERIA: Study on Internal Distribution and Marketing

The attached draft has been prepared by Mr. Benissad, whom most of you

know well. Mr. Benissad will likely be in Washington in early January at which
time comments on this draft could be incorporated by him into a revised version.

Distribution:

Messrs./Mmes. Dervis, Ayub, Costa, Rogerson, O'Sullivan, Ludwig, Grais, Molineus,
Fornasari, Khadr, Brizzi, Krafft, Effron, Cordet, Coudol, Carrere,
Kumar, El-Naggar, Ewing, Kebet-Koulibaly, Barbu, Saltoglu, Doublet,
Papandreou

MAhmed: cg



A L G E R I E :

LES STRUCTURZS COMM ERCIALES DONESTI:UES

aocine 3ENISSAD

( First Draft )

Octobre 1989



Ia oirculation des biens recouvre tous les stades de leur sortie d'usine ou de l1'ex-
ploitation agricolo jugqu'& leur livraison & l'utilisateur final.la plupart des marchandises
sont produites on grandes quantites et consomm6es en petites quantitds et c'est le seoteur
de la distribution qui permet de d4passer cette contradiction.De surcroit la consommation est
un phdnomene discontinu tandisque la production est un acte oontinu Ila distribution prend en
en charge grice au stockage les 6carts temporels entre ces deux processus.Enfin la production
est gdneralement concentrge geographiquement alors que les demandeurs sent 6parpillgsl'un dei
roles de la distribution est d'ordaniser la ripartition spatiale de la production (ou de
l'offre).

L'activite de commercialisation est done socialement utile et non pas seulement par les empL
qu'elle crde .Elle n'en constitue pas moins une source de cot ,souvent importantqui pese s'
le prix du produit vendu et le niveau de ce cout depend des conditions de formation de
cette branche.Cependant il est d'un grand intgret pour l'conomie et la socidtd do reduire le
poids des frais de distribution.Et cet argument est d'ailleurs avancd (gdneralement A tort)
pour justifier l'etatisation d'une partie ou de la totalitd des cirsuits do comercialisatio2
Le secteur commercial est aussi important du point de vue da contrule de 1'inflation.C'est
,ourquoi lorsque la stabilit6 des prix est un objectif essentiel de la politique 4conomique
zotamment en cas d'insuffisance chronique de l'offre),l'Etat est appel4 i intervenir dans leE

circuits de vente par le biais do contr les ou mime de l'statisation.lais ce dirigisme
n'elimine pas le risque de formation d'un march6 noir( plus ou moins tolerd) pour les biens
importds ou fabriquds localement ; ce march6 noir est le fait soit du commerce formelsoit du
commerce informel comme le ddmontre l1'exp4rience algerienne.

E Alg6ri. les pouvoirs publics ont tentd & maintes reprises de remodeler les structure
commerciales mais ils so sont heurtds & ltopacitd et & la complexitd qui caractdrisent le
secteur des services.Certes des entreprises publiques A vocation productive ou strictement
commerciales ont regu pour mission do distribuer diff 'rents biens au stade de gros ou de detai
,%is il n'en reste pas moins quo le volume global des 4changes domestiques e'ffectu4 par le
secteur public est relativement faible et ce volume est ap-el & decliner compte tenu des en-
couragements conf6rds au secteur priv4 ces dernieres ann4es.Ce constat signifie quo l'Etat,
en depit de l'existence d'entreprises publiques commerciales nombreuses, n'est pas en r.esuz
do maitriser l'volution des prix en situation d'offre de biens inadequate et rigide;c'est
pourquoi l'assouplissement des controles des services du :inistgre du Commerce et surtout la
ompression de l'offre ont engendr6 depuis 1986 une extension considsrable de la pratique des
ix illicites y compris au sein du commerce formel.
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Cependant 1 t intervention do 1' tat a aujourd'hui fagonnd les structures du commerce

domestique.Du point de vue du degre d'integration do oes structures au secteur public on

peut distinguer :

i ) un circuit "court",totalement integrg pour quelques rares produits.1

distribution est alors oper~e par des organisies publics jusqu'au

stade de detail (cas de certains produits p4troliers ) ;

ii) un circuit DartiLement integr6 j il est de type dualiste puisque

secteur public et secteur prive coexistent aux diffIrents niveaux de

circulation des marchandises;c'est un circuit "long" comportant

plusieurs intermaiaires ;

iii)un circuit non intagr4 quasiment prive ;c'est le circuit le"plus lor

on agissent beaucoup d'interm6diaires formelh ot informels.

Les bouleversements frdquents mais inopArants du secteur de la distribution menent a une

Atude de ses differents aspects sur une double base :

i )la premitre est d'ordre juridique et s'attache i distinguer secteu-

priv6 et secteur public ;

ii )la seconde d'ordre economique en s'attelant aux principaux groupes

produits interessant la population.

Cette double pr4sentation soulignera les lacunes de ce secteur ainsi que la ngcessit6 unt

fois de plus de le riorganiser, de l'ajuster .Mais la condition de succes d'un tel

ajustement reste l'accroissement durable ot substantiel de l'offre (h des prix suscep-

tibles do mieux con 'r$ler la demande ).

I.LE C0ERCE DODMTIJUE PAR 3ZCTJR JURIDIUE

I.1 .LE COMERCE PRIVE

Io secteur priv4 domine la distribution des produits de consommation courante; il

ast marqu4 par le caractere individuel (parfois familial) de ses entreprisesleur faible

dimension ot leur concentration geographijue dans les grandes villes onL elles s'adonnent

principalement & la vents de produits alimentaires.La proliferation do ces entreprises d(

petite taille a randu tres difficile lour contr$le effectif par l'Administration aux plai

des quantitgs com.ercialisgesdes prix pratiqu6s ot des revenus d~gagds.&n fait c'est le

lieu du marchd "libre" qui ,& ses ddbuts dans les anndes 70 , a 6t4 globalement le r4sul-

tat de la contradiction imnosAe & ces entreprises entre des coats 4bev4s d'approvision-

nement ot des marges de distribution dirisoires (fixdes par l'Etat).

I.1 .A. 12 C03RCE DZ DI'AIL

Le role du detaillant est d'approvisionoer le consommateur;de ce fait i1 doit s'e-

r



situer lo plus prs possible et posseder une gamme vari4e de produits r4pondant aux goutE

de sa olientAle.C'est d.ailleurs un maillon essentiel dans la circulation de 1'informa-

tion entre oonsomateurs et producteurs dans une 4conomie de concurrence(ce qui n'est

pas Is can do l'oconomie alg4rienne).Lans certains cas le dntaillant ne se contente pas

de rvendzre des marchandises en 1'6tat mais les transforme ou les oonditionne.

Structurellement le commerce de detail demeure entre lea mains du secteur privd qui y

controle 87 & 91 % du ohiffre d'affairese.le nombre des detaillants qui s'est fortement

aocru au cours des ann6es 80 ,est tres 6lev6 comparativement au nombre d'habitants;cet

4tat de fait s'explique par trois faits objectifs :

i )traditiotnellement le petit commerce a 't6 un exutoire pour des

personnes dApourvues d'emploi et possadant un faible capital ;

ii )plus r4cemzent le comzerce comme activit4 de commercialisation de

biens & des prix virtuellement "libres" et dono de gains faoiles,ei

presence d'une pdnurie chronique , a attir4 beaucoup d'agents doono-

miques ;

iii )l'inefficience (approvisionnements irrAguliers et incertainsfaible

diversification et absence de qualit6 des produits, service mddiocr,

etc...) dans la gestion des "grandes surfaces" sous tutelle 6tatique

I.?.B.LE C0MMRCE DE GROS

Par d4finition le grossiste est cens6 acqu6rir des biens en quantites importante:

aupres des producteurs et/ou des importateurs voire mieme aupres d'autres grossistes ;

ainsi il rassemble des marchandises &. sources diverses pour les stocker et repondre

& une demande continue des detaillants (ou de demi-grossistes ou d'autres grossistes);ce

faisant il 6pargne 1. stockage ,par nature coulteux , aux dtaillants.En principe il n'a

pas de lien direct avec le consommateur.

Eh Alg6rie la majorit4 des entreprises privdes de gros avaient leur siege dans lea

centres urbains (surtout Alger et Oran).!alanmoins & la fin des ann6es 70 la nationalisa-

tion du commerce do gros (inscrite dans la Constitution de 1976) est devenus un but

important de la politique 6conomique ; c'est la periode on l'tatimitant le schema

pr4valant depuis 1963 dans l'agriculture socialiste , a developp4 dans certains secteurs

des entreprises dot4es du monopole do comrercialisation ( pour les produits import6s ou

fabriques par le secteur public),laminant de ce fait lea entreprisesprivdes du com..erce

de gros.Certaines ont toutefois surv4cu en raison de leur articulation en amont au secte

prive productif (par exemple dans la branche textile).oe plus le processus do restructu-

ration de 1'4conomie amorc4 avec la lib&ralisation en 1981 de la com-ercialisation des

fruits et lgumes des domaines autog6res , a incit6 lo commerce de gros privd & so



reconstituar lentement. Avant la nationalisation do ce dernier on comptait un grossiste

pour 43 dtaillantS ( contre un ratio do I / 130 en Prance au mn moment) ; ce ratio

dinots ,oomw pour o ommrce de d.tail I la faible taille et le caractlre individuel

ou familial do coo aotivites.

I.2.LE COMERCE PUBLIC

L'Etat est toujours pr4sent dans la branche du commerce et pour la plupart

des produits.

I.2.A.LE COO1.C2 DE DZTAIL

L'tat agit au niveau du :ltail par le bais d'entreprises publiques.1ertaines

'entre elles commercialisent directement aupres de l'utilisateur final une partie va.-

riable do leur production ou de lour importation C SONATRACHPROMMAL,PROSIDER,&ntreprise

du livre ,etc0...).mais leurs unit~s commerciales coexistent toujours avec dest

circuits comzerciaux priv6s lieu do formation 
dun march6 parallale en cas do rupture ou

d'insuffisance de l'aprovisionement.Dans les 
anndes ricentes l1'aggravation do la. p4nuriE

et l'inflation ont meme pousse des manages & acquarir (quand cela 
est possible)aupris du

secteur public des biens industriels distribuds de maniere administrative (ciment 
& l'ai

de d'un permis de construire,pneus grace a un titre de propridte sur un vdhiculeetc..)

puis & les receder cinq ou six foix fois plus cher.

Dans le champ des denrdes de trA-s forte consommation (alimentation,drogueriequincailleri

etc..)lttat agit par lkinterm6diaire des "grandes surfaces" constitutes 
de la chaine de

Nouvelles Galeries Alg6riennes et des .asvak ;ces organismes ont chang6 de tutelle 
maintes

fois: aujourd'hui ils relevent des autorites r 
gionales .'frois objectifs primordiaux ont

6t6 assignes & ces organismes do oommercialisation publics :

I. )privilegier les sources dtapprovisionnement locales quand ceci est

possible;

u1 )agir our sur lea circuits oommerciaux en vue de les raccourcir en

6liminant le stade do gros; l'objectif 4tait dono le canal

suivant : production/importation organisme do vente en i6tail

- population ;

iii )servir do reference dans la pratique des prix pour contrebalanc(

les effets de toute tentative de rdtention des marchandises par Dc

comMerce priv4 dans un etat de p6nurie rgelle ou artificielle.

Au dVart l'tat a dot6 les plus anciennes grandes surfacesles :ouvelles 3ale"ies

Algerienies ,do monopoles en vue d'atteindre leurs objectifs (monopole d'importation de

certains biens et d'exclusivit6 
de la listribution pour d'autres 

biens comme les 16ter-
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gents fabriquds par 1 secteur d'Etat . Le "policy maker" a pense supprimer ainsi

entre autres le stade de gros et agir en baisse sur lo niveau des prix ( puisque la

la, reglementation interdit le cumul des marges de gros et de d4tail). En pratique les

Nouelles Galeries Alg4riennes (restructurdes en entreprises regionales) all.guant notam-

la lourdeur de leurs charges salariales et leur mission de quasi-service public ont 4t4

autorisges & cumuler marges de gros et de 1tail remettant en cause un des fondements

officiels de l'tatisation du comzerce.

Globalement les grandes surfaces (et particulierement les Aswak) en passant de 91 & I.04C

en I979-89 ont connu une croissance anarchique en 6tant implantem lA oa il y a pl6thore

de commergants en 14tail ou bien dans des zones o& la densite de population n'exigeait

pas un tel investissement. Elles cornaissent d'ailleurs des problemes de gestion aigus

(sous qualification du personnelsureffectifs,approvisionnements difficilesvente de bi.en

de qualit6 mddiocre ou L marge r6duiteetc...)ui s'expriment dans le montant de leur

endettement.C'est dans ce contexte qu'a 6tg forwAld racemment un projet de reconversion

d'une partie de ces grandes surfaces scit en com-erces d'inputs agricolessoit on marche

do fruits et 14gumessoit en centres d'activit6s artisanales ,soit enfin en centres

dtactivitas socio-culturelles ; il est envisagi que cette reconversion benifioie d'abord

aux travailleurs des magasins concernas sous forme de location de oarreaut, is princi:

de l'alianation,de !a vente d'immeubles publics 6tant toujours exclu.Ia but visi par un

tel projet est de limiter la presence de l'2tat au niveau & du "dtail".. et en tout

cas & essayer de rentabiliser ses structures qui sont appelees &. y rester;cependant la

mise en oeuvre i'un tel sch6ma de r6organisation sera confrontee & la question de

.'emploi et des sureffectifs actuels.

rinalement pour le consommateur le seul avantage de l'existence des grandes surfaces

d'tat est d'y rencontrer un grand nombre de produits (sans toutefois atre assure d'y

trouver les biens dont il a .immidiatement besoin) ; sa demande a des chances d'etre

plus facilement satisfaite en matitre do produits de grande consommation (sucrebeurre,

16tergentsetc..)moins disponibles dans le secteur prive auquel les entreprises publiqueE

de production ou d'importation les r4partissent plus parcimonieusement ,quand le secteur

prive ne fuit pas volontairement ces biens & faible marge commerciale.Evidemment la

disponibilitA de certains produits dans les grandes surfaces d'Etat ne d6coule nullement

d'une gestion approprides c'est un avantage artificiel dont elles b.niAicient et qui

r-sulte :e l'conomie administr4e o& le secteur public proiucteur ou importateur remplit

plus une fonction de distribution (selon des criteres administratifs) que de com.:ercia-

lisation d'apres les principes du march6 ; c'est ainsi que les cuisinieres et r.frig4-

rateurs sont distribuds administrativement par la firme d'Itat (22=1 ) qui les fabriqu

aux grandes surfaces qui les revendent au detail on se rdferant & leur liste d'attente

+Ditreprise Nationale des Industries Electro-U4nagtres.
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ou exceptfonnellement sur la base d'une ddrogation spdoiala du Directeur de l1'entreprise

ou de i'unitd ooncern4s.

I.2.Z. IE C03DERCE DE GROS

L'introduction de 1'Etat , l'chelon du commerce de gros a procd6 de ieux series

de pr4occupations t

i ) l'une socio-economique lide & la conviction quo le secteur public

est le remprt contre la "speculation" qui rencharit le coAt de

la vie et le milleur d.fenseur des prix administr~s;

ii) l'autre iddologique lice & la volont6 politique do cantonnement de

1. bourgeoisie locale (et sp4cialement la bourgeoisie com-erciale)

dans des limites 6troites.

C'est dans cette double perspective que sont apparues des entreprises publiques, & voca-

tion commerciale et achetant en grandes jua1ntit4s des marchandises aupres des producteurs

publics et des monopoles de commerce ext'rieur (quand elles n'en assurent pas elles-memes

les achats a 1'tranger).

Cos entreprises pour asseoir leur puissance ont toujours revendiqu6 l'exclusivit6 pour 2

commercialisation de 1'output des firmes d' tat imais cette revendication n'a dtd satis-

faite qu'en partie au cours des annges 70. Au dabut de la pr4sente d4cennie le principe

(largement controverse auparavant) de la separation de la fonction de production et de la

fonction de commercialisation (au sein du secteur public) a At6 adopt6 dans le contexte

de la restructuration do l'4conomie ; cette n4riode a vu l'4closion de nouvelles entre-

prises con .rciales & dimension nationale ou rigionale, 6rigdes en d6bouch6 unique et

obligatoire pour l'output des firmes d'rtat. A titre d'illustration on notera que les

aitreprises de :istribution des atdriaua do Construction (:DIMCo) sont devenuge les

intermddiaires rigionaux oblig4s pour l'acces & certains matdriaux de construction (bois,

cimentetc..)omme 1'Entreprise de distribution des Produits Chimiques (DIpROCEID: ) a 6ts

impos~e comme le debouchd de l'industrie chimique d'7tat.Cette separation+ des deux for

tions n'a pas eu d'heureux r6sultats et des problemes sont nas de cet agencement bureau-

cratique des circuits de commercialisation des produits des firmes publiques ;parmi ces

probllmes on pout citer a

i ) le non payement des producteurs par les entreprises commerciales

+ La mise en oeuvre de ce principe dans le secteur non agricole est intiervenue tris paradoxa-
lement au moment oA il eat abandonn4 dans l'agriculture autog4ree aprds une expdrience nagc
tive (qui pour des raisons dogmatiques a risist4 .;ie vingtaine d'anr.es).

I
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au motif que 1'output des premiers 6tait invendable ( et c'es

IA une des sources des criances impaydes qui entachent lee bila

des socidtds d'stat);

ii- )Ie non enlevement des marchandises par les entreprises de com

mercialisation obligeant lee producteurs A su.rstocker alors que

leur output est dans certains cas recherch6 par les utilisa-

teurs ;

iii )la rupture de tout lien entre la demandele "march6" d'une par

et le producteur d'autre part ,ce dernier ne faisant alors aucun

effort d'adaptation du produit (ou de compression des couts).

Cette situation a iNiOtW le "policy maker" A. autoriser les . producteurs & vendre

une partie de leur output en dehors du circuit pre-6tabli des organismes publics.Cett

marge de manoeuvre du secteur productif a t6 amplifiee par le processus de son

autonomisation.lais il va de soi qu'il existe des liens et des r4seaux de solidarit6

au sein Au secteur d'tat qui font qu'en dUpit de l'autonomie les producteurs sent

enclins & servir en premier lieu les organismes publics de commercialisation ; rappelon

toutefois que leurs rap2orts ne sont plus en principe bureaucratiques -car lea inter-

f~rences des ::inisteres n'ont pas toujours disparu- mais sont censes etre convention-

nelso.

La criation dss organismes publics de commercialisation en gros n'a pas toujours rac-

courci le circuit de vente des marchandises. A titre d'exemple voyons la situation pr

lant dans la branche des materiaux de construction ;avant la restructuration de l'4cono

la 3ociit6 Jationale des watriaux de Gonstruction (WI) cumulait les fonctions de pro-

duction ,d'importation et de commercialisation ( y compris au stade du dMtail) de ces

produits ; dans les ann4es 80 elle est remplacee par une firme d'importation et des

entreprises rAgionales de distribution domestique (71100).I1 y a done eu dans cette

activiti allongement des circuits de distribution.



1l 9L COMCE DOMMTIUE PAR GRANDE CATW0RIE DE PRODUITS

L'4tude sera oentrde sur la com.:ercialisation des produits finals demandAs par la

population dtant donnd leur extreme sensibilit6 sociale ces dernitres annees.

II.1. LE C0O1!MCE DES PRODUITS AGRICOLE,

Dans la ration alimentaire environ 1.172 DA/tote d'habitant vont aux produits i

prix soutenus (sucre,laitetc..) et 4.192 DA/tite d'habitant se dirigent vers les biens A

prix "libres" ;coette disproportion dans la repartition des d4penses cache le fait que la

premiere. cat6gorie de ddpenses fournit 80 S des consommations oalorifiques et lipidi'ae

de la population * V'est pourquoi l'examen du commerce des deux types de denrdes alimen-

taire parait tres .npospaire.

UI. 1 .A.LM PRODUTITS 'JRICOL=3 ZTI'UES

L'Office :Tational de Commercialisation (OITACO) premiere entreprise d'Etat A 9tre

fond6e en 1963 ,avait k ses d.buts pour objet de fournir & la population des denr4es di

de base (thd,sucreetc..) a des prix stables et faibles gr~pe & des concours budgetaire:.

avait dono le monopole d'importation pour ces produits exotiques dont coertains subissaier

dans ses unites transformation ou conditionnement (torrdfaction de caf4 par exemple).Il

jouait le r6le de grossiste dans les zones sahariennes pour le compte de plusieurs societ

nationales (detergents ,semoulestabacsetc..).Drlf in en sa qualitd de premier organisme

public d'importation il lui a dtd confid l'acha-; a l'6tranger d'inputs pour le com;

d'autres socidtds dOrtat.

Etant donnd la nature des produits relatifs & la sp6cialisation de son activit4 commercia

il contr$le une part notable des importations alimentaires du pays . A certains Agaris

l'OUCO a rempli de fagon appropri4e les missions qui lui ont etd confsrAes :

i ) disponibilit6 des denrAes dont il assure l'importation ;

ii ) stabilitd et uniformitd des prix sur tout le territoire (sous rAe

ve des reajustements administr-s qui ont notamment marque I& pre

sente decennie).

Avant la quasi-disparition des grossistes prives l'O-ACO se contentait de leur livrer le

denr4es & charge pour eux de les redistribuer ; sa crsation a dono 6t6 synonyme d'allor

gement du canal de circulation des ses produits.Par la suite 1'OIACO s'est accapard du

commerce de gros dont il a le monopole dtimportation.Zet organisme n'a pas At4 4pargn6

par la restrueturation. Oganiqua at a donr4 notamnent naissance . do=x entreprises

WEr imporzUon) 'zd JDl.J/ isibution) dont les performances ne difftrent guere

de celles de la socigt6 mere.

+ Entreprise Ilational& des Produits Iim ntaires

+ntreprise de Distribution des Produits Alimentaires
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Ie fonctionnement do oes organismes appelle les quelqueq observations

suivantes 9

) leur performance a toujours 6t6 tributaire du montant de

lVAutorisation "lobale I'Importation qui leur est consentie ;

ceci est d4montr4 par la penurie grave de cafe vcue en 1987 par

l'Alg6rie ;

ii ) une partie des denries distribuaes sur le march6 intArieur as*

d4tournee (6tant le niveau du prix de ces denries exprim6 en

devises sur la base du taux du marcha parallle) par le commerce

irfcrmel vers des pays limitrophes(Niger,Marocetc..);

iii ) la disponibilit4 do leurs denrees dans les grandes surfaces n'e,

pas assurde en permanence souvent & cause d'une mauvaise organisi

tion des rapports ex-ONCO-Clientele ;

iiii ) les commergants prives hesitent i commercialiser les denrees

OIAICO & cause de la faiblesse de leurs marges ;et les grandes

surfaces d'3tat . n'effectuent de telles ventes que par

n4cessit6 ou esprit de service public ;

iiijii) les denrees commercialis4es par I'ex-ONACO font toujours l'obje

syst~matique (comme les cdregles par ailleurs) des interventions

du Tresor en matiere de prix (par le biais de son schbma de sta-

bilisation,de per6quation et de compensation des prix ).

II *I.B.LES PRODUITS AGRICOLES LCCAI2

La production de denr6es agricoles stagne alors que leur demande s'accroit dans un

contexte on 'me importation. significative (sauf pour les cAreales et le lait) semble

exclue & cause de la limitation des ressources en devises et de la volont4 de proteger la

paysannerie. L'&mergence do fortes tensions inflationnistes sur les march6s des produits

agriooles locaux n'est done pas surprenante ;ces tensions ne peuvent etre contenues ou

reduites que par un controle de la demande et/ou une action -nergique puw rendre loffre

plus flexible.

xception faite des cerdales la comzercialisation des fruits et ligumes et des produits

animau= (!a lait mis h part) 6chappe dans des proportions considarables au secteur public.

I)rL .CO22RCIALI3ATIO PU3LIAU2 DS O~2J:17

Les cerdales,qui ne sont consommies qu'aprs transformation , constituent la denr4

alimentaire de base pour les populations du -agreb . Leur circulation comprend
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deux 4+apes t

i ) commercialisation avant tcansformation;cette opdration relve de

l'Office Algrien Tnterprofessionnel des Cgr&ales (QAIC) organisme

sous tutelle du Min-stare le l'agriculture et qui dispose du monop<

du commerce exterieur et intArieur des crzales . A 00 titre tous lE

producteurs sont tenus de livrer & l'OAIC ou i des 4tablissements

agr4As par lui tout leur output de cerdales & des prix de campagne

fix6s par decret.Ces livraisons sont ensuite rgtroc4dde& aux produt

teurs (semences ou aliments de bdtail) ou aux cinq entreprises r4gi<

nales (les MRIAD) issues de la restucturation organique de

l'ex-sociAte nationale des semoules,pates alimentaires et couscous

ii) commercialisation apres transformation.Cette phase interrient apres

trituration et/ou transformation des c6rgales par les entreprises

ZLIAD qui en oporent la distribution aupres :

- des coll'ectivites publiques (caserneshopitauxeto..);

- des boulangeries-pi-isseries I

- et des dJtaillants publics et priv6s (oar en 1971 la soci4

mare a d6oid4 de contouaer le stade de gros alors domin6

par des exploitations privees).

Grosso modo l'offre des produits c~r4aliers ,gra.ce aux importations , a toujours 4t4

relativement reguliire at suf1Tisante pour ripondre -1 la demands aux prix officiels.Par

contre la penurie chronique tffecte les Le'.umes secs (feves,lentillesetc..) cue l'OAI

est 4balement cens4 distribuer.ea gendral aussi bien pour les c6r4ales que pour les

legumes secs l'insuffisance 6ventuelle d'offre einflue que faiblement sur les prix,en

partie . cause de l'importance sociale de ces dnrdes.Mais on situation de crise aigue

en matiere de dispo.ibilit4 des produits cer4aliers (comie en automne 1988) leur distri

bution s'effectue par llintermediaire d'un rationrement administratif g~rd par les Muni

cipalites.

Ce tableau idyllique doit Gtre toutefois nuanc.L'appareil de production (des :RIA)
+44

est surexploitd tandisque la demande croit rapidement ; tout arret (technique ou socia

de production occasionne penurie ot importation d'urgence.L'extension des capacitas de

production suit difficilement le rythme de la demande:la consommation per capita s'est

accrue de 26%f on I980-89 passant de 150 !L 190 kgs alrs quo le 1-velop;ement aurait du

d-clencher ua mounement inverse.C mouvement ost du 1 nlusieurs facteurs

+ Les :RIAZ posz:dent 80 semouleries ninoteriesIG unites de ptes-couscous et 2 unit6s de lev

re.Pres de 30L de ces installations sont vtGustesle reliquat 6tant postarieur ! 1973.



qui sont S

i )disponibilitg mieu: assur4e pour ces produits ;

ii )prix abordable et relativement stable ;

iii)et surtout substitution des c4r6ales aux autres produits agricoles

sp4cialemenr les fruits et 16gumes pour des raisons le coCzt (alors g-

les previsions du plan avaient tabl4 sur un deiclin de la consommation

par tete des c6r6ales ).

Presentement la demande de farine exprim~e par les boulangers est satisfaite & 100 % alors

que celle des menages ne l'est qu' 20% ce qui entraine la formation de prix "illicites"

pour cette denrAe.Dans le champ le la semoule le tiers des besoins exprimes (8 millions

de quintaux) est couvert par l'importation ;il arrive que le march4 de ce produit soit

tendu quoique rarement (par exemple en 4t6 et en automne 1988 ).Les importations de

farine et de semoule sont le fait de l'hntreprise ,ationale des Indikstries Atimentaires

(qui en tire 95S de son chiffre d'aiffaires) 4galement charg~e de promouvoir l'expension de

industries alinmentaires.

2.0 L cIRcUTr UALISTES D- FRUITS ZT LEGUI-S

2.a a L'instabilit6 du secteur commercial public (1963-8I)

Eh 1963 l'exportation de fruits et 16gumes du secteur agricole autoger4 est confi

1 l'O2TACO ,peu arm6 techniquement pour comercialiser sur le marahd intirieur des denrees

p~risablesT'rts vite est fond4 l'Office :Tational de la R6forme Agraire (0:T1A) en vue de

concevoir un systeme coop4ratif de distribution de fruits et legumes ; en pratique il en

arrive & les commercialiser directement & l'intgrieur et A l'extdrieur.Cette mission est

r~alis4e dans des conditions d6fectueuses ayant pour impact im=4diat la chute des revenus

de la paysannerie.En 1966 oa lui substitue un organism4 coopdratif l'Union Nationale des

Coop~ratives Agricoles de Commercialisation (UNCAC) qui 6choue et laisse la place en I969

l'Office National des Fruits et Legumes (OFIA) dote du monopole ,de l'exclusivitg pour

la distibution des produits (Fruits et l4gumes ) de i'agriculture socialiste.Cette dernie:

fournit ses denr4es A l'OFLA & des prix fix4s par campagne et modulJs pour tenir compte de

la qualit6 et des saisons.L'OFA 4tait compos4 de centres sp4cialisis dans la collecte,:

triage, le pri-condcitioniLement,etc.. ent'wre le1uels existaient 2es dchanges intenses ie

denrees ;ces manipulations et ces dAplacements 4taient causes d'avaries et donc de pe'te:

de marchandises ; en fait le bon fonctionmement d'un tel systeme supposait un degrA 6lev6

d'organisation et de coordination ( que ne poss4dait pas l'OFLA..

Plusieurs observations mdritent d'tre effectudes & propos de l'exodrience de l' OA :

i ) sa presence au stade du com:-erce de detail a At6 tardive et reste

marginale.Ses vei.tes ont 4td orient6es principalement vers des
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grossistes, et demi-grossistes prives..ma oreation de cot organisme 
i

done allonge le circuit de vente des fruits et lgumes (issus de

1'agriculture autog~rAe ) d'un Achelon inefficient 0 De plus lorsq

la production est venue & diminuer ,le rle stabilisateur des prix

d~volu & l'OFLA 6tait impossible & jouer au niveau du commerce de

d4tail ;

ii )une fois l'activit4 do 1'O'LA tendue aux fruits et l4gumes destin6

& la transformation industrielle , la tache de cette derniere s'est

compliqlue (majoration des nrix des inputs, non livraison des vari4

demand, es ,etcaa..).On rappelera qu'antArieurement A cette inter-

farence les entreprises passaient des contrats de culture avec les

exploitations agricoles autogar6es;

iii)d4couragement syst4matique des paysans car l'OFLA sous-evaluait leE

denr4es livries par lea exploitations agricoles aupres desquelles

par ailleurs il avait d'A-nornes dettes impayses.

Dn 1974 suite aux protestations des paysans quant & l'impact n4gatif do ces circuits de

com=ercialisation sur leur situation financiere ot leur productivit6 interVient une nouve:

le reforme mettant fin & l'ernprise de l'02LA.34sormais la production du secteur autog4r6

est ced~e aux eoop4ratives Agricoles Polyvalentes Comirwunales de Services (CAPCS) qui

doivent d'abord approvisionner leur propre cornmune avant de vendre leurs exc6dents 4vei

tuels aux Coop4ratives de Truits et L'zmes (O7TL) charg4es dforganiser la r4gulation dt

ltoffre sur le territoire de la rilaya ;quant aux excedents d'une COFEL ils sont achemin.

vers d'autres COFEL ou vers l'OFLA qui d1tient toujours le monopole des operations

de commerce exterieur.Dans ce sch6ma la fonction oriv4e de mandataite ou de grossiste

tend a disparaitre.Cette nouvelle structuration est aussi empreinte de difficultes:

i )les problames financiers des exploitations autog4rees ou de la

RUvolution Lgraire ne sont toujours pas rssolus (payement non

assur6,litiges sur la :ualit4 et donc les prix des denr4esetc..)

it )absence de coordination centrale des COFL et de fluidit4 dans la

circulation interregionale des lenrees ; en 1977 la wilaya, do

Mascara ( . l'Ouest) a enregistr4 des exc4dents considerables de

pommes de terre ,denrde alors rare ians les centres urbains 
du

Centre et do l'Zst du pays que 1'QO'LA a du fournir on recourant

& 1'importation ; le systeme revilait alors son irrationalit6 et

les Anornes gaspillages auxquels il conduisait



2.ba I secteur priv4( 1963-8I)

pendant cette p6riode ls producteurs prives continuent & acouler leur output do

fruits et ldgumes par deux canaux :

i ) un circuit "court" ,celui des march6s locaux.les petits producteurs

6coulent leur production soit auprns de d.taillants ,soit anpr&s de

consommateurs locaux.Ce canal n'est pas important et ne concerns

pas significativement les populations urbaines aux prises avec le

march4 parallle specialement au cours des anses 70 ;

ii) un circuit"long" comportant des grossistes(qui agissent parfois a=

zalletten prolongement ou non de lIOFIA) d'une part et des dAtail-

lants d'autre part.I1 faut souligner que pendant longtemps les 
gros-

sistes prives ont formd l'aboutissement du canal public 
contr616 e

amont nar l'OFI

2.o.La tendance k l'unIification du marche des fruits at lgumes (1981-89

El I11 est r~tablie pour les producteurs des secteurs autogerd at coopdratif la

libert6 do commercialisatiocn periue depuis deux dceniies environ.Cette nouvelle situati

a eu trois effets S

i ) elle enleve aux cooperatives la fonction de distributeur oblig6

des fruits et l6gumes at permet & l'OFLA (ievenu 'AiA avec la

restructuration des societes d'Etat) d'acceder a cet output mais

sur des critares commerciaux et non plus bureaucratiques ; i- fau-

ndanmoins noter quo les producteurs se d~tournent de l'aTAFIA car

ce dernier tente d'imposer des prix . la production conformes a,

mercuriales at un payement par cheque ;

ii )elle ouvre la voie qu d4velop-pement de la fonction priv6e du com-

merce on gros ;

iii )oOMpte tenu du rdtablisoement des relations contractuelles entre

producteurs at intermediaires les prix & la production accusent un

mouvement ascendant(qui se reflate dans les prix de detail

+Les Halles sont des marches de gros sous tutelle des municipalit~s ozn souls les propriAtaiE

ou locataires de carreaux (emplacements destin5s & la vente) peuvent negocier leurs mrarchan-

dises.Le producteur prive qui veut A-couler son output aux Ealles doit s'adresser L un mandat:

re;dans certains cas ce dernier achete la production "sur pied" (-quelques mois avant la rec

to souvent) pour la recder apres collecte 
& des grosoistes ou des d6taillants.
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Au plan r4glementfire lsa libert6 de commercialisation ne signifie pas libert6 des prix

des fruits et ldgumes.Xas is mecanisme de leur fixation a quelque peu evolue:c'ewt Une

commission nationale (otL siagent des representaats des Ministeres du Comnrerce et do

llAgriculturedes services de securit6, de l'union des paysans, do ltunion des commergant

des COFEL des wilayas d'Alger ,de Blida et ie Tizi Ouzou et de 1' A.FIA ) qui est censge

fixer hebdomadairement des "prix' de r4f5rence" A la consommation ; ces derniers sont con

muniques & toutes les wilayas pour determiner leurs prix apres consultation de com-

missions locales.Les prix ?lafond -la consom-ation ainsi affichds integrent toutes les

marges rdglementaires * Cependant cet agencement administratif de fixation des prix ne

fonctionne pas de fagon appropri6e A cause de l'inexistence ou do la faiblesse des com-

missions regionales et de leur consultation irreguliere.

De surcroit le ni7eau des prix officiels & la consommation est rarement observ4 par

les organismes publics .Ceci est facilite par Is fait quo les prix de production ne

sont pas effectivement encadr4s.Cet aspect du processus inflationniste s'est renforce

apres la iissolutixn des domaines socialistes et leur remplacement par deslexploitations

agricoles en commun";en effet cette privatisation de la gestion du capital foncier publi<

a rdintroduit les ventes de la production sur pied au plus offf rant ainsi quo &a

reapparition plus active I-es mandataires et des grossistes priv4s (op4rant sur un march-

opaque) .Le jeu du march6 ,en situation de sdcheresse et de difficultds & organiser le

la fonction de production compte tenu des p4nuries d'inputs, a eu lieu aux d~pens du

consomrmateur.

D'autres facteurs agissent negativement sur le niveau et le mouvement des prix :

i )orientation de la production vers la plasticulture pour obtenir des

denries (tomates,haricots vertsetc..) avant saison et en obtenir

en contrepartie un prix -lev4 ;

ii )pratique (bien que prohib4e) du fardage par le producteur ;cette

derniere consists & remplir les cageots de produits de qualite nor-

male en premiire rang4e et ie enr'es de qualit4 m5diocre (suscepti

ble de ddt6rioration rapide) pour les autres rang~es ;

iii )limitation volontaire do l'offre soit en stockant une partie ,soit

en modulant l'arrachage ou la collecte des fruits et l4gumes pour

6viter au maximum la baisse des prix (ou la formation d'un prix

appropriA );

iiii)multiplication des intermadiaires .Sur les marches 
il arrive que IE

intermrdiaires achetent des cargaisons entiAres pour les receder

sur place et plus cher.
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Prix Observ4s , Aoilt 1989

Denree Prix de Gros Prix de Detail I'large de d4tail
a. Boufarik & Alger effective
(DA/g) ( DA / ) (on e )

Pommes de terre
blancbe 4 - 4*5 6 35-50
Oignon 3,5- 4 5 20-42
Tomate 1,5- 4 12-14 200-830

Carotte 6 - 7 IR 42-66

Poiv-rons 15 - 20 30 50-100

Citron 15 - 18 26 44-73

Aubergine 5 - 6 20 233-300
Pomme 14 - 30 35 16-150

Pastaque 8 - 10 20 100-150

Raisin noir 14 - 15 25 66-78

Les pouvoirs publics considArent que is niveau exaggr6 des prix & la consommation ainsi

que ses fluctuations (avec leur trend ascendant) dacoulent d'une "speculation" en

amont.Le tableau pric~Ient revele cependant que les commergants en d4tail en encaissa

des marges excessives participent A cette "sp4culation" ; pour se dAfendre ils utili-
sent comre argument que leur ap-rovisionnement s'est operd & out glev6 et sins
factux. :Mis les pouvoirs publics ,se fondant sur leur analyse propre, envisagent :

i )d'organiser des marches de gros dont l'acces sera contr6l4

par lee municipalitgs essentiellement (comme celles de Boufarik

et Boudouaou dans la r~gion d'Alger );
ii )de rendre obligatoire l'coulement de la production de fruits et

ldgumes sur les carreaux de ces marches ;

iii)'imposer la facturation dans les transactions commerciales.

la transparence des op6rations com:::erciales ainsi visde (si elle est obtenue )
signifie quo tous les niveaux de prix (de production et de gros) seront implicitement

determinAs (par soustraction des marges reglementaires du prix plafond & la consommation

.aturellement ces prix ne seront pas necessairement ceux d'quilibre ; et lorsque !a

prcduction s'averera ir.suf isante ( ce qui est g~neralement le cas en Alg*rie) il
faudra s'attendre & la formation d'un march6 "parallle" dont les prix s'eloigreront

des prix officiels af-'iches.
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La distribution d. la viands est presque totalement sous l'emprise du secteur

priv6.L'tat a tent6 de pen6trer sur ce march6 au moyen de 1'Office National des Alimen

de Btail (ONAB) 1 neanmoins comme dans cette branche (et contrairement A ce qui se

s'est pass4 jusqu'ici pour les produits alimentaires locaux) la commercialisation

6tatique , n'ayant pas eu en amont de base productive publique , a du asseoir ses

operations sur les importations essentiellement.Grac0 & ces dernieres les grandes

surfaces publiques ont pu comrnecialiser notamment les viandes rouges ! des prix

competitifs ( 75 :A/Cg pontr* 125 DA/kg pour la viande ovine en septembre 1989 a

Alger) ; mais l'ef..et stabilisateur d.'u.e telle poliTique a. 6t n6gligeable compte

tenu des quantitas (et peut-;tre aussi de la qualit4) des viandes importges.

Si on exclut le circuit public de commercialisation on evoluent 1'ONAB et les grande

surfaces d'Etat et qui demeure marginal , il y a trois canau= prives de vente :

i )un circuit "court" pr6dominant dans les zones rurales;il comporte

un 6leveurun boucher et un consommateur ; ses operations so font

en lehors de tout contrOle sanitaire ou fiscal y

ii )un circuit "rmoyen" onL appa:rait un maquignon ;celui-ci achte en

gros des animaux auz Aleveurs et les revend aux bouchers qui se

chargent de l'abattage et de l'coulement des viandes aupres des

consomx.ateurs ; ce circuit existe surtout dans les villes

d'importance moyerve ;

iii)un circuit "long" qu'on rencontre dans les grands centres urbair

Entre is maquignon et le boucher se pr6sentent ieux autres inte:

mddiaires l'emboucheur (qui achete do jeunes animaux au maquignon

pour lea engraisser) et le onevillard (qui acquiert les animaux

sar pied et les recede au detail aux bouchers (avant ou apres

abattage).

Cette structure rend is march6 de la viande tres opaque et dif'icilement mai oisab:

Ie grand nombre d'interm6diaires qui y agissent ,constituent un surcout qui obere

le prix de la viands cd6e au coiso,.-ateurs.our le plr r_6lementaire ce sont les

walis qui arretent le prix des viandes sur leur territoire d'aprls des prix do ref4-

rence centraux ; mais les prix effectifs iu march4 dif26rent systr.ntiquement et

fortement des prix officiels.
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II, 2. LA DISTRIBUTION DES PRODUITS LTTII INDUST.RT-S

Ces produits sont issus soit de processus de fabrication locale ,soit de 'irmpor,

tation.En ce qui concerne la production nationale certains outputs sont regulierement
disponibles sur le marchd et no connaissent par cons~quent aucune tension ; au stad
final ils sont cemmercialises A un prix qui reflete le cot de production plus les
marges de production s'il y a lieude eros et de dAtail. ; ces marges sont souvent p1
6levdes que celles prAvues par la r4glementation.Ceci s'explique surtout par la

)osition quasi-monopoliste des producteurs (et/ou le cas 4chant des ;rossistes)& I

y a lieu de constater que lorsque le pro-Jucteur est public il est enclin : observe

ses prix officiels ; mais l'acces & ses produits est g4ndralement bureaucratique

engendrant des costs pour les com::.ergants qui les rApercutent naturellement & tous 1

stades iu circuit de vente.Il en est ainsi de produits divers relativement disponible

corme lea chocolatsles biscuitsle petit outil1age manuel, les articles do plomberie ou

d'41lectricitd~etc...

.uant aux mncanismes de circulation des produits (locaux ou importes) moins disponible

ils sont totalement diffe'rents.2out d'abord et ;uand il s'agit du secteur d'Etat il est

& noter que la vente par le prodiuct;ur ou itimportateur soit au grossiste (circuit nor-

mal) q'il existesoit au ditaillant (circuit court) souvent agre6 (comme pour les piece

ditachAes de voitures ) s'effectue au mo,-en de "quotas" dont le volume est toujours en

dega de la demande exprim~e aux prix officials (cas des refigIrateurs, des pices

ddtachoesdes materiaux de construction , des produits laitiersetc..); & ce niveau

s'effectue done non pas une commercialisation mais une distribution administrative .

un priz officiel factura' (major6 fr6quemment de verements illicites aux agents de

l'organisme producteur ou importateur).Un tel systeme ne profits qu'aux entreprises

dj& installdes (qui peuvent en tirer de substantielles rentes) et laaine toute forme dE

concurrence.

Par contre quand il s'agit d'un producteur pv ( ou ce qui est rare d'un impor-

tateur priv6 sans payement) , l'aspect bureaucratique de la transaction disparait; il

vend sa marchandise & un certain prix (largement supdrieur A son prix officiel jui est

transcrit sur une gventuelle facture) ;en -ait il commercialiso ses produits & un prix

libre.Ces pratiques en mati6re de prix sont reprises et amplifides par le coz-erco do

gros ot de d-tail ( prix illicite sans facturation ou avec facturation d'un prix offi-

ciel) et tmoignent d'une absence totale d'un systnme de concurrence.
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I est interessant de slinterroger sur le niveau de prix qui apparait sur ce

march4 "libre" Il y a, globalement deux types de biens industriels demand4.s par la

population :

i )ceux jui sont jet4s sur le marche excl-sivement par le secteur

public -uis passent entre les mains de revendeurs priv-s. Dans

cadre le prix du march6 est au moins deux a trois fois Le prix

administre 9 comme le montrent les exemples ci-dessous.

Prix officiel Prix libre

Cigarettes Winston-.arlboro
DA/le paquet 12. 25-30

Rond 5. betonflA/Qcuintal 370 1.100-1.20

Ciment ,DA/quintal 40 140- 160

Circulateur d'eau chaude ,A/l'unit6 1.200 2.500

ii )ceux dont l'of-Pre initiale publique est comldtde par une impo

tation sans payement(du secteur prive acquittant ou non des dro

de douane).Dans ce cas le prix du march. a tendance I etre

au moins six fois le prix ofiiciel (bois et articles en bois,

vehicules neufs, certains habits,serrureriefaiencearticles

6lectro-mnagers,et...).

Pour l'explication du prix de ces produits le cout de la devis

sur le march6 parallele est le facteur determinant m~me si en

fait leur disponibilite n'est nas n6cessairement l'aboutissement

d'une op4ration d'achat de jevises sur la marche paralile.Ce ph-

mane est d'ailleurs observ4 meme en iologne.

+ Cette regle assez frequente peut comporter des exceptions quoique rares ;il en est
ainsi des produits pharmaceutiques qui ,malgr4 lcs rut4" d'approvisionnement qu'ils con
naissent se vendent & des prix officiels (dterminant des "fuites" de produits vers des

pays voisins).
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Soulignons quo las plupart des produits (non agricoles) ne passent pas entre

les mains do oommerces de gros ; cette fonotion a 6t6 ddtruite dans les ann~es 70 do

sorts que le d.taillant eat contraint de s'adresser A de nombreuses sworces d'approvi-

sionnement ce qui majors sea couts.De plus et frdquem-ent lea monopoles publics ou lea

services commerciaux des entreprises dtEtat encaissent lea marges de gros sans en assimer

la fonction.C'est dire quo la reconstitution du commerce de gros peut Constituer un

all gement des charges du commerce de dstail.



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATONAL FINANCE CORPORATON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: September 1, 1989

TO: Mr. Kemal Dervis, Director EM2

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2I

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: Delegation of Authority

During my absence on leave until October 2, -989, Mr. Abderrezzakl
Ferroukhi will act on my behalf.

cc. DMG
EM2IE Staff



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: August 30, 1989

TO: Files

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Division Chief, EM21E

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: ALGERIA - Economic Reform Support Loan
Meeting with Mme. Pallez, French Alternate ED

Mr. Dervis and I met with Mme. Pallez and a colleague from the French ED's

office to discuss the above operation. Mme. Pallez expressed strong support for the

loan and commended us on the quality of the Board documentation. She asked a number

of clarificatory questions to which we responded along the lines set out in the
possible Questions and Answers in the preboard briefing note. The more important of

her questions related to:

- the rationale for the gradualistic approach on price and incentive reform;

- ours and the Fund's views on the exchange rate management strategy and in
particular on the budget devises system;

- the possibility of privatizing some PE's and the measures being taken to
encourage the development of the private sector;

- the measures planned to contain the social costs of adjustment; the
possibility of a Bank role in supporting the Government's population planning
strategy;

- the importance of institutional strengthening and the objectives and design

of the proposed paralell TA project.

cc. Messrs. Thalwitz, El Maaroufi, Dervis, Krafft.



THE WORLD BAINTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: August 24, 1989

TO: Mr. S.H. Choi, Board Operations, C

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Division Chief, F

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: ALGERIA - Economic Reform Support Loan
Board Presentation on August 31, 1989

1. Mr. Nicholas Krafft, Senior Economist, EM2 will present the proposed $300
million loan to the Executive Directors. His presentation will focus on "The
Evolution of the Bank's Relationship with Algeria".

2. In addition to Mr. Krafft, questions by the Exezutive Directors will be
answered by Mr. Kemal Derviq, Director EM2, and Mr. Masood Ahmed, Division Chief,
EM2 who will also be seated at the main table.

3. Mr. Hasso Molineus (Principal Country Officer), Mr. Franco Fornasari
(Senior Country Economist) and Mr. Hisham El-Naggar (Financial Economist) will
be present and ready to answer any questions directed to them in their subject
areas.

cc. and cleared with Mr. Dervip
cc. Messrs. Thalwitz, El-Maaroufi, Hasan (EMNVP), Robless (SVPOP), Mattheisen

(SECGE), Costa, Ayub (EM2DR), Grais, Fornasari (EM2CO), O'Sullivan, Krafft
(EM2AG), El-Naggar (EM2IE), Ludwig (EM2IN), Rogerson (EM2PH), Prefontaine
(LOA), El Erian (LEG)

MAhmed: cg
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: August 15, 1989

TO: Messrs. R. Amin (EMTIE), M. Hinds (EMTTF)

FROM: M. Ahmed, Division Chief, EM2IE

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: EM2IE - Preparation of FY89 ARIS

In accordance with the RVP's memorandum of July 14, 1989, please find

attached:

(1) EM2IE's list of projects in the FY89 ARIS. Seven projects (Morocco:

CIH IV, BNDE IX, Small Scale Ind. II, Small Scale Mining, Pet.Expl. &

Appraisal - Tunisia: Small Scale Ind., Ind. IV) will not be included in the

ARIS exercise since they are closed projects and their PCRs have been

prepared; therefore leaving fifteen projects to be reviewed.

(2) EM2IE's package of Forms 590 and Status of Covenants for the remaining

fifteen projects mentioned in (1).

Please do not hesitate to contact me if we can be of any further assistance.

cc: EM2IE Task Managers.
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August 8, 1989

TO: Ms. Nadia Saad

Nadia:
Re. Letter from UNDP

It is not clear to me why I have been sent the attached letter or how the
department could contribute to the UNDP activities therein described. Perhaps
you could enlighten me. Would also appreciate your and Thierry's advice on how
best to handle the request for a Bank contribution (presumably financial?).

Please call.

Masood Ahmed

cc. Messrs. Baudon, Costa, Ludwig



UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME

PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES POUR L'ENVIRONNEMENT

T6l6gramms: UNITERRA, PARIS INDUSTRY AND ENVIRONMENT OFFICE

T66phons : 33 (1) 45 78 33 33 DtPARTEMENT INDUSTRIE ET ENVIRONNEMENT

T6Iex 204 997 F TOUR MIRABEAU

Telefax 33 (1) 45 78 32 34 Coframines I Unep 39-43, quai Andre Citroen - 75739 PARIS CEDEX 15

REF. NO 1134/JAL/rf
18 July 1989

Dear Mr Ahmed,

At the suggestion of Ms Saad, I am pleased to send you, under

separate cover, the~Tollowing reports:

- documents on the Training Workshop on Policies for Managing Hazardous

Wastes, held in Mexico, August 1988
- final report of the Training Course on Hazardous Wastes Landfills

(Siting, Design, Construction and Operation), Kuala Lumpur, June 1988

- a note on our hazardous waste management training programme.

Those workshops were held with the financial support of the F.R.

Germany, and we plan to hold another one for the West Asia region on

"Hazardous waste management policies and strategies". France will also

be providing financial support for a workshop in French-speaking

countries.

You might consider a World Bank contribution to increase these ?

training activities and I look forward to hearing from you.

For your information, I am sending you a UNEP/IEO 1988 activity
report, a list of our publications, and the Industry and Environment

review issue on hazardous waste management.

I look forward to a possible co-operation.

Yours sincerely,

Jacqueline Aloisi de Larderel
Director

Mr Massoud Ahmed
Division Chief-
Industry & Energy Division
World Bank

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
U.S.A.



To Files.16D
From Masood Ahmed
Subject- Telephone Conversation with French journalist re Algeria.

1, 1 was called today by Msa. Caroline Brun, journalist with le

nouvel economiste magazine in France. She was writing an article

about M. Beregovoy's recent visit to Algeria and wanted background

information on the Bank's program in that country and in particular

about the proposed adjustment loan. 1 told her briefly about the

scope of our operations in the past and about the objectives and

nature of the Economic Reform Support Loan ( bop support in the

context of the Govt's overall program of reform; $300 million to be

available in two equal trenches spread over about a year from this

September). She also asked me specifically about debt and if we were

involved in this area; I told her of the Bank's participation in the

June Paris meeting with French banks, and that we were currently

working with our Algerian counterparts in looking at ways to improve

the management of debt statistics and the; se of new financial
instruments. She also asked me whether the debt issue or the

question of economic reform had been discussed during M.Beregovoy's
visit; I asked her to find out by calling either the French or

Algerian representatives who took part in the discussions!

2. Overall, I did not find her to be particularly well-informed
or perceptive.

cc.Mes=r5 Dervis (o/r), Molineus, Orais, Rihane,^R
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The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 11-Jul-1989 12:22pm

TO: Geoffrey Fox ( GEOFFREY FOX )

FROM: Masood Ahmed, EM2IE ( MASOOD AHMED )

EXT.: 32340

SUBJECT: reducinq bunching

Geoffrey:

Per your request this morning, I have checked whether the

two projects you mentioned can be advanced. The answer is as
follows:

Alg- Research and Extension. This project was brought
forward from an FY9is to FY90s as a result of the last review
with Wilfried. It is a tight fourth quarter project and it is
not feasible to bring it further forward to the third quarter.

Morocco- Housing Finance. At a pinch this project could go

to the Board on Sept 28, thereby just squeezing into the first
quarter. We will work on it for this date, but whether you show

it as a firm first quarter project for the Region depends on how

risk averse these projections have to be.

Please call if I can help further.

Masood.

CC: Kemal Dervis ( KEMAL DERVIS
CC: rory p o'sullivan ( PAPER MAIL )
CC: Peter Ludwig ( PETER LUDWIG
CC: Celine Ng ( CELINE NG )



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

July 10, 1989

Mahmood/Wafik/Rene

- This is a note prepared by Mr. Hamoudi
in the Algerian ED's office at the
Fund.

- He has asked KD for comments.

- If you have any observations on it
I'm sure Kemal would appreciate them.

- Please could I have a copy of them
as well.

Thanks.

Ma s'd

P-1850



Note sur la fiscalit6
et le budget

Objet: Missions FMI sur le budget, la fiscalit6, la gestion
financiere locale

L'examen de la situation relative au fonctionnement des

services en charge de la fiscalit6, du budget et de la gestion

financiere locale m'a inspit6 certaines reflexions quant aux
possibilit4s d'amsliorer les services et les procedures dans ces

domaines.

A - La fiscalit4

En ce qui concerne la FISCALITE je situe quatre (4) domaines

d'intervention: l'administration, la simplification des procddu-

res, l'enregistrement des donnees, la localisation de l'imposi-
tion.

1. Pour l'ADMINISTRATION, il serait impdratif tout d'abord

d'dtablir un "dossier de l'existant" pour relever toutes les

insuffisances et rdfl4chir aux solutions appropri4es pour y rem6-

dier dans le cadre d'un "Plan de Modernisation Fiscale. A mon

avis, il y a lieu de rdflechir donc A une RESTRUCTURATION, ensuite

A 6tablir un programme de formation et enfin proc~der A une rdor-

ganisation globale.

2. La RESTRUCTURATION consistera A regrouper les services

en deux "DIVISIONS", l'une chargde de 1'ASSIETTE, l'autre chargde
du RECOUVREMENT. La "Division" de l'Assiette regroupera tous les

services charges d'EVALUER l'imp6t ou la taxe quelqu'en soit la

nature: direct, indirect, chiffre d'affaires, production et ser-

vices, etc... La "Division" du Recouvrement reunira tous les ser-

vices qui collectent les imp6ts et taxes quelqu'en soit leur na-

ture. Cela 6conomisera le temps et les effectifs qui sont si CRU-

CIAUX pour le bon fonctionnement des services A l'heure actuelle.
En plus, cela accentuera l'efficacit6 et le rendement dans le

travail et le "confort" des contribuables qui n'auront plus qu'UN

INTERLOCUTEUR pour chaque "Division" au lieu de plusieurs comme

c'est le cas actuellement.

3. Le programme de FORMATION aura pour objectif: une forma-

tion ponctuelle pour tout sujet fiscal nouveau ou tomb4 en d6su6-

tude; une formation continue pour maintenir A jour les connais-

sances des Agents du fisc; un recyclage des agents du fisc qui

parait INDISPENSABLE A l'heure actuelle 6tant donn4 le niveau de

culture et de formation qui prevaut dans les services. Il existe

actuellement des moyens modernes de l'audiovisuel qui permettent

de g~ndraliser et acc4lrer ce programme de formation A travers

tout le territoire.
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4. La REORGANISATION passera n~cessairement par l'dtude d'un

plan informatique. Il faudrait 6tablir l'dtude "EXISTANT" et une

6tude "ENQUETE", plus globale prevoyant l'informatisation des ser-
vices. Dans un premier stade, ce qui est urgent A faire c'est de

moderniser le centre informatique d'Alger oa il existe une "mine

d'informations" tres utiles concernant TOUS LES CONTRIBUABLES du

pays et ensuite proc~der A des opdrations d'informatisation pilo-

tes en prenant exemple et coopdration avec les administrations

fiscales de l'Italie et de la France qui chacune de leur c6t6 ont
des avantages et ce pour aller vite, d'autant plus qu'il existe

des "software" de par le monde qu'on peut adapter A notre systeme.

Une entreprise pour la realisation d'6tudes et travaux informa-

tiques pour le secteur financier (administration, banques, assu-

rances et SNC) ne serait pas de trop 6tant donn6 les besoins 4nor-
mes en ce domaine.

5. La SIMPLIFICATION des proc~dures faciliterait et le tra-

vail de l'administration et celui des contribuables en mdme temps

qu'il contribuerait A une transparence. A mon avis il y a trop

d'imp6ts et de taxes. Il faudrait les rdduire aux grandes cat6go-

ries telles: le REVENU, le CHIFFRE D'AFFAIRES, le FONCIER Rour

les IMPOTS DIRECTS d'une part et d'autre part pour les IMPOTS IN-

DIRECTS, les ACHATS, les VENTES, les services et enfin pour les

DROITS, Lls devraient concerner: CESSION, HERITAGE, ACTES qui

relevent des codes de commerce, statut personnel, civil, pdnal et)

tout document officiel m~me d'Etat civil. Pour ddcourager toute

infraction concernant les actes de commerce, il faudrait exempter

des droits de timbre les paiements par cheque des factures afin

d'encourager ce genre de paiements. Il faudrait augmenter les

droits de timbre pour les paiements en cash qui ne sont pas nom-
breux et constituent un danger pour notre politique monstaire.

6. En ce qui concerne l'ENREGISTREMENT DES DONNEES, il y a

lieu de revoir le systeme de COMPTABILISATION dans son ensemble.

Dans l'immndiat on peut introduire d4jA des solutions telles

celles consistant A affecter les recettes fiscales et autres

recettes A leur compte de destination des la collecte (receveur

des contributions), consolidds et distribues aux diff~rentes

parties: ETAT, wilayates et conmmunes, Fonds de garantie et

solidaritd et autres bdnsficiaires et ce, des leur comptabilisa-

tion chez le Trdsorier de Wilaya, au lieu d'attendre des mois si

ce n'est des anndes pour leur repartition comptable. En effet,
JUSQU'A PRESENT les recettes 6taient comptabilisdes en compte

d'attente chez le RCD ensuite transferdes A travers le TPA et les

TW A l'ACCT au niveau central pour rdpartition jusqu'au niveau

local en REPASSANT par le TPA, les TW et enfin les RCD. Ceci

prend BEAUCOUP DE TEMPS et BEAUCOUP DE TRAVAIL POUR RIEN et com-

plique l'affectation des revenus et leur comptabilisation EXACTE

A l'origine de la collecte et accuse des retards 6normes!

7. Ce que j'appelle la LOCALISATION DE L'IMPOSITION au

niveau du RECOUVREMENT, c'est d'abord affecter A la commune et A

la Wilaya les recettes fiscales qui leur reviennent de droit d&s
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qu'elles sont COLLECTEES par le RCD et ne pas ATTENDRE la

repartition par l'ACCT au niveau central. La rdpartition peut

dtre faite soit par le RCD sous la surveillance du Trdsorier de

Wilaya, soit par le Tr~sorier de Wilaya en conformitd avec les

6critures comptables des RCD.

8. Il s'agit 1A EGALEMENT de la localisation de certains
impots et taxes au niveau de l'ASSIETTE qui concernent essentiel-

lement des activit~s dconomiques ayant pour origine et essence la

commune ou la wilaya. Il ne s'agit pas 1A d'activit~s d4coulant
d'une VOLONTE NATIONALE qui a g4n6rd un imp6t qui, lui, continuera

de bendficier globalement A la collectivit6 nationale. Il fau-

drait 4galement que la commune ou la wilaya puisse "lever" certai-
nes taxes parafiscales afin de financer leur fonctionnement et

leur d~veloppement.

9. Une loi-cadre sur la fiscalit6 pourrait d4terminer les

differentes comp~tences relevant de l'Etat, des wilayates, des

communes, de services publics qui pourraient ainsi agir chacun

selon sa sphere de comp6tence pour lever l'imp6t et la taxe.

10. Le fonds commun des collectivitss locales devrait dtre

transform6 en INSTITUTION FINANCIERE A l'image de la caisse des
ddp6ts et consignation avec des activitss dscentralisdes. Ce

serait UNE ERREUR que de REGIONALISER cette organisation qui a la

responsabilit6 d'effectuer la redistribution du revenu et la

pdr~quation qui, pour 6tre 6quitables ne peuvent 6tre que globales

et universelles et ne peuvent se situer qu'au niveau central.

B - Le budget

Contrairement A l'orthodoxie financiere universellement

reconnue, notre BUDGET n'est ni UNIQUE, ni GLOBAL, ni UNIVERSEL

car divis4 structurellement - budget de fonctionnement et budget

d'6quipement, et realementairement - plan annuel et loi de finan-

ces, et physiquement - Ministere des finances et d4lgation du

plan, et administrativement - credits d'6quipement, credits de

fonctionnement, crddits d6concentres etc... La situation n'a

cess6 de se d~tdriorer depuis les anndes 1980 pour la pr~paration

et l'ex4cution de ce budget.

1. Pour le PREPARATION GLOBALE, il faudrait que le MINISTERE

DES FINANCES en ait la pleine initiative et maitrise autant pour

le fonctionnement, l'dquipement que pour les cr4dits deconcen-
tr~s. Bien s~ir la participation des autres parties: dd14gation

du plan, ministeres, commission des finances de l'APN, est de pre-

miere importance mais le MAITRE D'OEUVRE doit 6tre le MINISTRE DES

FINANCES pour des raisons d'orthodoxie financiere, de coordination

et d'unicitd dans la preparation et le contr6le de l'ex6cution.

2. Les raisons qui PRESIDENT A cette maitrise de la prspara-
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tion globale du budget par le Ministere des finances sont EVIDEN-

TES: le Ministre des finances est le seul institutionnellement

responsable et compdtent pour initier et procurer les RESSOURCES

necessaires pour le financement du budget et autres op4rations du

tr~sor tant A l'INTERIEUR qu'A l'EXTERIEUR, aussi il devrait 6tre

le SEUL A DIRIGER la preparation globale, bien s ir EN COLLABORA-

TION avec les autres parties ET CE, pour une plus grande effica-

citd et une meilleure coordination. La D6ldgation du plan selon

les nouvelles orientations est chargde de ddfinir les OBJECTIFS

MACROECONOMIQUES A atteindre et d'indiquer les moyens addquats

pour atteindre ces objectifs. Son r6le principal est ORIENTATION

et ANIMATION et non plus gestion comme auparavant. AINSI le

Ministre des finances retrouverait son r6le originel comme dans

les anndes 60-70.

3. En ce qui concerne la PREPAWATION INTERNE au ministere

des finances, il faudrait r~partir les tdches d'une maniere

fonctionnelle et rationelle 4tant donn6 les moyens physiques
existants. La DIRECTION DU BUDGET aurait A 6tablir le document

de preparation du budget, A analyser et 4valuer les demandes des
CREDITS et les discuter avec les ministeres et la d4lgation du

plan pour les credits d'6quipement d'une part et la commission

des finances' de l'APN d'autre part. La Direction du Trdsor au-

rait A pr6parer un document sur le financement qu'impliquerait le

budget gen6ral de l'Etat, les budgets d4centralisds, les comptes

speciaux et les operations du Trdsor. Elle aura A prdvoir les

moyens de financement (revenus fiscaux, revenus patrimoniaux,

revenus extraordinaires - endettement et autres moyens financiers

et mon~taires - et un plan de trssorerie. La Direction des Etudes

et de la Prsvision devrait coordonner les travaux de preparation

et finaliser le projet de budget g~ndral dans toutes ses parties:

d~penses et revenus, fonctionnement et 4quipement, budget de
l'Etat et budgets ddcentralis~s et le projet global de Loi des

Finances.

4. Les ADMINISTRATIONS concern6es par la preparation de ce

budget devraient dtre ameliordes quant au recrutement, A la

formation et recyclage, ainsi que les moyens physiques qui sont

plut6t rachitiques pour les directions du Ministere des finances

qui sont chargdes de preparer, de veiller, executer et analyser le

BUDGET dans toutes ses formes.

5. Le contenu du budget doit 6tre le plus complet et le plus

pr6cis possible pour ne laisser apparaitre aucune confusion ou

interpr~tation erronde des intentions des autorit~s. Aussi tou-

tes les charges doivent 6tre portses avec precision et clart6

ainsi que les ressources qui couvriront toutes les d~penses de

l'Etat et ses d~memembrements.

6. L'EXECUTION du budget laisse A ddsirer des le d6but. En

effet il est connu que des retards 6normes surviennent quant A la
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notification des cr4dits aux diff~rentes parties alors qu'il
SUFFIRAIT DE NOTIFIER TELS QUELS LES DOCUMENTS PRESENTES ET
ADOPTES PAR L'A.P.N. Ainsi les ddlais seraient r6duits et les
travaux d'affectation pour r~gularisation interviendraient par la
suite.

7. L'INFORMATISATION du processus de pr4paration simplifie-
rait 4galement les proc~dures d'affectation de cr~dits. Les
"softwares" existent de par le monde, il suffit de profiter de
l'expdrience des autres, SYGBEC du QUEBEC pourrait Atre intdres-
sant pour notre Administration!

8. L'ex4cution budg~taire pourrait 4tre amdliorde en revoyant
les fonctions comptables et de contrle financier pour les pr~ci-
ser et les harmoniser. Le contrble financier devrait retrouver
son autonomie au niveau central surtput, pour mieux 4tre rdorga-
nisde afin d'dviter le dedoublement des fonctions de contr6le au
niveau de l'engagement et au niveau comptable. Il faudrait accor-
der plus d'importance A un controle de qualitd de l'ex~cution bud-
g~taire en cours d'exercice et a posteriori.

9. La rationalisation de notre organisation budg~taire impli-
que qu'un seul document contienne toutes les dispositions rela-
tives aux moyens de l'Etat et ses d~membrements pour financer les
diffdrentes activites socio-dconomiques. C'est en effet LA LOI DE
FINANCES qui doit 6tre le document unique pour que notre BUDGET
soit unique, global et universel selon l'orthodoxie financiere
universellement admise. Le Plan annuel doit faire partie de cette
loi de finances.

10. La nomenclature budg~taire devrait 6tre revue en fonction
de notre systeme et pourrait 6tre inspirde du systeme des NATIONS
UNIES qui couvre beaucoup de nos preoccupations administratives
et 6conomiques. La nomenclature comptable qui doit ddcouler de
notre plan national comptable devrait introduire l'idde patrimo-
niale et bien sar 6tre en rapport avec la nomenclature budg4-
taire. Notre inspection gen4rale et certains "anciens" du budget
et du tr~sor pourraient mener les travaux dans ces deux domaines
sans problemes tant ils ont l'experience du terrain requise en la
matiere, seule une assistance technique d'appoint est n~cessaire.
C - La gestion financiere locale

Cette gestion financiere locale devient trop importante pour
la laisser TOTALEMENT aux seules mains du Ministere de l'Int6-
rieur pour la simple raison qu'elle IMPLIQUE de trop grands
moyens financiers qui RISQUENT DE METTRE EN DESEQUILIBRE la
gestion financiere globale du pays si l'on ne maitrisait pas son
4volution au niveau du MINISTERE DES FINANCES, seule administra-
tion competente pour veiller aux EQUILIBRES FINANCIERS du pays.
Le ddficit chronique des entreprises publiques locales en est un
exemple du laxisme qui a pr~valu jusqu'A present au niveau local.
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1. Il est bien sar reconnu qu'il faille faire des rdformes

pour que dscentralisation se fasse, mais il faudrait que le Minis-

tere des Finances participe pleinement et activement A la con-

duite des studes sur les rdformes proposdes par le Ministere de
l'Int~rieur!

2. Par le pass4 le Ministere de l'Intsrieur a SEUL REVU les

structures budgdtaires et comptables des collectivitds locales.

Il est temps que l'actuelle rdvision se fasse avec le MINISTERE

DES FINANCES pour harmoniser ces structures avec celles qui vont

&tre revues au niveau central. L'objectif est de transposer de

FAJON SIMPLE ET CLAIRE dans les scritures comptables du Trdsor
centralement les dcritures comptables des collectivit4s locales
pour aboutir A une CONSOLIDATION PLUS COMPLETE des rdsultats sur

le plan national et ce pour une meilleure lecture. Ce qui n'est

pas le cas du tout A l'heure actuelle!

3. L'objectif des r4formes c'est Egalement de RESPONSABI-

LISER les autorit~s locales pour g4ndrer leurs revenus propres

pour financer leurs activitds et surtout pour 6valuer le coat de

leurs actions pour la recherche du MOINDRE coat pour un PLUS

GRAND SERVICE ET BENEFICE.

4. L'harmonisation comptable et budg~taire doit 6tre le but

de ces raformes qui doivent viser dgalement l'6conomie des moyens.
Ainsi un BUDGET UNIQUE - au lieu du budget de wilaya et du budget

d~concentr6 - faciliterait beaucoup la gestion et les tAches. Un

autre fait milite en faveur d'une similitude dans les procedures

budg~taires avec l'Etat, c'est la quasi-garantie des revenus pour

la commune et la wilaya sans compter qu'il est tout A fait possi-

ble techniquement de porter des CORRECTIFS en cours d'annde au

budget "UNIQUE" votd en fin d'annde, comme pour le budget de

l'Etat. Les pdriodes compldmentaires,tant pour les collectivits

locales que pour les stablissements publics,ne font qu'alourdir la
gestion ddjA plus compliquse par l'6tablissement de DEUX DOCUMENTS
en fin de gestion: "Administratif" pour l'ordonnateur et de "ges-

tion" pour le comptable alors qu'un "BILAN ANNUEL" 6tabli concur-

rement par l'ordonnateur et le comptable et visd par la Commission

des Finances de l'Assembl~e suffirait. La commune est un exemple

vivifiant de la simplicit6 des procedures budgdtaires puisqu'elle

ne gere qu'un SEUL budget qui integre toutes les donndes mxme
celles provenant de l'Etat et de la wilaya. Mais 1A aussi il faut

plus de simplification des procedures pour en alldger l'adminis-

tration et la gestion qui deviendrait annuelle sans pdriode com-

plementaire.

5. Une loi-cadre sur la fiscalit6 et la parafiscalitd ddfi-

nissant les domaines d'intervention et les comp4tences de l'Etat,
la wilaya, la commune et les dtablissements publics facilitera la

gen~ration de revenus propres pour chacun de ces organes. Ces

revenus seraient lids A la nature physique, juridique et 6conomi-

que des diffdrentes activitds qui seraient ainsi classdes par
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nature. Cela stimulerait les autorites deconcentrdes et ddcentra-

lisdes qui n'attendraient plus la manne de l'Etat-providence pour

agir, A l'exemple de ce qui se passe dans certains pays du monde
de l'Est et de l'Ouest: Yougoslavie, les deux Allemagnes, Italie,
Canada, Etats-Unis, Belgique, France, Grande-Bretagne.

6. L'Etat pourrait continuer d'affecter une part des IMPOTS

NATIONAUX A ses DEMEMBREMENTS et une partie de certains IMPOTS

LOCAUX peuvent financer en plus de ceux de l'Etat, le FONDS COMMUN

des COLLECTIVITES LOCALES qui serait transformd en VERITABLE ins-

titution financiere - nationale et non pas rdgionalis~e - qui

fonctionnerait comme une banque faisant des placements, des inves-

tissements, des financements pour son propre compte ainsi que pour

le compte des collectivitds locales.

7. Pour parfaire cette gestionfinanciere locale, il fau-

drait crder des structures financieres au niveau regional et

communal pour mobiliser beaucoup plus l'6pargne des menages et

des entreprises du secteur privd qui sont en z6ndral de niveau
local, dtant donn6 1'EXCES de liquidit6 fiduciaire qui carac-

terise notre dconomie.

8. A cet effet, il serait judicieux de crder des structures

financieres compldmentaires. 1Des SOCIETES FINANCIERES POUR LE

DEVELOPPEMENT REGIONAL au nombre de cinq (Constantine, Ghardaia,

Blida, Oran, Bdchar) pourraient activer le financement de projets

6conomiques consequents et d'inter&t commun et d'utilit6 publique

au niveau des diff6rentes zones des cinq regions est, ouest, cen-

tre, sud-est et sud-ouest. 2Des UNIONS FINANCIERES DE CREDIT

MUTUEL au niveau des zones d'activitds dconomiques regrouperaient
les professionnels (salaries et producteurs), les collectivit~s

locales et les institutions financieres et bancaires pour collec-

ter l'dpargne, l'investir dans les activites productives dans le

cadre de l'entraide et solidaritd sociale entre citoyens. t'Des

CAISSES DE CREDIT MUNICIPAL pourraient REVOIR le jour au niveau

des communes urbaines et semi-urbaines notamment au niveau des

chefs-lieu de daira avec le concours des communes, des manages et

entreprises locales aussi bien privees que locales pour collecter

l'6pargne des citoyens de ces communes qui servirait A financer

des activitss aussi bien productives - petits metiers et commer-

ces - que sociales - contre des garanties mobilieres et immobi-

li&res - des citoyens dans un besoin financier momentan6. 
4)Des

BANQUES REGIONALES au nombre d'une dizaine seraient rdparties en

diff~rentes zones d'activitds afin d'aider A compl6ter le ratis-

sage de la collecte de l'dpargne et aux fins de financer la pe-
tite et moyenne industrie. Elles seraient cr66es par l'associa-

tion de la BAD, des autres banques commerciales, des collectivitds

locales ais~es financierement du F.C.C.L. et des citoyens.

9. Une telle operation de structuration financiere et ban-

caire pourrait 6tre aisement montee avec la participation de la

Banque Mondiale, SFI, FADES, BAD et Fonds Europ6en de Develop-
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pement. Il est connu et reconnu qu'il manque A l'Algerie une
STRUCTURE FINANCIERE ET BANCAIRE INTERMEDIAIRE pour occuper la

"pdriphdrie" afin de mieux encadrer et 1'6pargne et le financement
des activitds de d~veloppement regional et local puisque les "cen-
tres" sont occup4s par les banques commerciales nationales. La
concurrence est necessaire pour dynamiser le secteur bancaire qui
est l4thargique.

10. Toutes ces r4formes s'imposent dtant donn6 l'6tat de vis-

sicitude dans lequel se trouvent les structures, les procddures et

les moyens relevant du Minist&re des Finances. Il serait essen-
tiel qu'un plan de rdorganisation et d'actions du secteur finan-

cier soit dtudid et 6tabli en consequence. Ce serait la premiere

fois qu'un tel travail serait effectu6 au niveau du Minist&re.

A. 1. Hamm udi



WDIAL
.EM2IE
OINFO

-SUBJECT: DFC - MR. JOSE LUI MOMBRU
-DRAFTED BY: MAHMED:CG EXT: 32340
-AUTHORIZED BY: MASOOD A IEF EM E
-CC: MR. MOMBRU
-2532L

936 67087 =
-MR. NOURDINE KERRAS
-PRESIDENT DIRECTEUR GENERAL
-BANQUE EXTERIEURE D'ALGERIE (BEA)
-ALGER, ALGERIE

936 61227 =
-M. ABDELMOUMENE F. BENMALEK,
-DIRECTEUR GENERAL
-BANQUE NATIONALE D'ALGERIE (BNA)
-ALGER, ALGERIE

BT
WASHINGTON DC 27-JUIN-1989

ATTENTION M. NOUREDINE KERRAS, PRESIDENT DIRECTEUR GENERAL, BANQUE
EXTERIEUR D'ALGERIE ET M. ABDELMOUMENE BENMALEK, DIRECTEUR GENERAL
BANQUE NATIONALE D'ALGERIE. RE. VISITE DE M. MOMBRU. SUITE A
NOTRE REUNION A PARIS VENDREDI DERNIER, JE VOUDRAIS VOUS CONFIRMER
QUE M. MOMBRU SERAIT DISPONIBLE A ENTREPRENDRE UNE COURTE VISITE A
ALGER ENTRE LE lER ET 4 JUILLET AFIN DE VOUS PRETER SON APPUI DANS
LE DEVELOPPEMENT DU DOSSIER DE PROJET BANQUE D'AFFAIRES. ETANT
DONNE VOTRE CALENDRIER CHARGE, JE SUGGERE QUE LA MEILLEURE FACON DE
PROCEDER EST DE CONTACTER DIRECTEMENT M. MOMBRU A LONDRES. SES
COORDONEES SONT LES SUIVANTS: NUMERO DE TELEPHONE 01-836-3424 -
TELEX: 27291 G. JE VOUS SAURAIS GRE DE BIEN VOULOIR M'INFORMER DES
DISPOSITIONS QUE VOUS COMPTEZ PRENDRE. SALUTATIONS DISTINGUEES,
MASOOD AHMED, CHEF DE LA DIVISION INDUSTRIE ET ENERGIE, DEPARTEMENT
DU MAGHREB, EMENA, INTBAFRAD
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION
OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: June 12, 1989

TO: Mr. Kemal Dervis, Director (EM2)

FROM: M. med, N. Krafft, H. El-Naggar and F. Foasari (EM2)

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: ALGERIA: Economic Reform Support Loan
Appraisal Mission Back-to-Office Report

1. Appraisal of the above project was successfully completed on June
5 in Algiers. The project's scope and focus--as set out in the draft PR
circulated under cover of Mr. Thalwitz' memo of May 9, 1989 and as modified to
incorporate the comments of the Operations Committee--have been discussed and
substantively agreed with the Algerian authorities. In particular, the
Government has accepted the principle of a joint review with the Bank of
macroeconomic performance during 1989 and the macroeconomic targets to be set
for 1990 as well as a review of the public investment program. Both reviews
are to be carried out prior to release of the second tranche of the proposed
loan. The Government has also responded favorably to the offer of Bank technical
support for the implementation of the various reform measures. It has requested
that this be provided in the form of a parallel technical assistance project
which would cover the key areas where technical/institutional assistance is
required to assure successful implementation of the reform program. A mission
to appraise the technical assistance project has been scheduled for early July
with a view to its presentation to the Board in October/November 1989.

2. A draft President's Report, reflecting the results of the appraisal
mission's discussions, is attached for your review and approval. Except as noted
below, the report is substantially unchanged from the pre-appraisal version.
Its presentation has, however, been clarified in a number of places and the
relevant sections have been updated in the light of information obtained during
the mission. The final section of the report has also been modified to
incorporate an expanded discussion of country assistance strategy along the lines
suggested in Mr. Dubey's memorandum of May 25 to the RVP's. The revised policy
matrix summarizing the Government's reform program and future priorities, and
the list of specific conditions of second tranche release are attached to the
report as Annexes II and III respectively. All the conditions of first tranche
release are expected to be met before negotiations. As regards the specific
conditions for release of the second tranche, in accordance with the OC's
instructions, these have now been reduced to a few key conditions which are
easily monitorable and relatively robust. It should be noted, however, that
all the other points previously proposed as specific second tranche release
conditions remain in the policy matrix as priority areas for the next 12-18
months. They will, thus, be covered by the pre-second tranche general review
of the progress of the reform program. In two of these cases, the precise form
of the condition has been modified. First, based on the pre-appraisal
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discussions with IMF staff and, subsequently, with the Government, the proposal
to permit inter-enterprise sales of foreign exchange has been replaced by a more
general commitment to review a variety of instruments for introducing greater
flexibility in the allocation of foreign exchange (inter-entreprise sales,
auctions, etc.). Second, on selective credit the mission learned that the new
banking regulations just issued already bring about a significant reduction in
the types of activities eligible for preferential credit. The Government was,
thus, unwilling to make a further specific commitment at this time on reducing
the volume of credit subject to selective controls in the next 12 months. The
problem is also complicated by the absence of any reliable estimate on the volume
of such credit in the past because the subsidies were provided through various
opaque instruments without any central monitoring. The new system will introduce
transparency and provide a reliable base case estimate. Consequently, the
mission proposed a revised approach to this issue which would ensure the setting
up of a reliable base year estimate and monitoring system, lead to the
preparation by second tranche release of a timetable for reduction of selective
credit in the future and commit the Government not to increase the degree of
subsidy provided on any of these activities until such a plan was prepared. The
issue is discussed further in paras. 80-83 of the report.

3. The policy matrix and the specific conditions of second tranche
release were the principal focus of the discussions with the core counterpart
team headed by Mr. Benbitour of the Ministry of Finance and including Messrs.
Hamdi (CNP) and Taas (Central Bank). Representatives of other agencies and
ministries were also involved in the discussions relating to their specific
areas. The specific conditions of second tranche release and the question of
a general review of macroeconomic performance and of the overall implementation
of reform were also discussed and agreed in meetings with the Minister of
Finance, the Governor of the Central Bank and the Delegue au Plan. The mission
also met with a number of other key policy makers whose continued support for
the reform program, and for the Bank's contribution to it, will be a vital
determinant of the succcess of the proposed operation. In sum, although formal
Government approval of the package has yet to come, and some changes of form in
the legal documents may be required for political sensitivity reasons, there is
little question about the Government's "ownership" of the program to be addressed
by the proposed operation.

4. Barring any unforeseen developments in Algeria, and subject to the
endorsement of the package by senior management, the mission believes that the
short timetable envisaged for the subsequent processing of this operation can
be maintained and the project presented for Board consideration in August, 1989.
Formal negotiations are scheduled for early July, but your meeting with the
Minister of Finance and other senior officials in Paris on June 22-23 will be
the key opportunity to discuss any remaining concerns.

5. Although processing of the operation to Board presentation should
thus be relatively straightforward, the mission's discussions have reinforced
the view that implementation of the reform program will be a difficult endeavour,
for all the reasons that have been set out in the President's Report. What is,
perhaps, new is the extent to which the senior policy makers are now counting
on the Bank to provide technical and analytical support in the implementation
process. While this is a welcome development, it does impose a special
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responsibility on us in terms of the quality and timeliness of our advice and
the deployment of our resources. In this context, the proposed TA project should
be a useful instrument for providing an overall framework in which to address
reform implementation issues. Nevertheless, this framework will only be
effective if the right staff can be found and deployed to provide the practical
and policy oriented advice that the Algerian authorities need during this
critical period.

Attachment



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

O F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: May 25, 1989

TO: Distribution

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2I1

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Algeria Price Controls

Given our recent conversation on this subject, I thought it
would be useful to organize a broader discussion to help us define how
best to go froward in practical terms. For that discussion the attached
paper by Anjali Kumar provides a very useful rdsum6 of the existing system
of price controls in Algeria, as well as some specific recommendations on
how prices could be progressively deregulated. I propose to set up a
meeting in mid-June as soon as the appraisal mission for the economic
reform loan is back.

Distribution

Messrs./Mmes. Derviq, Ayub, Grais, Krafft, Chibber, Corbo
Fornasari, El-Naggar, Kamel, Rocha - without attachments

MAhmed:cg



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

O F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: May 25, 1989

TO: Mr. Millard Long, Chief WDR

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2I

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Algeria FinanciaL Sector

Following our conversation at lunch on Tuesday, the more I think
about it the more convinced I am that Algeria would be an excellent
candidate for testing out the applicability of the new approach to the
financial sector in an "atypical context". Not only are the problems
there difficult and complex ones to resolve, but we also have an urgent
operational need to develop a framework for our proposed set of financial
sector projects. Moreover, we can count on a Government which is
receptive to advice and clearly in need of it.

I have raised the matter with Kemal and he too agrees that this
would be a high priority from the departmental and regional perspective.
I will be on mission until the 10th of June. If you need any further
inputs on this, in the meantime, please do not hesitate to call either
Jacques Coudol or me in the field. I will in any event follow up with you
as soon as I get back.

cc. Messrs. Hasan, Dervig, Ayub, Coudol
MAhmed:cg
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OINFO

-SUBJECT: ANDREW EWING
-DRAFTED BY: MAHMED:CG EXT: 32340
-AUTHORIZED BY: MASOOD jD CHIE EM2R"

CABLE 1
-MR. ANDREW EWING
-4 WREN STREET
-WAIKANAE
-NEW ZEALAND

BT
WASHINGTON DC 23-MAY-89

EXTREMELY SORRY TO HEAR THE SAD NEWS ABOUT YOUR MOTHER. PLEASE
ACCEPT MY DEEPEST SYMPATHY AS WELL AS THOSE OF ALL YOUR COLLEAGUES
IN THIS TIME OF GRIEF. SINCERELY YOURS, MASOOD AHMED, CHIEF
INDUSTRY AND ENERGY DIVISION, MAGHREB DEPARTMENT, EMENA, INTBAFRAD



May 22, 1989

TO: Mr. Kemal Dervis

Kemal:

Re. Michael Hopkins

At Andrew Rogerson's suggestion I met on May 18 with Mr. Hopkins
who is a private consultant specializing in Tunisia. Although Mr. Hopkins
began life in the ILO with a human resource/training/employment focus, he
has now broadened out into more general economic consulting with a focus
on a few selected countries of which Tunisia is the one that concerns us.
He is the author of a forthcoming Economic Intelligence Unit study on
Tunisia to 1993's, and is also the principal organizer of the proposed
Business International Conference that is scheduled to take place in
Tunisia next month. He, apparently, has frequent and easy access to the
key policy-makers (Messrs. Khelil, Ghannouchi, Et Al). My brief
conversation with him confirms that he is both intelligent and
knowledgeable about Tunisian affairs. I agreed with him that he could
help us in the following areas:

(a) During his next visit to Washington (some time in the fall)
it would be useful to organize a discussion of political
economy of Tunisia over the next five years. He would be
willing to make a presentation based essentially on his EIU
report and on his other informal contacts. Such a
presentation would also be a useful forum for departmental
staff working on Tunisia to meet and exchange views.

(b) Given that he is quite knowledgeble about the structure and
process for economic decision making in Tunisia, he could
be a quite useful source of input for the broader study on
the subject that Vedet Mellor might do for us over the
summer. His own input would probably be two or three days
time preparing a brief note along the lines to be
communicated to him once we have a clearer idea of the
overall study.

(c) Given his work on investment promotion and joint ventures,
plus the fact that he would be in Tunisia at the same time
as the Industry mission led by Paula, he would obviously,
be a useful contact for this specific aspect of our
proposed work. I have asked Paula to contact him in
Tunisia and follow-up on this regard.

As far as the two first points are concerned, if you agree,
maybe Marisa could be the focal point for organizing a general
presentation in the fall and I will remember to brief Mellor on this
contact once he is on board.

cc. Andrew, Marisa, Wafik o/r, Mahmood, Paula
MAhmed:cg



The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W (202) 477-1234
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, D C. 20433 Cable Address INTBAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U S A Cable Address INDEVAS

Washington, le 20 mai 1988

Son Excellence Abdelaziz Khellef
Ministre des Finances
Ministere des Finances
Alger

Monsieur le Ministre,

Comme vous me l'avez demand4 lors de nos entretiens i Alger au
mois de mars dernier, je viens vous faire part de l'avancement des
travaux de la Banque Mondiale dans les secteurs de mes responsabilit6s,
l'industrie, la finance et l'6nergie.

Etant responsable de quatre projets de la Banque Mondiale dans
votre pays--Troisieme Projet d'Electricit6, Financement Industriel (BAD
et banques commerciales), Pilote Efficacit6 Industrielle et Formation
Bancaire et Audit--je demeure tris confiant sur le d~roulement g~ndral de
ce programme.

En particulier, les n6gociations du Troisieme Projet
d'Electricit6 sont en bonne voie. Le Projet Pilote sur l'Efficacit6
Industrielle apparait lui aussi tres bien engag6. Les 6tudes ponctuelles
avec les entreprises s~lectionndes par le Ministere de l'Industrie Lourde
avec la coopdration tout i fait remarquable de l'Enori, vont commencer.
Nous avons de bonnes raisons d'espdrer que ce projet va ddmontrer
effectivement que de tr~s importantes am6liorations de gestion,
technologie, organisation et r~sultats peuvent 9tre obtenues par cette
opdration, et que la d6marche propos~e pour ce projet pourra
4ventuellement servir de modele pour un tres grand nombre d'entreprises
publiques.

Nous avons par ailleurs commenc6 d'4tudier, i votre demande
expresse, un Projet de Formation Bancaire et de Formation et
Dgveloppement de la Profession Comptable et Audit. Pour bien saisir les
dimensions et characteristiques de ce projet, nous avons commenc6
d'analyser 1'offre et la demande de formation dans les deux secteurs et
pensons terminer cette analyse dans le cadre de notre mission qui arrive
i Alger la semaine prochaine. Nous pourrons alors proposer i votre

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145 Y-7040
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ministire un schama de projet. Peu de problemes majeurs semblent se
poser a ce stade de la pr6paration. Un point essentiel sera celui de la
coordination (au niveau de la responsabilit6 et de la ddcision en
Alg~rie) pour s'assurer que les nombreux centres institutionnels
impliqu6s dans ce projet (le Ministere des Finances lui-mime, la Banque
Centrale, les 4tablissement financiers, l'Universit6, les 6tablissements
de formation sup6rieure ou d'application, les Instituts, la SNC, les
autres cabinets de comptabilit6, etc.) soient en phase avec les objectifs
et les programmes pr6vus dans ce projet. Nous sommes particuliirement
encouragas par le fait que dans tous ces domaines votre ministere a un
r8le prapondarant. Nous sommes aussi tres reconnaissants de l'excellente
collaboration et assistance que nous ont prodigudes, des le debut de ce
travail, les d6partements concern~s de votre ministere, en particulier
MM. Baba-Ahmed, Oualitsine, Gas et Lounici. Nous devrions avoir bien
avancd la preparation de ce projet avant 't6.

Depuis l'automne dernier, la question s'est pos~e d'apporter
une assistance technique et 6ventuellement financiire i la Banque
Algdrienne de Diveloppement.

Avec la BAD, nous avons discut6 des grandes lignes de son
ddveloppement sur l'hypothise qui nous a 6t6 donnee par votre ministire
d'une BAD auton6me, au service d'une part des grands projets de
ddveloppement de l'Etat et d'autre part au service de l'4conomie dans le
financement des investissements des entreprises auton8mes--projets
financ6s en concurrence avec les banques commerciales. Nous avons
d~veloppa, avec la direction g4ndrale de la BAD: (i) une Dsclaration de
Politique G~n~rale faisant 4tat de son nouveau r8le; (ii) un nouvel
organigramme et le programme de formation nacessaire pour mettre cet
organigramme en place; (iii) une convention avec l'Etat pour la prise en
charge de ses actifs anciens; (iv) un programme de formation de ses
cadres en dvaluation de projets; et (v) un programme de formation (en
association avec les autres banques) des auditeurs internes. Je viens
d'apprendre le changement de Direction G~ndrale de la BAD. Mes collegues
prendront contact i Alger la semaine prochaine avec cette nouvelle
direction pour s'assurer de la continuit6 des intentions de la BAD. Nous
sommes prits i donner ce dossier toute l'attention nacessaire et, mime
si la formulation d'un financement de la BAD devait prendre quelques
temps, nous pourrions envisager de couvrir les besoins de la BAD sur le
plan institutionnel et sur celui de la formation, dans le cadre du Projet
de Formation Bancaire et Audit.

Avec les Banques Commerciales, nous avons sugg6rg un sch~ma qui
leur permette un acc6s direct a notre financement pour les projets
relativement petits, et un accis en collaboration avec la BAD pour les
plus grands projets. Cette possibilit6 demeurera ouverte A toute banques
commerciales, si elle le souhaite.
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Comme j'ai pu en discuter avec vous il y a quelques semaines,

nous nous sommes surtout pos6 la question de la forme la plus efficace et

de l'impact optimal que pourrait avoir l'assistance de la Banque Mondiale

dans le cadre de la reforme actuelle.

C'est avec grand plaisir que j'ai pris note de votre appui de

principe pour une formule qui consisterait A moduler nos interventions a

venir en plusieurs 4tapes dans la periode des une ou deux ann~es

prochaines. Je r~sumerai cette approche dans le cadre de quatre
interventions, actuellement en pr6paration:

(a) La premiire priorit6 irait A l'evaluation et la mise en
place du Proiet de Formation Bancaire et Audit. Nous
espdrons, comme je l'ai signal6 ci-dessus, atre en mesure
de n6gocier ce projet au cours de l'automne prochain. Le
projet pourrait englober l'ensemble de la formation
bancaire et audit au niveau national, y compris
l'assistance A la BAD, aux banques commerciales, A la
BADR, ainsi que A la Banque Centrale.

(b) En parallile, nous envisagerions un Prat au Secteur
Financier qui servirait de support aux objectifs et
mesures de la r6forme financiire que votre Gouvernement
est en train d'4tudier. Ces objectifs et mesures
pourraient itre 6noncas dans une Lettre de D~claration
d'Intention du Gouvernement, jointe A l'Accord de Prit.
Le prit lui-mime aurait un caractere de soutien A la
Balance des Paiements et, par cons~quent, les tirages du
Gouvernement sous ce prit pourraient itre effectuds pour
les ddpenses courantes d'importation selon des modalitis
souples A ddfinir.

(c) Une Ligne de Cradit A la BAD et/ou aux banques
commerciales pour le financement d'investissements
concurentiels pourrait itre envisagde soit a la suite du
Prat au Secteur Financier, soit comme une composante de
celui-ci.

(d) Le Proiet Pilote pour l'Efficacit6 Industrielle que j'ai
cit4 au d6but de cette lettre.

Chacun de ces projets pourrait faire l'objet d'un ou de plusieurs projets
similaires pour donner a ce programme un horizon A moyen terme.

Au delA de ce programme, nous croyons possible d'envisager deux
sortes de projets dont l'objectif serait de consolider par notre
financement les objectifs a long terme de la rdforme 6conomique en cours.
En particulier:
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(a) Un (ou plusieurs) Projets de Restructuration Industrielle,
portant sur des entreprises d'une branche donn~e ou ayant
des problemes homogenes.

(b) Un (ou plusieurs) Prits d'Ajustement du Secteur Industriel
qui puisse appuyer et soutenir les grands objectifs de la
strat~gie du Gouvernement en matiere de politique
industrielle (prix, riglementation tarifaire,
encouragements et incitations, formation professionnelle,
etc.).

J'ai eu le regret d'apprendre que vous avez dG abandonner le
projet de votre visite i Washington la semaine prochaine. Toutefois,
j'espire avoir l'occasion de recevoir vos commentaires sur les points
soulevas dans cette lettre lors de ma prochaine visite A Alger, que
j'espire pouvoir faire vers le milieu du mois de juillet prochain.

Enfin, j'ai port6 a l'attention de M. Kemal Dervis le point que
nous avons discut6 d'une revue plus g~nsrale du programme des projets de
la Banque Mondiale en Algdrie avec vous-mgme et vos collaborateurs. Il
m'a charg4 de vous assurer de son accord total pour organiser une telle
rdunion. Les responsables du d6partement Maghreb seront prits i se
rendre i Alger i une date qui nous convienne mutuellement. Je suis sfir
qu'une telle reunion permettra aussi de discuter des objectifs et de la
direction de notre programme concernant les secteurs pour lesquels je
suis directement responsable.

M. Dervis m'a pri6 de vous transmettre ses meilleures
salutations. Pour ma part, je vous prie de croire, Monsieur le Ministre,
a l'expression de ma haute considdration.

Masood Ahmed
Chef de la Division Industrie et Energie

Departement du Maghreb
Bureau R~gional Europe, Moyen-Orient et Afrique du Nord

cc. and cleared with Messrs. Dervis, Coudol, Carrere
cc. Messrs/Mmes. Grais, Shilling (3), Molineus, Christin, Rocha
EM2IE Staff
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION
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U.S.A.
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DATE: May 15, 1989

FROM: Masood Ahmed EXTENSION: 32347

Maghreb Department . DEPT./DIV. Nos.: 284/30

WORLD BANK

TO: ORGANIZATION: Ministry of Finance
CITY & COUNTRY: Algiers, Algeria
FOR THE ATTENTION OF: His Excellency Sid Ahmed Ghozali

FACSIMILE/TELEFAX NO.: 9-011-213-2-64-27-96

SUBJECT: Letter to His Excellency Sid Ahmed Ghozali, Minister of Finance,
from Kemal Dervis, Director, Maghreb Department, World Bank.

cc:

Transmission authorized by: Ma

Original to be returned to Carmen Gad Room No.:H4-061

If you experience any problems with this transmission, call us as soon as

possible. Phone (202) 477-2805

Facsimile (Telefax): (202) 477-6391 (4 lines)

TELEX: RCA- 248423 WORLDBK; ITT - 440098 WORLDBANK;
FTCC - 82987 WORLDBK; TRT - 197688 WORLDBANK; WUI - 64145 WORLDBANK



The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W. (202) 477-1234
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, D.C. 20433 Cable Address: INTBAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U.S.A. Cable Address: INDEVAS

le 15 mai 1989

Son Excellence
Monsieur Sid Ahmed Ghozali
Ministre
Ministere des Finances
Alger, Alg4rie

Monsieur le Ministre,

Veuillez trouver ci-dessous quelques points oparationnels pour

votre information et vos commentaires:

1. Tout d'abord, je voudrais vous remercier pour les accords finals

des projets Mitidja et Port que nous comptons prasenter i notre Conseil
d'Administration les 30 mai et 27 juin respectivement.

2. En ce qui concerne le pret de soutien a la reforme economique,
la mission d'valuation, dirig~e par M. Ahmed, est privue pour le 27 mai i

Alger, ceci sous riserve de l'approbation de notre Comit6 des Opdrations

qui compte se raunir i ce sujet le mercredi 17 mai, 1989.

3. Etant donn4 que le sommet i Rabat aura lieu le 23 mai, la visite

de M. Conable au Maroc a 6t6 report6e. Il nous faut donc convenir d'une

nouvelle date pour sa visite i Alger.

4. En ce qui concerne l'6tude sur les options techniques pour la

gestion de la dette, nous esp~rons vous envoyer la note y relative dans

une dizaine de jours.

5. Vu les 4chos favorables qui nous sont parvenus i la suite du

colloque qui a eu lieu avec les banques commerciales a New York, il nous

semble que votre idie d'organiser une reunion similaire avec les banques

europiennes i Paris est tout i fait judicieuse. Si votre proposition
reste toujours valable, la pdriode qui nous conviendrait le mieux serait

la semaine du 5 juin. En effet, M. Ahmed, qui sera de retour d'Alger, et

moi-mgme pourrions participer i une riunion organis~e cette semaine-li, si
bien sur cet arrangement vous convient. D'autre part, Il va de soi que la

participation d'un reprisentant du Fonds Mon~taire International serait

aussi tris utile. Nous croyons savoir que la BNP serait dispos~e i 6tre

h~te de ce colloque, si vous donnez votre approbation. J'essaierai de

vous contacter par t4lphone mercredi pour connaitre votre avis sur ces

points.

Veuillez agr~er, Monsieur le Ministre, l'expression de ma haute

consideration.

Kema Dervis
Directeur

Departement du Maghreb
R~gion Europe, Moyen Orient et Afrique du Nord

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145 Y-7040



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: May 15, 1989

TO: Distribution

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Division Chief, EM2IE

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: ALGERIA: Economic Reform Support Loan
Pre-Operational Committee Meeting

Please note that the Pre-OC Meeting with Mr. Thalwitz, for the
above subject, has been rescheduled for Tuesday, May 16 at 4:00 p.m. in Room
H-12-075, instead of Monday, May 15.

Thanks.

Distribution

Messrs. Hasan, El-Maaroufi, Dervis, Grais, Krafft, Fornasari, El-Naggar

cc. Mr. Thalwitz
/cg



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

Washington, D.C. 20433

U.S.A.

FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL FORM

TELEX & CABLE SECTION USE ONLY

MSG. No.

DURATION OF CALL MINS.

DATE: May 12, 1989

FROM: Masood Ahmed EXTENSION: 32340

Maghreb Department DEPT./DIV. Nos.: 284/30

WORLD BANK

TO: ORGANIZATION: KfW
CITY & COUNTRY: Germany (Federal Republic of)
FOR THE ATTENTION OF: Mr. Wolf

FACSIMILE/TELEFAX NO.: 9-011-49-69-0012024770432

SUBJECT: MOROCCO: Jerada Coal Mine Project

Dear Mr. Wolf:

We are faxing to you a copy of the documentation which was sent on

April 26. We learned from the German Executive Director's office that you did

not receive these documents.

Regards,

Masood Ahmed
Chef de la Division Industrie et Energie

D6partement du Maghreb

Bureau R6gional Europe, Moyen-Orient et Afrique du Nord

cc: Messrs. Hamilt6n EM2IE), Covindassamy (AS4TE), Geib (EDS05)

Transmission au ho b :

Original to be e d to Yvaine Schulz Room No.:H4-O7

If you experience any problems with this transmission, call us as soon as

possible. Phone (202) 477-2805

Facsimile (Telefax): (202) 477-6391 (4 lines)

TELEX: RCA- 248423 WORLDBK; ITT - 440098 WORLDBANK;
FTCC - 82987 WORLDBK; TRT - 197688 WORLDBANK; WUI - 64145 WORLDBANK



The World Bank
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 1818 H Street, N.W (202) 477-1234
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION Washington, D.C. 20433 Cable Address: INTBAFRAD

U.S.A. Cable Address: INDEVAS

April 26, 1989

Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau
Palmengartenstrasse 5-9
Postfach 11 11 41
D-6000 Frankfurt am Main 11
West Germany

Attention: Mr. Wolf

Subject: MOROCCO - Jerada Coal Mine Project

Dear Mr. Wolf:

We received your telefax of April 11, 1989 and wish to thank you
for informing us about your planned mission.

Regrettably, our staff will not be able to participate in a joint
mission at this time. We are however, very interested in the results ofyour mission and would appreciate if you keep us informed on return of themission.

As requested by you, we are attaching copies of relevant recent
internal documentation which may be helpful for the preparation of yourmission.

Yours sincerely,

Masood Ahmed
Division Chief

Industry and Energy Operations
Europe, Middle East and North Africa -

Country Department II

Attachments



CHARBONNAGES DU MAROC

1. Charbonnages du Maroc (CdM) produces exclusively high-value

anthracite coal. It has been weathering a serious financial crisis since

1985, due to the dramatic drop in international coal prices and the worse than

anticipated mining conditions of the Jerada anthracite coal deposit. High

production cost (despite reasonably efficient operation) just equates coal

price based on the cost of imported anthracite (Annex 4.3) and will continue

to do so in the foreseeable future.

Marketing and Potential Demand

2. CdM total sales dropped by 15% between 1986 and 1988, from about

700 thousand tons to 600 thousand tons. Besides production problems (para.

4.6), this decline is due to (i) the dramatic drop in highly profitable export

sales from 63 thousand tons to less than 12 thousand tons, (ii) the temporary
reduction in ONE's Jerada power station demand, due to the staged

rehabilitation of the power plant, and (iii) the decrease of sales to local

industrial consumers (Cimenterie de l'Oriental cement plant and sugar

factories) from 19 thousand tons in 1986 to nil in 1988, because of the

unattractive prices offered by CdM. In the future, the overall potential

demand is not likely to exceed 620 thousand tons for ONE Jerada; 150 thousand

tons for Roches Noires; and about 40 thousand tons for industrial consumers,
assuming that CdM price competitiveness compared to imported coal is

restored. Total potential demand is thus about 800 thousand tons, while

supply is not likely to exceed about 680 thousand tons. However, if Jerada
coal is mined at production cost plus taxes (as is approximately the case

now), actual demand will not exceed CdM supply capacity.

Production

3. The Jerada coal deposit is at best marginal by international
standards: mine depth is unusually high (600-1,000 meters), and coal seam

thickness is extremely low (50-80 cm) with numerous geological faults.

Operation is therefore particularly difficult, and earned Jerada the

reputation of being one of the most difficult mines in the world.

4. Since 1986, CdM has encountered severe mining problems, which have

restricted its production capacity, namely (i) the late development of its

Siege V, which obliged CdM to maintain Bassin Nord and Siege IV's activity,

despite high mining cost, and increasingly difficult mining conditions which

physically limit production capacity; (ii) unexpected geological difficulties

(numerous faults and some basaltic intrusions) in the development of Siege V,

which do not permit development of more productive mechanized mining methods

on a large scale; and (iii) delay in procurement of ventilation and air

compressor equipment (purchased under the Jerada Coal Mining Project). Total

production dropped from 700 thousand tons in 1986 to less than 600 thousand

tons in 1988.

5. Because of a two-mouth strike, 1989 performance is likely to be

below 500 thousand tons. CdM's production capacity is expected to increase by
the mid 1990s to 680-700 thousand tons, because of (i) the removal of physical

production constraints by sinking a new mining shaft (Shaft III), which
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reduces underground personnel and coal transportation; and (ii) the positive

impact of rationalization and modernization measures in Siege V, which include

improved ventilation, compressed air supply, better access to working areas

and more timely preparation of preparatory works within improved mine

planning. However, the irregular and unpredictable geology of the deposit

represents a non-negligible risk and may restrict further CdM's production

capacity.

Production Cost

6. Jerada coal production is costly (about 600 DH/ton at the mine

mouth, or US $75 ton). However, it is virtually the only local source of

coal, and it benefits at least in the eastern part of the country, from the

high access cost of imported coal (US$50/ton anthracite CIF, handling port

dues and taxes US$18/ton, land transport, US$7 to $15/ton).

7. On average, CdM's direct mining cost went down from DH 240 per ton

in 1986 to DH 215 per ton in 1988 in current DH. This good performance

reflects the reasonably satisfactory management of the company. However, this

performance was insufficient to match the international coal price decline,

and Jerada production costs are intrinsically high, because of the adverse

mining conditions. In 1986, direct mining costs excluding ownership costs

were ranging from DH 240 per ton in Siege V to DH 320 per ton in Siege IV.

Since then, mining cost went down to DH 215 per ton in Siege V and up to DH

505 per ton in Basin Nord. This is due to the better spread of fixed mining

costs in Siege V as this mine's output increases, and the impact of decreasing

production in other mines, particularly Basin Nord, which is to be closed down

in 1989.

8. In the future, savings mainly on staff cost and also, though to a

lesser extent, on consumables are expected from the concentration of

operations in Siege V, and, mainly from the positive effect of Shaft III on

mining costs from 1992 onward. However, benefits from Shaft III will decline

gradually as operations move further away from the shaft to the north. Hence,

mining costs are anticipated to increase again gradually in the second half of

the 1990s and beyond.

Investment

9. CdM's investment program has been prepared in the perspective of

continued exploitation until the year 2005. Although no decision has been

made regarding the future of the mine beyond 2005, no investment is envisaged

which would bias the decision on whether operation should be continued or

not. CdM's investment program for the 1986-1997 period (US$61 million) was

reduced by US$10 million recently. Under its new format, it was reviewed by

the Bank and found least-cost and economically justified. It includes mainly

sinking of Shaft III (US$10 million), equipment for the shaft (US$18 million),

development of major underground galleries (US$25 million), and

consulting/exploration services (US$8 million). It is funded 85% (US$52
million) from concessionary funds (IBRD, KfW, France), and 15% from CdM's own

funds.
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Future Finance

10. Despite CdM's cost reduction program, including substantial staff

reductions and modernization and slowly increasing prices, CdM will not be

able to reach financial autonomy at least until 1993-94, and an additional

cash support from the government of about DH35 million per year will be

required from 1989 to 1993.

Profitability

11. Based on the Bank coal price projections (Annex 4.3) associated

with the increasing crude price case, expected sales and output, CdM's

investment plan and present unit production costs, CdM's net income would

remain highly negative in the foreseeable future (about DH 50 million p.a.,

negative). However, this poor performance can be reversed provided CdM and

the Government agree on a financial rehabilitation program based on cost

reduction and financial restructuring. Provided that the plan presently being

discussed between CdM and the government is implemented expeditiously, the

company's net income is expected to improve from a DH 95 million loss in 1988

to a net income marginally positive in 1994, reaching DH 50 million in 1995

and DH 123 million in 1997.

12. In order to achieve this result, CdM would implement a drastic

cost-cutting program, made feasible by the past and present investment and

moderization efforts of the company, comprising (i) a reduction of

administrative costs program; a set of actions to reduce mining of consumables

by replacing imported wooden props with hydraulic props under the ongoing mine

modernization program; (ii) an increase in the number of workers at the

underground mining face by revaluing financially underground work compared to

support activities; and (iii) a drastic reduction in CdM's workforce by 2000

over three years, which is made feasible by the concentration of operations at

Siege V, mine mechanization and elimination of redundant labor force in the

administrative services. The Government would support CdM by:

(i) authorizing the proposed staff reduction, which is feasible without

excessive social disruption, because a large proportion of CdM's labor force

consistent of migrant laborers, who stay with CdM for only a few years before

returning to their sub-desertic provinces; (ii) compensating CdM for public

services (water supply, education, health) provided by CdM to Jerada

population on behalf of the government (about DH 12 million annually); (iii)

financially restructuring CdM to restore its equity basis, which is negative

at present, by converting a reasonable portion of CdM's long-term debt into

equity, or alternatively financing CdM's 15% share of its investment program

as capital increase. The details of the proposed action are under discussion,

and should be incorporated in a contract program between CdM and the

government. CdM's present and future financial statements are summarized

Table 4.5. The estimates for the future assume the implementation of the

first two measures. The third measure is needed to eliminate CdM's bank

overdrafts.
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Solvency

13. In 1988 CdM's cash generation (DH 60 million) was insufficient to

cover its debt service (DH 95 million), and the company filled the gap

resulting from excess debt service (DH 35 million), and the parts of capital

investment half financed from concessionary long-term loans (DH 70 millions),

from an exceptional first-year bridging loan of DH 100 million. In the

future, CdM will continue to have an annual cash deficit, at least until

1994. However, this deficit will diminish because (i) cash flow of the

company will increase substantially (see Table 3.7); (ii) capital investment

will decline gradually from DH 187 million in 1988 to about DH 30 million by

1994, after completion of sinking of Shaft III, an4 CdM's contribution to

capital investment will decline from DH 70 million -n 1988 to DH 45 million

in 1994 and DH 29 million in 1996; (iii) debt service will steadily decline

after 1991, when repayment of some outstanding loans is completed, from DH 95

million in 1988 to DH 81 million in 1994 and DH 70 million in 1996.

Nevertheless, accumulated cash deficits, in the absence of government

intervention, would reach DH 160 million in 1994, despite the implementation

by CdM of the cash reduction program outlined above. As the post 1994

financial recovery depends primarily on future coal prices, which are expected

to improve, according to Bank projections, but with high risk factors and in

the absence of major mining technical difficulties which should not be taken

for granted in the geological context of Jerada mine, it is not advisable for

CdM to take a bridging loan from commercial banks. Preferably, the Government

should provide the necessary relief by providing equity capital to CdM, to

reduce its dependence on borrowed funds and corresponding debt service.

Alternative Scenarios

14. On the assumption that the retail price for Jerada coal remains

constant at the 1989 level to 1995, CdM would incur larger financial deficits

than shown in Table 4.5. The deficits, as measured in 1989 as the bank

overdraft at the end of 1988 plus the projected increase in 1989, and by the

annual increase for each subsequent year, are shown in Table 4.6, and compared

to the corresponding estimates for the increase in price case (shown in

Table 4.5) in Figure 4.4. The retail price for Jerada coal changes compared

to the Existing System in the TOE Tax cases (Tables 3.5 and 3.6) but after tax

revenues of CdM would remain the same, and hence CdM's overall financial

position would be unaffected with one possible exception. If the VAT on coal

were reduced from 19% to 7%, CdM might have insufficient tax payments on its

sales against which to deduct VAT paid on inports. The effect of this

possibility was assumed to be negligible.
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PROJET DE MODERNISATION ET D'EXPANSION
DE LA MINE DE JERADA

(Prdt BIRD 2508 MOR)

MISSION DE SUPERVISION DU 10 AU 12 NOVEMBRE 1988

Pendant cette mission, j'ai examine l'avancement
du projet, la situation production et ventes, le potentiel de
reductions de conts, les perspectives financieres et l'utili-
sation du reliquat du pr~t.

Mes conclusions majeures et recommandations sont
resumees ci-dessous

AVANCEMENT DU PROJET

Le retard d'environ 2 mois dans le fongage du
Puits III a dtd discutd entre C.d.M. et China Coal. Les
chinois ont indiqud leur volonte de rattraper le retard et,
en principe, ont acceptd une proposition des C.d.M. pour
rdsou J* problbme des sondages d'injection en utilisant
un a Itant pour les premiers metres. Cette proposition
me adapt4e et je recommande d'arriter les avan-
ce tion lors de la reunion officielle C.d.M./
Ch W 16 Novembre 1988.

Pendant une visite souterraine, j'ai constatd
l'avancement satisfaisant des travaux majeurs pour la produc-
tion future du Siege V. Aussi commence-t-on A avoir les
premiers rdsultats positifs de l'installation. Les C.d.M. ont
explique leurs plans d'installer le reliquat des equipements
(monorails, ventilateurs secondaires, compresseurs et depous-
sidreurs) jusqu'A la fin de 1989. Je recommande un suivi
particulier de l'ex~cution de ce travail afin que la mine
soit prite pour la duplication de la production du Siege V
qui entamera ddj& vers la fin de 1989, apres cl8ture du
Bassin Nord et transfert total de la production du Siege IV-

... /..
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PRODUCTION ET VENTES

La production probable de 1988 sera environ de
-70.000 ton-nes (6 plu:s eleve qu'en 1987',

Bien que ce niveau est nettement au-desscus du
planning initial, les C.d.M. vont ajouter aux stocks environ
90.000 tonnes, dont plus que la moiti4 en qualites commer-
cialisables. La chute des ventes s'explique par la revision
6tendue d'une unite de la Centrale Jrada, la marche au fuel
de la Centrale Roches-Noires, le manque des contrats de vente
avec les cimenteries et la quasi-disparition du marche d'ex-
portation. Ce developpement desequilibrera le flux de tr~so-
rerie de lentreprise, dej& trop tendue, d'une fagon intole-
rable. Des actions pour mieux assurer l'4coulement de la
production doivent 6tre prises d'urgence.

REDUCTION DES COUTS

Les C.d.M. ont reussi A augmenter la productivite
du personnel d'environ 10 % en 1988 par rapport & 1987 en
reduisant le personnel dans les services generaux. L'effet
positif sur les coQts sera cependant pratiquement annul4 par
!'augmentation des salaires (premiere augmentation depuis
1985). Aussi, bien que l'entreprise a pu maintenir les
,onsommations physiques un peu en-dessous du niveau de
U'annee pr4c4dente, l'inflation des prix va mener & une
16gere augmentation de la composante consommable dans le
prix de revient.

.eur la reduction future des couts, les C.d.M. ont

P1 riduction additionnelle des effectifs d'environ
1 "d'ici & fin 1991, par non-remplacement du
per bittant et en transferant les cas de maladie A
1'a. La reduction pourrait 9tre augment4e d'environ
50 % dans le cas oi on trouverait un reglement pour la
compensation pour une retraite anticipde. Les reductions pr4-
vues donneront des dconomies importantes mais ne suffiront
pas A 4quilibrer le flux de trdsorerie.

-..



PERSPECTIVES FINANCIERES

L'actualisation des previsions financieres par les
..M. a confirmrn que des deficits majeurs de tresorerie

dc1vent etre envisages dans les annees A venir, surtout avant
-a mise el. marcne du Puits III. Une intervention urgente de
l'Etat ast indispensable si on veut 4v2.ter le ddsordre finan-
cler d l'entreprise et l1arrat de ses operations.

Le dsficit ddpendra fortement du niveau de la
production et des ventes. Les C.d.M. ont base leurs previ-
cions sur environ 700 000 tonnes par an, un niveau pour
lequel au moment les ventes ne sont pas assurdes et qui
exigera , apres l'abandonnement des exploitations du Siege
IV-E et du Westphalien B (oQl on a rencontre en 1988 des
:onditions gdologiques ddfavorables), une augmentation de la
production du Siege V de plus de 100 %, ce qui techniquement
selon les plans miniers detaillds semble possible, mais, A
mon avis, selon l'histoire, comporte un risque g~ologique
majeur. Un scenario alternatif de ventes et production plus
basses (environ 600.000 tonnes par an) me semble donc
prudent. Je recommande que les C.d.M. incluent, pour leurs
previsions financieres, un tel scenario alternatif, qui
devait 4tre bas4 sur des reductions de coats additionnelles
pour limiter autant que possible l'augmentation inevitable
du dsficit par les charges fixes.

-3-



UTILISATION DU RELIQUAT DU PRET 2508

Les C.d.M. ont confirme d'utiliser le reliquat
du pr=t uniquement pour la rdalisation des investissements
pravus initialement et selectionnes pour le financement de
!a Banque. Le montant excddant sera annuld. La liste des
deboursements prevus a 6te retenue:

montant encore & ddbourser
(4tat 7 Juillet 1988)
millions de dollars

Categorie 1 (travaux)

Fongage Puits III 7.4

Cat4gorie 2 (dquipements)

Cintres Lot A
Cintres Lot B 1.0
Presses hydrauliques -
Convoyeurs 0.3
Compresseurs 1.6
Depoussidreurs 0.3

Catdgorie 3 (assistance technique) 1.2

Total 11.8

-%e montant A annuler est retenu comme suit

millions de dollars

Montant du pr&t 27.0
moins montant d4j& d4bours4 8.5
moins montant encore & debourser 11.8
moins rdserve pour fluctuation
taux d'4change 0.7

montant A annuler 6.0

-4-



L'annulation de ce montant sera demande le plus
tard au mcment de l'envoi a la Banque des documents d'appel
d'offres pour le lot B des cintres.

Je tiens a remercier les C.d.M. pour leur
i.spitalitL et collaboration.

H. HENDRIKS

Ing nieur des Mines
Banque Mondiale
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FIed .t' ;ota 1986 i987 188 1989 199( 1991 1992 1793 1094 1995 1996 1997

" ,8. 0.0 8.5 27. 4 26.8 88.7 69.8 62.9 0.0 0.0 :.0 0.0
'PU a 4rP a 'IU . .9 10.3 18.8 2-.2 19.? 18.5 15.5 13.4 0.0 8.0 .0 0.0

-pIXF! .9 9.1 8.r 91.2 16.8 16.9 0.q 0.0 0.0 9.U 6.0 '.0 0.0
.t r 5 . 1.6 7.1 6.7 6.2 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 .0 0.Nc,,-crLIEC

Hc .nj - wsrks 7.4 0.0 . 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.: 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.7
Recla-em. of -L and Surtfe e Equic 36.) 1.0 . 1.5 6.5 6.7 6.9 7.1 7.3 6.8 6.9 6.1 7.1Furt'er Mirp evellpent 195.0 4 19.1 29.1 76.8 287' 29.0 29.2 21.1 21.3 21.4 71.6 21.3
other 8.' 0., 0.9 1.. 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 0.0 U.0 0.0 0.0

Total Assets 1041.9 v. 0 14.4 187.3 107.3 106.9 147.4 124.3 107.5 29.5 29.8 30.2 30.5

Accusulated Caitaizec Assets

All exist. assets at end '. 190t ). 67'.1 774., 774.6 724.6 ?74.6 774.6 774.6 774.6 774.6 774.6 774.5Project 684.4
Shaft and drilling -. ;.4 13.? 51.4 75.4 10.2 190.9 261.7 323.6 323.4 323.6 323.6 323.6U/6 and surface ri 75 9 '.1 10.3 :7.1 59.3 78.5 97.0 112. 125.9 125.V 125.9 125,9 125.9
Equipsent 11.7 7.4 8c.4 17 .6 194.4 711.3 211.' 211.3 211.3 211.3 211.7 211.3 211.7Other 77.4 .1 1.2 8.9 o5.6 21.8 23.6 77.6 23.23 .3.6 23.6 23.6 23.6

Non-proiect '60.3
Housiro ard ci.;I oris s4.1 .4 1. 1.4 7.6 1.) 5.0 t.4 7.3 9.2 10.6 12.4 14.1
Replaren. :1 2. und 9,rfte E8m s.' U 0,' 1.5 8.L 14.7 71.6 -. 7 36.0 42.8 49.i Ss.6 63.6

Further m: ne fEvelopet op 9.t 5.1 06.9 110.' 144.7 173.9 195.V 216.2 237.7 ;59. 281.19ther 8. '. 1. , 4.1 5.: 6.6 9.0 8.0 3.0 8.0 8.

Ali iew nsets 1.0.7 7.9 445.2 502.5 69Y.4 323.2 R31.' 960.2 990. 1070.7 1051.2Total Aisom, !3d oross fed AstE 35, 32.9 1.8 1;6 o .- 1474.0 1-98.' 17'5.9 175. 1765.1 1795.: 18.0

Deprecialtico

All exist. assets at en o al 7 !1.8 0. - 3 41.9 , .. 7' 2.4ProJect
Shaft and vr:llin7  4 . 8 1 9 1 . 1 6 16 2 16.2/7 ar.d surface wori 7.9 5.? 7.' 1 6 1 6 6tquiinen' ,4 6 6 17.9 19. 1 I I I i'I.. A I :!.IOther 

4 4 4 4Non-proiect*
Heusinq and civs wort's 4 .14 5 0 6Replaces. o ' 7. anc * a:p ;1-1c. t: 8 1 5 5
Further Mi peeIt 1 4001 1 1
O'her 0 1 -7 4 i'S 1 - .

.r 0.
All new assets 4 4 18.4 79 4 ' !) 8 s6.6 .,4 2 4Total Annual Derp'Eiat.,r 6 9 14 1 1 6 4 ', 7 77"umulative Depreciaton.

All exist. assets at e do ef s 41 7 f . l - -. 4 '1 54 .9 4. 471
S al d drillirq 4 J.3 7 1'.4 17 ' 4-! 1 '1 (1'4 . 1 1S34rs .4



F o h .r M 'e.lrd 4i .P 1 ,.7 44 4 42 1A
Other . . 1. 5.5 .0 3.8 4.6 5.4 6.

All new ai Ls Y.3 13.7 32.1 b6.i 1 ".9 1.L 2A.1 287.7 356.2 426.0 4991 5732
Total Cumflat.ve Depreciation 49.o 4B5.9 548.1 654. 753.4 85>.0 936.4 1012.3 1083.0 1166.3 1243.8 1320.4
Net Fixed Assets

All exist. assets at end cf 8 ,oe7 :c.7 2H3.0 258.6 1 -6.4 114.1 82.. 59,1 5. 42.3 35.1 29.9 27.5
Project

Shaft and drilLn. 7.8 42, t3.u 04? 163.8 220.6 267. 251.1 234.9 218.8 292.6
U/5 an surfacE works 0.0 16.5 21.s 47.8 59.2 68." 72.2 73.: bt.5 47.9 35.3 32.7
Equipment '.0 82.7 165.2 164. 161. 140. 11903 8.3 77.1 56.1 24.9 13.8
2thnr 0.0 1.9 9.6 14.4 ig.1 18.7 1.3 14.0 11.- 9.2 .9 4.5Non- ortiect
Housino and civIl works r.0 U.l u .9 1.9 .0 4.0 5.9 6.) 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0
Replacsn. of U 5 and 3:rfae Eziip. 9.0 "., 1.4 7.. 2.3 17.0 21. 5.0 27.510.4 30.6 31.2
Furfher Mine Develprent e. 27.6 53.7 76.2 1.1.2 123.' 123.5 1-4.6 :65.3 174.; 103.5 11.
Other 0.0 0.8 1.6 2.4 3.1 3.8 4.4 5. 4.2 3.4 2.6 1.8

All new assets 0.0 136.9 305.8 37H.l 444.2 538.8 602.4 o43.4 604.3 563.7 521.6 477.9
Total Net Fixed Assets 326.7 336.9 564.4 565.5 560.3 621.0 661.9 693.4 646.5 5i0.8 551.5 905.4
------- I------------ ------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- I------------------------------------------

Morocc - leraia Caal Frcip-t Table 4Charbonnage du iarcE
',DAN KCHEDIE

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Existino l-ar-, SH 711:on 220.e
Disbursements 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 n.0 ".0 0.0 0.0Ac r ed st.!, serscts 2. .20.8 .9 222.8 220.8 220.8 220.8 220.8 220.8 220.8 220.8 220.8 220.8
u-d i sbc.-k o0.9 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0, 0.0 0.0 0.o
LoMMItment FEE 0-' 0.0 0.0 o.0 0.9 .0 0.9 9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1)0Frin. I pa 16 ?7. 0 22.2 21.8 19.2 17.2 15.3 14.7 13.4 12.1 10.9 10.9
Act. Repc.,rt 'i 17.0 39.2 61.0 80.2 97.4 112.7 127.4 140.8 152.9 163.8 174.7Outstandi'r balarce 220.8 2o3.8 161.6 159.8 140.6 123.4 108.1 93.4 80.0 67.9 57.0 46.1Interest 0.0 10.8 11.3 9.4 7.8 6.5 5.3 4.2 3.3 2.4 1.6 0.9

Exist. for. c-rrerc/ loans, 0h mill. 45.
Disbursemerts 0. ".0 0.0 0.0 9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0Accrued Disbursenents 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0
Undisbursed 45.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Commitment Fee p. U 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Principal 0.0 4.5 9.0 9.3 9.U 9.0 4.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Act. Repayment 0.0 4.5 13.5 22.5 31.5 40.5 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0Outstanding balance 45.o 40.5 31.5 22.5 13.5 4.5 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0 0.1 0.9Interest (.)1 0.A 2.8 2.2 1.' 0.9 0.3 9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I1RD, US$ aillion '.

Disbursements 18.5 2.0 1.7 4.2 1.8 1.9 3.1 2.3 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Accrued Disbursements . 2.8 4.6 8.8 10.6 12.4 .5.5 17.8 19.9 19.9 19.9 19.9 j9*Jndisbursed 24-. 22.5 18., 16.4 14.6 11.5 9. 1 7.1 7.1 . 1 7.1Commitment Fee .' 0. .1 0.1 0.1 01 .1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1Principal U. . . 1 !.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9Arc. Repannoolt U U I 2' .q 4. 8 6.7 8.6 1"j. 5 12.4 14.3 16.2Otstandinq balarce 46 88 9 o 6 IH 1- 1!.4 9.5 7, 7 3.8
Interest . 92 .1 0.4 2 8 8 0.9 1. 0 0.9 U.7 0.6 0.4
BFCEIPARIBA3. U3n milIIn
Disburoemeots 

0. 9 .. 0 -0 0 .0.Acorued :sb'ceme-ts 0 0 0 0.0 0
Undisbu'sed . ' .0 0
Commifee 059 0. 90 .0 0.0
Pr in0 0 0.0 0.0
Act. Fep.net 0-. 0. v p
Outstandl'Q talnr e '. I.
lntere- . H00 J.')

fw, lH mls 1n4-q
Disburseoents
Accrued Oosburspse-t5 - - 4- s4 0.0 0.0 9.0 H,.8 49.1 69,7rs 1 240 8 245.8 245.8 245.8 245.88rdi stitrsed '4 c I 1s 1o 044. 1).Lamsitent e1 0.0 0 9.
Frinc ipa V ..1 ' 0 '4 4 2 -

4 . 24.'
Acc. Repament 4.6 24? -2..8 6 2.6 2.Act.~~0 Tea0n! 4 Y9, 38 83 122.9 147>5
utstaoo~r- brlartn - i' 49 6 . B 1 171." 1 6 147.5 12. 40.3Interest 0 6 4 1 3.3 1 8.9 4
Frarce 5uvpiier sCrediti, H mI1i t.
Visbursesent 9.4 24.1 261s 4.9 4 -
Accrued Disbursenents 9 4 7' c J. 1 0 .ndficrsedj 6 $649



s .. 4s.1 i 2.1 5.1 V..1 .
Interest 8 4 6. 7  

4.8 3.0 2.2 2.! 1.2

France Ih-uryl, US $ million 5.7
Disbursements 0 . 1.9 2.1 v. 4 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0 0.0 0.0
Accrued Disbursements 0. a . 4.9 1 5.7 5. 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7
Undisbursed 4.? 2.9 0,8 0.4 C0.0 0.' 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cammitment Fee 0., 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0 .0 0. 1 .v 0.0 0.0 0.0
Principai 0. 0.0 0.0 e.0 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 (1.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
4CQ. Renavmen! E.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 1.! 1.7 2.3 2.8 '.4 4.0 4.5
Outstanding balance 0. 8 2.8 4.9 5 5.1 4.5 4.0 3.4 2.8 2.3 1.7 1.1
Interest 8.00! 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1

Switzerland. LSS million 5.7
Disbursements 4.7 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Accrued Uisbursements 4.7 4.7 4.9 4.9 5.0 5.3 5.5 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7
Undisbursed 1.0 0.9 0.8 (.7 0.7 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ccaeitment Fee 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (.0 6.0 0.0 0.0
Principal 0.0 0.5 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.!
Acc. Repayment 0.0 0.5 1.6 2.7 3.9 5.0 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6
Outstandir.g balarce 4.7 4. 3.2 2.2 1.1 0.3 -0 1 1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.!
Interest 8.0Z 6.2 0.4 0 0. 3 0.2 0.1 f0 ".0 0.! 0.0 0.0 '.0

Other Dnno s. D0 Million (,.0
Diobursements 0.0 0.0 6. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 f'.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Accrued Dusbursnments 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ].0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Undistursea 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.') 0.0 0.0 0.0
Lommitment Fee 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Frin-i il 0.0 0.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 '.0 0.0
Acc. Repayment 0.0 0.0 1.1 2.3 3.4 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
Outstandoiq balance 0.0 0.0 -1.1 -2.3 -3.4 -4.5 -4.5 -4.5 -4.5 -4.5 -4.5 -4.5
Interest 9.7. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4

All non-IH ioans, U;$ iillior
D15burseients B.4 3.7 6.5 2.3 2.3 3.4 2.5 2.2 .0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Accrued bistursemerts 13.8 17.5 23.9 26.2 28.6 31.9 34.4 36.6 36.6 36.5 36,5 36.4
Undisbursed 25.4 26.3 19.8 17.6 15.2 11.9 9._ 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1
Commitment Fee 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.: 0.1 0.1
Principal 0.0 1.0 2.2 3.2 4.7 4.7 3.6 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Acc. Repayeent 0.0 1.0 3.2 6.4 11.1 15.8 19.3 21.7 24.2 26.6 29.0 31.4
Dutstanding balance 13.8 16.5 20.7 19.8 17.5 16.1 15.1 14.9 12.4 9.9 7.5 5.0
Interest . .3 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6

All DH loans, DH million
Disbursements 9.4 37.9 62.4 24.5 26.4 62.3 48.8 44.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Accrued Disbursements 230.2 268.2 330.6 355.1 381.5 443.8 492.6 536.6 536.6 536.6 536.6 536.6
Undisbursed 706.3 268.4 206.0 181.5 155.1 92.7 44.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Commitment Fee 0.0 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Principal f'.0 17.9 26.7 28.9 26.8 25.3 46.9 46.3 41, 43.7 42.5 41.5
Acc. Repayment 0.0 17.9 44.6 73.6 100.4 125.7 172.6 218.9 307.5 350.0 391.6
Outstanding balance 23.2 250.2 285.9 281.5 281.1 318.1 320.0 317.7 229.0 18o.5 145.0
Interest 0.4 13.5 13.5 20.1 19.5 20.2 21.3 20.5 18.6 15.3 12.1 9.0

All loans, in PH millorgs
Interest payments s.. 24.2 31.3 33.9 32.3 32.0 32,4 31.4 28.6 23.7 18.9 14.2
Principal 3.6 26.4 45.1 55.1 65.4 64.2 76.7 67.1 66.0 64.8 63.9 63.1
Disbursements 78.9 68.5 116.1 43.2 45.6 90.3 69.8 62.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Outstanding balance 220.8 262.9 333.0 322.0 302.2 328.3 321.3 317.2 251.2 186.4 122.6 59.5

Outstandiq 2T loans 27. 29b.1 257.2 735.1 316.5 370.0 332.8 329.7 264.9 21)1.1 138.0 78.0
SI part 3f u ioars A.0 55. 65.6 75.9 74.7 67.2 77.6 76.5 75.4 74.3 73.6 70.5

7dM bonds 198 1787 !991' 1991 !9 2 :943 1994 195 :9 6 19?7
Disbur sewnts , , . 1:.0 5 .v .u I 0., 0 401
Accrued CistursemEnts .' 1.0 10. 150.' 15".' 150.0 150 .0 15 150. 151.0 150.0 15,1.0Prircipa.l .1 0' 0 9 .0 ' 0.) .6 -1
Acc. Rppavient J. 0 ,. 0 '.0 11. ' t.0 .1 0 30, 45.0 60.0
Outstandl t a 4-1" r. '5'- I0.4 154.> 1 .0 SO. 1 0 i20.0 1'5.0
Interest 11. B 9.0 '1 16 1 .5 1.5 16.5 to.O 14.3 13.2 11.6 9.1

Morocc - JEraca [a l - -c -a --e ,
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10h Fr :n C-sts

1966 1007 .988 19 9 1990 1q91 194 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
srnsumabts (Total cst '41 i ) 50.4 a 6.5 3 6 72.j 31 36. 38.7 42.4 45.4 48.1 49.7 52.2

Siege V PH per tonne) 9.7 55.0 53. 5.8 54.4 57.1 59.9 64.' 60.0 72.o 77.2 81.9
Sieqe HV E ill per tonne; 8Q.7 5. 6 58.8 01 0. 0 0 I .m 0.0 0.' 0.0 (.1Co 0.0
Bas in N iH per !,nne) 8 .A 66. 71.1 '., 0 ". .0 0. (.G '.7 0.0
Es. Pu:ts 2 me per tnene 13.4 ., . . 6 " 7.' 0.1 K. 0.0 .. (.2 9.-

((SE 1:otal cost Million Dh' 25.1 2K. 19.8 11.1 16 1 16.9 i7.1 19.t 2,.9 22.2 22.9 24.1

Siege V (I)H per tm-re 24.9 14.7 24.4 24.7 ;.1 27.t 2s.8 31.b -3.5 35.6 37.7
Siege !V E (2H oer tomne' 45.9 35.6 35.9 46.6 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 .0
Bassii N iDH per tonne) 33.7 55.7 53.5 0.2 2.0 0.0 (1 0.0 0.0 01 0 , . 0.0
Est Puitc 2 ltm per tonre) 23.7 0.0 '0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Transpor Tta , ost 5ilI-n DH 5.6 6.5 5.6 1.1 0.' . t .C 0.3 2.4 7.6 8.1 F.4 9.8

Siege V (0iA per tonne) 0.1 0.1 0.0 1.0 0 .1 .1 0.4 3.7 11.5 12.2 13.9 13.8
Siege IV E All per tonne) 16.8 20.9 21.1 27.4 0.) 1.9 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Bassin N DH per Sonre) 8.4 20.9 22." '.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Est Puits 2 (DH per tpnne! 13.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

mersonrel (Total Cust Millon OH! 151.2 137.7 134.4 109.3 108.0 111.2 114.9 114.4 1.5.1 117.6 115.6 121.5

SieqE 0 (2 per tonne) 189.2 218.5 202.3 174.3 168.5 173.0 177.8 174.3 173.7 171.4 179.5 190.5
Siege iV E H per tornei 220.5 207.0 200.9 404.0 0., 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Q.0 0.0
Bassii N 1H per tonnel 209.7 279.7 309.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 ).(
Est Fuits 2 DH per tonnel 209.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total Frodctin ccs, lhIo' 1H 240.3 201.4 196.0 157.9 159.0 164.9 171.8 178.8 189.1 1921.1 196.6 206.5
S 'eq pP r t,"nl 253.9 298.3 280.6 252.8 248.0 256.4 265.8 272.5 285.4 289.8 305.1 323.9
Siege It 2 Pi 70r :.. 272. 721.5 216.7 568.9 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.6 0.0
bassi N. H psr -Z;2.' 422.2 460.7 C. 2.0 0.: '.0 ".0 0.o U .0 0.: 9.0
Ec Eut 2 > s .o9.0 . .1 .' .0 0.0 J, 6 .0 0.0 (.0 7.f 0.0

Variable Productiog Cost

I Sn 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
Consumables (varatle cost Millicn H) 5 2.6 '28 32.6 29.3 33.0 34.8 36.7 40.2 43.1 45.7 47.1 49.4

Siege V (ON per tonne 6-. 49.5 49.2 51).4 51.1 54.1 56.8 61.3 65.0 68.9 73.1 77.5
Si ge IV E (DH per torne) 80.7 52.2 52.4 54.8 0.') 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Bassin N MON per tone: ?2,8 59.4 60.8 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Est Puts 2 '0H per tonne) C0. 0.. 00 0.0 0.0 9.o '.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0

TFSE (variaule ios Milio D3) 23.8 19.7 18.7 14.2 15.7 16.5 17.4 19.1 20.4 21.6 22.3 23.4

Siege ' N0' PFr tcnne) 23.7 23.5 23.3 23.9 24.4 25.6 .6.9 29.1 30.8 32.7 34.6 36.7
Siege IV E OH per tnnel 43.6 23.8 34.0 35.5 9.6 0.0 0.n 6.0 0.0 0.0 . .0Bassin N lii per tcnn2) 32.0 52.9 54.2 0.0 0.1 2.0 7.2 C 9 0.0 0.( 0.0 0.0
Est Puts 2 .Dh per tonne) (.7 0.0 0.'1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Transport tvariable cost Million DH, 5.2 6.2 5.3 6.8 .1.0 0.0 0.3 2.4 7.6 8.1 8.4 8.8
Siege V (00 per tunne) 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 n. 0.1 0.4 3.7 11.5 12.2 17.9 13.8Siege V E !b4 per tonne) 16.0 19.9 19.9 20.8 0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Bassin N (1H0 per tone; 8.0 19.9 20. .0 . . 0 . 00
Est Puts 'I (PH er tonne) 1.9 o) 0. 0. i .. 0.) 1.

Personnel ,irnae cut mmillion , 121' 11.2 107.3 86.8 95.0 93.6 102.9 1 2.6 103.2 111.4 1f3.9 100.0

Siege V 1H per ton.e' 151.4 1 16 166.4 149.; 149.2 154.9 19.7 156.4 156.0 153.1 159.A lb,.sSiege I. 1 0 cpr (,v'o 176.4 11.7 . 102.4 1.' 2. .. 0 0 00 0..Bassin t i'H ;er n p7. . 47 7 C. 0 0
Est uits 27 pD OP0 fl j .0. 0.0 .

Total ,ari the sE 'N. (uur V , !-1." 144. 0 Q I- '-4.4 174.5 17. I 8 1E9.Siege 01 per 8nre 7.0 24 9 i)224.2 .25.3 23 7 .4 . 4 263.3 26t.9 280.5 297S:ege ; E (1H per tor 26. 2 5 27 2. " 24'.7 '1.0 '. 1.
Fassir N !V Her ton'e 209 . "9 .u 0 0
sc P s per t'nre, ' '. ... 0.0 0 .C,

F :e Prod ;ct un Li t;



ee ibH per inne j 4. : 3..7 . :.5 ,
per 0one0(Sieje I DH to nn S. . 6.4 3,, .o 0 . 0.0 . . . .

Bassin 'per tonre 8.1 6.1b 10.3 0.0 00 0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 00
Est Pu, 1D0 per tonne) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

IST iFined cost Million DR) 1.3 1.0 1.0 0.8 '.4 i.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6

Siege v (IH per tonne) 1.2 1.2 1.1 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.E 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.0
Siege IV E 11H per tonne) 2.3 1.8 2.2 11.1 0.0 '00 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Bassin N (DH per tonnel 1.7 2.8 4.4 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Est Puits 2 0 per tonnet 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 '.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Transport (Fiied cost Million DR) 1.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 00 0.0

Siege V H per tonne) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Siege IV E DH per tonnel 0.8 1.0 2.2 6.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Bassin N iDH per tonne; 0.4 1.0 l.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Est Funts 2 0H per tnonp) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Personnel tFied cost Million DH) 30.2 27.5 27.1 22.4 12.3 11.6 12.0 11.8 11.7 12.1 12.7 13.4

Siege V 10H per tunre) 37.8 42.7 35.9 24.5 19.2 18.1 18.6 17.9 17.7 18.3 10.7 21.1
Siege IV E D per tonne) 44.1 40.4 43.2 241.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Bassin N DH per tonne) 41.9 54.6 85.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Est Fuits 2 Dh per tonne) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total Fined cost (Million 1H) 37.6 32.5 32.1 26.7 14.6 14.0 14.5 14.5 14.6 15.2 15.9 16.8
Siege V (Dk er -ornei 46.1 49.4 41.6 28.6 22.7 21.8 22.4 22.1 22.0 22.9 24.6 26.4
Siege IV ' 7 , er tore) 56.2 49.0 52.7 295.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Bassin N DO pr toInei 52.1 65.0 101.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Est F s 7 It.H '0 tonne) 0.0 0.0 0.0 ().0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Morocco - Je-ada -cal Prject Table 6
Charbonnages du Marc-
SALES FORE[AS

Sales Volumes i000 tonnes)
1966 19E7 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1936 1997

Domestic ---- ---- - - --- --- - - - -
Sales of fines, ONE Jerada (128%1 574.2 523.0 481.0 590.0 597.0 609.0 609.0 609.0 609.0 609.0 609.0 609.0
Sales of fines, LNE 'erada 126.701 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sales of fines Roches Noires (200 0.0 81.1 47.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 *, 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sales of fines, cement plaits 190 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.A 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sales of fines. cement plant !2001 9.0 6.7 0.0 0.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sales of lumps 32.5 51.8 38.2 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8
Own consumption 10.0 12.7 12.1 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0

Total Doaestic Sales 635.7 675.4 578.5 649.8 65t.8 668.8 668.0 668.8 668.8 668.8 668.8 668.8

Export Sales of l6s 63.3 21.6 0.8 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Total Sales 698.9 696.0 587.3 654.8 661.8 b73.8 673.8 673.8 673.8 673.8 673.8 673.8

Coal Prices D,/tnre.

Coal price irde (at urrent price- 10.1 109.0 100.5 110.0 115.4 122.4 126.3 135.9 144.0 152.0 164.3 164.3Coal price inl.' t in I Yt prices) 100. 101.2 Q9.- 95.4 95.3 96.3 96.2 97.0 01.9 98.7 101.3 96.5
Domestic Fricas

Prices of I np - ONE 1 560.0 -. 0 5750 580.0 614.0 652.3 60.9 7' ." '74.8 820.5 883.7 057.1
Prices of fines - iNE .2 . 591.0 b,5.0 6'5.0 597.0 632.8 671.4 ?11.1 7 .1 397.5 B44.5 909.6 985.1Price on fines Onohes NACres 520" 56., 617.0 617.0 651.0 689.8 731.1 174.9 8 1.2 87..2 922.1 995.1 1060.2
Prices of fines - ce. Plants (Ol 'il.P 792.f 752., 731.6 757.7 737.5 711.8 75!.6 802.0 851.2 9-3.1 1007.7Prices cf fines - cep. liants 651,) 651,3 974.. 92".: 027.3 92b.1 66.9 048.6 831.5 808.9 797.5 070.6Prices uf un0s .0( 1000.0 1600.0 111. 9L2.7 1042.7 1 0. 1163.2 1125.9 1192.2 1284.1 1390.8Export P'icps 1'. 1 .4 1? W 2.- 94'9 1)8.6 1140.1 14",! 1'23.5 1420.0 1522.8 1701.7 1921.6

Averaqe coa price ;current H) 4-.3 598.9 6011. 6 4.0 o33.3 672.1 714.1 0 46.6 79o.7 837.4 302.5 402.5Average coal pricp censtart '4 15; 4 556.1 545.2 5-41 52.9 28. 531.b 4. 056.5 53.0

Sales Revenues
Domestic Sales hevenues imillion [Hi 3)8.5 395.3 343.9 390.5 414.0 44,.1 4z8.7 496.4 525.7 556.6 59.6 649.4
E port 0ales Omrnnes millior, 1) 65.4 21.5 9.2 5.0 1.3 5.1 6.2 6.6 7.1 7.6  0.3 9.o

Trtal Sales Rpeun ues 393.4 416.9 353.1 375.5 41?.4 452.2 4 74., , .



!LtE '7[

fir n DH, current terns:
1?86 1907 396B 1989 19o 1991 199 1994 1995 !996 1797

Re, eiues - - - -
Iia1est6c Sales 116.0 395.- 47.9 9(.5 414.0 447.1 468.' 496.4 525.7 556.6 59 6 649.4

F:nes ONE 289 19, 2.t 342.2 767.' 397.3 4201.8 445.5 4:1.9 499.7 538.2 582.9
fines0E 26.7..
Finet Ricohs No-res 5= .1 29.2 .f 0. 0.0 0.0 .. U.0 Q.1) 0. t 0.0
rirt.s lement plaits "I 0.0 o . (. I .0 it (I (.I j,.Q 0 .0 (I0 .
Fines Ce et cai 0. 4.4 0.1) *0 o.0 0, 0.0 0.7 0.) 0.10 .
Lumps 51.5 38.2 43.7 47.1' 49.0 48.0 .0 5t 3.9 01.t 61.4 66.5

Export Sales 59.6 22.1 9.2 5.. 5.3 9. 6.2 s.6 7.1 7.6 8.5 9.6

Iota] 3ales 378.1 417.4 '53.1 395.5 419.4 4L2.8 474.0 5(,0 532.8 564.3 608.1 659.0
C hange ir stol of 70.f (25.1) 17.2 43.0) .1 2.61 5.5) 9.2 7. (1.31 (18.7) 11t
Force accoint worr 61.4 01.6 '5.4 69.0 57.9 57.5 54. 44.5 1. 31.4 31.6 71.8
Other re venue 4.6 2.6 6.( 6..: 6.0 3.5 3.0 3. 4.0 4.2 4.4 4

.c

Total Rpeenues 502.6 446.5 431.6 426.6 491.4 511.2 527.- 551.0 570.1 598.6 625.4 678.:

Cost D" przduction
Consumatbles 109.1 79.0 85.0 87.6 96.2 101.1 10.4 113.0 120.0 126.4 131.9 138.5
Labor 231.4 232.3 2,1.0 2035. 2 7., 705.b206. 197.2 106.6 18.".3 191.7 199.9

1axes I. 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.0 2.1
Power 4 utilities 47.4 49.1 41.c 40.0 42.3 44.5 46.9 51.0 52.9 55.8 58.3 61.2Trarsport 16.5 7.6 6.4 4.0 2.7 2.8 3.2 5.4 10.8 11.3 11.7 12.2
hdministration 3.4 3.6 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.1 5.1 5.4 5.6Idt a orin enpenses 403.6 373.0 359.5 342.2 354.2 359.9 368.8 372.6 377.0 388.q 401.1 419.8

Operating Cash flow 99.0 73.5 72.1 84.4 137.2 151.3 159.0 179.0 193.1 210.6 224.3 258.6

PFovislons 16.5 15.0 15.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 22.0 23.1 24.3 25.5 26.8 28.1
fotal beirp att.1 72.: 75.9 99.1 106.1 104.1 94.6 83.4 75.9 76.3 77.6 77.5 76.6

Iota D; erI,,tv a 42.1 46'.9 473.6 467.4 478.2 470.5 474,2 471.6 477.6 491.1 5(5.3 524.4

Oppratina in-ome 1.5 17.41 (42.0) (40. ) 13.1 75.7 53.6 80.0 92.5 107.5 120.0 153.9
Interest 2 7.2 23.9 20.3 17.4 15.8 10.5 15.9 14.9 13.7 10.5 7.3 4.3
Iotersst on O.'erora t

t 1.0 0.0 8.6 9.6 8.4 15.3 18.9 23.0 23.3 21.4 15.8 4.6
Interest on Binds 86.0 0.0 11 . 16.5 16.5 16.5 16.5 16.5 14.9 13.2 11.6 9.9
Extr3ordinary !'.come 12. 115.1) (11.8) 111.8f 11.8) (11.8) M1181 1 11.9) (11.8) (11.8) (11.8) ()11.

Profit efore tax ar deferrpd defr. f!.1 66.5) i93.) 95.01 39.4) (23.4) (9.61 13.7 28.8 50.6 73.5 123.3

Norocco - Jerada Cal (rcie.t Table 8Charbannafes du Maroc
WORKING C.IlL SHDULLuE

Iin xIi ip D.,, :jrreot terms)
19(6 1987 1988 19809 19'iu 1901 1992 1M99 1994 1995 1996 1097Current Assets - - - - ----

Cash 6.3 3.3 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 108.2Receivables 82.7 84.1 83.4 84.0 84.4 84.8 85.1 85.5 85.9 86.3 86.9 87.6Inventory (onsLmables 61.5 62..1 42.5 43.8 48.1 I0.6 53.2 56.7 60.0 63.2 66.0 69.3Coal St:00 159.5 138.! 155.1 111.2 119.3 116.7 111.2 111.4 113.5 111.2 93.5 76.4

Current Assets 31".3 287.4 290.2 249.3 261.0 261.3 258.7 262.8 268.6 271.0 253.6 -41.4
Current Liabilities

Accounts Pavable 37 8 '7.2 77.1 37.0 38.6 39.7 4 . 42.8 44.9 46.4 47.7 49,2Other Payables 7,." 113.2 112.3 111).9 111.1 111. 11-.0 11'.3 109.4 109.5 109.8 110.5578 portion LI Oebt 36.? 39.4 4 .4 09.7 5.5 71.0 01.4 60.2 59.1 58.1 57.4 54.3Overdraft /1.9 6t.2 65.9 64.4 117.3 145.7 1772. 179.2 164.8 121.6 35.7 0.G
Current iiatilitoes 227.5 206.0 264.7 272.1 725.5 'L7.4 79).t 391.5 378.2 313.5 5 14.)

Working (apital 86 5 1.4 25. M .3) i64.b 1 106. 2: ( '1 .3) i3.7 (1 61 (64.61 5.1" 1.27.4-



Lhdr nnaqp: dou Marc
FUNDS ILOV 'EENT WI TH107 30VEFNMEHl 1lE0VENi0N

JIn m- ..n DH, currEnt terms)
1988 199 1989 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Sources of Funds ---- --- - -- -

Internal Cash Generation 60.3 '2. 1[5.4 129.5 147.2 167.2 181.2 198.8 212.5 246,8
Governmert contribut.on to .qftc 9.0 0. I .0.0 0.0 . .0 (.0 0.0 v.

9

Increase long term loans 116.1 43.2 45.6 9.2 67.8 62. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Bonds issued 10(0 50.0 0.1 . .0 . 09 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total long term sources '70.4 165.8 171. 229." 217. J, 1 181.3 196.8 22. 246.8

Increase accousts payable I.1 (0.1) 1.6 1.1 1." 1.9 2.1 1.5 1.3 1.5
Increase Other Pavab e Iv. 9 (1.3) 0.2 10.1 .1 C.7) (0.9) 0. 1 0,4 0.7
Increase sv t par1io of lorn term ceOt 10.1 10.3 (1.') 12.5 9.7 ( 1) (1.1) (1.0 (0.8) (3.1)
Increase ban) overdrafts (0. ! ' 1.5) 52.9 28.4 -1.5 1.9 (14.4) (43.2) (85.9) 1 5.7)

Total short term sources 8.i 7.4 53.4 41.9 13.1 1.9 114.-) (42.7) (85.0) (36.5)
!otal Sources of Funds 8o.1 172.2 224.4 271.6 24 .1 f. 167.0 156.2 127.5 210.2

Applicat ors ot Funds

Investmerts Total Assets 181.3 107.3 106.9 147.4 124.3 07. 29.5 29.8 . 3.5

Debt Scrv:e
intprest 10nq term loans 20.3 17.4 15.8 15.5 15.9 14.9 13.7 10.5 7.3 4.2
Interest on overdrafts 8.6 8.6 8.4 15.2 18.9 23.0 23.3 21.4 15.8 4.6
Interest ou bods 11.7 16.5 16.5 16.5 16.5 16.5 14.9 13.2 11.6 9.9
Principal lon rm loans 55.1 65.4 64.2 76.7 67.1 66.0 64.8 63.9 63.1 60.0
Reisbursment tords 0.0 0.0 0.0 (1. 9.0 0.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0

Total let' 5ervuc 05. BY'.9 1u4.9 124.0 118.4 120.4 131.7 123.9 112.8 93.8

Ch3noQ ir. cu) vcto 17.2 (43.7) 5.1 12.61 (5.5) 0.2 2.1 (1.3) 118.71 17.1)

[tt se ;n stcrqs f19.5; !.7 4.3 2.5 2.6 3.5 2.3 2.2 2.?
Lhinqe in reqrepvv'.es (0.7) 0.6 0.3 0.5 9.3 .4 0.4 0.4 C.6 0.7
Cast ncrease 5.9 0.0 . 9 0.5 i.0 0, 0 f.0 99.0

Tote) Acclicativnvf fvnds 285.1 -3.2 224.4 271.6 240.1 232.0 167.0 156.2 127.5 210.2

0.11 0.1 P.0 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (0.0)

Surplus 6.2 1.5 52.9) (28.4) (31.5) (1.9) 14.4 43.2 85.9 134.7
Coulatve Surolus 1.0) (58.5) 111.41 (19.8) (171.4) (173.3) (158.9) (115.7) (29.8) 104.9

Morocco - Jerada Coal i 'uert Table 10
Charbonnages du Maro,
BALANCE SHEET

(in million DO. current terms
Assets i900 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 192 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

turrent Assets
Cash o.. 2.3 9.2 4.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 168.2
Pecenivacles 82.7 84.1 c3.4 84.0 84.4 84.8 85.1 85.5 85.9 86.3 86.9 87.6
CorsunablEs o1.5 62.r 41.5 43.8 48.1 50.6 53.2 -6.7 60.0 63.2 66.0 69.3
Coa stoi 159.5 138,1 155.1 111.2 119.3 16.7 111.2 111.4 113.5 112.2 93.5 76.4

Tctal cur rer t ise'ts I ( 97.4 290.2 248.3 261.'1 261.' 258.7 262.8 268.6 271.0 255.6 341.4

Fined assets
Existtic Qrcss assets 727., 72.2 774.6 774.6 7-4.6 74. 774.6 774.6 774.,. 774.6 774.6 774.6

-Accumulated deprociution 4;11. 422.5 516.0 586.2 650.5 672.4 715.5 224.s 72.3 739.5 744.7 747.1Eristiro et fxed assets 2s. 449.7 258.6 186.4 124.1 02.2 59.1 50.0 42.2 25.1 29,9 27.5
New qgoss noed ans5ts . s 150.7 337.9 445.2 552.0 69.4 873.7 031.2 9rO.7 99u, 5 1 7 1o 51
-Aviao'ate! diuprpclst)on 9 1-.7 32.1 66,1 107.9 160.6 29 287.2 356.2 426.8 499.1 573.7Net rew 11,eu assts .9 [7.9 205.0 379.1 444. 5 0.8 6 - 64.4 u04.3 563.7 521.6 477.9

Other fixed assets . 4,1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4 4.! 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.)

Total Fired Asse'. . '.7 568.5 r9 
.0 572.4 65 6. v 9. a 50.7 602.7 555.6 509,5

T
otal a-set 64'.6 70.1 858.7 )7, ) 822. Pts 4 O4 f6 .4 919.7 873.9 1.)1 35 .0

Liabilities

Current liabihities
Accounts Payables :7.6 37.2 7.1 27.( 38.6 97 4.9 4j.8 44.9 46.4 4?77 49.21'he, Fuyables 7, 13.2 12.3 110.9 111.1 11 111. 1V 3 109.4 119.5 1,9.u 1 .5
T ertior of 0.9 debt ''.9 29.4 49.4 59.7 58. 61,4 0) 59.1 59,1 17.4 54.3

1.8erdrfts I7. 66.2 65.9 o4.4 117." 145. 1 . 164.8 1:1.b !5.7 v.1

T) iot a! E t' ba; j11Ics :,.5 '4 .2 272.1 21



L.'Uds I. I.I . .. ,. .. 12!., 1C .- . ..
0tal 17 --n debt 7Q , b.. 451.' 485.1 466.5 480.0 48 47?.7 399.9 321.1 24.' 1b8. V

Frov iic. 1s7.3 143.5 156.3 175.3 195.3 216.2 23b. 161.4 285.6 311.1 337.9 366.0

Equity
Subscribed Capital 84.8 B4.8 84.8 84.8 84.8 84.8 84.8 84.8 84.8 84.8 84.8 84.8
6overnaent Equity 6t.5 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.5
Retained Earnings I18.3) 172.0j (265.7) (160. 7) (400.11 j423.4) (433.I) 419.3) (390.5) (339.9) (266.4) 143.1)

Total eqLity 37.0 26.7) 120.41 (215.4) 254.8) (278.11 t287.7) (274.0 245.2; i194.6) (121.1) 2.2

Total liablilties 640.2 609.1 757.9 717.1 732.5 785.6 823.9 859.6 818.5 773.1 711).4 750.2

0.1 )9.0 103.8) (100.8) 1 10.8) 100.8) 100.8) 100.8) (100.8) (100.8) (100.81 (100.8)
(9.1) 91.8) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (0.0)

norocco - deraua oal Project Table 11
Charbonnage3 du .9aro:

SL91MARY FINANCIAL 4A) lfTeRS

1986 1987 1988 1M89 1990 1991 1992 1993 194 1995 1996 197

Total prrction, to nns 740.0 634.2 636.7 576.4 641.2 543.0 646.4 656.4 662.6 662.6 644.4 637.6
Total reveros 52.6 446.5 431.6 426.6 491.4 511.2 527.8 551.5 570.1 598.6 625.4 67d.3
Operating rome 10. (17.4) 42.0) (40.8) 13.1 35.7 53.6 86.0 92.5 107.5 120.0 153,9
Profit before tax 117.1) (66.5) (93.7) (95.0) (39.4) (23.4) (9.6) 13.) 28.8 50.6 7'.5 123.3
Intprnal cash ceneraitor 0.0 60.3 72.6 125.4 139.5 147.2 167.2 181.3 198.8 212.5 240.8
Ban) overdrafts 71.8 66.2 65.9 64.4 111.3 145.7 177.3 179.2 164.8 121.6 35.7 0.0
Cash available 6.3 3.3 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 108.2
Operatinq income in of total reverue 2.1 (3.9) (9.7) (9.6) 2.1 7.0 10.1 14.5 16.2 18.0 19.2 22.7
Profit iv : of total revenue (23.2 (14.9) (21.7) (22.3) (8.0) (4.6) (1.8) 2.5 5.1 8.4 11.8 18.2
Prntit n10 of ne5 e2tU (310.5) 248.9 77.8 44.1 15.5 8.4 3.3 (5.0) (11.7) (26.0) (60.7) 5,650.0
Debt service fcverva0 ratio 0.6 0.7 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.9 2.6

8-air k ratio O.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.9
Current rat:o 1.4 1.1 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 1. 1.6
L/T Debt/Fquity ratio 0.9 1.1 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.4 2.5 2.3 2.6 2.5 2.0 -.0
Equity in 2 of total assett 5.57. -4.0% -15.92 -30.02 -34.8' -35.4% -34.9. -31.91 -30.08 -25.21 -7.02 .32

0



$oroc:3 - Coal Protect Table 1
Charbonnaqeb . Maroc

Coal prices
= 1996 1907 198 0 9 198 9 190" 1991 1992 93 1994 1995 1996 19"7

Shipping Cost 1988 USS'tonne) 11.0
Exchange rate (DqiUS$) 8.3 8.B .2 8.2 8.2 1.3 E.4 S.4 0.5 8.6 6.6 8.7
International price index 1 00.0 210.6 116.5 122.6 119. 134.4 13y.9 145.7 15'.7 157.9 164.3 171.1
Local price inder 190.9 197.7 110.3 11.2 l2l.' 127.1 133.4 14.1 I4'.1 154.4 162.2 170.3
Moroc. lap. Ilero. coal price F08 :in 1987 US$ 36.4 152 24.1 21. . 2 23.3 23.9 24.4 24.9 26.5 28.5
Moroc. Imp. Therm. coal price 1F fin current US$) 34.4 1 9 8.1 26.7 '88 3.7 32.7 34.8 37.0 39.3 43.6 48.8
Moroc. Imp. Antfra. coal price 08 1No 1987 dSS) 44.4 33.2 32.1 29.8 3 .3 30.8 31.3 31.9 32.4 32.9 34.5 36.5
Maroc. Imp. Anthra. coal orice 1Ol fin current US$ 44.4 36.7 27.4 36.5 39.1 41.4 43.9 46.4 49.1 51.9 56.7 62.4
CIF price Moroccan Imp. Therm. 1987 U$) 47.4 5.2 35.1 32.8 33.3 ~3.8 34.3 34.9 35.4 35.9 37.5 3.5
CIEF price Moroccan Imp. Thers. Crrent US$) 47.4 40.0 40.9 40.2 41.0 45.5 48.1 50.8 53.7 56.7 61.6 67.6
CIF price Moroccan Imp. Anthra.(1987 US$) 55.4 44.2 43.1 40.8 41.7 41.8 42.3 42.9 43.4 43.9 45.5 47.5
CIF price Moroccan lap. Anthra.(Current US$) 55.4 48. 0.2 50.0 51.3 56.2 59.3 62.4 65.8 69,3 74.8 81.3
Average thermal quality import. fherm. coal 6153 6153 6153 6153 6153 613 6153 6153 6153 6153 6153 6153
Average thermal quality import. Anthra. coal 6000 6oo0 0 0 6000 6000 6600 6000 600 6000 600 60)0 6000
CIF price in Dh Thero. lexcl. port dues) 393.4 332.3 339.3 331.3 353.2 376.6 401.6 428.0 456.1 486.0 533.0 589.5

aIF price in Dh Anttra. (excl. port dues) 459.8 405.7 416.6 412.1 438.0 465.7 495.1 56.2 559.3 594.3 646.7 708.9
Total Fort dues Moocco Thermal 113.8 127.2 130.8 132.4 140.0 148.1 156.6 165.7 175.2 185.2 198.7 214.2
Fort dues 33.2 36.7 38.7 40.4 42.4 44.5 46.8 49.1 51.6 54.1 56.9 59.7
Taxes 7.5 Z (12.57. from 1987 on) 29.5 41.5 42.4 41.4 44.1 47.1 50.2 53.5 57.0 60.7 66.6 73.7
Duty stamp 1.52 tao from 19H7 on) 10.7 9.2 9.4 9.3 9.9 10.5 11.2 11.9 12.7 13.5 14.7 16.2
Pilferage 7.0 6.3 6.4 6.3 6.7 7.2 7.6 8.1 8.7 9.2 10.1 11.1
Benefit S0COCPAFBG 10.0 10.8 11.0 11.5 12.1 12.7 13.3 14.0 14..' 15.4 16.2 17.0
Other port dues 15.9 15.9 15.9 16.6 17.4 18.3 19.2 20.2 21.2 22.3 23.4 24.5
Financial Charqes 7.5 6.8 6.9 6.9 7.3 7.8 e.2 8.8 9.3 9.9 10.8 11.9
Import Ta: .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total Fort duns Morocco Ant.racite 122.6 140.8 145.1 147.4 155.7 164.6 173.9 183.8 194.2 205.2 219.7 236.2
Port lues 33.2 36.? 38.7 40.4 42.4 44.5 46.8 49.1 51.6 54.1 56.9 59.7
Taxes 7.5 12.3 from 1487 on) 34.5 50.7 t2.1 51.5 54.8 58.2 61.9 65.8 69.9 74.3 80.8 98.6
Duty stamp i.. 13l',r. 1q7 on! 12.7 11.1 11.4 11.3 12.0 12.2 13.5 14.4 15.3 16.2 17.6 19.2
Pilternoe 8.1 7.6 7.8 7.7 8.2 8.7 9.3 9.8 10.4 11.1 12.9 13.1
Benefit 3OF9LC IOO 1.' 10.8 11." 11.5 12.1 12.7 13.3 14.9 14.7 15.4 16.2 17.0
Other Der, lues i5.9 15.9 15.9 16.6 17.4 18.3 19.2 20.2 21.2 22.3 23.4 24.5
Financial iiar es 8.b 8.1 8.3 8.3 8.8 7.3 9.9 10.5 11.1 11.8 12.8 14.0
import T? .9< 0.9 0.0 0., 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Import. Coat Price FN 'rae lrci. Tra7sport) 058 830.1 640.3 051.0 689.8 731.1 774.9 821.2 870.2 922.1 995.1 1080.2
Coal Price RN per lhermie .110 0.1 5 0.108 0.108 )..115 0.122 0.129 0.137 0.145 0.154 0.166 9.180

Transport cost per tonre Nador-Jmr. 12.o 77.5 79.4 83.0 87.1 91.5 96.1 100.9 105.9 111.1 116.8 122.6
Transport cost per tonne 'asablauca-er. 156., 19.8 195.9 204.7 214.9 225.7 237.0 248.8 261.3 274.3 288.0 302.4
Tonnage throuqh Nador 3110.( 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0
Tonnage through Casablama 274.2 223. 181.0 190.0 297.9 3<9.0 309.0 309.0 309.0 309.0 309.0 309.0

Opp. cost FOR Hassi lal UNE Anthra is. 9talitv 674.9 685.0 702.3 744.5 789.9 830.6 886.0 938.2 993.5 1070.1 1159.0
Opp. cost For Hassi Hal CILI impurt .a1lts 537.1 549.5 546.7 560.4 616.2 K14.3 694.5 737.2 782.4 848.5 926.3
Opportunit-t ost Rotles Nuores Aithra. lp. Oualitv 69.1 i .47.3 651.0 689.8 731.1 774.9 821.2 870.2 922.1 995.1 1080.2

Opport. Lost per therm. Anthra. FHb UNE ".1125 6.1142 0,1171 '1.1241 '.116 0.1394 o.1477 0.1564 0.1656 0.1783 0.1932
Opport. ost per therm. Thernal FOB CIUP 0.1273 1.0893 0.0889 0.0943 0.1002 0.163 0.1129 0.1198 0.1272 0.1319 0.1505
Opport. cost per erPm, Athra. Ruches N 0.'985 '1.1 114 0.1017 1.1078 0.1142 0.1211 0.1283 0.13690 0.1441 0 1555 0.1688

lpport. cqst at 28 acoles Anthra.F4H ONE 4;55 'cal 557.4 565.? 580.0 t14.6 652.3 690. 731.7 774.8 820.5 003.7 957.1
Opport. cost at 7. 3shes Anthra. CHB E100 E ial 5". . 8.2 597.0 632.8 67i.4 711.1 753.1 797.5 044.5 9.79.6 985.1
Opport. cosl at ' as-ei 'ern. [IF !OR 587 tcal 5P4.0 516.5 513.9 545.5 5?7.2 614.9 652.8 691.9 735.4 '97.5 870.6
Opeort. ct at a NIs !her;. 11F 111 6t94 cal 584.3 597.9 594.0 61.4 670.4 711.8 755. 82. 851.2 92'7. 1 1007.7
Opport. cost sa.:n as. o Ailhra. CIF 720) 'cal 0.9 822.9 842.0 897.4 947.9 1003,9 1063.2 1125.9 1192.2 1284.1 1390.8
Opport. ost at . aheo A.thra. CIP Noches N 605 tcil 576.' 649, 651.0 689.8 731.1 774.Q 821.2 879.2 922.1 995.1 1000.2

1986 190' 1938 1989 199" 1991 1992 1993 1904 1995 1990 1997

MarketIng true .8% asaes 7Hl 569.9 575.9 57. U 580.0 614.H 652, 690. 1.7 ' 4. 9 320.5 883.7 95-.1
Marketing pro .. o 7. shes FH 5"1.0 035.k 635." 597.0 612.8 671.4 711.1 53.1 797.5 44.5 909.6 985.1
Mareting price 9' ashes Fil 6001.0 974 94. 95. 0 9'7.1 925. 660.9 948.6 81.5 008.9 797.5 870.6
Marketiro crice 20% js hO 51.9 752.5 75-.0 7'1.0 757.7 7.5 '11.9 7 5.6 802.0 851.. 923.1 10o7.7
Marketinq ;rce lumps at u, FOS 1113 0.0 10u..i 1I. NI. 4 14 1 O 9 103.2 1145.9 1192.2 1284.1 1390.8
Price Jera. "N asHes r 0940 552.0 0617.0 17.0 61.0 6P.8 71_. 774.9 81 12 7" 1 921.1 995.1 1080.2

19P6 19q7 !80 1989 199) I l6 1993 1904 195 19 6 1997

Upport. price 'ove-age ratic 101 ashes 103 101% 107 1110 4 / . 19"u looT 10ki I o 177Opport. pri-e cov. rat. 26, 7. asaEs III) 192 101% 101'L It.Io0l 1t'/. 100 101C 121 1'
Opport. price rov. rat. 97 ashes 193% 1892 1802 1702 16.2 140 1302 1202 1102 10(2 110%
Opport. pri'e cov. rat, .27 ashes 127 1202 1231 1202 1oX '504 10cC 19/2 100 1.19 10,Upport. price cov. rat. iumps 1222 122 1103 1107, 11 o 07 ' 10'.2 1-01 1012 19o"2
Opport. price cpa. rat. 207. ashes RN 1072 95'. 10Z 1P0% 10,1 1't 10 m . 13'0% P't' 11K%



Lhartmnaio iUaroc

Protect con and financing

(in million US$ current)

IBRD KfN France Switz. Other Cll Total

Shaft 9,2 23.2 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 33.2 265.9
Infra. and exploration '.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.5 h.5 52.3
Equip ent 5.7 2.4 12.6 0.0 0.0 5.4 2b.0 207.9
Technical assistaie 2.0 0.6 0,c 0.) 0.0 0.4 2.9 23.5

0.'!
Total required 16.B 26.2 12.6 (.8 0.0 12.3 68.7 549.6
Total credit availacle 22.8 26.2 18.2 0.3 0.0 1'.3 i9.8 638.6

Finarcing plan

Shaft U/6 I s. Equipsent Other NF Civ. WNP Repl. NP M.Dev NP Other
BKD 2 . 0.02 21.81 67.21 0.01 0.01 ,. 1 0.0%

0fw 69.9% 0.01 9.02 20.02 0.0% 0.0 % 0.02
France I 0.02 O.l 19.41 0.01 0.01 0.07Z 0 .1 0.07,
Frano e I 1.C 0.0. 29.12 0.i2 (.0% 0.0% 0.0x 0.02
Swit:erlard 2.5% 0.02 0,02 0.0 0.0. 0.0. 0.02 0.02
Other 0.0% 0.02 0.02 0.0' 0.01 0.02 0. 0 0.0%
TOTAL 100.0% 0.02 79.3% 87.22 0.02 0.0 6 00% 0.02

Project

Shaft and drilling 218. 0.0 8.5 37.5 24.0 26.8 B8.7 69.8 62.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
180 8 0 0.0 2.3 10.4 6.6 7.4 24.5 19.3 17.4 0.0 '.0 0.0
0f4 211.3 0.0 5.9 26.2 1638 18.7 62.0 48.8 44.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
France 1 '0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
France 11 0. 2.0 v .0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00
Switzerland 7,9 0.0 0.2 0.9 0.6 0.7 2.2 1.7 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 ' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1/6 and surface woris 15 7 1 0. 0.0 18.3 18.8 22,1 19.2 18.5 15.5 13.4 0.0 0.10 0,0
[O (.0 (J.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Kf. o.o oi o.o o." 0 0 0.0 G.e 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
France 1 0.0 0.o v.0 0.o 0.0 .0 90 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
France I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Switzerland 0.2 0.0 '. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other 0.1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Equip-ent 207.9 207.9 0.0 83.0 91.2 16.8 16.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0IMR0 45.' '.0 18.1 19.9 3. 7 1.7 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
B.19 0.0 7.5 8.2 1.5 1.5 0( 0.0 0.0 0 (.0 0.0

Franre 1 4!! M 16.1 1,7. 3 3.3 0.0 0.0 00 00 0.' 0.0
an 11 6 . 24.1 24.5 4.9 4.9 1.0 (' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0at:eran . 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0-'er 0'' 00 0.6 .0 '. 6 -. ' .0 (0 0.0 '. 00
Other 5 . . 1.6 7. .7 6 1.8 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,)

1, 15 6 1 1 4.6 4.- 4 . . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
4, 0. " 0.1 1.4 1.3 1.2 -,4 0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 u.0

0 0' . J. ' I 0.~ v 0 0 0 0.0
Fr1c0 !1 0.0 0 ' 0 19 0, (0 00 00 00' 0

Sw~~e9o 0. . 0 03 C, 0.0 M
SthEr '0 .0 ' 0 0 0 M,

Non-nroiect

Housing and cwi ,l ,or1 7.4 . 0.0 1" , . 4 1. 4I
F 0.0 '10 1' .0 ''0 1.0 .0 00 0'

FrancF I
Fra:un e 0 ' ",0 9. 0

'Oo Ierlard 0 J. 0.1) 0" 00 I
yr 11.t 0.0 I '' 0. I, . (

Replacta. of U/G ar .urface q . '6 0 , 0 0 0 1 6.5 b.7 6.9 7.1 . 0. 9 6
o ( it 0.0 0 U ' .O 01 0.0 0.0 9 ( 0 0 1

tt00.0 ( 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 FranQEE(I 0 ' 0 '( 1
Frar:e 11 1. 00 00 0
Sii.zer land k10 0 1
0J 0r c)



S9 j o 0 0O A 0 ,O I U
to . 0 U.0 0 .0 1 0 A. A 0 0 ' 1 . 1.0

OthPr 0 , , '. I9 1A1 1 1 4 A. I A A 0.0
A3 ON P. , C. .0 (, A K0 a. A 0 A . t.o Q.)
A . 0 A . A. . 0 f 0 x 11)

Fraure I 0.8 O. I., . .I x A 0.' 0.A C.)
Frwr. 11 ON0 n.o ON no 0. A.: .c O.N to0 On 0. 0
tw0t:erIan -, ,!, f. 20 . 0. 0 o.0 f .) ,. A t.V 0.0 u .
Doher U.. . .0 0 of0 &. x .0 to0 Q. Q . No 0

TITAL BY WDN9
IBRE, 149. O.n M. 35A A4.9 A53 27 W9. UA. O.N OA E:)
- fw4A.u 0." It.o W. IM. 215 KA. 4"I 44. O.N .o Q. f
Frac I 4M. o.f MA. 17.3 E7 M. .o no0 O.N O.N 0.A .
Frane 1 M5 . . A. 4. p 4 o t. to . .) IV I.1
bw i! zr Iar". 7. fo V 2 V.9 V3 a . 17. !. A ." 0 A.0 4.E
1 . U. 0 : 0. a. "n K 0 0. A .0

Propur ti n 'VariCblp 'sts

1906 197 1988 1989 91 1991 192 P993 1994 1995 Mb 1997
Ccnsufiable

2. e V 90.Ox 90.Ol 9O.O 90.01 90 0 X 9 0. O . 9 0.0% 90.01 90.0 90.01 MAX
Sop n e L 9.OZ 90. 91.Uz 90 90. 9Q A 90.X 90 9010 1 90.'I 9 90.0
Bas; a t. 90.A 90.0 9.0% 4 90% 9.0% 90 90. % 90.0 91.0Z 90.0 9O.

EA Fuh 90.0 90.0% 90.0Z 90.0% 90.0 90.0% 90.0 90.0X 90.07 90.01 90.0% 90.0.

T SE

oe 9! 1% 95.01 95.01 1.01 99.01 90.0 90.01 90.01 95.01 9.02 90.0 9.001
!" 4F4 9.0% 90.01 95.0% 98.01 95.A0 95.01 90.01 95.01 90.01 95.0% 95.00 90.01

to" 95. 5.0 95.00 95.W) 95.0 95.0 95.01 95.00 95.01 95.01 95.0 95.0
EO 8F.0 95.0 99.00 95.X 95.01 95.0% 95.01 95.00 95.00 95.00 95.0 95.0

One V '58 1 .20 95.0% ..0 9501 95.01 95.90 95.01 95.0 95.00 95.0 95.0%
Sye N E "5Z0 95."A 9MR% 95.0 95.0% 99.01 95.00 95.00 95.00 95.0% 95.00 95.01

Bassin N 75.0% 950' 95.20 QUA 95.10 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.01 95.01 95.00 95.10
Est Fis 32 5.0 U .'a 95.00 ?5.0% 95.0% 95.A) 95.00 95.00 95.0 95.00 95.00 95.0

PFrsonnel

SinRe V E0.l ." .o. 28 'l' 0.,. 8.0 Bt.0 BI B0.0B 61.0 80.0 80.0% 809.0 B0.0
oe IV . 81 .0 - Wa.x 8W0 8/ 810.K By 0/ on 0 8'.0% 800 8000 80.00 80.07.
ossir N W%.. 809. b .01 I. E%0 .0 8"./ 8 0.1 8 0/. 80 0 80 00 80.0% OGl

Est Puim 2 Q0; 80 '. . 0.8 7 8'7 8 A0 . OP Bx 800 800/ 80.0. 80 0

Frod'uti1, 'e Or 3 31r:13 :3137

198 1989 1H !8, 19"u0 1891 1992 1993 !994 1995

:111 t (1'4 1 t, Q 49' 1 t5% 9, 910.

60 0 !, I o,,7. C,' '7. 'iDo 100 1 80C7 10
Ott Kin'. 0 0'''

Sec. ~1 "A 1 ')h 8 ~ 0 980 90

1e Ot t ou'. Y.0 
!'Es! w m N % 1 11 I N 1 0 x 0 .

(rer'F 9 s1 4 59 6 S 1 95'

'''I (1 1 1 t7, 'C'' lll ('

p13.7 n 13. lfer'I1ntaU71 P Bue vear'



Productivity factor on Fi'ed Ccsts

Consuaabes Fercevtaoe of Base Year

Slege I Vol 110% 97. 95. 937 97 97 95 967.
Siege IV 107. 107. 98 98% 98 98% 987. 987. 987. 987.
Bassin N 190u. 1004 1001. 1 07. 100% 1007. 1(07. 10. 10x 100%
Est Puits 2 N0 100'. I 00 %0. 1001. 1(0'% 100% 100% 107. 100&

TFSE percpqtage c! Base vear

S.eqe 100. 100 977. 95% 93 93 1 93 95i 961 971
Siege IV E 100% 1007. 98. 98 98-. 987 997 98. 98 987
Bassin N 100 100% 107. 100% 100 100,. 1 07. 1007. 1007 1004
Est Pts 1 :00 o 1007 100. 100 1 P0 1:07. 10 Z 1007 100% 1007.

Transport (eceta of Base year)

Siege V 100 109% 97 95. 93 927 93 957 96 97
Siege IV E 1007 1007 98I 981 98% 987 98 981 987. 987.
bassin . 1001 1007 100% 100% 100 100. 100 100 100 100
Est Fu ts 1007 10(1 x 100 100 1007. 100 1001 100 107. 1007.

Persornel Fe t aetge of Ease Year;

Siege v 100% 100% 95 91 827 74 74% 707. 661 66%
Sfoe 1V E107 1007. 95 95 951 951 95 95. 95Z 95%
Bassin N 1007 1001 1007 100. 100% 1007. 100 1007 100% 100%

Es t ; Uts 1(07 1007. 10)7. 100% 1007. 10)7 10)7 1007 100 100X
Adminitr tho- 100% 100 1 07% 95% Boy 737 6,11 68 68% 68

Morocco - Jerada Loal Frioect
Eharbonnages du Maroc

Mass Balan e and Sales P-oqram

la 1907 188 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Output and wrod b tvit,
954340.0 819763.4 820410.u 760242.0 841555.4 843835.7 E48302.u 801459.0 869615.8 69615.3

kor0ass 700 296 290 260 295 295 295 295 295 295
-aQr -cE jrderqround, !65o 357 45) 400 3279 7214 '160 7140 3103 3107

lan Shitts thousardl 10,5 1141 1001 884 967 '449 9,2 926 915 915
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Sales
I ' 1987 1901 1989 00 1991 1912 1993 1994 1995

ONE Jer~ao .0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

FD 30 716 43 44 44 44 44 44 44
Fines Lavees 104 108 138 139 142 142 142 142 142
FP schlamms 29, 206 307 310 317 317 317 317 31
Calibres 87 91 103 104 106 106 10b 106 106

Total Tonnaqe 523 481 590 597 609 609 609 6109 609
Averaqe Ash Content 29.1Z 28.2. 28.4% 28,4% 8.4% 28.4Z 28.40 29.41 28.40
ONE Roches Noires

FED 21 13 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
Fines Lavees 60 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FDR schlaams 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Calibres 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0

Total Tonnage 91 47 0 0 I 0 0 0 0
Averaqe Ash Content 1.7% 13.80 0.00 0.0P .. 000 0.00 0.00 0.00
Cl 80

FBD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fines Lavees 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FIR schlaoms 2 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0
Calibres 0 0 0 p 0 0 0

Total Tonnage 7 (1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average Ash Content 26.00 8.00 8.0% 8.00 8. 0% 8 . 8.01 8.00 8.00
Saco

FBD .6 7.7 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5
Fines Lavees 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FBR schlaams 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.
Calibres 45.2 30.5 39.3 39.3 39.3 39.3 39.3 39.3 39.3

Total Tonnage 51.8 38.2 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8
Average Ash Content 12.30 14.8% 14.00 14.0% 14.00 14.01 14,00 14.0% 14.00
Exports

FED 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Fines Lavees 0.9 9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
fli schliams 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Calibres 50.1) 20.6 8.8 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.C 5.0

Total fonsauc ;0.0 20.6 8.8 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.1 5.0
Average Ash Content 8.00 8.0% 8.0. 8.00 8.00 8.0Z 8.01 8.01 8.0% 8.01
Internal Cunsmptio-

FBD 0.0 C.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Fines Lavees 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FIR schlaus 0.0 .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Calibres 12.0 12.7 12.1 12.0 12.0 12. 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0

Total Tonnaqe 12.0 2.7 1-,1 1.0 12.0 12 A2.0 12.0 12.0 12.0
Average Ash Content 8.0 8.IJ 8.Or 80. 8.00 E 8.00 8.0 8.0 8.0%
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Morocco - jerada C5a Frc ett able 9
Charbonnaqes u Maroc
FUNDS FLOW STATEMEN' WITH 5OVERNMENT INTERVENTION

(i mill,-n D4, curren.t terms)
1988 1989 1q90 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Sources f Funds - ---- ---- ---- -- -- - --

Internal Cash Generat iosO.3 72.6 125.4 139.5 147.2 167.2 181.3 198.8 212.5 246.8 1,551.5
Goiernment contribution to euitv 0.0 0. 0.0 t) ( 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
Increase lon4 term .0 ns 110.1 43.2 45.6 9' f 59.8 62.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 427.9
Bonds insced 100.0 0.0 1. 0..0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 150.0
VAT Reimbursed r; Consvables and Oervices 0.0 7.9 8.7 9.1 9.6 10.2 10,8 11.4 11.9 12.3 91.9
Lxemptic8 le ort I P o cns iables 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.J 0.0 0.0 0." 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Reimborsenr ' mofl:ed Lo(a Services (.0 0.0 0.0 0. 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Iotal vn term so.,ces 276.4 173.6 179.7 238.9 226.6 240.3 192.1 210.2 224.4 259.2 2,221.3
0.('

Increase accounts cavable (0.1) (0.1) 1.6 1.1 1.2 1.9 2.1 1.5 1.3 1.5 12.0
Increase Otter 'a1aj e (0.9) (1.7) 0.2 0.1) 0.1 (0.7) 0.9) 0.1 0.4 0.1 (1.7)
Increase -T Grion of lonq term debt 10.0 10.3 (1.3) 12.6 (9.7) (1.1) (1.1) (1.0) (0.8) (3.1) 14.9
lacreasE bark ovesdraft, 3.0 (25.41 25.1 (3.5) (5.0 (40.0) (20.4) 0.0 0.0 0.0 (66.)

Total sh3-t !Urm sources I .P 16.5) 25.6 10.0 (13.4) (40.0) (20.2) 0.6 0.9 (0.8) (42.0)
lctal Sourtes of Funds 280.4 157.1 205.3 248.8 213.2 200.3 171.8 210.8 225.2 258.4 2,179.3

0.0
0. 0

Apclicaticrs - Funrd 0.0-- - -- -- - -- 0.0
Investments ilotal Assets) 187.3 107.3 106.9 147.4 124.3 107.5 29.5 29.8 30.2 30.5 900.5

0.0
Debt Service 0.0

Interest long term loans 20.3 17.4 15.8 15.5 15.9 14.9 13.7 10.5 7.3 4.3 135.7
Interest on ovnrdr3fts 0.6 9.0 5.7 9.0 8.5 7.8 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 51.2
Interest or bords 11.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.0
Principal long term Icans 55.1 65.4 64.2 76.7 67.1 66.0 64.8 63.8 63.1 60.0 646.2
Reiaburseent bonds 0.n 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0- --- --- ---- --- ----- -- ----- - 0.0
Total Debt Service 95.0 91.8 85.7 101.2 91.5 88.7 81.2 '74.3 70.4 64.3 844.0

0.0
Chanqe in coal stoc 17.2 43.9) 8.1 (2.61 (5.5) 0.2 2.1 (1.3) (18.7) (17.1) -61.6

0.0
Change in stores (19.51 1.3 4.3 2.5 2.6 3.5 3.3 3.2 2.7 3.3 7.3
Chanqe in receivaels (0.7) 0.6 0.3 0.5 .. 3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.7 3.5
Cash increase 9.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 55.4 104.2 140.1 1/6.7 485.6

Tutal Applta'os of funds 218.4 157.1 205.3 248.8 213.2 200.3 171.8 210.8 225.2 258.4 2179.3

0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.") 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0Surplus 0.2 25.4 (25.1) 3.5 5.0 40.0 75.7 104.2 140.1 176.7 551.8Cualative SurOlcs 160.0) (34.6) (59.6) (56.1) (51.11 11 .1) 64.6 168.8 308.9 485.6

1980 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 197

Net result on Oper3n: s (93.71 !95.5) 26.fl (17.1) 0.8 28.9 49.5 72.0 89.3 127.9

Cash aala U.S 12 12.5 12.5 115 1:. 67.9 172.1 312.2 46S.9
Oank lverdrafts n9.2 42.8 68.0 35.' 60.1 27.4 '.0 0.' '. 0.0

0o



fnancial Lash FositIcn

Souries of Funds

Internal Cash Cenerat:-r 0. ' ) 726 5.4 1'9.5 147.2 167.2 181.' 12.0 12.0 246.B 1551.5Govprnment contribut'oo to PQu1:y 0.0 o.c, C . 0 A ).0 o 0.0 0.0 0.0lnrrease Iono term lon:s 0.0 110.1 4. 456 20,3 69.2 62.9 .0 .n 0. 0 427
Bonds issued 0.0 1.00.) 000 .O .O. 0.0 1- 0 150.0VAT Reimbursed 1i o o mpabeds ard Services 0. 0 . 9 0.0 ' , 0 '. C 0 0.0E~eeo ~ or iStort a' ens:ul 1X (..0 0.0 0. .0 . . . ~ 0 O
Total onQ etr sorp 0di .o oa ~os.0 L) ." '1 un . 0 03 0 0.0 ''0Otal jono trr sour.eo 0.1 276.4 165. 171.0 229.7 217.0 2311.1 191.3 199.8 212.5 246.9 2129.4

ADD! catcr if ,0OTciiCAtITns of F1nd

Invesmen 0.0 127.2 lo. 106.9 147.4 124.3 107.5 29.5 2-.8 30.2 30.0 90
Oebt ser'Ie

Interest !oo term icaq 0.0 20." 17.4 15.2 15.5 15.9 14.7 13.7 10. 7 3 4.3 1.7lp~e'~ss'00 on to0.0 8.6 8.6 2.4 15.3 18.9 23., 3.3 21.4 10.8 4.6 148.01rte ct en L0.0 11.0 16.5 16.5 16.5 16.5 1..5 4.5 13.2 11.6 9.9 143.0Frinzipal orq s 7325 .0 55.1 65.4 64.2 76.7 67.1 66.0 64.8 6.8 63.1 60.0 646.2
.0 0.0 C' C 0. 0.0 0.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 60.0

-.0-- - -- -- --- 0.0
Tc a Loot Sz.:E 0.0 95,.! 107.9 104 .9 124.' 118.4 120.4 131.7 123.9 112.2 93.[ 113 2.8
Cha'ge r 1, Y '1 L C e .ash) 0.0 -12.0 -50.9 12.2 -13.2 5.2 4.2 5.6 1.0 -16.3 -12.3 -75.0

Net cash Pn. en .. p 6.2 1.5 52.9) (28.4; (31.5) (1.9) 14.4 43,2 2K.9 134. 7Cumul .at., 165.51 V5F.3) (7.8) I110.7) (139.1) (170.7) 172.6) (15?.1115.0) 129.1) 105.6 171.1



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0 F F I C E M EM 0 R A N D U M

DATE: May 9, 1989

TO: Mr. Moeen A. Qureshi, Senior Vice President, Operations

FROM: Wilfried P. Thal z, Vice President, EMN

EXTN: 3-2676

SUBJECT: ALGERIA: Economic Reform Support Loan
Pre-appraisal Package

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to seek your approval to
proceed with the appraisal mission for the above loan, the objectives and
content of which are set out in the attached draft President's Report.
Given the advanced state of preparation of the project, we believe that
this draft provides a more comprehensive basis than an Initiating
Memorandum, for the forthcoming OC discussion. It should also facilitate
the subsequent processing of the project, which we propose to appraise in
early June and bring to the Board during the first quarter of FY90.

2. The design of the proposed project responds to the points raised
by the OC last January, when it considered the CSP and an IM for a
proposed Agricultural Sector Adjustment Loan. These points were: (i) the
desirability of broadening the scope of the project from one sector
(agriculture) to a more broad based operation supporting the Government's
overall program of economic and structural reform; (ii) the desirability
of replacing a single tranche loan based on past performance by a two
tranched operation with the associated forward looking conditionality;
(iii) the need to strengthen the analysis of Algeria's medium-term
macroeconomic prospects and to seek agreement with the Government on its
macroeconomic objectives and policies for the next two years; and (iv)
clarification of the status of the dialogue between the Algerian
Government and the IMF, and the links between a Bank adjustment operation
and any parallel Fund program. These aspects of the proposed project are
reviewed below.

3. Scope of the Prolect and Conditionality: The coverage of the
proposed project is summarized in Matrix form as Annex II of the
President's Report. In effect, the loan now addresses all the key
components of the Algerian Economic Reform Program. These include: (i)
the strengthening of macroeconomic management tools and the setting of
policy targets which will progressively restore equilibrium in the
domestic and external sectors; (ii) reform of the incentive and price
structure to reduce the distortions and rigidities that currently exist in
the goods, credit, foreign exchange and labor markets; (iii) reform of the
regulatory and institutional framework for the financial sector to enable
it to play a more effective and active role as an instrument of financial
intermediation in the economy; (iv) reform of the public enterprise (PE)
management and regulatory system to permit PE's to function as autonomous
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and commercially oriented enterprises responding to market signals rather
than administrative decrees; (v) an enhanced role for the private sector
through the progressive elimination of restrictions and controls that have
hampered its development in the past; (vi) continued deepening of the
reform in the agricultural sector so as to maintain the momentum already
generated by the actions of last year and to extend these efforts to the
distribution and marketing of agricultural inputs; and (vii) laying the
groundwork which will ensure that, in the future, social programs can be
better targetted to protect the vulnerable groups from adverse effects of
adjustment. Given their comprehensive nature, these reforms will, when
fully implemented, transform the very nature of economic decision making
in the Algerian context.

4. The scope and conditionality for the project have been discussed
extensively with the Algerian authorities, most recently during the April
visit to Washington of Messrs. Ghozali (Minister of Finance), Nouioua
(Governor of the Central Bank) and Cherifi (Economic Advisor to the Prime
Minister). The Matrix of policy measures to be supported by the loan
reflects these discussions. Agreement has been reached on all the actions
to be taken prior to Board presentation and release of the first tranche
of $150 million (column III of the Matrix). Discussions are also well
advanced on the priorities for Government action during the next fifteen
months and on the key points which will be included as specific conditions
for the release of the second tranche of $150 million in mid-1990. These
14 key measures, which are listed in column IV of the Matrix, will serve
as a framework for the discussions with the Government during appraisal
and negotiations. Substantive agreement on the progress to be made in
each of these areas over the next eighteen months will also be a
prequisite to proceeding with the Board presentation of the project.
However, not all of these will finally be retained as legal conditions of
second tranche release in the interest of having a manageable set of
second tranche conditions and to take account of the administrative and
social constraints on the part of the Government.

5. The most important new development in this regard, however, has
been the acceptance by the Algerian Government of the principle of forward
looking Policy conditionality in its relations with the Bank. As you
know, the scope of our previous operations had been hampered by the
unwillingness of the Algerian authorities to enter into any formal
commitments on future policies in the context of Bank Loans. The
Agricultural Sector Adjustment Loan had, therefore, been designed as a one
tranche operation justified on past actions. Over the past few months we
have had extensive discussions with the new Government on the need for the
Bank to be able to monitor formally the realization of the Government's
macro and sectoral policy objectives during the course of project
implementation. This principle has now been accepted at the highest
levels in the country and the proposed loan will be the first to apply
this new approach. We have also reached agreement with the Government
that the release of the second tranche will be preceded by a detailed
review, to be carried in close collaboration with the Fund, of the
macroeconomic developments in 1989 and of the macroeconomic targets to be
set in the 1990 budget and annual credit plan.
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6. The Macroeconomic Framework: Since the beginning of this year,
considerable progress has been made by both Algerian officials and Bank
staff in articulating the country's medium term macroeconomic and
credit-worthiness outlook. In parallel, the staff of the Fund have also
analyzed Algeria's macroeconomic situation, particularly as it relates to
1989. The results of this work are summarized in paragraphs 115-140 of
the draft President Report. In essence, this analysis shows that: (i)
the medium term prospects are favourable on the basis of reasonably
conservative assumptions about the evolution of oil prices and other
exogenous variables; (ii) that Algeria, nevertheless, faces a tight
external payments position in the next two years, mainly because debt
service payments are particularly high in relation to exports over this
period; but (iii) that the short term liquidity problem has been
alleviated to some extent by the recent firming-up of oil prices and by
the adoption of a more flexible and aggressive marketing and pricing
policy for natural gas exports. The base case scenario projects a steady
improvement in the Government's resource position and the overall current
account balance. As a result, Algeria should be able to meet its debt
service obligations while increasing the availability of imports for both
productive purposes and for supplementing the domestic production of
consumer goods. Moreover, the projected improvement in its
creditworthiness indicators--the debt to export ratio drops sharply from
about 250% in 1988 to under 150% in the early 1990's--should enable the
country to continue to obtain its external financing needs on a voluntary
basis.

7. This scenario is, of course, highly sensitive to the future
evolution of hydrocarbon prices. The base case assumes a rather
conservative path of roughly constant real oil prices until the mid 1990's
and the sensitivity analysis carried out in the report shows that small
variations around the base case do not lead to an appreciable
deterioration in the balance of payments prospects. But oil prices are
notoriously difficult to predict. If there were a sharp and sustained
fall in nominal oil prices--say to $10/bbl in 1989 prices (about a third
below the base case scenario)--the medium term prospects would clearly be
altered. In that case, it is highly likely that Algeria would be forced
to reschedule the foreign debt, which would provide short term relief but
delay the stabilization of the country's external payments situation.
While such a scenario cannot be ruled out, it should be stressed that it
would take quite a dramatic turnaround in world oil markets to bring it
about. At present, on the contrary, Bank and Fund staff are revising oil
price projections upwards rather than downwards from our base case
scenario.

8. Role of the Fund: Following a private visit by Mr. Camdessus in
December 1988, relations between the Algerian authorities and the Fund
have become much more active. Their outcome is the Algerian request for
Fund support in the form of a Standby Agreement relating to the first
credit tranche ($200 million) as well as assistance under the Compensatory
Financing Facility (about $400 million). Both requests will be considered
by the Fund's Board at the end of this month and, if approved, the funds
will be made available shortly thereafter. This is an extremely welcome
development both because the Algerians need the financial support that the
Fund can provide and because the participation of both the Fund and the
Bank in support of the country's economic reform efforts will enhance the
perception of creditworthiness amongst its commercial creditors.
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9. A parallel Fund program during 1989 should facilitate the
continued collaboration between our two staffs in providing the Algerian
authorities with consistent macroeconomic policy advice. The staff work
carried out in connection with the Standby has also helped in the
elaboration of the macroeconomic framework, particularly as it relates to
1989. Under the Standby Agreement, the Fund will explicitly monitor the
evolution of six key macroeconomic variables during 1989. These are:
(i) Domestic credit by the Banking system; (ii) government borrowing from
the financial system; (iii) the change in gross reserves; (iv) changes in
official short-term debt; (v) the overall budget and treasury deficit; and
(vi) arrears on external payments. As far as 1990 is concerned, it is not
yet clear whether the existing Standby will be renewed or replaced by some
other active Fund program. In the event that there is no parallel Fund
program in place at that time, we propose that the staff of the Fund be
invited to participate in the review of the macroeconomic situation which
is planned for end 1989 as part of this operation.

10. Loan Rationale and Risks: Adjustment lending in support of
Algeria's Economic Reform is desirable at this time because of:

(a) The historic nature of these reforms which would, if
successful, radically transform a centrally planned
socialist economy into a market oriented and politically
more open system;

(b) the magnitude of the policy and institutional changes
already undertaken by the Government (upfront action has
been taken);

(c) the scope of the reforms to be undertaken over the next two
years, which for the first time, would be covered by
forward looking conditionality under a Bank loan;

(d) the impact of a Bank adjustment operation in strengthening
the relative position of the reformist camp within the
country; and

(e) Algeria's need for balance of payments support over the
next two years while debt service payments are particularly
high and before the increase in exports (most notably gas)
begins to have a major impact on the country's external
payments situation.

11. Notwithstanding the above, the final decision to proceed with
the proposed adjustment loan must also take into account the risks
involved. The process of reform on which the Algerians have embarked is
an intrinsically complex and difficult one. The Bank's experience in
other centrally planned economies indicates that the implementation of
reform invariably takes longer than initially envisaged. Behavioural
change is slow and political as well as social constraints create
difficult obstacles to overcome. In Algeria, the problem is somewhat
mitigated by the fact that the cut in living standards that is required by
a major adverse external shock, has already taken place. Moreover, the
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objectives of the reform program appear to enjoy widespread support at the
highest political level and amongst the majority of the population at
large. Nevertheless, Algerian policy-markers will have to carefully
monitor the dynamics of macroeconomic adjustment during the transition
period so as to avoid the danger of a surge in inflation and to maintain a
reasonable current account balance. They must also strengthen the
institutional capacity to ensure the early identification of emerging
disequilibria, so as to be able to take corrective action against them.
Specific measures to support the effective implementation of the reform
program are included in the various components of the proposed loan and
discussed in detail in paras. 105-114 of the attached report.

12. Finally, in this context it is important to note that the Bank's
current exposure in Algeria is low (less than 5%) and remains below 15%
through the mid 1990's, even on the basis of an expanded lending program
which is itself predicated on continuing progress in the implementation of
the reform program. To the extent that there were slippages in domestic
policy reform, we would propose to reduce subsequent policy based lending
and cut back on new investment projects so as to reduce gross
disbursements to around $250-300 million per year over the mid-1990's.

13. Next Steps: Subject to your approval, the appraisal mission
would leave for Algeria at the end of May. Negotiations are tentatively
scheduled for early July and the loan would be presented to the Board in
September 1989.

cc. Messrs./Mmes. Vergin (OPNSV), Jaycox (AFRVP), Karaosmanoglu (ASIVP),
Husain (LACVP), Fischer (DECVP), Wood (FPRVP), Shihata (LEGVP),
Rajagopalan, Colaco (PREVP), Hopper (PPRSV), Shakow (2) (SPR), Baneth
(IEC), Holsen (3) (CEC), Churchill (PPRIEN), Petit (PPRAGR), Stern
(FINSV), Corbo (CECMG), Dubey (2), El Serafy (EAS), Lee (COD), Bock
(DFS), Rao (FRS), Thahane (VPSEC), Pfeffermann (IFC), Baudon (SVPOP),
Steer (FRS), Frank (CFPVP), Parmar (CIOVP), Kavalsky (FRM), Robless
(OPNMS), Tanaka ((EXC), Anjaria (IMFAFR), Artus, Bornemann (IMF),
El-Maaroufi, Hasan, Michalopoulos, Johnson (EMNVP), Dervis, Costa,
Ayub, Molineus (EM2DR), Bouhaouala, Blanchi (EMT), Ahmed, El-Naggar,
Coudol, Kumar, Carrere (EM2IE), Grais (5) (EM2CO), Hovaguimian (2),
van der Mandele (IFC), O'Sullivan, Krafft (EM2AG), Roa (EMTPR),
Engelhard (LEG), Fowler (LOA), Amin (EMTIE), Hinds, Rocha (EMTTF)
Whitford (EMTEN), Ludwig (EM2IN), Rogerson (EM2PH), Eshelman (EM2DR),
Kopp, Nishimizu, Elwan (EMl), Stoutjesdijk, Bhargava (EM3), Lari, Sood
(EM4), Hinds (EMTTF), Al-Khafaji (EMTIN), Harbison (EMTPH)
EMENA Files

t ed:cg
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: May 5, 1989

TO: Mr. Meen A. Qureshi, Senior Vice President, Operations

THROUGH: Wilfried P. Tha , Vice President, EMN

FROM: Kemal Dervi9 , rector, EM2

EXTN: 32776

SUBJECT: ALGERIA: Economic Reform Support Loan

1. Further to our conversation yesterday evening, the current
status of processing for this project is as follows: The draft President
Report will be circulated to OC members on Tuesday evening for
consideration at the OC Meeting scheduled for May 17. I will be able to
provide you with an advance copy on Tuesday morning. As regards the
briefing for Mr. Conable, we would appreciate your conveying the following
key points:

2. Adjustment lending in support of Algeria's Economic Reform is
desirable at this time because of:

(a) The historic nature of these reforms which could, if
successful, radically transform a centrally planned
socialist economy into a market oriented and politically
more open system;

(b) the magnitude of the policy and institutional changes
already undertaken by the Government (upfront action has
been taken);

(c) the scope of the reforms to be undertaken over the next two
years, which for the first time, would be covered by forward
looking conditionality under a Bank loan;

(d) the impact of a Bank adjustment operation in strengthening
the relative position of the reformist camp within the
country; and

(e) Algeria's need for balance of payments support over the next
two years while debt service payments are particularly high
and before the increase in exports (most notably gas) begins
to have a major impact on the country's external payments
situation.
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3. The Standby and CFF Agreements with the Fund (total of $600
million, Fund Board approval expected end May) remove the remaining major
obstacle for the Bank to initiate adjustment lending. At the same time,
the rapidity with which the Fund has processed the two Algerian requests,
puts additional pressure on us to respond quickly to our Algerian partners.

4. Notwithstanding the above, the final decision to proceed with
the proposed adjustment loan must also take into account the risks
involved. The process of reform on which the Algerians have embarked is
an intrinsically complex and difficult one. The Bank's experience in
other centrally planned economies indicates that the implementation of
reform invariably takes longer than initially envisaged. Behavioural
change is slow and political as well as social constraints create
difficult obstacles to overcome. In particular, Algerian policy-makers
will have to carefully monitor the dynamics of macroeconomic adjustment
during the transition period so as to avoid the danger of a surge in
inflation and to maintain a reasonable current account balance. In our
own operation, we will need to ensure that adequate safeguards are built
in to identifying emerging disequilibria so as to be able to take early
action against them. We expect that these issues will be the focus of the
OC discussion on the proposed project and we will communicate the results
of this discussion to the President prior to his visit to Algeria.

5. The visit itself, although brief, should be extremely useful in
terms of providing the President with a first hand expose of Algerian
policy-makers' thinking at the highest level. It will also considerably
strengthen the perception of President Chadli and his colleagues as
regards the commitment of the Bank to Algeria's reform and economic
development efforts. Coming at a time of great emphasis on cooperation
amongst the Maghreb countries, the fact that the President would come
directly from seeing King Hasan in Morocco, would also provide an
additional positive dimension to his meeting with President Chadli.
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: May 4, 1989

TO: Distribution

FROM: Kemal Dervis, Director, EM2

EXTN: 32776

SUBJECT: ALGERIA: Economic Reform Support Loan

Preappraisal Package

1. You will recall that an Initiating Memorandum for an
Agricultural Loan was circulated for review in December 1988, along with
the draft CSP for Algeria. Both documents were subsequently reviewed by
the Operations Committee (OC). In the light of the comments made by the
OC and in view of the recent Standby request from Algeria to the IMF, we
have decided to broaden the focus of the proposed Bank adjustment
operation so as to support the overall program of Economic Reform. The
objectives and scope of the proposed operation are set out in the attached
draft President's Report.

2. We would welcome your comments and reactions to the draft before
it is considered by the OC on May 17. Please send them to Masood Ahmed
(Ext. 32340) or Nick Kraft (Ext. 32626), who would also be happy to
arrange a meeting if you so prefer. I will chair a formal Yellow Cover
Review of the attached report once it incorporates the findings of the
forthcoming appraisal mission.

3. Thank you in advance for your contribution.

Distribution:

Messrs./Mmes. Dubey (EAS), Rao (FRS), Shakow (SPR), Holsen (CEC), Baneth
(IEC), Churchill (IEN), Hasan, Michalopoulos (EMNVP), Amin
(EMTIE), Whitford (EMTEN), Roa (EMN), Engelhard (LEG),
Fowler (LOA), EM2 DMG (w/o attachment)
EMENA Files, EM2IE STaff

4m ed:cg
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: April 27, 1989

TO: Security Office

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Division Chief, EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Issue of two temporary passes for foreign dignitaries

This is to request the issue of two temporary passes for the two

following foreign dignitaries who are visiting the World Bank and

participating to discussions on Algerian projects:

(1) Mr. Ahmed Benbitour, Directeur des Etudes et de la Pr6vision,
Ministere des Finances, Algeria, from April 27 to April 28, 1989;

(2) Mr. Ghazi Hidoaci, Directeur du D6partement de l'Economie, des

Finances et de la Planification, Pr6sidence de la R6publique,
Alg4rie, from April 27 to May 2, 1989.

:ys



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: April 24, 1989

TO: Mr. Shailendra J. Anjaria, Assistant Director, AFR/IMF

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: ALGERIA - IMF Staff Report

My colleagues and I have now reviewed the April 21, 1989 draft
of the above report and I would like to extend to you our congratulations
for an excellent piece of work. The report is clear and persuasive and
all the more commendable given the tight time constraints in which it haq
been produced.

As far as the medium term macro-economic framework is concerned,
we are quite comfortable with the formula you have adopted which presents
a number of scenarios around the base case. One small point of detail
regarding the reference to the proposed Bank Adjustment Loan on page 2; we
do not envisage this to be a Structural Adjustment Loan so I would suggest
you refer to it simply as an "adjustment operation". You might also want
to change the proposed appraisal mission date which is now scheduled for-
early June 1989. I will be sending you in the next couple of weeks a
draft of the documentation for this operation and I look forward to your
comments.

cc. Messrs. Dervis, Grais, Fornassari, Kraft
MAhmed:cg
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DATE: April 18, 1989

FROM: Masood Ahmed EXTENSION: 32340
Maghreb Department DEPT./DIV. Nos.: 284/30
WORLD BANK

TO: ORGANIZATION: Pr6sidence de la Rdpublique
(Algdrie)

CITY & COUNTRY: Alger, Algdrie
FOR THE ATTENTION OF: Monsieur Ghazi Hidouci

FACSIMILE/TELEFAX NO.: 9-011-213-2-60-96-18

SUBJECT: Prochaine visite de Monsieur Hidouci A Washington.

cc:

Transmission authorized by: Masood Ahmed

Original to be returned to Carmen Gad Room No.: H4-061

If you experience any problems with this transmission, call us as soon as
possible. Phone (202) 477-2805

Facsimile (Telefax): (202) 477-6391 (4 lines)

TELEX: RCA- 248423 WORLDBK; ITT - 440098 WORLDBANK;
FTCC - 82987 WORLDBK; TRT - 197688 WORLDBANK; WUI - 64145 WORLDBANK



The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W. (202) 477-1234

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, D.C. 20433 Cable Address: INTBAFRAD

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U.S.A. Cable Address: INDEVAS

Washington,
Le 18 avril 1989

Monsieur Ghazi Hidouci
Directeur du DNpartement de

l'dconomie, des finances
et de la planification

Pr6sidence de la R6publique
Alger (Alg6rie)

Cher Ghazi,

J'ai par1d de ta prochaine visite avec Kamal et nous pensons qu'il
serait tres utile si tu pouvais rester quelques jours apres le s6minaire afin

que nous puissions discuter des aspects op6rationnels de notre collaboration.
Nous pourrions, A cette occasion, aborder les points suivants:

- l'dtat actuel de r6alisation des r6formes 6conomiques et les
priorit6s A donner pour un suivi intensif de ces domaines dans les 12
mois A venir (tu as ddjA le projet de matrice global que je t'ai
donn6 lors de ma derniere visite qui pourrait te servir comme base);

- la stratdgie A adopter concernant la dette extdrieure (A la suite de
la visite de la dal6gation alg6rienne, nous sommes en train de

prdparer une note technique sur les options disponibles; la note
devrait atre prate a ton arrivde);

- la visite de M. Conable vers la fin mai (il nous serait tris utile de

regevoir des iddes sur son programme ainsi que sur les points qu'il
pourrait soulever);

- le cadre macrodconomique A moyen terme (nous pr6parons actuellement
un cadre macroaconomique diffdr6 qui reflhte une stratagie
alternative pour le moyen terme sur laquelle nous aimerions avoir vos
rdactions).

Nous pourrions aussi organiser quelques rencontres avec nos collegues
travaillant sur les pays de l'Europe de l'Est et la Chine, afin de comparer
leurs exp6riences concernant la mise en oeuvre de r6formes 6conomiques.

En attendant de te revoir tris prochainement,

Amicalement,

Masood Ahmed

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145 Y-7040



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: April 17, 1989

TO: Mr. Hans Mehltrettqx., Personnel Officer, EMNVP

FROM: Masood Ahmed, 6'i $2Ij

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Mrs. Liliane Vert

As you know, Liliane Vert has applied for the staff assistant
vacancy in this division. After a careful review of all the applicants
for this position we have decided to offer Mrs. Vert the position and she
has agreed to accept. I have subsequently spoken with Mr. Isik Erim, the
acting Division Chief and we have both agreed to a transfer date for Mrs.
Vert of April 24, 1989.

I would, therefore, be grateful if you could initiate the
necessary personnel action to affect Mrs. Vert's transfer to this division.

cc. Messrs./Mmes. Erim, Vert, Dervis o/r, Roan, Peltz
MAhmed:cg



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

O F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: April 11, 1989

TO: Mr. Ralph W. Harbison, EMTPH

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Mr. Pierre Mersier

Since it is the PPR time and Mr. Mersier has worked for us
during the past year, I thought that the following contribution may be
useful to you.

"Mr. Mersier has been assisting the five Ragies involved in the
Morocco-Power Distribution Project to define an appropriate training
program.

During the year concerned he made two visits to Morocco for this
purpose in combination with missions for other tasks in the Maghreb
region. He made a valuable contribution by helping the R6gies develop a
coordinated systematic approach to estimating the training and retraining
requirements for their various categories of personnel. This work will
continue during FY90."

cc. Mr. Mersier
MAhmed:cg
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DATE: 7-Apr-1989 02:42pm

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: Masood Ahmed, EM2IE IMASOOD AHMED

EXT.: 32340

SUBJEC T : REI-fmart-in

Mahwood-

Re The Economists Training Report.

I have read the report which I find fully endorsable. It is

practical and sensible in its recommend,41ons. My
congaratulations to the authors.

The only point I am a bit skeptical about is the capacity of all
the relevant PPR sector departments to provide the training
required in their respective sectors. The current standards vary
considerably- Thus, while Nancy Earryis shop has been at the
forefront in many ways, in the same department the relevance o4
the seminars and other training effort4 in the energy area have

been much further behind, Ultimately, the training delivery
system proposed in the report will work only as well as the
capacities/efforts of the PPR managers and staff supplying it. I
would tend to go along with the report's proposals in the sense
that they are the best of ell available alternatives but I would
suggest that a review be done of the experience of the first two
years of this new system and that PPP managers be told in advance
that their overall performance will really depend on this
part icrl1ar dimension of their output.

I am circulating the report to the staff in my division, and if
their review produces additional comments I will get, back to you.

Ma sood

DI SBIlEIlQ,
TO: Mahmood Ayvb ( MAHMOOD AYUB

CC: COSTAS MICHALOPOULOS ( PAPER MAIL )
CC: PAULA DONOVAN ( PAPER MAIL )
CC: HISHAM EL NAGGAR ( PAPER MAIL )
C0: EMMANUEL FORESTIER ( PAPER MAIL )
CC: ABDERRAZ2AK FERROUKHI ( PAPER MAIL )
CC: RICHARD HAMILTON ( PAPER MAIL )



CC: ANJAL I KUMAR ( PAPER MAIL- )
CC: BARBARA LEWIS ( PAPER MAIL
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0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: April 7, 1989

TO: Mr. Eugene McCarthy, Chief AS4TE

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE ,'

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Mr. Ananda Covindassamy

Since it is the PPR time and Ananda has worked extensively for
us during the past year, I thought that the following contribution may be
useful to you.

"Mr. Covindassamy has provided an invaluable contribution to the
work on the three priority subsectors of the Tunisia PERL over the past
year. On the phosphate side, his mastery of both the mining and the
fertilizer production sides, enabled him to carry out the diagnostic work
and develop the recommendations which have been submitted to the
Tunisians, virtually single handedly. Similarly, his analysis of the
Tunisian railway has served as the basis for all of our subsequent work.
His personal professional interest in and dedication to this work led him
to agree to join our appraisal only weeks after returning from leading an
appraisal mission to India. His presence was invaluable; he provided the
bridge of continuity while patiently inducting other staff members to take
over this work. He is a prolific, exceedingly efficient worker, precise
and thoughtful in his analysis; His personal relations are first rate
both with the client and with colleagues.. In sum, it is a privilege and
pleasure to work with him and I hope that he will continue to contribute
to our operations in the coming years."

Please do not hesitate to call me if you would like to discuss
further.

cc. Mr. Covindassamy



March 31, 1989

To: Mr. Moeen A. Oureshi

Re. Meeting with Algerian Delegation

Moeen:

Attached please find the briefing note for Mr. Ghozali's
courtesy meeting with Mr. Conable on Monday at 6:00 p.m. We expect this
to be a brief meeting at which Mr. Ghozali will reiterate his desire for
enhanced collaboration with the Bank and where he may extend to
Mr. Conable President Chadli's invitation for an early visit to the
country; (as you know we are exploring the possibility of organizing a
one-day visit to Algeria for Mr. Conable on his way back from Morocco on
May 24).

Mr. Ghozali's meeting with you at 3:00 p.m. the same day will be
the opportunity to discuss in greater detail the substance of our ongoing
and proposed program. The main messages that we would appreciate your
conveying to him during the meeting are as follows:

(a) We are very happy that discussions with the Fund have
progressed so rapidly and look forward to the approval of
the standby program by the Fund's Board in the coming weeks.

(b) This agreement with the Fund will greatly facilitate the
processing of our own adjustment operations, and we can
confirm our intention to proceed with a first Economic
Reform Support Loan of about $250-300 million to be
appraised in early June for presentation to our Board in
the summer. This operation will be a visible manifestation
of the importance that we attach to the ongoing program of
economic reform in the country and of our commitment to
contribute to the realization of the objectives of the
reform, through both financial and technical inputs.

(c) Although the work on the substantive design of the project
is well advanced, we recognize that the development of a
fully comprehensive medium-term macroeconomic framework
will still require some additional work on both sides;
consequently, while we are ready to proceed now on the
basis of the numbers which the Algerians have developed and
presented to ourselves and the Fund, it should be clearly
understood that a major priority for our joint work in the
coming months will be to refine this macroeconomic
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framework further. A review of the macro developments and
strategy, which we propose to carry out together towards
the end of this year, will therefore be an important factor
in the release of the second tranche of this operation in
Spring 1990. The other issue which we would like to stress
is the need to move quickly on rationalizing prices in the
economy (including interest rates and exchange rates); bold
action on prices will be essential to ensure the
realization of the benefits of economic reform and
liberalization.

(d) The proposed adjustment operation is both important and
necessary, but it must not detract from the fact that the
bulk of our lending will continue to be for investment
projects. During this period of financial stringency, it
is even more important that these projects be well chosen
and designed to aid the overall objectives of the reform
program. Operationally, this means that we must set up
mechanisms to agree on the priority of proposed Bank
financed projects well upstream in the preparation cycle
and that once their objectives and timing have been agreed,
we make all efforts on both sides to stick with them.

Mr. Ghozali will likely be accompanied by Mr. Cherifi, Economic
Advisor to the Prime Minister and ex-Minister of Commerce; and Mr. Nouioua,
the Governor of the Central Bank. On our side I have asked Masood Ahmed
to join us for both meetings.

Kemal Dervis



THE WORLD BANK/INERNATNAL FNANCE CORPORATIN

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: March 31, 1989

TO: Mr. Barber B. Conable, President, IBRD
THROUGH: Mr. Moeen Qureshi, Senior Vice President, OPNSV

FROM: Kemal Dervis, Acting Vice President, EMENA

EXTENSION: 32776

SUBJECT: ALGERIA - Briefing for Visit of

H.E. Sid Ahmed Ghozali, Minister of Finance

1. Country Background

o Population: 23 million; population growth rate 3%+

o Economic Situation. Algeria is on the verge of an economic
transition from a centrally planned (socialist) economy to a market oriented
system of economic management. In parallel with this transition, our dialogue
and lending program have expanded dramatically in the last two years. In fact,
we are considering an adjustment type of operation and the Algerians have asked
us to help them mobilize additional resources from the international financial
community.

o Hydrocarbons (condensate, crude oil, LPG, LNG) are the dominant
natural resources of the country representing, for example, 97% of all exports,
40% of budgetary revenues. The 1986 (reverse) oil price shock constituted a
terms of trade shock equivalent to about 15% of the GDP, and has resulted in very
difficult economic conditions.

o The country is now engaged in serious reforms covering most areas
of economic activity, i.e., agriculture, industry and the financial sector, which
we have been asked to support.

o The agricultural sector has already been completely privatized with
the break-up of the large state farms.

o Political Situation. In parallel with the liberalization of the
economy, efforts in political reform have also been undertaken. A new
Constitution was recently (February 1989) approved by referendum. This new
Constitution separates the Government from the Parliament, prescribes an
independent judiciary, guarantees private ownership (the word "socialism" has
disappeared completely) and allows "associations of a political nature", which
could open the way for a multiparty system.
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2. Current State of our Dialogue and Program

o The breath and depth of our macro dialogue and operations program
has increased substantially over the last few years, hand in hand with the
Government's economic reform efforts.

o We are currently preparing an adjustment operation ($250-300 million)
on the assumption that the Algerians and the IMF will come to an agreement on
a stand-by. The stand-by may have been finalized by the time you meet the
Algerian delegation.

o Two projects, (Mitidja Irrigation, $100 million, and Ports III, $55
million) will be negotiated by mid April completing this year's program.

o In the future, we propose to increase our lending program to about
$600 million per annum, which would include a series of structural and/or sector
adjustment-type operations. These would be complemented by well focussed
investment-type lending leading to supply responses from the economy.

3. Main Messa2e

o The Bank is ready to assist Algeria in its wide-ranging reform
efforts. The major institutional changes that are currently being implemented
must be accompanied by equally important changes in the price system, so that
economic actors, free from centralized control can respond to correct signals.
Of course, we understand that price reform must be implemented in a way that does
not lead to high inflation; a very difficult task. We hope to help you meet
this challenge.

Attachment: Curriculum vitae of Minister

cc. Messrs/Mmes:
Ayub, Costa, Brigish, Molineus, Fernandez-Palacios (EM2DR); Grais (EM2CO);
O'Sullivan (EM2AG); Ahmed (EM2IE); Ludwig (EM2IN); Rogerson (EM2PH).

HMolineus :ja
JAGE02/alg. txt



Sid Ahmed GHOZALI, Minister of Finance, Algeria

Date of Birth: March 31, 1937, Tlghenif, Wilaya of Mascara

Marital Status: Married with three children

Profession: Highway (Civil) Engineer

1958 - 1962 Militant, National Liberation Front

1964 Energy Advisor, Ministry of the Economy

1964 - 1965 Under Secretary of State for Public Works

1966 - 1979 Managing Director, SONATRACH (Socidtd Nationale pour la
Recherche, la Production, le Transport, la Transformation
et la Commercialisation des Hydrocarbures)

April 1977 - Minister of Energy, Chemical & Petrochemical Industries
March 1979

March - Oct. Minister of Hydraulics
1979

1985 Algerian Ambassador to Belgium

Oct. 1988 Minister of Finance
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le 30 mars 1989

S.E. Abdelaziz Khellef
Secr6taire d'Etat Chargd des
Affaires Maghrdbines

Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres
6, rue Claude Bernard (Le Golf)
Alger, Alg6rie

Monsieur le Ministre,

Alors que j'essayais de vous joindre la semaine derniere, a
Alger, je ne savais pas que j'aurais dG aussi vous fdliciter pour votre
rdcente nomination. Vous savez mieux que moi que le dossier dont vous
venez d'atre chargd aura des implications profondes, non seulement sur le

plan politique mais aussi pour la rdussite de la libdralisation 6conomique
que l'Alg6rie est en train de mettre en place. M. Dervis m'a prid de vous
transmettre ses fdlicitations personnelles. Il m'a aussi charg4 de
confirmer que de notre part, nous restons entierement a votre disposition

pour soutenir ces efforts importants par le travail de recherche

analytique ou d'autres moyens que vous jugerez utiles.

En ce qui concerne la collaboration entre l'Alg6rie et la Banque
dans le domaine du secteur financier, travail qui a 6t6 lanca sous votre
initiative, il y a un an, j'ai le plaisir de vous informer que les divers
dossiers en cours d'6tude progressent comme pr vu et j'espere qu'ils
aboutiront & des rdsultats concrets dans un tres prochain avenir.

Si cela vous convient, j'aimerais bien vous rendre visite lors

de mon prochain sdjour en Alg6rie. Je me propose de prendre contact avec
vos services quelques jours avant mon ddpart pour fixer un rendez-vous, si
cela vous convient.

En attendant d'avoir le plaisir de us revoir bient8t & Alger,
je vous prie d'agrder, Monsieur le Minist , 'l' pression de ma haute
consid6ration.

Masood Ahmed
Chef de la Division Industrie et Energie

Ddpartement du Maghreb
Bureau Rdgional Europe, Moyen-Orient et Afrique du Nord

cc. Messrs. Dervis, Grais, Molineus
MAhmed:cg

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145 Y-7040



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: March 16, 1989

TO: Distribution

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2I

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Delegation of Authority

During my absence on mission to Algeria from March 19-23, Mr.
Jacques Coudol will be acting on my behalf.

Distribution

Messrs./Mmes. Brigish, Molineus, Fernandez-Palacios, Guerrero
DMG Group
EM2IE Staff



NOTE

March 14, 1989

TO: Mr. Wilfried P. Thalwitz

THROUGH: Mr. Kemal Dervis.

Re. ALGERIA - First Petroleum Project

Attached please find a draft IEPS for the First Petroleum
Project which is proposed for FY91. Given the importance of this
project in our overall country dialogue as well as the potential
sensitivity of the sector for the Board, we would very much
appreciate your reaction to and guidance on the attached draft.

Masood Ahmed

cc: Mr. El-Maaroufi



D R A F T

INITIAL EXECUTIVE PROJECT SUMMARY

ALGERIA: FIRST PETROLEUM PROJECT

Borrower: SONATRACH (Soci ta Nationale de Transport et de

Commercialisation des Hydrocarbures)

Probable Loan Amount: US$60 million.

Financing Pla: SONATRACH, IBRD, export credits and foreign oil

companies.

Planned FY: FY91 Tentative Appraisal Date: September, 1989

Task Manager: A. Barbu

1. Background. When Algeria became independant, the production and

export of crude oil was its main industrial activity as well as the principal

source of government revenue. At the same time, the potential for exploiting
the sector had scarcely been tapped, particularly in the area of natural gas

where Algeria possessed enormous reserves amounting to 3,000 billion cubic

meters or 4 percent of the world total. Two objectives were therefore set for

the petroleum sector: first, to exploit the hydrocarbon production potential

as a means of financing other forms of industrial development; and, second, to

improve the value added in the petroleum sector itself by developing

downstream activities and by exploiting the country's gas reserves. In

parrallel, these activities were to contribute to the acquisition of new

technology and the upgrading of the country's human capital base. Two decades

later these objectives have been largely met but, as in many other petroleum

dominated economies, there have also been some detrimental side effects.

2. On the positive side, diversified petroleum export revenues (US$8.4

billion in 1987, of which refined products and natural gas represented 25% and

19% respectively) have, at least until very recently, enabled the country to

maintain a very high rate of investment while providing for the basic needs of

a rapidly growing population. On the other hand, the investments financed

from these petroleum revenues have for a variety of reasons not generated the

economic benefits that were expected of them, and within the petroleum sector,

the emphasis on self-sufficiency and the marginal role assigned to the private

sector have led to a significant reduction in the level of new discoveries and

to areas of technical inefficiency and backwardness in the country's petroleum

operations. SONATRACH, the national oil company set up in 19651' mirrors

these strengths and weaknesses. While it is probably the most technologically

and managerially advanced public enterprise in Algeria and has been the

training ground for many of the country's national policymakers, it has also

become, particularly in the last ten years, increasingly isolated from the

international oil industry and lags behind in areas which have seen recent

technological advance. In addition, its state-within-a-state syndrom has made

it an off-limits zone not only for the Bank, severely hampering the depth of

our macroeconomic dialogue, but also for many parts of the central government

infrastructure itself.

1/ Originally responsible for a wide range of activities (petroleum,

petrochemicals, fertilizers, etc.), it was later (1982) split into several

independent enterprises. Today's SONATRACH handles petroleum exploration,

production, transmission and exports (including LNG).
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3. Confronted with a steady decline in the country's petroleum resource

base and the impact of the drop in oil prices on the country's balance of

payments and economic growth, the Government has decided to shift its

petroleum strategy towards (i) reinforcing the role of the private sector

through the adoption in 1986 of a new, more attractive petroleum law for

petroleum exploration/development; (ii) improving the efficiency of the

sector's public enterprises (including SONATRACH) by giving them more

managerial and financial autonomy while exposing them gradually to foreign

competition; and (iii) maximizing gas exports by adopting a more flexible

marketing/pricing strategy in order to regain lost market shares and fully

utilize existing production and liquefaction facilities. In this context,

SONATRACH's medium term objective is to reach a level of efficiency and
know-how which will enable it not only to continue playing an important role

in the Algerian petroleum sector, in full competition with other oil

companies, but also to develop its international activities on a commercial

basis following the steps of other well-managed NOCs.

4. Bank's Role and Lending Strategy. The Government and SONATRACH's
recent request for Bank assistance in the petroleum sector presents us with an

unprecedented opportunity to start a serious dialogue in this vital sector in

which major policy changes are both needed and now under consideration.

Specifically, the Bank's intervention would aim at:

(i) getting first-hand knowledge of the sector to improve our
macroeconomic work (both in terms of data collection and

understanding of major policy issues), which only a direct lending
operation with SONATRACH is likely to permit;

(ii) helping the Government enhance the role of the private sector in the

long-term development of its hydrocarbons resources;

(iii) assisting SONATRACH in improving its efficiency (by providing access
to most recent know-how and technology) and streamlining its

investment program (US$1 billion in 1987);

(iv) helping SONATRACH mobilize corresponding financial resources via

cofinancing;

(v) helping the Government optimize its overall energy policies, drawing

on our knowledge of the power and gas subsectors gained from the

recent loan to SONELGAZ, and our experience in other oil producing

countries.

5. Given the political sensitivity which petroleum matters retain in the

country, it is clear that the Bank will have to proceed cautiously and can

expect to achieve all of the above objectives only gradually over a series of

lending operations. However, the range of activities in which SONATRACH has

requested assistance is sufficiently wide and representative as to enable the

Bank to make substantive progress under a first operation on such major issues

as the role of the private sector, -! the optimum long-term development of

the country's hydrocarbon resources, the use of foreign vs. domestic suppliers

of goods and services, and SONATRACH's staffing and training policies. It is

expected that the close operational relationship which will develop between

the Government/SONATRACH and the Bank in the context of this first operation

will facilitate the Bank's future involvement in larger, possibly regional

projects, such as the planned gas pipeline between Algeria, Morocco and Spain,

which may prove critical for the whole region's energy future.

2/ A case in point is the fact that SONATRACH has over the last months, drawn

extensively on the Bank's informal advice to assist in its current

negotiations with foreign companies for new permits.
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6. Project Objectives and Justification. The project's primary objectives
would be to: (i) help the Government and SONATRACH in their efforts to attract

investments in exploration and development by foreign oil companies; (ii) help

SONATRACH improve the efficiency of drilling operations, the high cost of

which has proved to be a major financial drain on the company's budget; and

(iii) help SONATRACH optimize the production of its oil fields through

enhanced recovery schemes and rehabilitation of existing installations. All

these would lead to very substantial and rapid foreign earnings/savings, and

thus contribute to alleviate the country's severe balance of payments

difficulties. Moreover, the proposed direct participation of international

oil companies under this project would provide a further impetus to enhancing

their role and contribution in the Algerian oil and gas sector.

7. Project Description. The proposed project scope includes:

(i) exploration promotion assistance, including studies and other

activities, aimed at developing a better strategy for Algeria's

long-term hydrocarbon development and at directly promoting acreage

to foreign oil companies to help realize this strategy;

(ii) a thorough T.A./training program (to be provided primarily by a major

foreign oil company) aimed at upgrading SONATRACH's drilling

supervisory capabilities; and

(iii) investments in secondary oil recovery and rehabilitation of older oil

production installations in selected fields, some of which would be

in joint venture with a foreign oil company.

All of the above components would be fully in line with the Bank's guidelines

for petroleum lending (paras. 19 to 27 of OMS 3.82 regarding exploration

promotion; paras. 38 and 39 regarding secondary recovery projects by NOCs, and

paras. 53 to 55 for T.A. to NOCs.

8. The estimated cost of the project would be about US$150 million, with

a foreign cost of about US$80 million, to be financed by a Bank loan of about

US$60 million and cofinancing from export credits and foreign oil companies.

Procurement of Bank-financed items would follow Bank guidelines (mostly ICB)

and no major problems are expected in this respect. All project components

would be reviewed to ensure that they conform to appropriate environmental

standards.

9. Main Agreements to be Reached. Specific commitments would be sought

as follows: (i) SONATRACH to review its current personnel policies in order to

ensure that staff to be trained under the project remain in the company

(exodus of skilled staff has been a major problem in the past); (ii) the

Government and SONATRACH to take appropriate measures to expose local

state-owned contractors (drilling, seismic, well services, etc.) to foreign

competition; (iii) the Government and SONATRACH to refine the new incentive

framework for foreign investment in exploration to enhance the attractiveness

of gas prone areas; and (iv) SONATRACH to develop its ties with foreign oil

companies in field development/production, under TA or joint venture

arrangements as appropriate.

10. Project Preparation Schedule. Initial discussions with SONATRACH were

held in August 1988 and two--primarily technical--preparation missions took

place in November 1988 and January 1989. The project components mentioned

above are at or close to feasibility level and can be appraised
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quickly. Next preparation missions would thus focus on sectoral aspects as

well as SONATRACH's organization and finances. Assuming no major change in

the current project scope, an appraisal mission could be scheduled in the 
fall

of 1989, with possible Board presentation in the first quarter of FY91.

11. Estimated Tasks Budget for the Project:

FY89 FY90 FY91 Total

Staffweeks 30 55 15 100

Consultant fees (US$) 10,000 50,000 - 60,000

Travel and Subsistence (US$) 35,000 60,000 5,000 100,000



1. In preparation for our meeting tomorrow, I have set out below some
further thoughts on a possible 'hypothesis' to advance in the paper.

2. The basic story line is that while the Bank has been quite

successful in developing new lending instruments to respond to the

changing needs of our clients over the past two decades, we have not been
as successful in recognizing the institutional development implications of
these changes and therefore our ID delivery capacity and knowhow now falls

short in many of these never areas of operational work. The subsidiary
argument is that this shortfall in ID delivery is partly a function of

simple institutional inertia on our part but it also reflects the fact

that in some of our newer areas of operational concern the ID dimension is

intrinsically more complex, requires interaction with multiple parties in

the country, and demands skills which may not be readily available amongst

our staff.

3. In the beginning we did mainly investment projects involving a

single implementing agency. ID was then mainly a question of ensuring that
the implementing agency became progressively more efficient and effective

at doing its business. We helped by providing technical assistance and

setting performance conditionality under our projects. Even more
important we helped through the provision of informal advice by our staff,

many of whom had been previously engaged in running these types of

businesses [power engineers who came from running power companies,
agronomists who had managed agriculture projects in the field, port

specialists who had spent twenty years in the real world before joining
the Bank]. To these people, ID was not a special topic because it was

what they did all the time and advised on almost subconsciously. During

this phase there were certainly some failures but they were balanced by a

lot of success stories and all in all we felt reasonably confident about

our ID knowledge and advice. However, these "halcyon days of yore" were

not to last. (Fortunately!)

4. Now we have a much more diversified portfolio of operational

vehicles, each of which presents its own particular ID dimension:
- where the interlocutors are often multiple

and where the ID dimension includes not only an effort to strengthen each
agency but also to address the interaction and relationships amongst these
agencies and the regulatory and management framework for these agencies as
a whole (e.g. banking sector reform as opposed to the old style DFC loans
dealing with a single agency):

- supported by SALs or even TA projects where
the focus now is on the capacity of the central government core ministries

to implement macro policy reform. This brings us directly into the area
of the Government's policy implementation capacity in a general sense

where institutional development is intricately linked with things such as
civil service pay and regulations, the organization of ministries of

finance and other departments such as customs and tax collection, etc.
These institutional development issues are not only intrinsically more
complex to resolve but we don't necessarily have the same in-house

expertise because it is primarily economists who manage this work and few
of the Bank's economists have extensive prior experience in hands on
policy implementation in the developing country context. (How many
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ex-secretary generals of ministries of finance, or heads of tax
departments has the Bank got on its staff?)

*focus on the private sector - for a variety of good reasons we

are now dealing more directly with the private sector in developing
countries and we are encouraging governments to devolve a lot of their
prior functions to the private sector. This has obvious implications for
the institutional structure within governments which we have not
adequately addressed (what should be the role of ministries of industry in
a liberalized economy where the state is responsible for a progressively
smaller share of direct industrial production?). It also poses the
question of how we can foster and support the development of the
appropriate institutional capacity.in the private sector itself given that

the Government cannot simply order them to do so but must rely on creating
the right set of incentives for this to come about.

4. These are simply some of the areas where it seems to me that the

evolution in our operational and policy approach has not been matched by a
parallel development in our capacity to design and deliver the
accompanying ID assistance necessary. I am sure that others in the group
could come up with other areas and I look forward to a discussion of these
issues at our next meeting.



The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W. (202) 477-1234
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, D.C. 20433 Cable Address: INTBAFRAD

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U S A Cable Address: INDEVAS

March 13, 1989

Ms. Sheena McConnell
Lecturer in Economics
The London School of Economics and Political Science

Houghton Street
London WC2A 2AE
United Kingdom

Dear Ms. McConnell:

Thank you for sending me Ms. Lina Takla's CV. She certainly

looks like a promising candidate for a Research Assistant in the Bank. I
think the best way to proceed would be for one of my colleagues or me to

talk to her next time we happen to be passing through London. My own plan

is to be in London in early April and I will call you a few days before I

leave to see if we can arrange for a mutually convenient time to meet.

Thank you again for sending me her R6sum6.

Sincerely yours,

asood Ahmed,
Chief

Industry and Energy Division
Maghreb Department

Europe, Middle East and North Africa Region

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145 Y-7040
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

March 14, 1989

To: Mr. Reza Amin

Further to our meeting yesterday I am
enclosing for your consideration the Resume
and other personnel documentation for
Mr. Alahdad Ziad. As I mentioned yesterday
he would be an excellent recruit for the
Region.

Ma ood A

cc. Mr. Mehltretter
cc. Messrs./Mme. Elwan, Bhargava, Hinds,

Nishimizu, Sood

P-1852



ANNUAL EVALUATION REPORTS:
A SUMMARY

The comments of direct supervisors and next-in-line
supervisors have been extracted from the Annual Evaluation
Reports and presented here. The period covered is from
FY82 to FY88. Positions held during this period were as
follows:

FY POSITION DIVISION/DEPARTMENT

88 Sr. Energy Adviser Bank Staff provided to Government
of Uganda under IDA TA Program

87 Sr. Energy Planner Energy Strategy & Preinvestment
Division / Energy Department

86 Energy Planner Energy Strategy & Preinvestment
Division / Energy Department

85 Energy Planner Energy Strategy & Preinvestment
Division / Energy Department

84 Energy Planner Energy Assessments Division/
Energy Department

83 Energy Projects Resident Mission, Pakistan
Adviser

82 Energy Projects Resident Mission, Pakistan
Adviser
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

O F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: February 27, 1989

TO: Mr. Mahmood Ayub, Lead Economist, EM2

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM21 k)

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: EM2IE FY89/90 ESW Program

1. Per your memorandum of February 24, 1989, the following
summarizes this Division's ESW program for this fiscal year as well as our
proposed activities for FY90.

ALGERIA

2. During FY89 in keepign with .the Department's overall strategy,
the object of our work has beeAiqo p ,ov7.(r knowledge of the industrial
and financial sectors and to provi6de.ia,'i policymakers with inputs and
comments on the proposed referl fqr hesie sectc:s. We have thu's
deliberately chosen to produce)informal reports and to convey our comments
to the Algerian authorities in thc form of quick informal documeitri,
rather than focussing on formal sector work output which would have been
more expensive to process and, givenr the rapidly evolving situation on the
ground, would run the risk of becoming rapidly outdated. In the financial
sector, our main output has been the Financial Sector Issues Paper of
September 1988. This document has been _hc focus of extensve discussions
in Algeria and provides our basic p;3iti'n on the perspectives and
constraints for the proposed reffm of the financial sactor in the medium
term. In the industrial sector, we have produced a series of short papers
designed mostly for internalcon .sption. These include: (i) A review of
The Role and Prospects for the Trivate Sector in Algerian Industry
(November 1988); (ii) Price Contr61s in Algeria (December 1988); and (iii)
A Preliminary Analysis of the Structure of Algeria Iidustry (Decenber
1988); and an Assessment of the Prospects for Restructuring in _o,'ected
Industrial Subsectors (under preparation, expected date April 1-&9).
Although, some of these reports -ae substantively no different from formal
yellow covers and could be so .labelled in the. Pystem, I am not sure that
for the reasons set out above, it would be in the Depaitment's interest to
do so.

3. For FY90, our main objective is to consolidate the work in the
industrial and financial sectors in two ways. First, by filling in gaps
in our basic knowledge (e.g. non-Bank financial institutions in the
financial sector, certain important industrial subsectors not covered in
the February 1989 exercise, etc.). And, second, by the production of
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formal reports in areas where the reform process has advanced to the point
where a formal stocktaking would be useful for both an Algerian and
outside audience. We anticipate that it would be useful to produce a
basic Industrial Sector Memorandum in early 1990 with the primary
objective of defining an operational strategy for our industrial work in
the next two to three years. We also intend to produce a Financial Sector
Memorandum towards the end of 1989, but this is subject to the timing of
our next financial sector operation; in other words, we would delay this
report if the appraisal of such an operation was not envisaged during
FY90. Obviously, the informal pieces we have already completed would
provide much of the base for these formal reports and this factor is
reflected in the low estimated resource requirements for these studies.

MOROCCO

4. During FY89 our main sector work ouput will be the formal report
An Approach to the Reform of Energy Prices and Taxes, the yellow cover of
which will be circulated in April 1989. This report addresses a set of
issues that have been of concern in both our project and macroeconomic
work and I very much hope that this study will help in defining a coherent
and feasible approach to addressing these issues in our future
operations. The other focus of our sector work program this year is the
Financial Sector Update. As you know, the issues paper for this study has
been discussed within the Bank and discussed with the Moroccan
authorities. However, although this work responds to a formal request
from the Minister of Finance to Mr. Conable, it became clear during the
recent reconnaissance mission that the concensus for this work was far
from unanimous in Morocco. In particular, the Central Bank, which will be
one of the main interlocuteurs for this work, is at present opposed to the
carrying out of such a study by the Bank. More recent information
suggests that a compromise may be worked out between the Minister of
Finance and the Central Bank Governor, but it is clear that the timetable
for this study will inevitably slip. Consequently, I now forsee that the
bulk of the work will be carried out in FY90.

5. Other than the completion of this Financial Sector study, for
FY90 the other main piece of sector work we propose is an Industrial
Sector Memorandum. The object of this formal report will be to review the
prospects for industrial restructuring in a broad sense and to help the
Government define its regulatory and promotional role for industry in a
liberalized economy. This work should also help in defining the Bank's
own strategy for industry operations, with particular reference to the
need for strengthening our operational pipeline in an area which is
currently weak.
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TUNISIA

6. During FY89, our main ESW outpout has been the Energy Strategy
Paper, which was discussed and finalized in white cover in December 1988.
Its results have been reflected in the design of our revised operational
pipeline for energy as well as in the initiation of a number of specific
TA/Preinvestment studies under the joint UNDP World Bank Energy Sector
Management Assistance Program (ESMAP). We are closely associated with the
execution of these ESMAP studies, but since they are not funded out of the
ESW budget, we have not included them in this review 1/. Before the end
of FY89 we also propose to carry out a brief desk review updating our
knolwedge of Tunisia's Financial Sector. We have not carried out any
formal sector work in this area since 1984 and our knowledge of it is
getting outdated. However, we do not believe that given overall
priorities a more staff intensive effort on the financial sector is
warranted at this stage. Finally, we also propose to start during FY89
the preparation of an Industrial Sector Memorandum to be completed in Dec.
1989. As in Morocco, this study will focus on how the Tunisian Government
can best allocate its limited resources for regulating and promoting the
industrial sector during a period of declining direct state involvement in
industrial production. The timing and staffing of this work has been
coordinated with the similar exercise in Morocco to maximize the
possibilities for learning by doing in this relatively new area.

7. The attached table provides more details on the staffing,
resource needs and timing of the above tasks. I look forward to
discussing these with you on Thursday as agreed.

1/ These ESMAP tasks are: (i) A study on interfuel options for the next
twenty years; (ii) a survey of household energy use and of the
prospects for improved efficiency of energy consumption in this
sector; and (iii) assistance to the STEG to develop a program to reduce
losses in electricity generation, transmission and distribution.

cc. Messrs/Mmes. Dervis o/r, Costa, Grais, Molineus, Brigish
Fernandez-Palacios, Ng

EM2IE Staff
MAhmed:cg



EM2IE - ESW PROGRAM

FY89-90

DATE OF
TASK FINAL FINAL SW

TASK MANAGER COVER COVER FY89 FY90

ALGERIA

Fin. Sector Issues Paper Coudol White Oct. 88 70 -
Private Sector Kumar White Nov. 88)
Analysis of Ind. Struc. Kumar White Dec. 88) 45 -
Ind. Price Controls Kumar White Dec. 88)
Ind. Restruc. Prospects Amin White Apr. 89)
Industrial Sector Memo tbd Green Feb. 90 - 30
Financial Sector Memo tbd Green Dec. 89 - 25

MOROCCO

Energy Pricing/Taxes Hamilton Green May 89 20 1/ -
Financial Sector Forestier Green Feb. 90 36 20 2/
Industrial Sector Memo tbd Yellow Mar. 90 - 30

TUNISIA

Energy Strategy Paper Ferroukhi White Dec. 88 10 -
Fin. Sector (Desk.Review) El Naggar White May 89 10 -
Industrial Sector Memo Donovan Green Dec. 89 20 35

1/ Excludes 20sw of YP input and 30 sw of USAID financed consultant input.
2/ Timing and resource distribution between FY89 and 90 subject to resolution

of country dialogue.

February 27, 1989



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: February 27, 1989

TO: Mr. Karl Stichenwirth, GAO, EMNVP

FROM: \Kasood Ahmed, Acting Direct94 2

EXT: 32430

SUBJECT: FY89 Additional Budget Allocation

This is to acknowledge receipt of your memo of February 23, 1989

on the above mentioned subject. Per your request, we are preparing the

necessary budget transfers and will submit them to Mr. Karmires by cob

tomorrow, February 28, 1989.

As mentioned in our memo of January 27, 1989, with the new

budget of US$8,399, we are making some adjustments to our work program 
while

trying not to upset too dramatically our work program. We have identified

some trips during the May/June period which we will postpone to the next

fiscal year. With these adjustments, we expect to remain within our allocated

budget resources.

However, we have not made any provision for the Algeria Economic

Reform Support Loan during this fiscal year. Should the outcome of the

discussions with IMF and the Algerians turn out to be satisfactory, and we

decide to proceed with the appraisal of the Reform loan before the end of this

fiscal year, we will need an estimated US$50,000 to carry out this activity.

We hope that you will keep a contingency at the RVP's office so that we can

come back to you, at a later date, for that additional amount.

cc: Messrs. Dervis, Ayub



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: December 20, 1988 (9

TO: As Distributed

FROM: Richard H. Snape, Editor, The World Bank Economic Review and

The World Bank Research Observer

EXTENSION: 31056

SUBJECT: The World Bank Economic Review and The World Bank Research Observer

The September issue of The WQxld Bank Economic Review was distributed

some weeks ago within the Bank -- my apologies for its lateness. If you are

not receiving The World Bank Economic Review or The World Bank Research

Observer and wish to do so, please complete the form at the base of this page

and send it to the stated address. The contents of the January '89 issues of

each publication are listed overleaf. ; A;.,

Now that research output is flowing freely again, it may be time to

encourage authors to submit appropri4te papers f.t consideration for these t

journals, and for managers also to e~zorage autbors to do so. To remind you

-- the Review is a professional joural, but we.,attempt to ensure that all

papers are within the reach of nonT7pecilists. The field is applied

economics of relevance to development, broadly interpreted. The Observer, on

the other hand, carries surveys of research or the state of theory in areas of

interest to development policy, written so as to be accessible to the non-

economist, including policy-makers and undergraduates taking economics or

related courses.

Both journals will continue Itobe free for all subscribers in

developing countries and for Bank sta(; they are regarded as part of the

education and research mission of the ,4ank. But even for really free and

healthy lunches such as these, there is a problem of getting the information

to those for whom the lunches are intended. An effective means has been to

arrange for copies to be made availableoat conferences and similar occasions.

If you are to attend an appropriate gaiering of economists, policy-makers,

students, or other influential people, particularly residents of a developing

country, please let my office know and we can arrange to send copies ahead of

you. My experience is that all that is required is for copies to be on a

well-placed table. In addition, please-let us know of researchers, policy-

makers, research institutions and libraries toswhich copies should-be sent.

Mail to: Publication Sales Unit, J-3-005
P1 se add my name to the distribution list of
S1 THE WORLD BANK RESEARCE OBSERVER THE WORLD BANK ECONOMIC REVIEW

(Name) (Unit) (Room number)

LVL- 01 1734

meMasood
4061
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: December 12, 1988

TO: Mr. Kemal Dervip, Director, EM2

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Division Chief, EM2IE

EXT: 32340

SUBJECT: FY89 Mid-Year Review for the Industry and Energy Division

Overview

1. As you know, we began FY89 facing considerable uncertainty both
regarding the timing and costing of several important elements in our work
program; most notably Algeria-Financial Sector Reform, Morocco-PERL II and
Tunisia-PERL I. In the first half of the year, we have therefore tried to
reallocate resources on a flexible and pragmatic task-by-task basis while
maintaining the overall thrust of our original objectives. As a result,
overall resource use for the Division in FY89 is expected to remain almost
identical to the original allocation (947 sw revised; 943 original). However,
there are important shifts both in the sourcing of these resources and in
their allocation.

Sources of Division Resources

2. Although the Division received nominal approval for a work program of
943 sw of which 233 from consultants and TD outside EMENA, the budgetted
allocation funded only 182 of these sw. Original, revised and actual resource
sources are shown below:

Resource Sources (Staff weeks)

Original" Revised Actual

Division 498 505 166.5
Consultant 97 220 138.0
Other Regions 85 55 22.5
TD 192 150 44.6
Emena other 28 10 4.0
PPR 43 7 0.1

943 947 375.7

1/ Based on budget, nominal allocation was for 148 consultant
sw.
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The main differences between the original and revised sources are:

- EMENA TD has provided less than a quarter of the original proposed
assistance of 192 sw partly due to the dropping of Jorf Lasfar. A still
somewhat optimistic revised EMT allocation of 150 sw is now proposed. We are
seeking agreement with EMTIE that they will finance any Industry and Energy
consultants required to achieve the revised level. However, should a
shortfall materialize, we will have to make it up with additional consultants.

- PPR has provided less than one of the original 43 sw projected,
primarily because PPR was unable to provide the francophone financial sector
expertise anticipated for Algeria and partially due to the postponement of
Morocco PERL II.

- The shortfalls from originally projected levels in the above two
categories are directly reflected in the Consultant/other TD category which
now totals 276 staffweeks (compared to 233 sw originally allocated in FY89 of
which only 182 sw were funded).

- Of 28 sw originally budgetted from other EMENA sectoral divisions
for which we did not receive a travel budget, we now expect 10 sw and have
been asked not only to pay for travel, but also to make a budgetary transfer
for the 10 sw to be provided since EM4IE claims that it was not compensated
for this resource allocation.

Work Program - Resource Allocation

Overall Country Allocations

3. Overall country allocations by product are provided below:

- ALGERIA ------ --- MOROCCO ------- - TUNISIA ---- ---- TOTAL ------a R A 0 R A 0 R A 0 R A~~~~~-- --------------------- -- ------ - ----- -- -- -------- - - ----------------------LENDING 203.0 232.2 103.4 196.0 105.0 33.6 133.0 174.5 63.2 532.0 511.7 200.2SECTOR WORK 40.0 63.2 51.9 42.0 59.0 13.6 25.0 29.0 2.9 107.0 151.2 68.4
SUPERY.. PCR 48.0 27.0 14.7 107.0 118.6 45.5 84.0 83.8 35.9 239.0 229.4 16.1OTHERS 21.0 16.0 7.4 26.0 21.0 3.5 18.0 18.0 0.0 65.0 55.0 10.9

----- - - - - -------------------------------- ---------- 
----- - ----------------- 

-TOTAL 312.0 338.4 177.4 371.0 303.6 96.2 260.0 305.3 102.0 943.0 947.3 375.6

Increased allocations to Algeria and Tunisia of 26 sw and 45 sw have been
accomodated by a corresponding reduction in the Morocco allocation. The
increases in resources to both Algeria and Tunisia are primarily for project
preparation (Algeria Financial Sector, Tunisia - Perl and Energy Conservation
and Diversification) and to a lesser degree for sector work preparatory to
lending. Resource allocations to Supervision/PCR declined in Algeria
reflecting the delay in the processing of the ENORI and BATS projects.
Supervision in Morocco increased due to the demands of the FY88 Power
Distribution Project (up to 32 sw from 17 sw foreseen). Morocco Sector work
also increased to respond to the Government's request for a more extensive
financial sector review than was originally foreseen.
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4. Detailed comparisons of the actual and revised work program are
provided in Table 1. Some highlights are elaborated below:

- In Algeria, the financial sector loan is taking form and
preparation is complex, time-intensive and costly. In addition to the 23 sw
being added to prepare technical annexes to the Financial Sector Report,
project preparation is expected to require 51 sw more than originally
budgetted. As a result, the operation will be much more advanced than
originally foreseen, and may be appraised by July.

- In Morocco, work has been stepped up on the Rural Electrification
project for a FY90 Board date. This has absorbed the resource allocation
originally foreseen for Jorf Lasfar.

- Morocco - PERL II appraisal postponement has released 33 SW which
have been reallocated in part to Algeria, and partly to complete the Morocco
Financial Sector Update (see above) a key piece of sector work preparatory to
the next SAL.

- Tunisia - delay in the PERL appraisal is and will continue to be
costly as the team tries to keep track of rapidly changing developments in
many of the agencies concerned. Appraisal is expected in the third quarter.

- Resources for the preparation of Tunisia - Energy Conservation and
Diversification Project have increased from 25 SW to 44 SW in this fiscal year
to permit Appraisal by next July.

- PCRs: We plan to fully clear away our PCR overhang by completing
8 PCRs in FY89.

- ESW - is on track and within budget except in the cases already
mentioned. We are working hard to ensure the promised outputs remain on
schedule. In addition we have prepared three informal reports on Algeria to
begin the process of establishing an institutional memory on the country and
to lay the foundations for future analytical and lending work. A report on
the Private Sector reviews its role and the impact of the legislative and
regulatory framework on the sector; a report on Industrial Restructuring
Priorities will examine technical and economic efficiency of a wide range of
industries; and a review of Algeria's Industry Sector Structure analyzes
industrial performance by branch for the first time -- an essential input into
all future industry work.

- Qualitative Aspects: While the numerical analysis above is
indispensable, it is also important to keep in mind the non-quantifiable
context of our current work especially in Algeria. Both the Financial Sector
Paper and the BATS project entail considerable direct technical assistance to
the Algerians, at high resource cost to the division both for our own staff
and consultants.
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Dollar Budget

5. As indicated at the outset, our original dollar allocation only
covered about three-quarters of our approved consultant allocation. This,
combined with the shortfall in EMENA TD and PPR support, have resulted in an
increase in consultant needs from the original 233 sw to 275 sw. The overrun
in our dollar budget of $306,500 (See Table 2) stems largely from this factor
-- consultant fees and their travel costs; the remainder reflects increased
divisional travel costs. After detailed task-by-task reviews I believe that
the resource estimates provided are accurate based on current information, and
any cuts in resource allocations will directly effect the work program
proposed.

Attachments

2499L/82-85



WORK PROGRAM SUMMARY Table 1

A. LENDING

ORIGINAL REVISED
FY89 FY90 FY89 FY90

Algeria Algeria
Pilot Ind. Effic. Fin. Sect. Ref. Fin. Sect. Ref.
Bank/Audit Train. Bank/Audit Train.

Standby
Pilot Ind. Effic.

Morocco Morocco
Ind. Finance Perl II Petrol. T.A. Rural Electr.

Jorf Lasfar
Standby Standby
Petrol. T.A. Ind. Finance

Tunisia Tunisia
Petrol. Expl. Egy.Cons.&Div. Petrol. Expl. Egy.Cons.&Div.

Perl I
Standby
Perl I

B. SECTOR WORK
FY89

ORIGINAL REVISED
Algeria Algeria
Fin. Sector Study Fin. Sector Study (A)

Tech. Annexes to Fin. Sect. Paper (A)
Industrial Sector Structure (A)
Private Sector Promotion (A)
Industrial Restructuring Priorities

Morocco Morocco
Energy Sector Financing Energy Sector Financing (A)

Financial Sector Review

Tunisia Tunisia
Fuel Substitution Options Fuel Substitution Options

Industry Sector Review

C. PCR WORK
FY89

ORIGINAL REVISED

Morocco Morocco
Small Scale Mining Small Scale Mining
CIH IV CIH IV
Petroleum Exploration BNDE IX

SSI

Tunisia Tunisia
and. Natural Gas 2nd. Natural Gas (A)
Sofomeca Sofomeca
z4I I EMI I
SSI I SSI I
Mining T.A.



TABLE 2
EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA REGION
02 INDUSTRY & ENERGY OPERATIONS

FY88 MID-YEAR BUDGET REVIEW
TABLE I

12-Dec-88

ACT/CMT ESTIMATED TOTAL CURRENT OVER (-)

JULY-NOV DEC-JUN ESTIMATE BUDGET UNDER

HO POSITIONS

H IGHER LEVEL 12.0O 14.0 14. ) 13.0O -1

SUPPORT LEVEL 7. o 7. , 5.0 -2.0 -

TOTAL 18.0 21.0 21.) 18.0 -3. 0

HO STAFFYEAR' :

H I GHER LEVEL 4. 70 8. 20 12. 9 12. 61 -0. 29

SUPPORT LEVEL 2. 50 4. 08 6. 6 4. 85 - . 73

TOTAL 7.20 12.28 19.5 17.46 -2.02

CONSULTANT STAFFYEARs 3.93 2.14 6.1 1.87 -4.20

'RETIONARY COSTS

REGULAR SALARIES 0. (. .0. 0

TEMPORARY 23.7 33.2 56.9 34.0 -22.'9

OVERT IME 1.0 1. 5 2.5 4.. 0 1.5

STAFF TRAVEL 174.. 6 240., 5 415. 1 310. -105. 1

CONSULTANT TRAVEL 76.2 49.4 125.6 93.0: -32.8

REFPRESENTATION 0.5 1.0 10, 0.0 -1.5

HOSPITALI TY 0.0 0.0 o.o . 0

CONSUL ANT FEES 291.6 166. 9 458.5 274.0 -184.5

CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 0. 0. 3, 0 .) U 1. o 1. o

D IRECT COMMUN ICA TIONS 8.3 11. 6 1 9. 9 22.0 2.1

INTERNAL COMPUT ING 2. 5 3.. 5. 5 12.0 6.5

RANSLAT ION 3. 2 .4. 5 7. 7 37.0 29, 7

EOUIPMENT HO 0. 0.0 0. 3 0.0 -0. 3

TOTAL 581. 9 511. 6 1093. 5 787. 3 -306. 5'



EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA REGION-.V
CD2 INDUSTRY &: ENERGY OPERATIONIsIa
FY88 MID-YEAR BUDGET REVIEW
TABLE 2

12-Dec-j3

COMMITTED ESTIMATED FY89
THRU NOV/87 7 MONTHS TOTAL

STAFF TRAVEL

1 NUMBER OF TRIPS

A) LONG ZONE 25.0 37. o 62. 0

B) SHORT ZONE 2. 2.

2. TOTAL COST 174. 6 240. 5 415. 1

3. AVE. COST PER TR IF 7. 0 5 . 7

CONSULTANTS TRAVEL

1. NUMBER OF TRIPS

A) LONG ZONE. .0 13.0 33.o

8) SHORT ZONE 1.0 0.0 1.0

TO.TAL COST 76. 49.4 125. 6

3. AVE. COST PER TRIP 3. E 38. 11., 3

CONSULTANT FEES

1. NUMBER OF DAYS 1022.0 556.0 1578. 0

2. TOTAL COST 291. 6 166. 9 458. 5

3. AVE. COST PER DAY 0. 0.3 0.



The ongoing reform of the financial sector is, of course, part of the

overall program of economic and enterprise reform. As such,its
implementation and impact depends crucially on the pace at which

industrial sector enterprises in Algeria can be made autonomous and

financially sound.

Within the financial sector itself, the major elements of the reform

program can be summarized as follows:

Qudit Banks will no longer be directed in giving loans; rather

E!2iAY credit policy decisions will be made by the mngmt of the
banks on the basis of purely commercial criteria.

On the other side, enterprises will no longer be forced to

deal with one allocated bank; they will be free to move
their account across banks to get better service.

R21212=g Banks have historically relied on the central govt to

Mghjliggtiga meet much of their financing needs; in future automatic
financing of the banks by the central bk will cease and
rediscounting will be limited to strictly predefined limits.

Banks will thus mobilize a much greater portion of their
financing needs from raising deposits and through an
interbank money market.

IrAtmgAt To allow greater deposit mobilization and to ensure

Ratts effective credit allocaton, interest rates will no longer

be set by the central bank for each category of consumer;
rather banks will have a wide margin of discretion in

setting individual rates around a basic rediscount rate set
by the central bank.

Jggig td In the new system, specialized financial instituions such as

aaakz the BADR will no longer have a monopoly as in the past and
the commercial banks will be free to develop business in

any area which is profitable; nevertheless, given the

existing comparative advantage of these specialized
institutions and given their staff and client network, it is

clear that they will continue to play a leadership role in

their areas of specialization for some time to come. It is
important therefore that their rules of the game be clearly

defined and their financial and organizational capacity be

strengthened through operations such as the one being

considered today.



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: December 13, 1988

TO: EM2IE Staff

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief, EM2I

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Presentation on Financial Sector Work

1. In a previous staff meeting, it was suggested that we brief
people in the division who have not been directly involved in our
financial sector work on our experience in that area. It has been decided

to plan two separate presentations for that purpose. The first is
scheduled for Monday, December 19 at 10:00 a.m. in room H4-026. This

presentation will deal with the theory of financial sector development as

it applies to our work, as well as the experience of other countries with
financial sector adjustment and development to the extent that it can be
usefully compared to what we are trying to do in the Maghreb countries.

2. Another presentation is planned for mid-January, in which we
will discuss our experience to date in each of the three Maghreb
countries, and how it fits into our overall sector and country work.

cc: Messrs. Dervis, Costa, Grais, O'Sullivan, Rogerson, Ludwig.
(for info and to invite you or your staff who might be interested).

HEN:yd
2844 L
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November 14, 1988

TO: EM2IE Staff

Re. United Way Campaign

You are all familiar with the United Way Campaign, so I do not
need to re-elaborate here its merits. As you know, Dung is the
divisional coordinator and I am sure that she will be more than happy to
give you more information you need. What I would urge you to do is to
make a decision quickly about your participation in this year's campaign,
so that the list of names that have yet to be crossed out on the box
under the bulletin board can be completed and Dung can send-off the
division's collection as quickly as possible.

Masood Ahmed



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUIM

DATE: November 7, 1988

TO: Mr. Yousef Saah, Manager

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Mr. Moulhem Jalal

I am sure you receive feed-back whenver things go wrong in
operational travel, but it is probably also the case that few people write
to you when your staff provide exceptionally good service. The purpose of
this note is to help redress the balance, by letting you kno& how
satisfied my colleagues and I are with the professionalism aned helpful*
approach of Mr. Jalal who has been handling much of our operational
travel. He has been very helpful during these recent weeks, when for
security reasons our operational travel plans for Algeria haV'e had to be
altered frequently and on short notice. I hope that we will' continue to
have the benefit of his support in our work.

cc. Mr. J. Kenjesky (AMEX)
Mr. Jalal

MAhmed:cg



THE WORLD BANK /INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORIORA-LdN

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE October 25, 1988

To Distribution

FROM Masood Ahmed

EXTENSION 32340

SUBJECT Delegation Aut rity '

During my absence on mission from October 27 - November 4, 1988
Mr. Abderrezzak Ferroukhi will be acting on my behalf.

Distribution

DMG Group
EM2IE Staff
Messrs. Bouhaouala, Amin

P-1866



October 14, 1988

To: Mr. Kemal Dervis

Kemal:

Re. SecretariaJl-Slots

We had discussed at the DMG meet-Ing some time ago the need to
look at secretarial slots across the department. I appreciate that
pending the move not much physical reh-cation can be done*'e-ut the
situation is getting acute in this division where we now have 4 regular
secretaries for 12 highler level staff excluding myself. Forestier's
arrival in December will exacerbate the ratio further. We are making do
with 2 temporaries but we now need to bring one additional person on board
and I do not believe that adding a third temporary i appropriate. I had
understood from Joy that Yvaine may be interested in mdVing from the COD
and if so we would be more than happy to take her.

I would appreciate your guidance on how to proceed.

Ma Ahmed



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0FFICE MEM0RANDUM

DATE: October 14, 1988

TO: Mr. Kemal Dervig, Director EM2

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Employment of Consultants

I refer to Mr. Qurteshi's memo of September 20 on the above
subject (attached). As you know, in our work program in Algeria we have
been using two consultants, Messrs. Corm and Silva Lopes, for the design
and discussion of our financial sector work. Our experience with these
two consultants has been extremely positive and indeed our Algerian
counterparts have specifically requested their continued involvement in
our work. I assume, therefore, that the continued use of Messrs. Corm and
Silva Lopes would fall under the justifiable exception category set out in
Mr. Qureshi's memorandum.

Please let me know if we need to formally obtain an approval
from Mr. Thalwitz' office, or whether I should simply let Mr. El-Maaroufi
know of the use of these consultants.

Mahmed:cg



THE WORLD BANIKMNTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: September 20, 1988

TO: Regional Vice Presidents

FROM: Moeen A. Qureshi 9 U\9 v
EXTENSION: 73665

SUBJECT: Employment of Consultants

During the recent discussion of FY89 budget at the Boar n June
30, many Directors spoke on the subject of Bank's use of consultants.
Executive Directors wished to know the action taken to implement the
recommendations in the report on consultants by the Committee on Cost
Effectiveness and Budget practices (CEBP). One of the concerns expressed
by the Committee was on the use of consultants in economic policy dialogue
and country relations management which involve sensitive policy issues.
The Committee felt that managers should exercise special caution to ensure
that work involving important Bank policy dialogue and of a sensitive
nature should continue to be carried out by Bank staff rather than
consultants. I, therefore, request you to alert all managers of this
specific concern and to institute a procedure precluding the use of
consultants in sensitive areas such as economic policy dialogues and
country relations, except when you consider it unavoidable on the basis of
justification for exception from the Department concerned.

cc: Messrs. Cosgrove (VPPER); Picciotto (PBDDR); Ducksoo Lee (CODDR)

1< 9



October 12, 1988

Mr. Dairi

Si Mohammed,

il y a trois ou quatres projets qui nous seraient utiles de
voir ensemble lors de votre s6jour a Washington cette semaine. Les
points principaux sont:

- La question de la couverture du risque de change dans le
cadre de 1'6ventuel projet du cr6dit industriel.

- Le programme de travail propos6 sur le secteur financier et

bancaire

- Le role de la Banque dans le secteur industriel (Mr. Tahiri

voudrait peut &tre se joindre a ces discussions).

- L'eventuel projet de l'6lectrification rurale (Mr. Sahel
voudrait peut &tre se joindre a ces discussions).

Je serais heureux de vous rencontrer a votre convenance soit
demain ou vendredi. Aussi, ga me ferait plaisir si vous pourriez vous
joindre A moi demain pour le d6jeuner avec MM. Debzat, Tahiri et Sahel;
si ceci ne vous convient pas, se serait donc pour un diner demain ou
vendredi soir.

Veuillez me faire savoir ce qui vous convient le mieux. Au
plaisir de vous revoir.

Masood Ahmed
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October 4, 1988

To: Mr. Max Corden, IMF

Max:

Attached are the French and English versions
of the report on Morocco that I mentioned to you
on the phone.

It was pleasure to meet you and I hope we
can stay in touch. I would certainly be
interested in discussing the Morocco experience
with you further and would also be glad to get any
more general ideas/conclusions that emerge from
the overall project.

Regards.

s dhe

P-1852
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: September 28, 1988 Letter No.5-5-0

TO: Mr. Masood Ahmed, Division Chief, EM2IE

FROM: Elkyn A. Chaparro, *ef AFiWA, Abidjan

SUBJECT: Emmanuel Forest '

Mr. Emmanuel Forestier informed me that he has been offered a
position in the EMENA Country Department 2 Industry and Energy Division
(EM2IE), which he wishes to accept. As discussed with you, given our
work program constraints and Mr. Forestier's own personal situation, I
propose that Mr. Forestier be released from his current field assignment
in AFIWA in the second half of December 1988 when he completes the Public
Expenditure Review he is now leading.

cc: Messrs. I Serageldin, AF1DR; Kemal Dervis, EM2DR;
Landell-Mills, AFICO; Ms. Maria Clark, EMNPT; Donna Foster AFRPT;
Forestier, AFIWA

EAC/tej



WDIAL
.EM2IE
OINFO

-SUBJECT: ALGERIA - CONS TANT
-DRAFTED BY: ABARBU EXT: 32340

-AUTHORIZED BY: A CHIEF EM2IE

-CC: MESSRS. DERVIS, COSTA, GRAIS, KUMAR

-CC; MR. BENACHENHOU
-2532L
--------------------------------------------------------------

CABLEl
-PROFESSOR HOCINE BENISSAD
-LES ASTHODELES D2. 424
-BEN-AKNOUN
-ALGIERS, ALGERIA
BT
WASHINGTON DC 27-SEP-88
A L'ATTENTION DU PROFESSEUR BENISSAD, LES ASTHODELES D2, 424, BEN

AKNOUN, ALGER, ALGERIE.
SUITE AUX RECENTES CONVERSATIONS, IL ME FAIT PLAISIR DE VOUS

INVITER A WASHINGTON POUR TRAVAILLER AVEC NOUS COMME CONSULTANT

AFIN DE PREPARER UNE ETUDE SUR L'EVOLUTION DES PRIX EN ALGERIE.

VOTRE SEJOUR DEVRAIT ETRE D'UNE DUREE D'ENVIRON 20 JOURS - A PARTIR

DU 10 OCTOBRE. JE ME REJOUIS A CETTE OCCASION DE VOUS REVOIR.

MASOOD AHMED, CHEF DE LA DIVISION INDUSTRIE ET ENERGIE, DEPARTEMENT

DU MAGHREB, EMENA, INTBAFRAD



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0FFICE MEM0RANDUM

DATE: September 20, 1988

TO: Ms. Valora Addy, Personnel inistrator. EM.NPT

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Division Chio. M E

EXT: 3-2278

SUBJECT: Barbara Lewis: Work Program and Proposed Training
for Operations Officer Assignment

1. In connection with Barbara Lewis' transfe ' to this division and as
spelt out in Maria Clark's memo to her of September 12, 1988, I have discussed
with Ms. Lewis a proposed work and training program for the next twelve
months. This program is set out below for your information.

2. In designing this work program, we have taken into account the
specific objectives agreed for Ms. Lewis' assignment in this division, viz.,
to give her a variety of tasks which would build up her skills and exposure to
the various aspects of an operations officer's work in a SOD, so as to enhance
her longer term career prospects in this stream in the Bank. This emphasis is
also reflected in her proposed training program, and we propose to supplement
this formal training by a carefully designed effort to provide on tbh job
guidance through an opportunity to work alongside the more experienced and
senior staff of the division.

3. Generally , it should be borne in mind that her assignments may vary
to some extent in function of changes in the overall divisional work program
and to avoid conflicting demands from being placed on Ms. Lewis' time. This
notwithstanding, the specific tasks that Ms. Lewis would be expected to work
on are the following:

(a) TUNISIA - Supervision of existing industrial projects portfolio
and preparation of the division's strategy tor future inidustrial
lending operations. As regards supervision, the division has a
varied portfolio of industrial sect(or operations (credit as well as
free standing industry projects), whose performance has beern
tempered by a series of problems. One of the division's potfolio
management objectives for FY89 is to carry out a thorough review of
the problems and prospects for these existing operationss with a
view to developing a strategy for their further supervision. To
this end, working with Mr. Noel Carrere, Senior Operations Officer,
Ms. Lewis will be responsible for preparing a report on the current
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status and prospects for the industry portfolio in and on a strategy
for addressing the principal implementation issues relating to this
portfolio. This report will also propose a divisional work program
for IDF supervision, in terms of priorities, staff resources and
field work required to carry out the recommendations developed
therein. This task is expected to be completed by November 1988.

(b) TUNISIA - Study of Export Prospects. Carrying on from the earlier
task on the industrial sector, Ms. Lewis will also participate in
the preparation of a study on the Prospects For Industrial Export
Growth in Tunisia. In this assignment, working with Ms. Paula
Donovan, she will contribute to both the fieldwork and the report
preparation for this study; the precise extent and nature of her
participation will be determined in the coming weeks.

(c) MOROCCO - PERL I Supervision. Working with Mr. Jacques Coudol,
Senior Financial Sector Specialist, Ms. Lewis will ensure that this
major adjustment operation is adequately and effectively supervised
during the coming year. In this regard, a major task will be to
manage the processing of the review of loan conditions leading to
the release of the 2nd tranche, which is expected to take place
towards the end of this calendar year.

(d) Depending on timing, Ms. Lewis would also undertake one of the
following assignments:
(i) ALGERIA - Financial Sector Institutional Strengthening

Project: The appraisal mission for this project is currently
planned to begin end-September, 1988. Ms. Lewis could
participate in that mission and draft the SAR/MOP (in
consultation with Mr. Carrere) on return (January, 1988).

(ii) TUNISIA - Energy Sector Investment Project. A project
identification mission is currently in the field. Once the
scope and timing become clearer for this operation, Ms. Lewis
could participate in the preparation and appraisal of the
project. Under the guidance of Mr. Abderrrazzak Ferroukhi,
Senior Energy Planner, she could prepare the SAR and other
project documentation and contribute to the financial analysis
aspects of project appraisal.

(iii) MOROCCO - t.b.d.

(e) GENERAL - During her assignment in this Division, it is expected
that approximately 10% of Ms. Lewis' time would be spent on
portfolio management, including recommending and establishing
processes and systems to facilitate loan administration.

4. Formal training proposed to complement the above-described work
program is detailed in the attachment to this memo. Your assistance in
confirming the schedule of in-house courses would be appreciated, in order to
ensure Ms. Lewis' availability and release from work during those times. We
understand that the next offerings for the Project Financial Evaluation and
Project Economic Evaluation courses are planned for January 9, 1989, and
January 30, 1989, respectively. The Corporate Finance course is not expected
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to be offered to IBRD staff again until FY90. There is, however, an offering

for IFC staff planned for December, 1989, and we understand that a memo from

you to the training unit may result in Ms. Lewis' acceptance to that course.

Your assistance in this regard would also be appreciated. Otherwise, please

advise us on how else to proceed.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Dervis, Mehltretter.

cc and cleared with: Ms. Lewis

74328/77-79
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Attachment

Barabara Lewis' Proposed Training for

Operations Officer Position in EM2IE

1. In conjunction with the workprogram described in the attached memo,

it is proposed that Miss Lewis attend the following Bank-sponsored courses as

soon as possible:

- Project Financial Appraisal

- Project Economic Appraisal

- Corporate Finance

- Lotus Refresher and Intermediate Lotus

- French Writing

2. External courses will be proposed at a later date, as it is now to
late to enroll for the Fall, 1988 semester. At this stage, therefore, please

arrange only for her priority enrollment in the above-listed courses.

7432B/79

BLewi s jF
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
FOR

MRS. MIRIA ANTONIA PIGATO
FOR THE POSITION OF ECONOMIST

Tuesday, September 13, 1988 Room No. Ext.

9:30 am Mr. Hans G. Mehltretter 1-12-025 32573

Personnel Officer
EMENA: Personnel Team

10:30 am Mr. Masood Ahmed B-4061 32340

Division Chief
EMENA: Country Department II

11:30 am Mr. Andrew Rogerson H-4037 32778

Division Chief
EMENA: Country Department II

2:30 pm Mr. Claudio R. Frischtak S-4139 33219

Industrial Economist
Industry & Energy Department

3:30 pm Mr. Wafik Grais H-4103 32283

Lead Economist
EMENA: Country Department II

Wednesday, September 14, 1988 Room No. Ext.

10:30 am Mr. Amarendra Bhattacharya B-7007 74265

Principla Economist
ASIA: Country Department V

11:30 am Mr. C. Michalopoulos H-12-085 32596

Economic Adviser
EMENA Regional Office

Please send your interview report to: Ms. Valora Addy, Room No. H-12-027,
within two days of interviews. Thank you.

Prepared by:
Jajuk Kadarmanto
x33162



JOB DESCRIPTION

Macro-financial Economist

The EM2CO division is looking for a macroeconomist to deal essentially

with monetary, credit and financial issues in the three countries: Morocco,

Algeria and Tunisia. The candidate is expected to have a strong analytical

capability and to be interested in improving the quality and depth of

operational work. He/She would work on monetary and financial policies and,

in particular, on the macro-balance and output implications of alternative

budget financing strategies. The candidate would also be expected to deal

with issues of inter-Maghrebian integration including the harmonization of

financial policies.

Requirements: Fluency in French, strong analytical and modelling

background, ability to work in team settings, strong inclination to undertake

collaborative work with counterparts.
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DATE: September 15, 1988

TO: Distribution

SUBJECT: ALGERIA: Financial Sector Mission
Aide-M6moire

1. Attached please find the Executive Summary Action Plan
which was missing from the copy of the above aide-m~moire which I
gave you yesterday. I would particularly welcome your comments and
advice on how this summary could be made into a more effective self
contained piece aimed at senior policy makers in Algeria who might
not have the time to read through the whole aide-m6moire.

2. As I mentioned to you, our objective is to hand carry
copies of the aide-mamoire to Paris on Tuesday for onward
transmittal to Algeria and to hand over to the relevant Algerian
officials in Berlin. To incorporate your inputs into this revised
draft, it would therefore be extremely helpful if we could get all
comments by Monday morning at the latest. I appreciate that this
does not give you an awful lot of notice, but I think you will
agree that the deadline is worth respecting, given our operational
objectives. Many thanks.

Mas k Ahmed

Distribution: Messrs./Mmes. Dervis, Grais, Hinds, Rocha,
Fornasari, Khadr, Molineus, Krafft, Effron, Brizzi.

2838 L/1 -3



Les membres de la mission de la Banque Mondiale qui s'est rendue A
Alger en juillet (Messrs. Masood Ahmed, Chef de la Mission, Georges Corm,
Jacques Coudol, Hisham El-Naggar et Jose da Silva-Lopes) voudraient tout
d'abord remercier les autorites algeriennes de 1'excellent accueil
qu'elles ont bien voulU leur reserver. Leur visite A Alger a permis des
entretiens intensifs avec un grand nombre de responsables au sein du
gouvernement et des organismes impliques dans le fonctionnement du secteur
financier.

Les membres de la mission ont prepare cet aide-memoire afin de
repondre aux questions soulevees au cours de leur sejour et qu'ils n'ont
pu discuter avec les autorites que d'une fagon tres generale. Ce document
pose les principales questions A discuter avant d'entamer 1'ajustement du
secteur financier, et suggerer des conclusions specifiques concernant les
perspectives d'un ajustement significatif du secteur financier. Nous
esperons que cet aide-memoire constituera une contribution positive au
dialogue actuellement en cours entre le gouvernement algerien et la Banque
Mondiale, qu'il servira de base de discussion lors de la prochaine
mission, qui devrait avoir lieu au mois d'octobre, et qu'il permettra de
ixer des objectifs precis de collaboration entre les autorites et la

.anque Mondiale pour la mise en oeuvre de cet ajusteTient.
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SOMMAIRE EXECUTIF

I. Le secteur financier est destin6 A jouer un rdle fondamental dans la
reforme economique. I est en effet le seul secteur capable de reguler,
essentiellement par le credit, mais aussi, au moyen des incitations A
l'pargne, par le deptt, les equilibres generaux concernant la monnaie et
les aggregats.

II. Au cours des discussions tenues A Alger en juillet dernier, il a 6t
possible de definir les axes et objectifs principaux que le gouvernement
souhaite inserrer dans le cadre de la reforme du secteur financier. Ce
programme comprend les elements suivants: (a) la politique monetaire serait
determinee de fagon exoghne selon les provisions d'un Plan National de
Credit (PNC); (b) le Tresor se desengagerait de l'octroi du credit; (c) les
banques seraient independantes du Tresor; (d) le marche monetaire
devendrait un outil pour la mobilisation de l'epargne et le contrOle de la
masse monetaire; (e) les institutions specialisees fourniraient A leur
propre risque les credits d'investissements aux secteurs productifs; elles
devraient progressivement entrer en concurrence avec les banques
commerciales; (f) en parallble, les entreprises du secteur public seront
autonomisees apr~s, selon les besoins, restructuration et assainissement.

III. Cette perspective A moyen terme semble contenir les elements
essentiels de l'ajustement requis pour assurer le fonctionnement effectif
,t efficace du secteur financier dans le contexte d'un syst~me de gestion
zonomique plus decentralis6 et dirig6 par les forces du marche. Les

membres de la mission nont pas de point majeur A soulever quant A
l'orientation generale et les objectifs de la reforme du secteur financiers
tels qu'ils ont Mt presentes au cours des discussions avec les autorites.

IV. Il serait utile cependant d'ajouter quelques remarques. La premiere
tient aux liens entre le programme propose de reforme du secteur financier
et le rythme de la reforme du secteur reel productif. La sequence de la
reforme du secteur reel et financier a fait l'objet de nombreux debats
internationaux d'ou il ressort qu'il n'y a probablement pas de regle
universelle. Dans le cas de I'Algerie, les autorites ont adopte une
strategie selon laquelle la reforme du secteur financier s'acheminera
legirement en avance du programme de reforme des entreprises du secteur
reel, et pendant une periode de plusieurs annees parallelement A celui-ci.
Cette approche a le merite de permettre d~s le debut d'hamoniser les
mesures relatives aux secteurs financier et reel. Toutefois, il faut
ajouter qu'elle n'est pas sans problbme. Plus particulibrement, selon
cette approche le processus d'assainissement du statut financier des
banques afin de leur permettre de devenir agents economiques reellement
autonomome sera forcement experimental et iteratif jusqu'A ce que la
situation financihre des entreprises, qui sont les clients des banques,
soient revisee et regularisee dans le contexte de leur propre
fonctionnement autonome. Ce dernier dependra A son tour de fagon
-imordiale des hypotheses que l'on fera concernant 1'evolution future des
rix des facteurs de production et des produits, qui determineront la

rentabilit6 financihre des entreprises. La necessit6 de resoudre ce
probl~me est universellement reconnue, mais il serait juste de



dire que la formulation d'un plan d'action detaill' pour effectuer les
changements requis est de loin en retard par rapport a qu'est le cas pour
la reforme du secteur financier proprement dit. En effet, dans le cas
d'une strategie de reforme de la politique des prix, mnme l'information
requise afin de se decider sur les options generales (e.g. la
liberalisation des prix ou Line evolution vers des prix de reference
contrOles sur la base des prix internationaux) reste A assembler. La
mission a incorpore des recommandations detaillees sur les mesures A
entreprendre pour resoudre ces probl~mes dans le dernier chapitre de cet
aide-memoire. Toutefois, le succes des efforts de reforme du secteur
financier dependra essentiellement de la rapidit6 avec laquelle ces
probl mes seront adresses et resolus.

V. Le deuxihme point qLu'il convient de soulever tient aux liens entre le
programme de reforme du secteur financier et le programme visant A 6tablir
un equilibre macroeconomique a court et a moyen terme. En realite,
1'economie algerienne subit actuellement une double transition. D'un cbte
le processus de gestion macroeconomiqUe et de prise de decision devient de
plus en plus decentralise, avec un accent plus particulier sur les forces
du marche. D'un autre ct, l'economie elle-meme s'ajuste A l'impact d'une
reduction majeure des ressources disponibles due A la chute du prix
international du petrole. La coexistence de ces deux transitions complique
de fagon considerable la tAche de reformer le secteur financier. Plus
particulibrement, elle implique que l'introduction de nouveaux instruments
de gestion monetaire et de contrble de credit doit s'effectuer en meme
temps que la modification des valeurs cibles des variables que ces nouveaux
instruments auront A contrtler. Cette difficulte se manifeste de la fagon
'a plus evidente dans la preparation du premier Plan Annuel de Credit (PAC)
our 1989. A la demande des autorites algeriennes, la mission a prepare un

mnodhle PAC afin de definir dans ses grandes lignes la methodologie et les
aspects pratiques d'un tel exercice. Toutefois, la tAche de chiffrer ce
PAC pour 1989 requierera toute une serie de decisions gouvernementales au
niveau des objectifs macroeconomiques et monetaires A etablir pour l'ann~e
prochaine dans le cadre d'un programme general visant A reduire les
pression inflationnistes et autrement destabilisantes dans l'6conomie. A
cet 6gard, les decisions du gouvernement qui devront servir de premihre
etape vers la preparation d'un PAC devraient comprendre le niveau des
depenses budgetaires, l'ampleur du deficit fiscal et la methode propos~e
pour assurer son financement, le volume de crefdit bancaire, et le taux
acceptable d'inflation ainsi que la consistence de celui--ci avec les autres
objectifs macroeconomiques, etc. Egalement liee - ce programme est
1'evolution anticip~e des prix des devises 6trang(res, qui aura un effet
direct et indirect sur l'economie nationale et les variables monetaires.
En bref, le programme de reforme du secteur financier pendant la periode
d'ajustment macroeconomique cree une nouvelle dimension de complexite qui
devra Otre etroitement contrblee si les objectifs de la reforme du secteur
financier sont A atteindre.

VI. La troisieme remarque generale tient A la tAche d'ex6cution du
programme de reforme du secteur financier lui-meme. Il est clair que les
objectifs et le calendrier que le gouvernement s'est fixe pour le secteur
financier sont extremement ambitieux dans l'absolu. En pratique la
ituation est encore plus compliquee sur le plan des capacites
nStitutionnelles et techniques requises pour accomplir cette ttche, et qui

auront besoin de renforcement considerable. Plus particuli rement., on
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demande A la BCA de prendre en charge un nombre de noutvoles
responsabilites et fonctions au bout d'une periode trtes brbve, ce qui rend
particulibrement urgent le besoin de son reforcament. Do mrme, le
processus de mise en application du programme d'ingenier.ie financitre des
entreprises necessitera des competences specialisees et des ressources dont
la disponibilite en Algerie n'est pas evidente. Enfin, le domaine de
comptabilite et d'audit des entreprises acquierra une noLVelle importance
dans un systeme decentraliise, et les capacites existantes limitees devront
se multiplier dans des proportions significatives. La conclusion generale
que la mission voudrait presenter A cet 6gard est qUE- la gestion du
processus de mise en oeuvre de la reforme du secteur financier presentera
en elle-mOme un defi considerable, et constituera l'obstacle qui sera
vraissembablement le plus important A surmonter afin d'assurer la
realisation prevu de la reforme financitre. Il est inevitable que les
problhmes d'execution occuperont les responsables particulibrement pendant
les deux anneos A venir. Il est 6galement clair qu'une structure
institutionnelle devra Otre cr66e pour surveiller et guider le procesSus
d'execution de la reforme. La mission a fait des recommandations
specifiques, mais il s'agit IA d'un domaine oC( la contribution d'experts
externe est forcLment limitee.

Synopsis

VII. L'aide-mmoire ci-joint est divise en quatre chapitres. Le premier
chapitre traite de la formulation d'un Plan National de Credit (PNC) et
analyse les impolications de l'etablissement de celui-ci pour les

nstitutions de credit. L'analyse porte plus precisement sur le role du
Tresor et de la Banque Centrale, l'encadrement du credit, les reserves
obligatoires, la politiquc des taux d'interet et de r~escompte, les credits
selectifs et le marche monetaire.

V1II. L.e deuxime chapitre analyse le probl~me de la mobilisation de
l'epargne. Les particularites du systeme monetaire actuel y sont
examinees, ainsi que la transformation requise du role du Tresor. Les
actions qu'i. faut envisager pour stimuler la mobilisation des 6pargnes
sont dgalement discutes.

IX. Le troisime chapitre examine le rcole des institutions financi( res, en
particulier la Banque Centrale, les banques commerciales, et les
insitutions specialisees (BAD, BADR, CNEF, BDL).

X. Le quatribme chapitre etablit une relation entre le secteur financier
et le secteur reel. On y examine plus particulirement la transformation
que les entreprises productrices devront subir afin de presenter au secteur
financier des projets bien 6tudies et rentables, et donc permettre A
celui--ci de realiser Une meilleure affectation des ressources. La
discuSsion porte sur deux points: la politiques des prix et le regime
d'allocation des devises.



Propositions pour un plan d'action

KI. I serait utile d'envisager trois phases qui correspondrait A la
totalite de la periode de transition. La premiere serait unE phase
preparatoire, actuellement en cours, et qui s'acheverait A la fin de 1988.
Au cours de cette phase, il sera necessaire de definir les 6lements
essentiels de la strategie du gouvernement pour ce qui est de la politique
monetaire, la mobilisation des ressources, la reforme institutionnelle du
secteur financier, et la reforme du secteur reel dans la mesure oW les
problimes de celui-ci sont lies A ceux du secteur financier.

XII. La deuxihme phase, que l'on pourrait nommer la phase de demarrage,
correspondrait A I'annee 1989. (Lne seconde phase de meme nature pourrait
Otre necessaire en 1990.) Pendant cette phase de l'execution de la
reforme, les strategies prtvues pendant la phase preparatoire seront mises
en vigueur. Il faudra A ce moment 6tablir un processus de contrOle et
d'ajustement, ainsi que definir les mesures requises pour la prochaine
etape de developpement du secteur financier.

XIII. La troisibme phase serait une phase de consolidation, dont le point
de depart et la duree restent A definir. Cette phase ne pourra demarrer
vraiment que lorsque le processus d'autonomisation et de restructuration
des entreprises aura Mt finalise. Au cours de cette phase il faudra
developper les mecanismes et le cadre institutionnel dMjA en place de fagon
qu'il en resulte un secteur financier qui puisse operer de fagon autonome
dans le cadres des objectifs du Plan et du gouvernement. Grece aux acquis
des phases i et 2 , on pourrait aussi envisager, en cours d'execution du
Plan Quinquennal, une revision pendant la phase 3 du Plan National du
-edit A moyen terme. En effet, on devrait alors avoir des elements de

drevision beaucoup plus precis et reposant sur des statistiques fiables.

XIV. Etant donne l'importance primordiale des deux premihres phases, le
plan d'action propose ci-dessous porte presque exclusivement sur les
6lements de base de ces deux tapes. La discussion de la phase de
consolidation sera reportee A plus tard, tant donne que les mesures qu'il
faudra envisager au cours de cette phase dependront principalement du
succhs des efforts entrepris pendant les deux premibres phases.

A. PHASE PREPARATOIRE

Il conviendra d'adopter les mesures suivantes:

1. La politique-monetaire

a. L'identification des instruments essentiels de la politique
monetaire qui seront mis en place A partir de 1939. La
formulation du Plan Annuel de Credit (PAC) devra prevoir
l'etablissement des plafonds de credit, des enveloppes de
reescompte et des taux de reescompte, d'un taux de reserve
obligatoire, d'une grille realiste et flexible des taux
d'interet, des taux preferentiels de reescompte et des enveloppes
de reescompte qui s'appliqueraient aux credits selectifs.



b. La redefinition du rOle du Tresor dans le contextE du PAC.
Cette redefinition devrait aboutir A la reduction de la
proportion des besoins financiers du Tresor par rapport au PIB.
Il faudra donc formuler un plan pour la reduction des depenses
budgetaires A partir de l'annee fiscale 1989, ainsi que de la
reduction de 1'accts du Tresor aux ressources financiEres
captives.

c. La preparation d'un PAC. Le modele inclu dans 1'annexe A la
fin de ce document pourrait servir de point de depart pour cet
exercice. La premihre ctape serait de faire une simulation de ce
modble avec des chiffres qui representent la realit6 de la
situation monetaire en Algerie. (Voir Annexe.)

2. Les developpements institutionnels

a. La restructuration de la Banque Centrale, la definition de
son rOle et de ses responsabilites, et la mise en place d'un
programme de formation visant A preparer le personnel de celle-ci
A remplir de nouvelles fonctions, A savoir: l'administration de
la politique monetaire, la collection de statistique fiables
provenant du secteur bancaire, et la supervision des institutions
de credit.

b. La redefinition du rOle de la BAD et l'etablissement d'un
programme d'assistance technique pour celle-ci.

c. L'adoption et le debut de la mise en place de programmes de
renforcement des institutions bancaires et des cabinets d'audit.
(Ces programmes ont 6te discutEs par ailleurs dans le cadre d'un
projet Banque Mondiale en cours de preparation.)

3. Le secteur reel

a. La definition des rtgles qui seront en vigueur au cours de la
premicre etape d'ingenierie financi(re, qui devrait concentrer
sur les aspects operationnels d'un processus simple, realiste et
eqUitable,

b. La formulation d'une strategie pour aborder les problhmes des
distorsions au niveau du secteur reel, en particulier en ce qui
concerne la liberalisation des prix des biens et produits, ainsi
que l'acces rationnel des entreprises aux devises. Il conviendra
d'etablir un systeme de comptabilite definissant des prix de
reference qui refleteraient les coOts economiques relatifs, ainsi
qu'Un calendrier pour la liberalisation graduelle des prix, qui
exigera la conduite d'une ktude pour determiner la mesure des
distortions pour les differents produits. Il sera aussi
necessaire de s'adresser au problame de la repartition des
devises et d'envisager un mecanisme pour l'affectation des
devises dans la mesure o les budget-devises ne correspondent pas
aux besoins de devises exprimes par les entreprises. Il faudra
enfin definir un mecanisme pour assurer L'acces aux importations
otlt celles-ci constituent des facteurs de production dans des
projets approuves par les banques.



B. PHASE DE DEMARRAGE

Cette phase sera la plus critique. puisqu'on y passera de la
programmation A la mise en oeuvre des mesures de reforme. Les mesures A
entreprendre pendant cette phase seront:

a. L'application du PAC, qui devrait comprendre l'institution
officielle des plafonds de credit, des reserves obligatoires, de
la grille des taux d'interbt. et des plafonds et des taux de
reescompte pour les credits ordinaires ainsi que selectifs.

b. La mise en place d'une politique fiscale selon les pr6visions
des depenses budgetaires definies dans le cadre du PAC.

C. L-'tablissement d'un march6 interbancaire libre et l'6mission
des bons A court terme par le Tresor que les institutions de
credit, la Banque Centrale et le Tresor lui-merme auraient la
possibilit6 de detenir.

d. La conduite d'une 6tude sur la justification des credits
selectifs, et du role des institutions specialisees etablies pour
fournir ces credits.

e. La liberalisation des prix selon le calendrier etabli au
cours de la premiere phase.

f. La legalisation de l'change des devises entre les
entreprises, et la revision du systhme d'octroi des licences
d'importation.

g. L'exucution du programme prevu pour la premibre dtape de la
restructuration des entreprises, selon lequel les bilans des
entreprises et des institutions de credit seraient assainis.

h. L'tablissement d'un contrble permanent du PAC par rapport A
ces objectifs. Bien que le PAC soit congu comme un plan
imperatif, on ne peut pas ignorer des cas oCn une revision
importante devrait Otre effectuee en cours d'annde. Dans ce
document, on envisage pour 1989 de faire porter le maximum des
ajustements sur les investissements, 6tant donne par ailleurs que
les parambtres de consommation sont incompressibles. Dans cette
hypothhse, il sera indispensable de bien definir des niveaux de
priorites pour les projets d'investissement A financer. D'ou
1'importance du systbme de comptabilite defini ci-dessus (Voir
Phase 1, (3) (b)), qui permettrait d'6valuer les projets selon
des prix de reference qui representerait les coCts economiques
relatifs au lieu des prix officiels.

C. PHASE DE CONSOLIDATION

La chronologie des mesures A entreprendre au cours de la troisitme
phase, ainsi que la duree de cette phase, dependront de l'impact des
,sures dejA entreprises. En tout etat de cause, les mesures dont il est
iestion pendant cette phase seront:



a. L'extension des reformes appliqutes aux banques commerciales
aux institutions financibres specialises. Celles-ci devrait A
la fin de cette phase ne plus dependre de i'appui de l'Etat,
puisqu'il faudra envisager que les credits selectifs auraient 6t
essentiellement elimines. Il conviendra de leur permettre
d'emettre des obligations A long terme.

b. La dynamisation du march6 monetaire et l'Mtablissement d'un
marche d'obligations, ainsi que J'approfondissement des marches
financiers en permettant A un plus grand nombre d'acteurs (dont
les fonds de participation et les menages) d'y participer.

c. La finalisation de la restructuration des entreprises, qui
devrait prevoir la redefinition du role de quelques-unes et
i'apurement des dettes croisees.

d. L'ajustement de la politique de change de fagon que les
contraintes du secteur exterieur soient supprimees. Ceci devrait
permettre i'institution de prix comparables aux prix
internationaux, ce qui completerait le processus d'ajustement des
prix des produits nationaux. On pourra ainsi passer d'un syst~me
de prix de reference A un systeme dependant uniquement des prix
du marche dans l'6valuation des projets.

Propositions de travail pour la prochaine mission

XV. Le present document porte l'accent sur les options et les objectifs de
'a reforme financibre. Il n'a pas cherch6 A chiffrer les objectifs
onetaires et financiers pour 1989. Cette lacune est volontaire dans la

mesure OW i sera necessaire d'abord que le gouvernement prenne des
positions precises quant aux propositions de ce document, et informe la
mission de la Banque des progrbs des travaux dejA en cours en Algerie.

XVI. Nous suggerons donc de faire le point avec les autorites lors de la
prochaine mission, ce qui permettra 6ventuellement de preciser le rOle que
la Banque Mondiale pourrait continuer d'avoir soit dans l'assistance A la
formulation de la politique financiere, monetaire et institutionnelle, soit
dans des travaux d'assistance techniques specifiques, concernant la
politique generale ou les developpements institutionnels. Il devrait Otre
possible d'aboutir A des conclusions et A un programme de travail au cours
d'une mission d'une duree d'environ une semaine vers la fin du mois
d'octobre 1988. Ces conclusions pourraient Otre precisees dans un bref
rapport de mission dont l'lement principal serait l'6noncee d'un programme
et d'un calendrier de travail pour chacune des parties concernees.

XVII. A lissue aussi de cette mission, la Banque Mondiale serait prete A
indiquer les modalites de sa participation eventuelle A l'ajustement
structurel et dans la mesure du possible les conditions de mise en place de
cette participation.
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OFFICE M EMORANDU M

DATE: 31-Aug-1988 05:55pm

TO: See Distribution Below

FROH: Masood Ahmed, E 21 ( MASOOD ARMED )

EXT.: 32340

SUBJECT: R21pA tjW_" At~hsorj

While I am on leave during September 1-2 and 6, Abderrezzak

Ferroukhi will be in charge of the Industry and Energy Division.

TO: Kemal Dervis ( KEMAL DERVIS

CC: EM21E STAFF ( PAPER MAIL

CC: Kemal Dervis ( KEMAL DERVIS

CC: Rene Costa ( RENE COSTA )
CC: John D. Shilling ( JOHN D. SHILLING

CC: Andrew P. Poserson ( ANDREW P. ROGERSON

CC: Wafik Crais ( WAFIK GRAIS
CC: Peter Ludwig ( PETER LUDWIG )
CC: Rory C. OSullivan ( RORY C. OSULLIVAN
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-SUBJECT: TECHNICAL ASS STANCE FOR BCA
-DRAFTED BY: MAHMED;CG EXT: 32340
-AUTHORIZED BY: MASOOD I , C EF EM2IE
-CC. MESSRS. DERVIS, GRA SARR , NAGGAR
-2532L

936 67310 =

-M. BADR-EDDINE NOUIOUA
-GOUVERNEUR
-BANQUE CENTRALE D'ALGERIE
-ALGER, ALGERIE

936 67073 =

-S.E. ABDELAZIZ KHELLEF
-MINISTRE DES FINANCES
-MINISTERE DES FINANCES
-ALGER, ALGERIE

BT
WASHINGTON DC 26-AUG-88
TELEX ADRESSE A M. BADR-EDDINE NOUIOUA, GOUVERNEUR, BANQUE CENTRALE
D'ALGERIE, COPIE A S.E. ABDELAZIZ KHELLEF, MINISTRE DES FINANCES,
MINISTERE DES FINANCES, ALGER, ALGERIE.
REF. ASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE A LA BCA.
SUITE AUX DISCUSSIONS DUDIT OBJET QUI ONT EU LIEU DURANT MON
DERNIER SEJOUR A ALGER, J'AI LE PLAISIR DE VOUS INFORMER QU'IL NOUS
A ETE POSSIBLE D'IDENTIFIER DEUX EXPERTS QUI POURRONT ETRE TRES
UTILES A VOS SERVICES DANS LA DEFINITION AINSI QUE LA REALISATION
D'UN PLAN D'ACTION DETAILLE POUR LE RENFORCEMENT DE LA BCA. CES
EXPERTS SONT MM MADELIN, CONSEILLER AUPRES DU GOUVERNEUR DE LA
BANQUE DE FRANCE ET ANCIEN EXPERT DU DEPARTMENT BANQUE CENTRALE DU
FMI ET WALKER TODD, CONSEILLER GENERAL ADJOINT DE LA "FEDERAL
RESEVE BANK" DE CLEVELAND. M. TODD BENEFICIE D'UNE EXPERIENCE
VASTE DANS LE DOMAINE DE LA THEORIE ET LA PRATIQUE DE LA
SUPERVISION BANCAIRE, IL A DE MEME ENTREPRIS DES TRAVAUX SIMILAIRES
AU NIVEAU DE LA BANQUE MONDIALE, AU PAKISTAN ET AU BRESIL. EN CE
QUI CONCERNE M. MADELIN, JE CROIS QUE VOUS LE CONNAISSEZ DEJA. LA
NATURE PRECISE DE TRAVAIL DE CES MESSIEURS SERA BASE SUR VOS
REACTIONS VIS-A-VIS DE L'AIDE MEMOIRE SUR LA REFORME DU SECTEUR
FINANCIER QUI VOUS SERA EXPEDIE DEBUT DE SEPTEMBRE. NEANMOINS, IL
SERAIT UTILE D'OBTENIR EN PRINCIPE VOTRE REACTION SUR LA
POSSIBILITE DE LA PARTICIPATION DE MM MADELIN ET TODD, SI TOT QUE
POSSIBLE, POUR NOUS PERMETTRE DE COMMENCER LE PROCESSUS D'OBETENIR
LE CONSENTEMENT FORMEL DES DEUX ORGANISMES CONCERNES. DANS
L'ATTENTE DE VOTRE RESPONSE VEUILLEZ AGREER, MONSIEUR LE
GOUVERNEUR, MA HAUTE CONSIDERATION. MASOOD AHMED, CHEF DE LA
DIVISION INDUSTRIE ET ENERGIE, DEPARTEMENT DU MAGHREB, EMENA,
INTBAFRAD
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-SUBJECT: STAGE SUR SURVEIL CE DETT EXTERIEURE
-DRAFTED BY: MAHMED:CG EXT: 32340
-AUTHORIZED BY: MASOOD AHME, 2IE
-CC: Messrs. Dervis o/r, Gra'i , Molineus
-2499L

936 67073 =
-M. MOKDAD SIFI
-SECRETAIRE GENERAL
-MINISTERE DES FINANCES
-ALGER, ALGERIE

BT
WASHINGTON DC 25-AU-88
ATTENTION M. MOKDAD SIFI, SECRETAIRE GENERAL, MINISTERE DES
FINANCES. SUITE A VOTRE TELEX DU 20 AOUT, JE SUIS HEUREUX
D'APPRENDRE LA PARTICIPATION DES QUATRE CADRES DU MINISTERE DES
FINANCES ET DE LA BCA AU STAGE SUR LA SURVEILLANCE DETTE EXTERIEURE
ORGANISE PAR LA BIRD. JE SUIS CONFIANT QUE CE STAGE PERMETTRA AUX
PARTICIPANTS DES DIVERS PAYS D'ECHANGER LEUR POINT DE VUE SUR CETTE
IMPORTANTE EXPERIENCE COMPARATIVE. EN CE QUI CONCERNE LES FRAIS
AFFERENTS A CE STAGE, ET DANS LA MESURE QU'IL S'AGIT D'UN STAGE
ORGANISE POUR PLUSIEURS PAYS PAR NOTRE SERVICE DE LA DETTE
EXTERIEURE, IL NOUS SERA DIFFICILE DE PRENDRE EN CHARGE LES FRAIS
DE STAGE RELATIFS A UN SEUL GROUPE DE PARTICIPANTS. CEPENDANT,
L'OPTION QUI SEMBLE LA PLUS REALISABLE EST D'UTILISER LES FONDS
D'UN PPF (PAR EXAMPLE CELUI DU PROJET BADR OU IL EXISTE DEJA UN
MONTANT ASSIGNE POUR LA FORMATION); OU ALORS DE TIRER SUR LA
COMPOSANTE FORMATION/ASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE D'UN PROJET EXISTANT (PAR
EXAMPLE CHELLIF IRRIGATION, ROUTIERS, ETC.). VEUILLEZ NOUS
CONFIRMER PAR TELEX SI VOUS ETES D'ACCORD SUR L'UNE DE CES OPTIONS
AFIN QUE NOUS PRENIONS LES DISPOSITIONS NECESSAIRES A LA
PREPARATION DES FORMALITES ADMINISTRATIVES CORRESPONDANTES. AVEC
MES MEILLEURS SENTIMENTS, MASOOD AHMED, DIRECTEUR P.I., DEPARTEMENT
MAGHREB, EMENA, INTBAFRAD



The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W. (202) 477-1234
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington. D.C. 20433 Cable Address: INTBAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U.S.A. Cable Address: INDEVAS

August 23, 1988

Mr. Larry J. Promisel
Senior Associate Director
Division of International Finance
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
Washington D.C. 20551

Dear Mr Promisel:

Please find attached a copy of the letter sent to Mr. Todd of
the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland thanking him for taking the time to
meet with Mr. Naas, a visiting official from the Central Bank of Algeria.
I would also like to take the opportunity to express my apreciation for
the help provided by your office for coordinating- this visit.

As you will see, from the attached letter, the discussions that
Mr. Todd had with Mr. Naas lead me to believe that his continued help
would be of great value to the Algerian authorities in their effort to
strengthen the regulatory framework of the financial sector. I have not
yet had the chance to discuss this matter in detail with the Algerian
Government or with Mr. Todd himself, but intend to follow-up on this in
the coming weeks and would, therefore, be grateful for your preliminary
reactions to this possibility.

I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely yours,

sood Ahmed,
Chief

Industry and Energy Division
Maghreb Department

Europe, Middle East and North Africa Region

cc. Mr. Keating

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145 Y-7040
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DATE: 23-Aug-1988 02:Olpm

TO: Abdallah El Maaroufi ( ABDALLAH EL MAAROUFI

FROM: Masood Ahmed, EM2IE ( MASOOD AHMED )

EXT.: 32340

SUBJECT:

berlin-meeting with algerian delegation
ber in-meetin

g with algerian delegation

Abdallah -

Mr Benachenhou told me today that he had spoken with Mr Khellaf,

the Algerian Finance Minister and found out that the latter would

not be arriving in Berlin until the afternoon of monday, September

26. This means that the meeting with Mr Qureshi is fine as

proposed,i.e., for tuesday the 27th at 1500 (the good news), but

the meeting with Mr Thalwitz now prposed for the morning of the

26th will have to be changed (The bad news, but not as bad as it

would have been the other way round).

I am sure you are in the middle of juggling the schedule to

accomodate a whole set of requests from the various CD's, so I'll

leave it in your hands as to how best to fit in a meeting on

Algeria.

We have not heard yet from Morocco or Tunisia on the proposed

schedule, but will call them tomorrow so I should have something

to report to you on this towards the end of this week. Thanks.

Masood.



CC: Kemal Dervis ( KEMAL DERVIS

CC: Wafik Grais ( WAFIK CRAIS

CC: Marisa Fernande2-Palacios ( MARISA FERNANDEZ-PALACIOS

CC: Basso Molineus ( HASSO MOLINEUS
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-SUBJECT: EMMANUEL FORESTIER
-DRAFTED BY: MAHMED;CG EXT: 32340
-AUTHORIZED BY: MASOOD AHMED, C I EM2IE
-2532L

IBRDABI
-INTBAFRAD
-ABIDJAN, IVORY COAST
-ATTN; MR. ELKYN CHAPARRO
BT
WASHINGTON DC AUG-88
I HAVE NOT RECEIVED REPLY TO MY EMMNAUEL FORESTIER'S MEMO OF AUGUST
3, 1988. I PRESUME THAT YOU ARE BOTH ON HOLIDAYS. I WOULD BE
GRATEFUL IF YOUR OFFICE COULD CONFIRM DATES OF YOUR RETURN.
REGARDS, MASOOD AHMED, CHIEF ENERGY AND INDUSTRY DIVISION, MAGHREB
DEPARTMENT, EMENA, INTBAFRAD
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DATE: August 19, 1988

TO: Mr. Karl Stichenwirth, EMNVP

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Acting Direct r, E

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: Office Space Allocation

1. Please find attached the list of office space requirements for our

department. You will note that this is only a provisional list, as, in some
divisions, TD transfers have not yet been finalized, and this will, of course,
affect the allocation of offices for higher level staff.

cc: Messrs. Dervis (o/r); Costa (o/r); Grais; Ludwig, O'Sullivan,
Rogerson, Ms. Ng. (EM2 Department Management Group)

Attachment
jkv



EMENA COUNTRY DEPARTMENT II

Office Space Allocations for Higher Level Staff

NAME TITLE

Director's Office

DERVIS, Kemal* Director
COSTA, Ren6* Projects Advisor
VACANT* Lead Economist

BRIGISH, Ronald* Principal Country Officer - Morocco
FERNANDEZ-PALACIOS, Marissa Senior Country Officer - Tunisia
MOLINEUS, Hasso Senior. Country Officer - Algeria

NG, C6line Administrative Officer

Consultants

2 Offices Various short-term consultants
Vacant Editorial Consultant

Utility Rooms: Computer/Wang Room; Stock Room (currently shared with PHR)

Country Operations Division

GRAIS, Wafik* Acting Division Chief/Lead Economist
AKIN-KARASAPAN, Aysegul Economist
ANGELES, Cynthia Research Assistant

FORNASARI, Franco Sr. Country Economist - Algeria

GRAY, Cheryl Economist
HEWER, Ulrich Sr. Country Economist - Morocco
KHADR, Ali Y.P.
VACANT Economist

PORTER, John Economist
RAHIM, Sikander Sr. Country Economist - Tunisia

RAZMARA, Setareh Research Assistant
SEMSARZADEH, Fataneh Research Assistant
ZILLER, Bernard Economist

TREGEA, Alison Administrative Assistant

Consultants

LEDUC, Marc Consultant - long-term
MUELLER, Tobias Consultant - long-term
PARKS, James Consultant - long-term
VACANT Consultant - long-term

Utility Rooms: Computer Room, Wang Room, Stock Room



-2-

Agriculture Operations Division

O'SULLIVAN, Rory* Division Chief
CHUNG, Cheong-Hoy Economist
COLE, John Sr. Agriculturalist
DUSSERT, Bernard Sr. Financial Analyst
EFFRON, Laurie Economist
GOIS, Carlos Sr. Irrigation Engineer
KENNEDY, Evelyn Operations Assistant
KRAFFT, Nicholas* Sr. Economist
LISTER, Douglas Sr. Economist
PATEL, Shilpa Economist
VILLARET, Jean-Pierre Sr. Irrigation Engineer

NGUYEN, Thanh-Tam Administrative Assistant

Consultants

REEB, Francis Consultant - long-term
1 Office for various short-term consultants/YP's

NOTE: Does not include staff to be transferred from TD.

Utility Rooms: Computer Room, Stock Room

Industry & Energy Operations

AHMED, Masood* Division Chief
BARBU, Alain Sr. Financial Analyst
BASTERRA, Carlos Operations Officer
CARRERE, Noel Sr. Operations Officer
COUDOL, Jacques* Sr. Fin. Sec. Specialist
DONOVAN, Paula* Sr. Ind./PE Economist
EL-NAGGAR, Hisham Financial Economist
FERROUKHI, Abderrezzak Sr. Energy Planner
FORESTIER, Emmanuel Economist
HAMILTON, Richard Sr. Energy Economist
KEBET, Saran Financial Analyst
KUMAR, Anjali Economist
LADHIBI, Zoubeida Sr. Power Engineer
LEWIS, Barbara Operations Officer

PHAM, Dung Administrative Assistant

Consultants:

BISAT, Amer Consultant - long-term
BEN MASSAQUD, Rached Consultant - long-term
MITCHELL, Mathew Consultant - long-term
Vacant Consultant - long-term
2 Vacant Offices for short-term consultants, YP's, and Summer Interns

NOTE: No immediate transfers expected from TD.

Utilities: Computer Room, Stock Room
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Infrastructure Operations

LUDWIG, Peter* Division Chief
BRIZZI, Gianni* Sr. Urban Economist

CHRETIEN, MichelL' Financial Analyst (Urban)

CONTRERAS, Sergio Sr. Fin. Analyst (Water Supply)
GERALDES, Pedro Sr. Transport Economist

KNIGHTON, Roy* Sr. Transport Economist

MATTHEWS, Geoffrey Sanitary Engineer
MONTOLIU-MUNOZ, Marisela Young Professional

STERLING, Charles Operations Analyst

TOLLIE, Jacques Highway Engineer
VERDIER, J. Michel Sr. Training Specialist

VEUTHEY, Bernard Sr. Urban Planner

SO TING FONG, Kathleen Administrative Assistant

To be transferred from the TD:

BEN SLIMANE, Fathi Financial Analyst
HOVNANIAN, Claude Municipal Engineer
VELDERMAN, Alexander Sr. Sanitary Engineer

Consultants and Others

LACOUR, Vincent Secondment from French Government

Vacant Secondment from French Government

Vacant Consultant - long-term
1 Vacant space for short-term consultants/YP's

Utilities: Computer Room

Population and Human Resources Operations

ROGERSON, Andrew* Division Chief
EXPERTON, William Education Economist
KLEYNHOFF, Catherine Operations Officer
LAPORTE, Bruno Sr. Education Economist

MERSIER, Pierre Voc. Trng./Educ. Spec.
PLESKOVIC, Boris Hum. Res./Labor Econ.

SEDERLOF, Hjalte Sr. Operations Officer
WEISSMAN, Juliana PHR Projects Officer

VOLTAIRE, Claire Administrative Assistant

Consultants

1 Office for various short-term consultants/YP's

Utilities: Computer Room

NOTE: Does not include transfers from TD.

Staff member will be transferred to TD.

*/ Staff with * are level 25 and above
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August 19, 1988

Mr. Walker F. Todd
Assistant General Counsel
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
East 6th & Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44101

Dear Walker:

Just a note to thank you for taking the time last week to meet
with Mr. Naas of the Banque Centrale d'Alg6rie (BCA) and my colleague Mr.
Carrere. They greatly appreciated the detailed briefing that you
provided on the overall organization, structure and procedure of the US
Federal Reserve System. More particularly, your presentation of the
Federal Reserve's dual responsibilities in the design and implementation
of monetary policy on the one hand, and in the supervision of the Banking
system, on the other, has greatly added to the knowledge of cross country
experience that Mr. Naas was seeking during his recent trip. I am sure
that the reference readings you recommended will provide further useful
guidance to him and to his colleagues in the BCA.

As I mentioned to you on the phone, this visit by Mr. Naas to
Washington forms part of a broader effort by the Algerian Government to
strengthen their knowledge and expertise in the area of central banking,
because the reinforcement of the BCA is an integral feature of the
overall program of economic reform on which the country is now embarked.
In the financial sector these reforms encompass the setting-up of
autonomous accountable commercial banks working within a policy and
regulatory framework that would be managed by a much reinforced BCA. As
you probably know, this transformation represents a major challenge in a
country like Algeria where the Central Bank has not so far had a major
role in monetary policy management, and the commercial banks have
functioned primarily as "agents" for the Government. I am, nevertheless,
optimistic that the Algerian authorities are determined to overcome the
obstacles involved in achieving this transformation, and indeed, the
World Bank is providing whatever help we can to support these efforts.
In that context, it does seem to me that any help that you could provide

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145 Y-7040
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us in our work on the strengthening of the BCA would be of great value to

the Algerian reform efforts. There are a number of specific areas where

your expertise could be of great help but, at this stage, it seems to me

more useful to explore whether such collaboration is feasible in

principle in terms of your own and your institution's overall

priorities. For our part, I would be happy to raise the matter through

the good offices of the US Executive Director at the Bank, if that would

be at all helpful.

In any event, please contact me so that we can discuss this

question further and once again please accept my thanks and appreciation

for all the time and effort that you devoted to my colleagues' visit last

week.

Sincerely yours,

asood Ahmed,
Chief

Industry and Energy Division
Maghreb Department

Europe, Middle East and North Africa Region

cc. Mr. Keating, US Executive Director
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-SUBJECT: JACQUES COUDOL
-DRAFTED BY: MAHMED;CG EXT: 32290

-AUTHORIZED BY: MASOOD AHMED, CH E IE

-2532L
-- ------------------------------ -------- ------------------

CABLE 1
-ATTN: MR. JACQUES COUDOL
-C/O DOCTEUR R. LAVIELLE
-SAINT-SULPICE-ET-CAMEYRAC
-33450
-ST. LOUBES
-FRANCE
BT
WASHINGTON DC 18-AUG-88
ATTENTION MR. JACQUES COUDOL, C/O DR. R. LAVIELLE. SORRY TO HEAR

ABOUT YOUR ILLNESS. UNDERSTAND THAT REGULAR INTAKE OF FERMENTED

GRAPE JUICE HELPS TO DULL THE PAIN. WILL SEND YOU PAPERS ON

ALGERIA FOR ALTERNATIVE THERAPY AS THEY BECOME AVAILABLE. REGARDS

AND SPEEDY RECOVERY. AHMED, CHIEF INDUSTRY AND ENERGY DIVISION,
MAGHREB DEPARTMENT, INTBAFRAD



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0FFICE MEM0RANDUM

DATE: August 15, 1988

TO: Mr. W.S. Tambe, VPCOF

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Role of World Bank-Assisted Financial Intermediaries (Banks and
Development Finance Institutions) in Facilitating Export Credit
Cofinancing of Private Sector Investments in Developing Countries

Per your request, I circulated your note to the other Industry
Division Chiefs in the EMENA Region and we also had the opportunity to
discuss the issue at a recent Sector Panel Meeting.

The general feeling was that your note, as it stands, provides a
balanced summary of what the Bank's position ought to be on this
question. The one additional comment that was raised and which I would
like to share with you was that we could propose a system whereby
individual export credit agencies could establish' Aliae-of credit 'ith
selected financial intermediaries to be used to cofinance subprojects that
were also receiving support from our own credit lines with the same
intermediaries; this option would provide some additional comfort to the
export credit agencies that their funds were being used for private sector
projects that the World Bank had also found worthy of support. However,
we also felt that it would be difficult to get the export credit agencies
to finance these subprojects without some form of overall Government or
public sector guarantee, in which case questions could still be raised
about the additional benefit of switching these funds from the more
traditional public sector projects to private sector investments.

Please call me if I can be of any further assistance in this
matter.

cc. Messrs/Mmes. Amin, Elwan, Bhargava, Hinds, Nishimizu, Sood
MAhmed: cg



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: August 11, 1988

TO: Mr. Ulrich Kiermayr, COFAU

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Acting Director, EM2k

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: TUNISIA - Request for Japanese Technical Assistance

1. Attached please find a request for use of Japanese technical
assistance funds for preparation work on the Tunisia PERL, to be
transmited to the Japanese ED's office.

2. The present request has been reviewed and approved by
Mr. Parvez Hasan, Acting Regional Vice President, EMNENA.

3. For any additional information, please feel free to contact me

at x32340.

MAhmed/tns
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0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: June 2, 1988

TO: Distribution

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Inter-Divisional Communication in the Industry and Eergy Sectors

For some time now, I have felt a growing sense of unearie about the
virtual absence of substantive horizontal communication across our divisions
and the potential long term implications of this upon our operational
effectiveness and credibility. However, it was not until the recent round
of PPR discussions and an EM2 departmental retreat that I realized just how
widely and deeply held this concern was amongst the profess4unal staff of
this department. I suspect the staff in your divisions will. have similar
concerns.

This concern is, in my view, very well. founded. We all recognized
last year that the most important drawback of the new organizational
structure would be the absence of the day-to-day cross-country fertilization
and learning that had been a major strength of the old project divisions.
We agreed that the other advantages of the reorgcaization outweighed this
cost and that, in any event, we could minimize its impact by consciously
developing systems and mechanisms to provide cross-country learning. A year
later I have no doubt that we were right in our overall assessment of the
pros and cons of the new structure but I don't think we have done very well
in maintaining the interdivisional flow of substantive information. For
example, over the last year I do not recall receiving through regular
channels a single operational report or memo on the industry, finance or
energy work being carried out in the other SOD's. I certainly have not sent
you any of the output that we have produced. Through informal contact and
coffee shop chats we have managed to keep up to some extent with each
others' work but I don't think this is regular or systematic enough.
Moreover, at the staff level this is causing increasing concern because it
is eroding one important dimension of the comparative advantage we bring to
the dialogue with our counterpart officials.

If you agree that it is now a priority to tackle this problem as a
group, I would make the following practical suggestions for your
consideration:

(i) We should routinely add the other SOD's to the dislribution
list of all the output that we send for example . .he TO
Chief. The average Bpk document is crjpied to at least a
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dozen people and adding four more is to my mind a cost well
worth bearing. Each recipient SOD would undertake to
circulate these documents to the relevant staff in his/her
division as they saw fit.

(ii) About every 4-6 weeks we should have a meeting of the
industry/energy staff of the Region to discuss issues of
common interest. This would include both presentations by
outside speakers on items that affect us all (private
sector task force; role of MIGA in industry lending; status
and prospects for ESMAP; draft telecoms sector policy
paper; etc.) as well as presentations/discussions by our
own staff on recent innovative work which might have a
wider audience (e.g. Hungary Industrial Sector Loan;
Pakistan Private Sector Energy Project; Algeria Financial
Sector Reform; Regional studies etc.). Apart from the
obvious substantive learning, these meetings would also
provide an opportunity for staff working in the sector to
get to know each other (and their work) better. It would
also provide an audience of the minimum critical size
needed to ask outside speakers to come and address us.
Given the small size of each SOD and the heavy travel
schedules of operational staff, this minimum size criterion
is not easily met by each division on its own.

(iii) The TD division chiefs would contact their counterparts in
the other Regions and ask to be kept briefed of interesting
operational initiatives/projects in the other Region. The
SOD's would in turn be briefed on this at the regular
sector panel meetings and we could then decide which of
these subjects should also be put on the agenda for the
sector staff meetings proposed above.

I believe that some action on substantive intrasectoral
communication is both necessary and desirable and I would be ready to make
the time needed to achieve progress on this front even if it means slowing
down other work. I would welcome your reactions/comments, perhaps at the
next sector panel meeting.

Distribution:

Messrs/Mmes. Amin, Bhargava, Elwan, Hinds, Nishimuzu, Sood

cc. Messrs. Dervil, Bouhaouala, El-Maaroufi
MAhmed:cg
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DATE: August 5, 1988

TO; Mr. Shailendra Anjaria, Chief, North Africa Division, IMF

FROM; Masood Ahmed, Acting -Director, E

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: MOROCCO - Foreign Exchange Risk Coverage

2. I refer to Mr. Artus' memo of July 29 and your subsequent

conversation with Mr. Dervis on the above subject. As you know, we have

been discussing the issue of foreign exchange risk coverage with the

Moroccans for several months now as part of the preparation of three

credit projects. The issue has come up because the application of the

existing system has led to financial losses for the Government as well as

financial difficulties for the intermediary banks. I agree that a

comprehensive reform of the foreign exchange risk management system will

need some time and reflection and will have to be closely integrated with

the overall work on financial sector liberalization that the Moroccan

authorities intend to carry out in 1989 with the support of the Fund and

the Bank. However, we also need to make sure that a viable system is

functioning in the interim period that will not only cover the three

proposed projects (which are urgently needed) but will also dissipate the

current state of uncertainty on this subject that is a cause of widespread
concern amongst the financial community in Morocco.

2. It is in that context that we have proposed to the Government

some alternatives for improving the existing system. We have also

mentioned to the Moroccans, during Mr. Dairi's visit this week, that we

would be happy to discuss any other proposal for an interim solution that

they might have. We have agreed with them that the matter can best be

resolved by sending a small mission in early October to Morocco to discuss

the various options and to agree upon a solution acceptable to all the

parties concerned. Given the obvious interest of the Fund in this matter,
we would very much welcome your staff's participation in what would

essentially be a joint field exercise. If this proposal is agreeable to

you, I would suggest that the staff concerned meet in the coming weeks to

prepare a common position on the various options with a view to presenting

them to the Moroccan authorities during the early October mission.

cc. Mr. Dervis (EM2DR) o/r
MAhmed:yd
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DATE: 3-Aug-i988 07:03pm

TO: ELKYN CHAPARRO ( ELKYN CHAPARRO AT Al AT PARIS

FROM: Masood Ahmed, EM2IE ( MASOOD AHMED

EXT.: 32340

SUBJECT: Emmanuel Forestier

Elkyn-
Greetings.

Grateful if you could pass on the attached message to Emmanuel,
for whom it should come as no surprise.

We now need to work out amongst us a date for his transfer to this
division. He had mentioned that you would like him to stay on

until about the end of the year. I would obviously like him to
join as soon as possible, but if you really need him there then we
can live without him until Christmas. In exchange (there is always
an in exchange!), I would very much like you to join me and a

couple of my colleagues for three days in Morocco towards the end
of October for a brainstorming session with our counterparts on
the design of the next phase of the Government's strategy for the
public enterprise sector reform program. I am sending you a copy
of my bto which provides more details, but it should be a
stimulating and challenging three days away from telephones on
both sides during which we can really concentrate on trying to see
what the options are for the next phase of pe reform and what role
the Government and the Bank could play in supporting this effort.
I am convinced that our counterparts are taking this very
seriously so we should have an active interchange on a fascinating
subject. Let me know if the dates pose a problem, in which case
we will try to change them because I really do believe that your
participation would be very important for both the Govt and the
Bank.

Otherwise, hope life is treating you well in Abidjan and look
forward to hearing from you soon.

Masood Ahmed

Message for Emmanuel Forestier.



Emmanuel-

I am pleased to inform you that after reviewing the applications
for the economist vacancy in the division, I would like to
formally offer the position to you. I know that I speak also on
behalf of my colleagues in saying how glad we are to have youjoin
us. I am also convinced that from your own career development
perspective, this should be a challenging and satisfying
assignment.

As regards logistics, you nshould be receiving a formal offer from
the Emena Personnel team shortly, We need to fix a date for your
transfer for this to happen. In the accompanying note to Elkyn, I
have asked whether you could move earlier than the end of the
year, but if you and he both feel that year end is the earliest
you could move, then I will go along with your judgement. Please
let me know, so that I can activate the necessary paper work.

Once again, welcome on board. We are all looking forward to
seeing you.

Best regards,

Masood Ahmed

CC: Valora Addy ( VALORA ADDY
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DATE: 3-Aug-1988 11:55am

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM; Valora Addy, EMNPT ( VALORA ADDY

EXT.: 32570

SUBJECT: Emmanuel Forestier

Elkyn,

The following message is for your information and direct transmission to
Emmanuel Forestier.

Emmanuel,

I am pleased to officially inform you of your selection for the
Eronomist vacancy in EMENA Country Department 2, Industry and Energy Division

21E).

Mr. Masood Ahmed, Division Chief, will be negotiating release date with
Mr. Pierre M. Landell-Mills, Acting Director, AFl shortly. Mr. Ahmed will
notify you of the official transfer date to EM2IE as soon as an agreement is
reached.

DISTRIBUTION:
TO: ELKYN CHAPARRO ( ELKYN CHAPARRO AT Al AT PA

RIS

CC: Kemal Dervis ( KEMAL DERVIS
CC: Masood Ahmed ( MASOOD AHMED
CC: Maria Clark ( MARIA CLARK)
CC: LANDELL-MILLS ( PAPER MAIL
CC: Donna Foster ( DONNA FOSTER )
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DATE: July 27, 1988

TO: Mr. Kemal Derviq, Director EM2

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: MOROCCO: Operational Mission
Back-to-Office Report

1. The main topics that I discussed during my short (July 20-22)

stay in Morocco were:

(i) The state of progress under PERL I and the likely timing
for release of the 2nd tranche;

(ii) the prospects for a 2nd PERL and the process by which its
objectives, content and timing would be finalized;

(iii) the Government's position on the proposed Jorf Lasfar
power project, in particular regarding the Bank's
participation in the financing of.this project;

(iv) the extent of the Government's interest in Bank support
for financial sector reform and the modality and timing
for providing such support;

(v) the next steps in processing the recently appraised
industrial credit project and in particular the mechanism

to resolve the outstanding issue of foreign exchange risk

coverage under this (and two other similarly blocked)

credit project(s).

2. The outcome of these discussions is summarized below for each
item. The last section of this memorandum lists some miscellaneous

operational matters which were also raised during various meetings and

which need some form of follow-up on our part.

PERL I and II:

3. PERL was the subject of long discussions with Mr. Ouassini and
his team (DEPP) as well as the principal topic for a meeting with Minister
Kabbaj. Jacques Coudol's recent BTO had provided a detailed review of the
topics. His comments and conclusion remain gencrally valid (except with
respect to the Government's decision to raisc, the tariffs of ONEP &ad ONE
as agreed). My own summary impressions are the following:
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(a) Although there are, and will continue to be, all manner of

difficulties in establishing a system for the management
of Morocco's -public enterprise sector, there is no

question in my mind that the net balance of the
Government's--and the Bank's--efforts over the past three
years is strongly positive; the most visible improvement
has been the settlement of arrears but to me the more
important contribution is the establishment of a rational
process for sorting out public enterprise problems. This
is in no small measure due to the personalities involved:
Mr. Ouassini really has done an impressive job in
establishing DEPP as a force to be reckoned with and the
support of Minister Kabbaj has ensured that the key issues
are raised to the political level and resolved even when
they entail unpleasant choices.

(b) There is strong support for continued Bank involvement in
the PE reform program during its subsequent phases;
perhaps more than any of the other sectors that I am
concerned with in Morocco, the PE area is one where there
appears to be a genuine partnership in terms of the Bank
being asked to work with Moroccan policy makers in
conceptualizing the strategy and approach for the
continued evolution of the overall PE reform program.

(c) I thus have no real doubt that we will continue to be
involved in PE reform after the first PERL is fully
disbursed. The operational question is what the specific
modality and coverage of this subsequent involvement
should be. There are a number of options ranging from
enterprise restructuring to institutional system
improvement to divestiture. Choosing amongst these
options for our own project is made difficult by the fact
that the pressure of day-to-day work has prevented the
Moroccan officials concerned from clearly defining their
own priorities for "Phase II" of the reform program. We
agreed that this work could not be left undone much longer
because of the real risk that bureaucratic momentum on
both sides would then force the definition of a second
phase project which was simply an extension of the first
and was not based on enough reflection. The outcome
agreed is that in late October a small team from both
sides will meet for a week with the sole objective of
defining a strategy for Phase II and therefore the
objectives content and timing for the 2nd PERL.

(d) As -regard the release of the 2nd tranche of the 1st PERL,
progress has been made, including, during my visit, an
increase in electricity tariffs as agreed under the
project. However, much remains to be done. In
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particular, there are two areas where serious difficulties
are yet to be resolved, namely: (i) the outcome of the
mining study.on BRPM which has been the subject of a
heated controversy between BRPM and the consultants; and
(ii) the implementation of policy (tariffs) and
institutional measures (audit and contrat programmes)
concerning ONCF. It would appear that it may well take
until November-December before the bulk of the conditions
for disbursement of the second tranche are met (including
some relaxation of the conditions of the loan on our part).

Jorf Lasfar Power Project:

4. A final Government decision on the financing of this project has
not yet been made. ONE's judgement is that World Bank participation would
cause delays and since ONE expects adequate suppliers credits to be
forthcoming, it has recommended that the project proceed as originally
envisaged without Bank involvement. The Ministry of Finance is less sure

about the availability of suppliers credits, sees other benefits from Bank
participation and is less worried about the delay (particularly now that

the Algerian interconnection can be used to meet the 1992 winterpeak

load). Thus, it is supporting Bank financing of the project. The Ministry
of Energy has no firm position. An interministerial committee headed by
Moulay Zine Zahidi is to make a final decision in the coming weeks.

5. In my discussions on this subject, I clarified the Bank's
position on the project and on the associated procurement requirements.

In essence my position was: (i) that the Bank was interested in the
project because of its impact on the energy sector and on ONE's financial
position for the next decade; (ii) that we recognize that procurement on a

project of this size and nature would be a complex, difficult and time
consuming business, but we felt that on balance (because of (i) above) the
Bank should respond positively to a Moroccan request for financing; (iii)

however, to minimize potential procurement problems, we would need to

ensure that the Bank's guidelines were strictly followed and in particular

the question of preselection of bidders was not negotiable; (iv) the

object of the dual and parallel procedure proposed by the Bank was to
allow for the possibility of Bank financing in the event that other
sources were inadequate or more expensive but it did not exclude any of

the options that were currently under consideration; (v) the cost of this

increased choice was a delay of 2-4 months in project commissioning; the

delay would be longer if the Bank were asked to participate in the project
at a later stage and Bank procedures had not been strictly followed
earlier in the bidding process; and (vi) that while we understood the
rationale for the divergent views currently held by the different Moroccan
parties concerned, our final decision to participate would require that
all the parties concerned (Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Energy, ONE)
ultimately agreed and supported this position; in other words, the Bank
would not participate in the project if ONE remained opposed to the Bank's
financing.
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6. I rate the prospects for Bank involvement in the project at
about 40%. We should find out in early September.

Financial Sector Reform:

7. I had a productive discussion on this subject with Mr. Dairi.
We also met with Minister Berrada although this meeting was characterized
by a series of phone and other interruptions and served mainly to obtain
confirmation of Mr. Berrada's personal support for financial sector reform
and his approval of the plan of collaborative work that Mr. Dairi and I
had jointly proposed. This plan of work essentially entails: (i) the
preparation of an issues paper by a team of Moroccan/Bank staff by end
1988, laying out the principal options and obstacles to increasing
competition and efficiency in the Moroccan financial system; (ii) a joint
brainstoring session in early January (with the participation of Dr. Silva
Lopes, the author of the 1984 financial sector study) to agree upon the
scope of work as set out in the issues paper; (iii) work by a team of Bank
and Moroccan staff on the various agreed questions and themes between
January and May 1989; (iv) production of an overall report laying out a
strategy and program for financial sector reform between May and July 1989.

8. This work plan has the obvious advantage that the Moroccan
officials concerned (primarily Ministry of Finance and Banque al Maghrib)
will be closely associated with the analytical work from the beginning and
this should increase the probability of implementing the reform program
once it has been defined. However, we should bear in mind that even so,
the probability of actually implementing financial sector reform in
Morocco is by no means close to 100 percent. The factors that militate
against change are not going to disappear because we do a study--the Banks
are profitable and powerful; the Banque al Maghrib is conservative; the
limits on credit imposed by the Government are a formidable barrier to
competition; the impact of liberalizing interest rates/will almost
certainly be higher borrowing costs for private industry and Government
budget alike, etc. Nevertheless, the work is worth doing because there is
growing criticism within the country of the financial sector's lack of
dynamism and "rentier" position, because the Banque al Maghrib has
recently moderated its position on the need for reform and because the
Government has also agreed with the Fund that financial sector reform will
be a priority task for the next 2 years. Obviously, if the proposed work
goes well, its implementation could be supported through a financial
sector adjustment loan in FY90/91.

Industrial Credit Line/Foreign Exchange Risk:

9. Finding a satisfactory alternative to the current foreign
exchange risk sharing system is operationally important because three FY89
credit projects (Industrial Export $120 m., CNCA $190 m., CIH $ 72 m.)
have just been appraised but cannot be negotiated without resolution of
this issue. Finding a solution is difficult because the Bank's own
position on this subject is changing, because the Moroccans have not yet
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thought through the implications of the various alternatives that they are
mulling over and because the Fund has an interest in (and a different
perspective on) the problem and will need to be involved in the solution.

10. Mr. Dairi's initial suggestion was that the Bank and the Fund
staff agree upon a set of acceptable solutions and then propose them to
the Moroccans for their review. I told him that we would be happy to
initiate these discussions but it seemed to me that the Government itself
should take a more active role in developing a solution and presenting it
to the two institutions concerned. We had already proposed various
options at a technical level during the appraisal missions for the three
projects in June/July. Any of these options would be acceptable to the
Bank and some also to the Fund. The question really was what the
Government's own position was on these (and other) options. We would be
happy to respond to any such proposals either in bilateral discussions or
a trois with the Fund. I suggested to him that a mission by him to
Washington in late August early September may be the best way to resolve
the issue without delaying the processing of the three projects. He will
discuss the matter with Mr. Berrada and come back to us. Subsequent to
our meeting it was agreed that Mr. Dairi would be visiting Washington in
early August in connection with the SAL processing; this mission would be
an ideal occasion to also resolve the outstanding foreign exchange risk
issue for the three credit projects.

Miscellaneous Operational Issues:

11. During my meetings four issues were raised by Moroccan officials
which I am recording here because they need follow-up by other parties in
the Department. These issues were:

(i) SAL/Trade Liberalization: Mr. Dairi made a long plea for
a more reasonable approach by the Bank to trade
liberalization in the context of the SAL. I reiterated
the Bank's position on this as explained to me by Messrs.
Porter/Brigish and told Mr. Dairi that I would pass on his
concern to you and the staff responsible for the project.

(ii) The Bank's currency pooling and foreign exchange risk
passthrough system: This issue was raised repeatedly by
senior officials as a source of increasing Government
hesitation about borrowing from the Bank. The main
problem lies in the recent increases in repayment amounts
resulting from currency readjustments but the problem is
complicated by the fact that nobody I spoke to understood
how the system works, both in terms of its mechanics and
in terms of its underlying rationale. One anecdote I was
given is illustrative; apparently, at a recent CIPEP
meeting when ONAREP's increased repayment, due under the
Bank loan, were being discussed, the Prime Minister asked
for an explanation and was told by all the parties
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concerned that they had been unable to obtain even a clear
explanation of the arithmetic involved from the Bank and
that the system essentially had to be accepted on trust.
While this understanding is obviously erroneus, the fact
that it exists is damaging our relationship and future
operational prospects. I would, therefore, recommend that
we organize a seminar on this subject in Morocco (and in
Tunisia as well where the issue is also being raised)
during the next few months.

(iii) Procurement of locally produced goods (through ICB) under
Bank financed projects: The Bank's existing policy is
that import taxes paid on raw material imports by local
producers are included in the evaluation of their bids for
Bank financed projects while all taxes paid on direct
imports of the same final products from outside suppliers
are exempted from the bid evaluation. This policy is
economically distorting and operationally damaging,
particularly in countries like Morocco where local
industry can efficiently supply some goods for Bank
projects. Its continued application is causing
procurement problems on a variety of projects (telecoms.,
power supply) and is leading to reluctance on Bank
participation in new projects. I recommend that we
discuss the problem in a forthcoming DMG meeting and agree
upon a process for its resolution at least in so far as
our countries are involved.

(iv) Organizing missions: Mr. Dabzat asked me to convey
Minister Zahidi's request for a response to the telex sent
by him in June regarding the programing of Bank missions
to Morocco. I do not see how this issue can be
satisfactorily resolved by telex but a "holding
acknowledgement" from you suggesting this as an item for
the agenda for your next mission may be in order.

cc.Messrs./Mmes. El-Maaroufi, Hasan, Michalopoulos, Bouhaouala, Hinds,
Amin, Verdelho, Costa, O'Sullivan, Grais, Ludwig,
Rogerson, Brigish, Hewer, Porter, Lewis
EM2IE Staff

MAhmed:cg
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
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To Distribution

FROM Masood A'med, Chief EM2IE

EXTENSION 32340

SUBJECT Mr. M.M. Shah-Jahan

The attached CV may be of interest to you. Mr. Shah-Jahan is
primarily interested in a regular Bank position, but would also be interested
in exploring fixed-term contracts.

Di stri buti on:

Messrs./Mme. Amin, Bhargava, Elwan, Nishimizu, Sood

MAhmed:cg
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DATE: 7-Jul-1988 05:15pm

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: Andrew P. Rogerson, EM2PH ( ANDREW P. ROGERSON

EXT.: 32778

SUBJECT: Visit of Tunisian Ambassador to Mr. Thalwitz, 7/7/88

This was, ostensibly, an initial courtesy visit, rescheduled
several times, but the Ambassador proved well briefed and some
aimiable but well-aimed verbal fencing ensued.

The Ambassador was complimentary of our efforts in support of the
Government's economic program. He said VAT introduction was moving
ahead, and a major, well-coordinated PR exercise was being mounted
to mobilise support for the package of liberalisation measures
underscored by the SAL, inspite of the economic and social
disruption caused by the drought .

Mr.Thalwitz, asked what the major country dialogue issue was from
his perspective, explained our position on exposure and the need
tom mobilise new financing sources:we had been leaning over
backwards to support the adjustment effort, especially with
quick-disbursing assistance,and were pleased with the results so
far: however, it was clear that the present mix of financing
would-over the next two years- now have to give way to a more
traditional pattern of sector investment loans, with only
exceptional recourse to adjustment lending, after the two sector
adjustment loans planned for 89..We stood ready to assist Tunisia
to mobilise other sources of financing,initially in addition but
ultimately in substitution for our support, and during his
forthcoming visit he would be happy to discuss such assistance as
well as meet with a broad spectrum of both public and
private-sector interested parties.

The Ambassador insisted that, while neither side wanted
quick-disbursing assistance to become a "structural feature",but
rather a self-liquidating "big push" aimed at breaking
longstanding bottlenecks, the build-down should be only gradual
:efforts were alredy underway to attract foreign investment, for
example. However,an excessive rush to borrow on commercial terms
would not be wise, either in terms of the total debt burden or its
servicing cost.For some time to come , reliance on the Bank would
be heavy, and a 2-year phasedown period, at least, seemed
indicated.



Mr. Thalwitz, referring also to the PERL and ASAL appraisals,
suggested much still remained to be done to break down the
"residues of dirigism" still vested in institutions , mechanisms
and procedures inherited from another era, when liberalisation was
not the watchword It would take time for these obstacles to be
removed. Nonetheless, he was impressed by Government's obvious
commitment to reform, and the intellectual ferment that
characterised the policy dialogue.The Ambassador stressed that the
political will was as strong as ever, but that one should take
into account the major "interference " caused by crop failure and
the sheer logistics of avoiding major food supply disruptions,
against tightening world grain markets.

On SAL signature, the Ambassador assured us that the slight delay
we had encountered was purely a technical hitch: since Parliament
was no longer in session, rushing to sign and present the loan to
the Cabinet and thence ,for ratification, to an empty Parliament
was not sensible-unless the Bank wished to waive commitment
fees!-but he would be in touch with us shortly about a new date.He
also mentioned President Ben Ali's planned visit to Washington in
September, which- subject to confirmation- now included a visit to
Mr. Conable on the 20th.Perhaps- a parting word from Mr. Thalwitz-
an opportunity for a signing ceremony?

DISTRIBUTION:
TO: Kemal Dervis ( KEMAL DERVIS
TO: Wilfried P. Thalwitz ( WILFRIED P. THALWITZ

CC: Rene Costa ( RENE COSTA )
CC: Masood Ahmed MASOOD AHMED
CC: Rory C. OSullivan ( RORY C. OSULLIVAN)
CC: Peter Ludwig ( PETER LUDWIG
CC: Wafik Grais ( WAFIK GRAIS
CC: Marisa Fernandez-Palacios ( MARISA FERNANDEZ-PALACIOS
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DATE: 6-Jul-1988 02:Opm

TO: Kemal Dervis ( KEMAL DERVIS

FROM: Masood Ahmed, EM2IE ( MASOOD AHMED

EXT.: 32340

SUBJECT: Tunisia - CSP

Kemal-

The latest processing schedule for the Tunisia CSP seems to me to
be both unrealistically and unneccesarily tight. Unrealistic
because it seems to me increasingly clear that we will need to
do some substantive rethinking of the the strategy and associated
lending program in the light of the signals that we are receiving
from the Tuinisians. In particular, if they really are serious
about postponing the PERL appraisal by 8 months and if, as
Ghannouchi apparently told Rory, what they have in mind is one
quick disbursing operation about every year, then our
justification for a bunching of quick disbursing operations over
the next 18 to 24 months to meet their immediate needs is
something that we need to reexamine. We also need to clarify to
what extent the delay in signature of the SAL stems primarily
from proceedural/logistical factors or whether it reflects a
general lack of urgency on their part to take on new commitments
when they have plenty of funds. Given the planned leave and
travel schedules for Wilfried, yourself and the other staff
concerned, I would be pretty skeptical about getting a
satisfactory version of this paper up to Wilfried before he
leaves.

In any event, I don't believe that it is operationally still
essential to get the paper up to him by then. The Perl appraisl
is now likely to take place after January (unless Paula returns
with a completely different message than the one Ben Rejeb gave me
last week), and the ASAL appraisal will not be ready before
October and could very well be postponed to November without any
real operational impact. Consequently if we were to have a good
paper ready for Wilfried on his return that would still fit in
with the new operational timetable and ensure that the working
level drafts were prepared and reviewed internally without rushing
them through.

In any event, I will take a copy of whatever is ready with me
tomorrow and send back by fax/telex any comments I have on the
relevant sections of the paper.

Masood .
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-M. KHOUJA
-DIRECTION TITRES, PARTICIPATION ET RESSOURCES
-BANQUE TUNISO-KOWETIENNE DE DEVELOPPEMENT
-TUNIS, TUNISIE
BT
WASHINGTON DC 07-JUL-88
A L'ATTENTION DE M. KHOUJA, BTKD. JE VOUS REMERCIE POUR VOTRE

TELEX REF. 535/88. NOUS AVONS PRIS NOTE DU CHANGEMENT Y MENTIONNE

DANS VOTRE TELEX SUR LE MONTANT DEMANDE A L'IMPUTATION SUR LA LIGNE
DE CREDIT 2522-TUN. EN CONSEQUENCE, NOUS FERONS LE NECESSAIRE POUR

RECTIFIER CETTE ERREUR DANS NOS DOSSIERS. SALUTATIONS DISTINGUEES,
MASOOD AHMED, CHEF DE LA DIVISION INDUSTRIE ET ENERGIE, DEPARTEMENT

DU MAGHREB, EMENA, INTBAFRAD



WDIAL
. EM2IE
OINFO

-SUBJECT: MR. AHMED'S VISIT TO MOROC 0
-DRAFTED BY: MAHMED:CG T: 32340
-AUTHORIZED BY: MASOOD AHMED, CHIEF M
-CC:
-2499L

933 27807 =
-MR. MELIANE OU TOURE
-AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK
-RABAT, MAROC
BT
WASHINGTON DC 07-JUL-88
TELEX ADRESSE A M. MELIANE OU TOURE, BANQUE AFRICAINE DE
DEVELOPPEMENT. J'AI LE PLAISIR DE VOUS INFORMER QUE JE SERAI A

RABAT A PARTIR DU 17 JUILLET, POUR UNE DUREE D'UNE SEMAINE, ET
SOUHAITERAI AVOIR L'OCCASION DE VOUS RENCONTRER AFIN DE DISCUTER
DES AFFAIRES D'INTERET COMMUN. JE VOUS TELEPHONERAI A MON ARRIVEE
A RABAT POUR FIXER UN RENDEZ-VOUS. DANS L'ATTENTE DE VOUS REVOIR

BIENTOT, VEUILLEZ AGREER MES MEILLEURS SENTIMENTS. MASOOD AHMED,
CHEF DE LA DIVISION INDUSTRIE ET ENERGIE, DEPARTEMENT MAGHREB,
EMENA, INTBAFRAD
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July 7, 1988 Memorandum

Correspondents / Participants
To: Ms. Maria Clark, Personnel Officer, EMN
From: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

Subject / Title
Technical Panel - Clearances

Exception(s)
Personal Information

Additional Comments

The item(s) identified above has/have been
removed in accordance with The World, Bank
Policy on Access to Information or other
disclosure policies of the World Bank Group.

Withdrawn by Date
Shiri Alon November 14, 2022
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WDIAL
.EM2IE
OINFO

-SUBJECT: NOEL CARRERE
-DRAFTED BY: MAHMED:CG EXT: 37077

-AUTHORIZED BY: MASOOD ED, CH F EM2IE
-2532L

934 15198 =
-MR. NOEL CARRERE
-WORLD BANK STAFF MEMBER
-INTERNATIONAL HOTEL

-TUNIS, TUNISIA

BT
WASHINGTON DC 29-JUN-88
ATTENTION MR. NOEL CARRERE, WORLD BANK STAFF MEMBER, INTERNATIONAL

HOTEL. WHILE YOU ARE IN TUNIS, PLEASE CLEAR UP THE FOLLOWING ITEMS
WHICH HAVE BEEN BROUGHT TO ME BY MR. KHOUJA OF BTKD:
1) STATUS OF DEMANDE DE RETRAITE NO. 10 FOR EMI LINE FOR $424,880.
2) STATUS OF PROPOSED AQUACULTURE PROJECT FOR TD 800,000 SENT IN

FOR OUR APPROVAL ON APRIL 25 UNDER THE EXPORT LINE.

3) THE PROPOSAL TO INCREASE THE AMOUNT BY TD 270,000 FOR THE TTE

PROJECT UNDER THE EMI LINE SENT FOR OUR APPROVAL ON FEBRUARY 15.

REGARDS, MASOOD AHMED, DIVISION CHIEF, INDUSTRY AND ENERGY
DIVISION, MAGHREB DEPARTMENT, EMENA, INTBAFRAD



WDIAL
.EM2IE
OINFO

-SUBJECT: M. MOSSADEQ
-DRAFTED BY: BHORTON:CG E T: 370 7

-AUTHORIZED BY: MASOOD AHMED, CHIEF EM2IE
-CC: MESSRS. DERVIS, SHILLING, GRAIS, EM2 E
-2532L

933 31816 =
-S.E. ABDALLAH AL-AZMANI
-MINISTRE DU COMMERCE ET DE L'INDUSTRIE
-RABAT, MAROC

BT
WASHINGTON DC 28-JUN-88
TELEX ADRESSE A S.E. ABDALLAH AL-AZMANI, MINISTRE DU COMMERCE ET DE

L'INDUSTRIE. HONNEUR VOUS DEMANDER, DE LA PART DE L'EQUIPE MAROC A

LA BANQUE MONDIALE, DE TRANSMETTRE A MME MOSSADEQ ET A SES ENFANTS
TOUS NOS PRIERES ET VOEUX POUR LE RETABLISSEMENT RAPIDE ET TOTAL DE

SON MARI QUI EST POUR NOUS TOUS NON SEULEMENT COLLEGUE MAIS AUSSI

ESTIME. HAUTE CONSIDERATION, MASOOD AHMED, CHEF DE LA DIVISION

INDUSTRIE ET ENERGIE, DEPARTEMENT DU MAGHREB, EMENA, INTBAFRAD
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-SUBJECT: MOROCCO: ONPT TENDER NO. 15 DAL 1/2
-DRAFTED BY: MAHMED:CG EXT: 32340

-AUTHORIZED BY: KEMAL DERVIS, DIRECTOR EM2

-CC AND CLEARED WITH MR. ROA
-CC. MR. KHALIL
-2532L

842 203639 =
-MR. BONG GOU LEE

-SENIOR MANAGER OF HYUNDAI CORPORATION
-PARIS
-FRANCE

BT

WASHINGTON DC 27-JUN-88

MR. THALWITZ HAS REFERRED TO ME YOUR TELEX OF JUNE 22 RE ONPT

TENDER NO. 15. WE WOULD LIKE TO INFORM YOU THAT THE WORLD BANK HAS

NOT YET BEEN ADVISED OF A FINAL DECISION BY ONPT ON THIS MATTER.

AS INDICATED IN MR. KHALIL TELEX TO YOU OF THE SAME DATE, WE HAVE

PASSED ON YOUR COMMENTS TO ONPT AND WE EXPECT THAT THIS WILL BE

TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT BY ONPT IN REACHING A FINAL DECISION ON THIS

MATTER. WE ARE COPYING THIS TELEX TO ONPT WHO WILL ADVISE OF THE

FINAL DECISION IN DUE TIME. REGARDS, KEMAL DERVIS, DIRECTOR,.

MAGHREB DEPARTMENT, EMENA, INTBAFRAD



DIVISION INDUSTRIE ET ENERGIE

Description sommaire des activitas

La Division Industrie et Energie est responsable pour la
conception et la pr4paration du travail d'assistance de la Banque
Mondiale aux pays du Maghreb dans les domaines concernant l'Industrie,
la Finance, l'Energie, les Mines, les T614communications et les
Entreprises Publiques. Selon les circonstances particulieres A chaque
cas, cette assistance est donnie i travers une grande varikt6
d'instruments: 6tudes analytiques, assistance technique, projets
d'investissement, pr&ts d'ajustement sectoriel, etc. Ces travaux sont
accomplis par le personnel de la division (voir page 3) avec l'aide
4ventuelle du personnel d'autres unit s de la Banque ainsi que des
consultants. Le tableau ci-dessous pr~sente un r6sum4 des types
d'opirations qui font couramment l'objet du travail de la division
Industrie et Energie.

Prits d'alustement aux Secteurs concern~s

Caract~ristiques:

-Ne financent g~n4ralement pas de projets sp~cifiques
d'investissement;

-G4n6ralement a d6boursement rapide pour importations
g4n4rales -- toutefois une formule hybride peut &tre
envisag6e.

Formes:

Industrie
politiques industrielles;
technologie et d~veloppement;
financement;
regime des exportations et importations;
prix et fiscalit6;
emploi et formation.

Entreprises Publiques
(ensemble des EP consid&r~es comme un Systeme)
investements, consommations et finances publiques;
controle et auton6mie des entreprises;
d6sengagement de l'Etat et privatisation;
strat6gie de l'Etat-actionnaire.
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Energie
politique sectorielle;
d~veloppement des ressources;
efficacit6 du secteur et financement.

Finance
Politiques concernant la mobilisation des ressources;
Politiques concernant l'allocation des ressources;
Renforcement des institutions (Banque Centrale,
Banques commerciales, Banques de D~veloppement, etc.);
D~veloppement du march4 des capitaux;
Politique macro-4conomique et macro-financiere
concernant, par exemple, la cr6ation de la monnaie,
les finances publiques, le cridit, les taux
d'int~rit, etc.

Financement des Investissements

Industrie / Finance
Projets sp4cifiques uniques;
Restructuration de branches d'activit~s (groupes de
projets);
Lignes de Cr~dit (g~nirales ou sp~cifiques).

Energie / Mines
Projets spacifiques (exp. centrale 6lectrique, rafinerie);
Tranche (dans le temps) d'un programme d'investissements
(exp: programme de croissance de la production 4lectrique,
d~velopppement des resources p~troliere, du charbon, etc.);
Un aspect spicifique des op~rations (exp: amilioration des
l'efficacit4 6nergitique, systeme de distribution);
Promotion de l'exploration p~troliere.

T414communication:

En g4n~ral une tranche (dans le temps) du programme des
investissements du secteur.

Assistance Technique - Assistance au d4veloppement institutionnel.

I s'agit d'un ou plusieurs sujets vari6s de renforcement des
structures, des institutions ou des 4tudes relatives au secteur en
cause.

Souvent, projets de petite taille qui permettent de renforcer les
actions de politique g~n~rale ou les institutions considr~s dans les
prits d'ajustement ou sectoriels. L'objectif est souvent plus de
mettre en place des systemes permanents que de donner une assistance
non-r~p4titive a court-terme.
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EM2 - Industry and Energy Division

Room and Telephone Numbers Listing

Name Title Room No. Extension

Masood AHMED Chef de Division H-4061 32340

Alberto ANTONINI Jeune Professionnel H-4241 32354
Alain BARBU Analyste Principal Financier H-4071 32347
Carlos BASTERRA Charge de Projets H-4081 32290
Noel CARRERE Charge Principal des Projets H-4093 32289
Jacques COUDOL Specialiste Prin. du See. Financier H-4085 32280
Paula DONOVAN Economiste Prin. de 1'Ind. et des E.P. H-4091 32288
Abderrezzak FERROUKHI Analyste Prin. en planific. de l'Energie H-4067 32342
Richard HAMILTON Economiste en Energie H-4075 32344
Saran KEBET Analyste Financier H-4079 32346
Anjali KUMAR Economiste H-4077 32345
Zoubeida LADHIBI Inginieur Principale en Energie H-4073 32348
Barbara LEWIS Chargee de Projets H-4114 32285
Hisham EL-NAGGAR Economiste Financier H-4061 37077

June 24, 1988



Banque Mondiale
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A.

Avec les compliments du
Departement du Maghreb
Bureau regional Europe,
Moyen-Orient et Afrique du Nord

June 24, 1988
Mr. Azouz:

Further to our conversation of yesterday,
attached please find an informal note prepared
by our staff on energy sector in Tunisia. I
hope that this information will meet your needs
and would be happy to respond to any questions
you might have.

Masood Ahmed



June 21, 1988

To: Mr. Kemal Dervi

Kemal:

Mr. Salah Jebali, Secr6taire d'Etat charg6 des Mines et de

l'Energie in the Ministere de l'Economie Nationale of Tunisia and Mr.

Sadok Rabah the PDG of ETAP will be visiting Wasington on July 1st for

discussions with the US Administration. At Abderrezzak Ferroukhi's

initiative, we have invited Messrs. Jebali and Rabah along with the

Ambassador to a working luncheon on July 1. We hope to discuss the

proposed operational program in energy and mines as well as to profit from

his views on broader issues of cooperation in the industry and energy

sectors among the Maghreb countries. On our side, apart from Ferroukhi

and myself, we have asked Marissa and Zoubeida to join. If you would like

to host the lunch you are most welcome, if not please let me know whether

you would like to meet Mr. Jebali briefly after the lunch. If you cannot

host the lunch an alternative would be to ask Raouf to do so. What do you

think?

Masood Ahmed



June 21, 1988

To: EM2IE Staff
Messrs. Covindassamy and Khalil

I will be in Algeria from July 8 - 17 and in Morocco for the

following week. The main purpose of my visit to Algeria is to discuss the

design of the proposed Financial Sector Adjustment Loan. However, other

operational matters are likely to be raised as well (ENORI project,
Sonelgaz, etc.). In Morocco the three subjects which I am planning to

follow-up on are the 1st and 2nd PERL, the Jorf Lasfar project and the
question of energy interconnection with Algeria; here too other

operational questions will come up. In preparation for this trip could

you please let me have by the beginning of next week any points that you

feel I should be aware of and copies of any recent documentation that you

feel I should have with me. We will meet next week to go over these items.

Masood Ahmed



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: May 19, 1988

TO: Mr. Wafik Grais, Lead Economist, EM2CO

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Division Chief, EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: ALGERIA : Review of the Algerian Financial System Yellow
Cover Report

1. We have just received copy of the above report, the review

meeting of which is presently scheduled for May 26, 1988.

2. The IE staff working on questions related to Algeria's

financial sector (Ms. A. Kumar and MM. J. Coudol and N. Carrere) are

leaving this week-end for Algeria, and will not have the time to review

the report.

3. Given the obvious relevance of this report to our operational

work, I hereby request that the review meeting be postponed to the later

part of the week when the above staff is back at headquarters, i.e. the

week of June 6-10. We will submit to you our written comments by the

middle of that week.

cc: MM. P. Hasan and K. Dervis

2656 L



NOTE

June 16, 1988

To: Mr. Kemal Dervis

Kemal:

Val tells me that there is no need for you to write a

memorandum for Hisham El-Naggar. Sending the attached memorandum through

you is all that is needed.

Mas Ahmed
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To: Ms. Valora Addy, Personnel Assistant, EMN, through Mr. Kemal Dervis, Director EM2
From: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

Subject I Title
Mr. Hisham El-Naggar

Exception(s)
Personal Information

Additional Comments
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Policy on Access to Information or other
disclosure policies of the World Bank Group.

Withdrawn by Date
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June 14, 1988

NOTE

From: Mr. Dervi$

Somehow we have to do better on our EPS's. I find most of

them--and this one in particular, uninformative, unimaginative and useless.

It is incredible that we manage to be repetitive on two pages!! Please,

let's try to produce a few EPS that are focused, interesting etc...



June 14, 1988

To: EM2IE Staff

Re. Presentational Quality of Documents

Frank and constructive feedback is a key element in ensuring the

high quality of our divisional output. Mr. Dervi ' comments on the Morocco

Industrial Finance Project FEPS show that we are not always as careful about

the presentational quality of our written output as we should be. I am

circulating his comments to you because we all need to draw the following
lessons for our future work:

(i) EPS's are an important instrument for communicating to our

senior managers the objectives and rationale of our

proposed operation; it is difficult to do this in two pages

but it is by no means impossible. We need to think through
our story line and then to present it in a concise and yet

imaginative fashion.

(ii) There is a standard format for EPS's which, if followed

strictly, lends itself to some repetition and a disjointed

presentation; the key is to use the format flexibly to make

our story clear and not to be afraid of deviating slightly
if the specific case so requires.

(iii) Poor presentation can harm a good project and deprive us of

needed feedback on the substance because the readers are

turned off by the presentation.

Let's discuss further at the next staff meeting.

a d Ahmed



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0FFICE MEM0R ANDUM

DATE: June 10, 1988

TO: Mr. Kemal Dervis, Acting Vice Preside t, EMENA

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Division Chief, EM2IE

EXTN: 32240

SUBJECT: MORROCO - Industrial Finance Project
Final Executive Project Summary

Please find attached, for your clearance, the Final EPS on the

above project, together with the minutes of the Pre-Appraisal Meeting held
on June 6, 1988. The Appraisal Mission is scheduled for June 20, 1988.

cc. Messrs/Mmes. Qureshi (2) (SVPOP), Thalwitz (o/r)(EMNVP), Inakaje
(VPCOF), Ducksoo Lee (COD), Churchill (IEN), Baneth (IEC),

Rajagopalan (VPPRE), Shihata, deWitt (LEG), El Maaroufi (2)(EMNVP),

Prefontaine (LOA), Roa (EMNVP), Shilling (4), Grais (EM2CO), Costa

(EM2), O'Sullivan (EM2AG), Ludwig (EM2IN), Rogerson (EM2PH), Chopra

(OED), Schramm (IENED), Bouhaouala, Amin, Turnham, Ansari, Hinds (EMT)

EM2IE Working Group, EMENA Files

CB:mch
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June 10, 1988

FINAL EXECUTIVE PROJECT SUMMARY
MOROCCO - INDUSTRIAL FINANCE PROJECT

Borrowers: BNDE and eight commercial banks

Garantor: Government of Morocco

Bank Financing: In the order of US$75 million
(Max. of 60% of sub-projects costs),AVO

Year in 5-Year
Lending Program: FY89 Tentative Appraisal Date: June 20, 1988

1. Background. Since the foreign exchange cris of 1983, Morocco has

embarked on a program of macroeconomic stabilization nd reduction of

anti-export bias resulting from tariff and non-tariff protection. The Bank

has contributed to the financing of this program through two ITPA loans (1984

and 1985 respectively), two Agriculture Sector loans (1986 and 1987), an

Education Sector Loan (1986), a Public Enterprise Rationalization Loan (1987),

an Industrial Export Finance Loan (1987), and a possible SAL currently under

preparation. Under conditions of weak domestic demand and low public sector

investment, economic growth and the development of the industrial sector will

depend largely on further growth of manufacturing exports, which so far have

responded favorably to the new set of incentives and policies. Demand for

investment credit by export-oriented firms is currently very high, as shown by

the rapid rate of commitments under the Industrial Export Finance Project

approved in May 1987 ($49 million committed out of a loan amount of $70
million).

2. Rationale for Bank Involvement. he pped u would
.zmplmentth~.Czv~..~int'~gzirg ~ of Iuracruenauflitc sabl . ton,

mob4imetir. The project would support private investment in industry and

strengthen the role of the commercial banks in the economy by increasing thei

participation in investment lending. It would maintain the momentum among

financial intermediaries and export promotion agencies to step up their

support and assistance to exporters. It would also provide continuity in
supporting improvements in trade administration initiated under the Industria

Export Finance Project.

3. Project Objectives. The project would promote the expansion and

modernization of the industrial sector, with special emphasis on

export-oriented and privately owned firms; it would increase the availability

of credit for industrial investment and would foster competition among

Moroccan banks; it would strengthen financial intermediaries and other

institutions concerned with industrial development, export promotion and trade

simplification.

4. Project Description. The project would consist of lines of credit to

financial intermediaries - BNDE and commercial banks - to finance expansion of

capacity, efficiency improvements and export marketing programs of industrial

firms. Part of the Bank funds might also be used temporarily for short-term

working capital financing of indirect exporters, but only until those funds

are actually needed for financing investment projects. Most beneficiaries

would be privately owned direct and indirect exporters; however, the project

would also permit a limited use of Bank funds for selected private import
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substitution projects (e.g. high ERRs) and public export-oriented projects

(e.g. only extension of existing firms and excluding the OCP group). The

project would promote the enhancement of the assistance and services that

exporters receive from financial institutions (seminars, project appraisal,

marketing plans, contacts with potential partners or clients, etc.) and from

the Centre Marocain de Promotion des Exportations (CMPE), and it would support

the work of the existing commission for the rationalization and simplification

of international trade procedures (customs, temporary admission, foreign

exchange controls, exemption from indirect taxes and shipment and delivery of

goods).

5. Issues and Actions.-(- As part of the measures to reduce the

t;h~- iiGovernment has recently reduced financial and fiscal

incentives to exporters (exemption from profit tax, import deposit

requirements, export financing, and increase of the SIT). These issues are

being dealt with under other Bank operati '' framework of the

overall fiscal and trade policy reforms (ii) A satisfactory agreement

b r ing the foreign exchange risk coverage scheme, to be dealt with in

coordination with SAL and other loans to financial intermediaries currently

also under preparation, would be a condition of this project; (iii) The

participation of BNDE in the project will be contingent upon the satisfactory
result of the review of BNDE's financial condition and quality of portfolio,

the agreement on performance targets for reduction of portfolio arrears and

the settlement of Treasury arrears to BNDE with bonds at market rates; (iv)

The project will support the definition and implementation of CMPE's

medium-term plan and the work of the Commission for Simplification of

International Trade Procedures with the assistance of TA programs financed by

UNDP.

6. Benefits. The project would contribute to increased efficiency and

growth in the industrial sector. Commercial banks would increase their

involvement in investment lending and competition would be fostered among

financial intermediaries. By concentrating on export-oriented projects, which

, * are more labor intensive, the project would promote the creation of

employment. The simplification of administrative procedures would increase

the competitiveness of Moroccan exporters. Finally, efficient import

substitution and increased exports would improve Morocco's debt-servicing

capability and creditworthiness.

7. Risks. The primary risk is that the Government, under political

pressure, would reverse its policies of trade liberalization, reduction of the

anti-export bias and flexible management of the exchange rate. However,

continuation of the outward looking strategy is envisaged under the 5-year

plan recently prepared by the Government and endorsed by Parliament and the

King. An additional risk would be that countries which are Morocco's

traditional exports markets restrict the growth of imports from Morocco, and

that Moroccan enterpreneurs fail to penetrate new markets and to develop new

products for export. These risks, which are outside the scope of this

project. appear to be small under the current economic and political

circumstances.

2792L
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: June 10, 1988

TO: Files

FROM: C. Basterra, EM2IE

EXTN: 32290

SUBJECT: Morocco - Industrial Finance Project
Minutes of Pre-Appraisal Meeting

1. Mr. Costa (EM2DR) chaired a pre-appraisal meeting on June 6 on

the above mentioned project, in which representatives from EMNVP, LEG,

LOA, EM2CO, EM2AG, EM2IN, EMTTF, EMTIE and EM2IE participated. Comments

from the Environmental Unit had been previously received. The conclusions
of the meeting were as follows:

Rationale for the Project

2. The project would support the Government's policy to enhance
private sector development and would alleviate the financial constraints

imposed on the private sector by the high borrowing requirements and

arrears of the Treasury. It would promote private investment in Morocco's

industry and strengthen the role of the commercial banks in the economy by

increasing their participation in investment lending. The project would

mainly support financially strong private companies willing to invest for

expanding their export activities. These aspects should be made more
explicit in the EPS and the SAR.

Foreign Exchange Risk

3. Domestic interest rates on investment lending in Morocco are

high in real terms; 6 - 7% above an expected inflation rate for 1988 of

about 6% (up from 2.8% in 1987). Moroccan investors are not willing to

add further to their borrowing costs and take a medium or long-term
foreign exchange risk as part of their industrial activities. In these

circumstances, it is acceptable that the Government continues to operate
the Foreign Exchange Risk Fund created in 1985 under the ITPA-2 loan of

the Bank. The Fund covers foreign currency borrowers against the risk of

devaluation beyond 2% of the Dirham against the currencies of denomination

of foreign loans. The risk premium consist of:
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a) a flat fee of 1% of the foreign loans (except in loans for

low-cost housing or to small farmers), and

b) a periodic fee consisting of the difference between the

domestic and foreign interest rates minus a spread for the

Moroccan financial intermediary.

4. The Fund is currently running important deficits, partly due to

the sharp rise of European currencies and the Yen since 1985. Also, as

mentioned before, only a part of the interest differential between Morocco

and abroad is paid to the Fund, the other part constituted by the spread
of the Moroccan intermediary. In addition, given its heavy debt service

obligations, Morocco may have to continue adjusting the value of the

Dirham in order to improve its balance of payments situation. These

factors will make difficult the financial equilibrium of the Foreign
Exchange Risk Fund in the medium-term. The Government budget, already

running high deficits, would not be able to cover the deficits of the

Foreign Exchange Risk Fund.

5. Two possibilities to address the foreign exchange risk issue

were discussed. The first one would be an increase in interest rates.

This would be politically difficult in the current circumstances because

(a) interest rates are already high in real terms as explained above; (b)

interest rates on investment lending were reduced by 1 - 1.5% last April;

and (c) fiscal incentives for private investment and to exporters have

also been reduced in 1988. The second alternative would be the one

proposed under the project consisting on imposing a small charge (about

0.5%) on all credit in Morocco to be allocated to cover the deficit of the

Foreign Exchange Risk Fund. For the borrowers, this would be equivalent

to an increase of 0.5% in interest rates.

6. The foreign exchange risk issue affects the proposed project as

well as two other projects under preparation (CIH and CNCA). The

appraisal missions of these three projects will be held at about the same

time (starting June 20). They will also overlap with the appraisal

mission of SAL. Mr. Brigish (member of the SAL mission) and Mr. Brizzi

(member of the CIH mission), in consultation with Mr. Porter (SAL mission

Chief), will lead the discussions with the Government on the foreign

exchange risk issue and will coordinate with the CNCA and Industrial

Finance Project missions. The approach recently adopted in Tunisia on the

foreign exchange risk should also be taken into account as a possibility

to be applied in Morocco. A paper will be prepared after the return of

the missions with a recommendation to the Bank's management and an

analysis of implications. Given the budgetary implications of foreign

exchange losses, the final Bank decision will be also supported under the

SAL. Agreement with the Government on the revised system for coverage of

the foreign exchange risk would be a condition of negotiations of the

three projects, CIH, CNCA and Industrial Finance.
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Treasury arrears to BNDE

7. The meeting acknowledged the budgetary implications of the

proposal under the project for the settlement of arrears to BNDE with

interest-bearing Treasury bonds at market rates. However, the proposal
was endorsed as necessary to prevent the deterioration of the financial

condition of BNDE. The same condition would be applied to Treasury

arrears to CIH and CNCA under the respective projects to these
intermediaries also under preparation.

BNDE's quality of portfolio

8. Arrears to BNDE over three months as of December 31, 1987
amounted to 12.0% of its loan portfolio. These arrears are fully covered

by provisions and non-accrued interest kept in reserve accounts. However,

the portfolio affected by arrears has increased fom 19.8% in June 1986 to
almost 30% in December 1987, mainly due to some large loans to public

enterprises falling into arrears during that period. Although these loans
are guaranteed by the Government, it raises the issue of BNDE lending to

financially weak public enterprises. This would be against BNDE's policy
statement and also against previous agreements of BNDE with the Bank. The

appraisal mission should review and discuss this issue with BNDE. The
participation of BNDE in the project will be contingent upon the

satisfactory result of this review. Also, performance targets regarding

reduction of portfolio arrears should be agreed with BNDE under the
project.

Procurement

9. The experience under previous industrial credit lines of the
Bank through financial intermediaries, and in particular under the
Industrial Export Finance Project of 1987, shows an average size of
sub-projects relatively small, about $ 2 million equivalent. Individual
contracts for procurement of goods and services are of less than $
500,000. Under the proposed project, procurement would be undertaken
under the supervision of the banks through existing local channels and

according to normal commercial practices in Morocco, where the inherent
self-interest of the investors has led to economic and efficient
procurement on the Bank operations.

Program of TA financed by UNDP

10. UNDP has agreed in principle to finance a program of technical

assistance to the National Commission for Simplification of International

Trade Procedures. The Government has requested the Bank to be the
executing agency for that program. In order to avoid a potential conflict

of interest, the proposed project will not include specific conditionality

related to that TA program.
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Financing of Public Sector Investments

11. The meeting endorsed the proposal to finance also under the

project export-oriented expansions of firms majority owned by the

Goverment (mainly subsidiaries of ODI, SNI or BNDE) excluded firms of the

OCP group. These firms will be subjected to the same appraisal standards

as private firms. The requirement of an export orientation also

guarantees an adequate level of efficiency of the firms.

Loan Amount

12. The meeting agreed that if the demand for investment credit so

justifies, the appraisal mission should propose an increase in the loan

amount from the current $ 75 million subject to a maximum of $ 125 million.

Constraints on Investment

13. The possible contribution of the project to alleviate two

specific constraints on industrial investment were raised: (a)

"Moroccanization" of some industrial activities; and (b) burocratic

requirements and red tape for establishment of firms. Moroccanization is

a very sensitive issue affecting not only industry but mainly other

economic activities. Therefore, it was agreed that the proposed

projectwould not be the adequate instrument to tackle that issue.

However, it could be included in the agenda of future operations of the

Bank. Regarding the bureaucratic requirements and red tape for the

establishment of firms in Morocco, this is an issue that concerns a large

number of institutions (mainly local authorities, utilities companies,

land and commercial registers, etc.) and would require significant

preparatory work in terms of time and human resources to identify review

and analyse the actual causes of the problems. The appraisal mission

should however explore the possibility of including under the project a

component to initiate the identification and analysis of these problems

(BNDE could be a potential candidate to carry out that preliminary work).

Other issues

14. Other issues raised during the meeting relate to (a) terms and

conditions for on-lending between financial intermediaries; (b) recycling

of Bank funds resulting from the difference between the amortization

schedule of the Bank loans and the aggregate amortization schedle of the

sub-loans; and (c) disbursement procedures. These issues could not be

discussed during the meeting. Given their technical nature, however, they

could more appropriately be discussed by the project team before departure

for appraisal with the departments directly concerned (Legal and

Disbursements).
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Recommendation

15. With the above understandings, the meeting recommended that
appraisal departure be cleared.

Cleared with and cc: Messrs. Costa, Ahmed, Hinds, Brigish, Porter, Roa.

CC: Other participants: Messrs/Mmes Hewer, Horton, Dussert, Pham,

Brizzi, Chretien, Prefontaine, DeWitt, Borin
Zelaya.

0902L22
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DATE: June 6, 1988

TO: Answer Line, The Bank's World

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief, EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Security Checks

I would like to know the rationale and usefulness of asking
staff members leaving the Bank building after 7:00 p.m. to sign out at the
exits. As there is no record of who is in the building at 7:00 p.m., what
is the usefulness of knowing who left after 7:00 p.m.? Moreover, if the
objective is to check whether some unauthorized person is leaving the
building after office hours, this is not served by the preseiL arrangeDment
because no ID need be shown when a person is lhaving the bui.lding. The
only possible uses seem to me to be first, the use of exit records as a
cross-check for overtime claims or second, to get a rough gbobal estipqte
of how many people work late. If so, it would be interestjng to know
whether this information is regularly monitored or analyzed and what
decisions result from this analysis.

MAhmed/eka

2499L-p. 108
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0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: June 2, 1988

TO: Distribution

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Inter-Divisional Communication in the Industry and Energy Sectors

For some time now, I have felt a growing sense of uneare about the
virtual absence of substantive horizontal communication across our divisions
and the potential long term implications of this upon our operational
effectiveness and credibility. However, it was not until the recent round
of PPR discussions and an EM2 departmental retreat that I realized just how
widely and deeply held this concern was amongst the professional staff of
this department. I suspect the staff in your divisions will have similar
concerns.

This concern is, in my view, very well, founded. We all recognized
last year that the most important drawback of the new organizational
structure would be the absence of the day-to-day cross-country fertilization
and learning that had been a major strength of the old project divisions.
We agreed that the other advantages of the reorganization outweighed this
cost and that, in any event, we could minimize its impact by consciously
developing systems and mechanisms to provide cross-country learning. A year
later I have no doubt that we were right in our overall assessment of the
pros and cons of the new structure but I don't think we have done very well
in maintaining the interdivisional flow of substantive information. For
example, over the last year I do not recall receiving through regular
channels a single operational report or memo on the industry, finance or
energy work being carried out in the other SOD's. I certainly have not sent
you any of the output that we have produced. Through informal contact and
coffee shop chats we have managed to keep up to some extent with each
others' work but I don't think this is regular or systematic enough.
Moreover, at the staff level this is causing increasing concern because it
is eroding one important dimension of the comparative advantage we bring to
the dialogue with our counterpart officials.

If you agree that it is now a priority to tackle this problem as a
group, I would make the following practical suggestions for your
consideration:

(i) We should routinely add the other SOD's to the distribution
list of all the output that we send for example io the TD
Chief. The average Bank document is copied to at least a
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dozen people and adding four more is to my mind a cost well
worth bearing. Each recipient SOD would undertake to
circulate these documents to the relevant staff in his/her
division as they saw fit.

(ii) About every 4-6 weeks we should have a meeting of the
industry/energy staff of the Region to discuss issues of
common interest. This would include both presentations by
outside speakers on items that affect us all (private
sector task force; role of MIGA in industry lending; status
and prospects for ESMAP; draft telecoms sector policy
paper; etc.) as well as presentations/discussions by our
own staff on recent innovative work which might have a
wider audience (e.g. Hungary Industrial Sector Loan;
Pakistan Private Sector Energy Project; Algeria Financial
Sector Reform; Regional studies etc.). Apart from the
obvious substantive learning, these meetings would also
provide an opportunity for staff working in the sector to
get to know each other (and their work) better. It would
also provide an audience of the minimum critical size
needed to ask outside speakers to come and address us.
Given the small size of each SOD and the heavy travel
schedules of operational staff, this minimum size criterion
is not easily met by each division on its own.

(iii) The TD division chiefs would contact their counterparts in
the other Regions and ask to be kept briefed of interesting
operational initiatives/projects in the other Region. The
SOD's would in turn be briefed on this at the regular
sector panel meetings and we could then decide which of
these subjects should also be put on the agenda for the
sector staff meetings proposed above.

I believe that some action on substantive intrasectoral
communication is both necessary and desirable and I would be ready to make
the time needed to achieve progress on this front even if it means slowing
down other work. I would welcome your reactions/comments, perhaps at the
next sector panel meeting.

Distribution:

Messrs/Mmes. Amin, Bhargava, Elwan, Hinds, Nishimuzu, Sood

cc. Messrs. Dervif, Bouhaouala, El-Maaroufi
MAhmed:cg
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-SUBJECT: INVOICES FOR FEB. 1988
-DRAFTED BY: MAHMED:CG XT0
-AUTHORIZED BY: MASOOD AHMED, CHIEF EM2I
-CC: MR. VAN DEN BERG (GSDTR)
-2532L

933 22905 =
-MR. GEOFFREY HALL
-CASABLANCA HYATT REGENCY HOTEL
-CASABLANCA
-MAROC

BT
WASHINGTON DC 01-JUN-88

ATTENTION MR. GEOFFREY HALL, HYATT REGENCY HOTEL

AAA: I HAVE JUST RECEIVED UNDER COVER OF YOUR LETTER OF MAY 9, THE
INVOICES FOR MY STAY AT YOUR HOTEL IN FEBRUARY THIS YEAR.

BBB: THERE IS ONE ITEM ON THE BILL WHICH I CANNOT ACCOUNT FOR AND
SUSPECT MUST BE ERRONEOUS. THIS IS A RESTAURANT CHARGE OF DH 2698
FOR FEBRUARY 24. AS FAR AS I CAN RECALL I DID NOT EVEN EAT AT THE
HOTEL ON FEBRUARY 24 AND I CERTAINLY WOULD REMEMBER A MEAL OF
$300. PLEASE COULD YOU CHECK YOUR RECORDS AND MAKE THE NECESSARY
ADJUSTMENTS. PLEASE COULD YOU ALSO SEND ME THE REVISED BILL AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE SO I CAN CLOSE THIS ACCOUNT AND INSTRUCT AMERICAN
EXPRESS TO TRANSFER THE APPROPRIATE FUNDS TO YOUR ACCOUNT.

REGARDS, MASOOD AHMED, DIVISION CHIEF, INDUSTRY AND ENERGY
DIVISION, EMENA, INTBAFRAD.
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June 1, 1988 Memorandum

Correspondents I Participants
To: Mr. Kemal Dervis, Director EM2
From: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

Subject / Title
Barbara Lewis

Exception(s)
Personal Information
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0FFIC E MEMOR AND UM

DATE: May 31, 1988

TO: EMENA CD II Management Group

OM:/. Ke V'Dervis, Director, EM2DR

EXTENSION: 3-2776

SUBJECT: Annual Leave

Please/me know as soon as possible your annual/home leave plans for
the up-coming months.

:gbs

- ~-D



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION
Washington D. C. 20433

FORM NO. 1884 U.S.A.
(5-86) FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL FORM

CABLE SERVICES USE ONLY

MSG. NUMBER:
DATE: May 26, 1988

NUMBER OF DURATION OF CALL: MINUTES

PAGES: (Including this page)

FROM: Mr. M. Ahmed Extension 32340 Dept/Div., No. 284/30

TO: COMPANY/ORGANIZATION: World Bank, 3A Paribagh
CITY AND COUNTRY: Dhaka, Bangladesh

FOR ATTENTION OF: Mr. Francis S.B.L. van Gigch

FAX NUMBER/ Group 2/3
MACHINE TYPE: 411820

SUBJECT: Message for Mr. David Hughart

Grateful if you could pass on following urgent message to David

Hughart at his house.

cc: Mr. V. Bhargava
Mr. M. Penalver

Transmission Authorized by: M. Ahmed, Division Chief, EM2IE

Original to be returned to: M. Ahmed Room No.: H4061

vou experience any problems with this transmission, please call back as soon as possible.
.ne: (202) 477-2805/2021

felecopier: RAPICOM 6300 (GR. II, 111) (202) 477-8451
RAPIFAX 100 (with GR. I1) (202) 477-8164
PANAFAX PX-100 (GR. I, 11, I1) (202) 477-6391

TELEX: RCA - 248423 WORLDBK; ITT - 440098 WORLDBANK;
FTCC - 82987 WORLDBK; TRT - 197688 WORLDBANK WUI - 64145 WORLDBANK



David,

I followed up this end with both Manuel Penalver and Vinay

Bhargava. The upshot is that they are both very interested in talking to

you about a possible assignment in their division. They will both be

sending confirmation telexes but they may not reach you before you

leave. I have also clarified the project officer job description in

Manuel's division and it is clear that you should have no qualms about

it. I will follow up on other possibilities over the next couple of

weeks and look forward to seeing you and Nancy when you are back.

Regards. Masood Ahmed.

27861L
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J. Coudol H-4085

N. Carrere H-4093

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

CLEARANCE PER OUR CONVERSATION
COMMENT PER YOUR REQUEST
FOR ACTION PREPARE REPLY

INFORMATION RECOMMENDATION

INITIAL SIGNATURE

NOTE AND FILE URGENT

REMARKS:

Your reactions, please.

FROM: ROOM NO.: EXTENSION:
M. Ahmed H-4061 32340



WDIAL
.EM2IE
OINFO - -.

-----------------------------------------------

-SUBJECT: MR. FORESTIER - INTERVIEW
-DRAFTED BY: MAHMED:mch EXT-/ 32340

-AUTHORIZED BY: MASOOD AHMED, CHIEF, 2
-CC: COUDOL, CARRERE (EM2IE)
-0901L43
--------------------------------------------------------------
IBRDABI
-INTBAFRAD
-ABIDJAN
-IVORY COAST
-ATTENTION MR. EMMANUEL FORESTIER
BT
WASHINGTON DC 26-MAY-88

RECEIVED YOUR TELEX OF MAY 24. GIVEN YOUR BACKGROUND AND

EXPERIENCE I WOULD CERTAINLY BE INTERESTED IN TALKING TO YOU ABOUT

A POSSIBLE ASSIGNMENT IN THIS DIVISION WHEN YOU RETURN FROM

ABIDJAN. I WILL BE IN WASHINGTON THROUGHOUT JUNE SO WE COULD MEET
ANY TIME DURING YOUR STAY. REGARDS, MASOOD AHMED, DIVISION CHIEF,

INDUSTRY AND ENERGY, MAGHREB DEPARTMENT, EMENA, INTBAFRAD.



WORLDBANK MSS

ZCZC M2EP0254 RCA3166
EM2IE SVPOP FIELD
REF : TCP TF

* EM2IE *

ABI0752
EM2IE SVPOP
.IBRDABI
INTBAFRAD ABIDJANN COTE D'IVOIRE MAY 247 1988
FOR MASOUD AHMED COPY JAMES DYCK
AAA. I AM PLEASED TO INFORM YOU THAT AFTER THREE AND HALD YEARS AS
THE RESIDENT ECONOMIST OF THE BANK REGIONAL MISSION IN WEST AFRICA,
I PLAN TO RETURN HEADQUARTERS TOWARDS THE END OF 1988. I WILL BE IN
WASHINGTON JUNE 6 TO 18 AND WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO
LOOK FOR CHALLENGING JOB OPPORTUNITIES.
MY MAIN FIELD OF INTEREST IS IN THE INDUSTRY AND FINANCE AREA AS CAN
BE EXPECTED FROM MY PREVIOUS BANK EXPERIENCE BRIEFLY SUMMARIZED
BELOW:
POSITION DURATION MAIN TASKS

-----------------------------
RESIDENT ECONOMIST 3.5 YEARS FORMULATION AND MONOTORING
REGIONAL MISSION7 WEST SAL PROGRAMS PARTICULARLY
AFRICA7 ABIDJAN INDUSTRIY TRADE AND
COTE D'IVOIRE FINANCIAL POLICY REFORMS.

OPERATIONS OFFICER 4.5 YEARS PROJECT AND SECTOR WORK IN
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT INDUSTRY AND FINANCE
AND FINANCE, DIVISION (MOROCCO TUNISIA,
EMENA REION YUGOSLAVIA).

YP 1 YEAR ECONOMIC WORK - MOROCCO
PROGRAMS DIVISION.
PROJECT WORK - IDF DIVISION
EASTERN AFRICA.

BBB. PLEASE INFORM ME BY TELEX BEFORE JUNE 2 IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

TALKING TO ME AND I WILL CONTACT YOU ON ARRIVAL IN WASHINGTON.
BEST REGARDS.
EMMANUEL FORESTIER

=05241429
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DATE:

ROUTING SLIP May 25, 1988
NAME ROOM NO.

Maria Clark/Val Addy

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

CLRdANCE PER OUR 30ATION

COMMENT PER YOUR REQUEST

FOR ACTION PREPARE REPLY

I INFORMATION RECOMMENDA71ON

INITIAL SIGNATURE

NOTE AND FILE URGENT

REMARKS:

A standard Industry Economist job
description will be fine for this

job. I will send you one if needed.

Thanks.

F RM ROOM NO.: EXTENSON;



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: May 25, 1988

TO: Mrs. Maria Clark, Personn Officer, E

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2I

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Mr. Nick Papandreou

Attached please find the CV of Mr. Papandreou whom the
Department would like to consider for an economist position in this
Division. Mr. Papandreou is currently in Boston on a short sabbatical
from his job in Greece to which he will be returning at the end of June.
Given the much lower cost of interviewing him while he is still in Boston
and the urgency of our own needs for an industrial economist, I would very
much appreciate it if his interviews could be arranged as soon as
possible. I understand from him that he would be available to come down
on any day of the week beginning June 6.

Apart from Mr. Dervis and myself, I would suggest the following
as potential interviewers:

1) Mr. Sweder van Wijnbergen, Principal Economist, EMTTF
2) Mr. Wafik Grais, Lead Economist, EM2CO
3) Mr. Ronald Brigish, Senior Country Officer, EM2CO
4) Mrs. Paula Donovan, Senior Industrial/PE Economist, EM2IE
5) Mr. William Steel, Senior Industrial Economist, IENIN

Many thanks for your help.

MAhmed:cg



Nick Papandreou
Apt # 1, 25 Beacon Street
Somerville, Massachussetts,
02143.
Tel: (617) 864-4663

Kemal Dervis, Director
EMENA, World Bank,
1818 H Street, Wash. D C.

Dear Kemal:

,q It was a pleasure talking with you last week. I will be at the Bank on
thel8th, as we agreed. If a title is needed for my talk, it can be a general
one like. "Industry Structure and Credit: The Case of Greece."

Looking forward to seeing you again,

Nick Papandreou

ps CV enclosed,
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEM0RANDUM

DATE: May 23, 1988

TO: Ms. Nancy Cooke, Administrator, Young Professionals Program

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Ms. Marisela Montoliu-Munoz

Sorry for delay in getting this back to you; I have been on

mission/leave for past 3 weeks.

Given that Mr. A. Antonini starts with us for 6 months today, I

don't think we could productively absorb Ms. Montoliu-Munoz. However, I
would like to talk to you about a YP (2nd assignment) starting around the

end of the year and have some names in mind. Please could you call
whenever you have a moment.

Thanks.

MAhmed:cg



WDIAL
.EM2IE
OINFO

-SUBJECT: MR. HUGHART
-DRAFTED BY: MAHMED:CG EXT: 32340
-AUTHORIZED BY: MASOOD AHMED, CHIE M2IE
-2532L

IBRDDHA
-INTBAFRAD
-DHAKA
-BANGLADESH
-ATTENTION MR. HUGHART

BT
WASHINGTON DC 23-MAY-88
TRIED TO CALL YOU ON WEEK END WITHOUT SUCCESS. PLEASE CALL ME AT

HOME TEL. (202) 364-8102 EITHER BEFORE 8:00 AM OR AFTER 9:00 PM

WASHINGTON TIME. REGARDS, MASOOD AHMED, DIVISION CHIEF, INDUSTRY
AND ENERGY, MAGHREB DEPARTMENT, EMENA, INTBAFRAD



WDIAL
.EM2IE
OINFO

-SUBJECT: MR. HUGHART
-DRAFTED BY: MAHMED:CG EXT: 32340

-AUTHORIZED BY: MASOOD AHME CHIEF EM2IE

-2532L
-------------------

IBRDDHA
-INTBAFRAD
-DHAKA
-BANGLADESH
-ATTENTION MR. HUGHART

BT
WASHINGTON DC 19-MAY-88
RECEIVED YOUR TELEX OF MAY 16 TODAY UPON MY RETURN FROM LEAVE BUT

COULD NOT GET THROUGH AS LINES WERE BUSY. WILL CALL YOU SATURDAY

BETWEEN 10:00 AM AND 12:00 NOON WASHINGTON TIME. IN CASE IT IS

EASIER FOR YOU TO CALL FROM DHAKA PLEASE TRY ME AT THE SAME TIME IN

THE OFFICE TEL. (202) 473-2340. REGARDS, MASOOD AHMED, DIVISION

CHIEF, INDUSTRY AND ENERGY, MAGHREB DEPARTMENT, EMENA, INTBAFRAD



May 12, 1988

NOTE

To: Mr. Wilfried P. Thalwitz

Re. IFC in Algeria

Wilfried:

The attached note from Andre Hovaguimian reflects a
welcome "clarification" of IFC's position on intermediary lending
in Algeria. I understand from Charles van der Mandele, the IFC
Division Chief concerned, that my April 27 note on this has caused
some considerable rethinking on their part!

Masood Ahmed
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FORM NO. 75
(6-83) THE WORLD BANK/IFC

DATE:
ROUTING SLIP May 5, 1988

NAME ROOM NO.

Mr. Jacobus Van Den Berg

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

CLEARANCE PER OUR CONVERSArION

COMMENT PER YOUR REQUEST

FOR ACTION PREPARE REPLY

INFORMATION RECOMMENDATION

INITIAL SIGNATURE

NOTE AND FILE URGENT

REMARKS:

Koos:

The attached is for your
information. If we do not get a
response I will ask for your help
in getting them to act on this.

FROM: ROOM NO.: EXTENSION:

Masood Ahmed H-4061 32340



WDIAL
.EM2IE
OINFO

------------------------ --- ------------------------------------------------

-SUBJECT: INVO CES FOR THE PERIOD FEB. 21-25 AND FEB. 27-28
-DRAFTED BY: CG EXT: 37077
-AUTHORIZED BY: OOD AHMED, CHIEF EM2IE
-CC: MR. VAN DEN B G (GSDTR)
-2532L

933 22905 =
-THE MANAGER
-CASABLANCA HYATT REGENCY HOTEL
-CASABLANCA
-MAROC

BT
WASHINGTON DC 05-MAY-88
TELEX ADDRESSED TO THE MANAGER OF THE CASABLANCA HYATT REGENCY
HOTEL. I AM SENDING THIS TELEX AFTER FAILING TO GET A RESPONSE
FROM THE ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT. AT THE TIME OF MY CHECKING OUT I

WAS TOLD THAT THE COMPUTER WAS DOWN AND THE INVOICE COVERING THE

PERIOD OF MY STAY, WHICH IS FEBRUARY 21-25 AND FEBRUARY 27-28, WILL
BE MAILED TO ME IN WASHINGTON. BUT AFTER SEVERAL TELEPHONE CALLS
FROM OUR PART WE RECEIVED ONLY PART OF THE INVOICE. WE CALLED
AGAIN THE ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT BUT UNTIL TO DATE WE HAVE NOT YET

RECEIVED THIS INVOICE. I WISH TO INFORM YOU THAT WE HAVE STOPPED
PAYMENT AND WE WILL NOT PAY UNTIL SUCH TIME A COMPLETE ITEMIZED
INVOICE COVERING THE ENTIRE PERIOD IS SENT TO US. MY ADDRESS IS AS

FOLLOWS:

MR. MASOOD AHMED
WORLD BANK
1818 H STREET, ROOM H-4061
WASHINGTON D.C. 20433

I WOULD APPRECIATE ANY ASSISTANCE YOU CAN PROVIDE TO SPEED THIS
MATTER. REGARDS, MASOOD AHMED, DIVISION CHIEF, INDUSTRY AND ENERGY
DIVISION, EMENA, INTBAFRAD



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

April 29, 1988

To: Mr. Rene Costa

Re. Seminar on Currency PooL

As per your memorandum on the above
subject matter pLease find beLow names of the
staff from the Industry and Energy division
nominated to attend the Seminar.

- Masood Ahmed
- ALain Barbu
- CarLos Basterra
- AnjaLi Kumar
- Paula Donovan

Masood Ahmed

P-1852



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0FFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: May 2, 1988

TO: Mr. Wilfried P. Thalwitz, Vice President EMN

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Draft Paper on "Industrial Lending
Through Financial Intermediaries"

Attached please find a note summarizing my comments and those

of Messrs. Blanchi, Coudol, Deshpande, Shilling and Sood on the above

paper. Although this draft is better written than the version which you

had asked me to read some weeks ago, it still remains an analytically

flawed and biased presentation of the subject. The other reviewers,

whose individual comments are available in my office, also unanimously

found this to be a paper of such poor quality that, if it had been

produced in one of these "ill staffed and incompetently managed" industry

trade and finance operational divisions, would not have made it beyond

the division chief.

As you know I am leaving for Algeria today but all the other

reviewers should be in the office during this week.

cc. Messrs. Dervis, Blanchi, Coudol, Deshpande, Shilling, Sood

MAhmed:cg



Comments on the Draft Paper
"Industrial Lending through Financial Intermediaries"

1. This is a disappointing paper in many respects, but mainly

because its analytical quality is so much below the norms expected of

Bank policy papers. In addition, its recommendations, some of which are

unexceptionable, are operationally not very useful because they shed no

light on the comparative merits of alternative transition solutions with

which Bank staff and their developing country counterparts will have to

grapple for some years to come. Finally, the paper's presentation and

drafting could be much improved so as to better support the central case

that is being made.

2. The core of the paper is a case against DFIs as effective

intermediaries for the provision of long term credit to the industrial

sectors of developing country economies. However, in their zeal to point

out the shortcomings of DFIs--which, incidentally, have been recognized

by both developing country policy makers and the Bank for some years

now--the authors of the paper have themselves fallen into two familiar

analytical traps. These are, first a bias in the presentation of the DFI

experience itself in the sense that positive trends have been ignored and

unsubstantiated assertions have been resorted to when the necessary

supporting data cannot be presented. And, second, a confused attempt to

somehow blame the DFIs for things which are beyond their control; in this

case, the macro-economic and financial sector distortions which have

characterized many developing countries and which have resulted in

problems for both industrial and financial enterprises in these

countries. Because of these failings, the paper's persuasive impact is

much reduced and its recommendations are likely to generate much less

support. This is a shame because the general case of a need to improve

on past practices can be made just as well without falling into these

traps and at least some of the recommendations deserve to be taken

seriously.

3. Taking first the paper's presentation of the DFI experience

itself, a number of comments can be made. Perhaps the most important one

is the total absence of any attempt to distinguish between DFIs that have

been relatively successful and those that have not, and to try and

examine whether there are any lessons to be drawn from this comparative

analysis. The paper has a number of tables which show the percentage

distribution of DFIs in terms of various dimensions of their performance,

but these tables are always used to draw general conclusions. What is

much more striking to an unbiased reader is why performance varies so

much from one DFI to the next and what can be learnt from this to improve

the weaker ones. Was their performance related, for example, to the

general economic policies followed by their Government? Did DFIs perform

relatively better or worse in countries which have had a liberalized

financial sector?
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4. A second problem is that the paper provides no sense of

evolution or change that has occured in the design of DFI operations in

the last few years. The tables used are highly mechanical in design and

provide no basis on which to make a qualitative judgement on this

question. By lumping together the pre and post 1985 period, the paper

ignores the fact that the 1985 policy paper was a turning point in the

design of DFI operations and that prior to that there was simply not much

use of DFI projects to tackle sector wide financial issues. At the same

time, it is important to remember that the 1985 policy paper was not

generated in a vacuum and was itself the result of a growing recognition

of the need to tackle sector wide issues as a necessary adjunct to

continued DFI lending. Take the case of the EMENA Region. By 1982,
thanks to the examples of Turkey, Yugoslavia and Morocco, it was clear

that neither ourselves nor the DFCs (some publicly owned, others not)

could tackle the crisis in the context of our industrial financing
projects. We had determined (the EMENA-IDF Strategy Papers of that

period can testify to this) that these financial distortions and issues
were so widespread and so involved with the nature of the economic crisis

that it was necessary to address them, as a precondition for the

successful restructuring of the real sector and/or DFCs. It was also 0

clear that DFCs (or any DFI for that matter) were not able (even in the

rare cases where they were willing) to change financial or industrial

policies. In response we recruited an outside expert (Silva Lopes, who
regrettably is neither American, Chilean or Spanish) to lead the

preparation of a Financial Sector Report which became the basis upon
which our Turkey strategy has been built since (leading, inter alia, to

the First FSAL, the rehabilitation of TSKB, etc.) After Turkey we moved

to Morocco, to Tunisia, to Hungary. In all cases there was some limited

success mixed with the lesson that the process of financial restructuring
is long and difficult. Similar cases can no doubt be found in the other

regions. The basic point here is that it is precisely in response to the

problems with DFIs, which the authors appear to have only now discovered,
that a series of operational initiatives were launched with varying

degrees of success over the past few years. It is incomprehensible why

this experience is not even recorded in the text, let alone evaluated for

the presumably useful operational lessons it can provide.

5. A third concern is the underlying assumption in the paper that

the use of commercial banks as intermediaries would have generated better

results than DFIs, specially publicly funded DFIs. It is true that
commercial banks, being fully integrated into the domestic financial
system can mobilize funds and transform maturities effectively.

Therefore, they are less dependant on external resources, less vulnerable

to foreign exchange generated risk, and have more diversified
portfolios. It is also the case that they have become increasingly
interested in providing longer term financing in recent years, although

they have generally done so through similar arrangements with the World

Bank and other donors as the DFIs before them. However, it is not at all

obvious that in the absence of the DFIs, the commercial banking sector
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would have been able to fill the need for long term investment financing
in the 1960s and 1970s or indeed that it would be able to do so today.
In many of our client countries, commercial banks continue to be oriented
largely towards short term trade financing, continue to lend on the basis
of security rather than the development impact of a project, continue to

have limited capacity for project evaluation, etc. Equally, it is not at
all obvious that when commercial banks do engage in substantial amounts
of long term investment finance, they manage their portfolios without any
problems. In many countries (Turkey, Senegal, Latin American examples)
the inverse is demonstrably true. In short, commercial banks are an
obvious valuable vehicle through which the Bank should and has directed
its industrial lending, but they are not a panacea and frequently end up
facing similar problems as the DFCs when the overall economic/financial
environment is sufficiently distorted and when they have substantial
amounts of investment loans on their books. Moreover, it is not true
that the model financial intermediaries of the future will all look like
commercial banks. The financial sector is too complex for a single
institutional model, as even casual observation of industrialized
countries will demonstrate. Are the Morgan Granfells and the First
Bostons of this world ineffective because they do not provide retail
banking services? The developing countries need similar specialized
institutions to fill particular niches in their financial and capital
market development. Given all this, it is surprising that the paper,
despite its obvious preference for the use of commercial banks as
intermediaries, has no analysis at all of the Bank's experience with them
in this context. This, moreover, even though they have figured as
intermediaries in by now countless numbers of our DFI projects.

6. Turning now to the second general failing of the paper, i.e.,
the confusion between problems caused by DFIs themselves versus those
reflecting the overall macro-economic and financial sector environment
within which they have operated. There is no question that many DFIs
have had problems of their own making because they have been protected,
have had a lax and inefficient management system, incompetent managers,
etc. It is also true that in some case we, in the Bank, have been guilty
of going along with the situation rather than probing hard to change it.
However, the paper's attempt to view a whole range of macro-economic and
other distortions through the singularly narrow perspective of faulty
DFIs leads it to some untenable positions. For example, much is made of
the poor performance of DFI clients but there is no comparison of their
performance vis a vis other industrial enterprises in the country over
the same period; the Bank's own experience shows that its direct lending
to industrial clients in these countries has not had much different
results in terms of their financial robustness during periods of overall
economic crisis. Similarly, the paper criticizes the heavy share of
lending to existing versus new client enterprises in DFI portfolios
without giving any sense of whether this is markedly different from the
volume of overall investments that falls in these two categories, or of
what proportion (particularly in recent years) has been directed not to
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expansion per se but to the much needed restructuring of these

enterprises. In any event, it is difficult to see why the financing of a
new firm that would be profitable under a distorted economic regime is a

priori preferable to the financing of an extension or restructuring

project for an existing firm that is profitable under the same distorted

conditions.

7. The simple fact is that when countries get into economic

difficulty, either because of poor policies or because of external

factors (let's not completly ignore the terms of trade movements and high

interest rates of recent years), its industrial enterprises and

consequently their creditors (banks and DFIs) all go through hard times.

Now, it may well be the case that this financial crisis brings to the

surface some serious shortcomings in the way in which the country's

financial system was organized and may have contributed to exacerbating

the extent of the difficulties. In which case, this is a useful

byproduct of a lesson to be drawn from what is overall still a very

negative and unwelcome development. However, what we need to avoid, and

what the paper unfortunately does not, is to give the impression that

somehow the financial sector in general and DFIs in particular have been

the essential cause of most of the economic difficulties in which

developing countries now find themselves and that if only we could

liberalize and restructure these financial sectors (preferably with the

assistance of half a dozen American, Chilean or Spanish experts)

everything would be fine again. This is a perspective which is

simplistic to the point of being absurd. I hate to disillusion the

authors but there is indeed more to economic management and development

than healthy and competitive financial systems. It is simply not good

enough to assume away the difficulties inherent in establishing and
maintaining sound macro-economic policies (exchange rate, fiscal deficit

management, monetary growth) and the trade and industrial regulatory and

restructuring dimensions that go with them. There is now a considerable

evidence that financial sector restructuring must go hand in hand with

real sector reform, and indeed should follow it in some ways. For a

paper that is after all supposed to deal with Industrial financing
through intermediaries, I find the lack of treatment of industrial and

macro-economic environment issues quite surprising. Such treatment would

quickly lead to the conclusion that restructuring of the real sector (of
which industry is a dominant part in many of our client countries) and

some financial/technical support thereto is vital to economic recovery

and growth. This restructuring needs to take place in parallel with, if

not in anticipation of, macro-economic reforms. Thus the solution the

paper recommends of withdrawing sources of assistance to the industrial

sector while we wait for the countries' financial sectors to be sound is

likely to be counter productive.

8. This single minded pursuit of one theme also leads to an
inherently flawed appreciation of the objectives that should be assigned
to the Bank's own DFI lending operations. It is simply not the case that
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all DFI operations should have the single objective of financial sector

restructuring. The world is more complex than that and, in our albeit

imperfect and unsatisfactory way we have attempted to reflect this by

having a variety of lending instruments which can be deployed flexibly to

achieve a broad range of policy and other objectives. Depending on
country circumstances, macro and sector conditionality can be addressed
through SALs or SECALs, with a complementary DFI operation being used to

channel credit to the private sector, increasingly to support
unexceptionable objectives, e.g., restructuring and export development.

In other cases, the DFI loan may be the ideal vehicle for obtaining

movement on the sector policy front. If we accept the above premise,
then lending through DFI's becomes a perfectly legitimate option to

consider in designing the Banks operational strategy for the industrial
and financial sectors. Some of these operations will be geared towards

achieving primarily financial sector objectives. Other--particularly
where these financial sector objectives are being addressed

elsewhere--will have as their focus the restructuring of industrial

subsectors, the promotion/acceleration of exports or other desirable
trends, the development of an institutional capacity in the area of

capital and equity markets etc. Morover, depending on the nature of the

country's financial sector and on the specific objectives of a Bank

operations, it may even be the case that the optimal structure for the

project would not be to involve all the Banks and DFCs (although they may

be partners in other concurrent projects) but rather to focus on a

selected subset of these intermediaries who are particularly suited to

the needs of the operation in question. Obviously, in each case we would

have to satisfy ourselves that the criteria for intermediary

participation and for sub-project selection were both appropriate and

enforced. On this point the paper has some useful advice. The point
remains that once the objectives for the sector have been determined and

agreed with the Government (and there is a striking lack of discussion or

even awareness in the paper of what our client countries see as the

objectives and approach to financial sector reform), then the precise mix

of instruments and the sequencing and pace of changes will necessarily
have to be determined on a pragmatic and case by case basis if the Bank
is to stay a relevant and valued partner in the development process.

9. Our final comment on the paper's thoroughly inadequate
treatment of the whole question of transition management. It's general

recommendation--to deal only with sound intermediaries operating in a

distortion free financial system--is neither operationally useful nor
feasible, but could reflects a hesitation on the part of the authors to
step out of the intellectually cleaner ideal world which they would like

to see as factual. Unfortunately, the fact of the matter is that the
reality is far removed in most of our clients countries. The more useful

operational question on which the paper's advice is striking by its

absence, is how to make progress on these sensitive and difficult issues
in the interim. In other words, what are the most suitable second best

solutions that can be applied in the transition period and how can we
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best work with our counterparts to convince them of the need for and the

longer term merits of undertaking these measures, many of which have

significant up-front costs. One useful tool for so persuading them is to

prepare objective, analytically sound and operationally relevant policy

papers which draw upon the Bank's varied experience and which lay out the

advantages and difficulties of undertaking a desired course of action.

Unfortunately, not only does the current draft paper miss this important

opportunity, but, because of its poor analytical quality and biased

presentation, it also runs the risk of setting back the progress that is

being made on this important issue.
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TO: Kemal Dervis, Director EM2

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: ALGERIA: Meeting with IFC

1. Further to our meeting with Messrs. Hovaguimian and
van der Mandele two weeks ago, Jacques, Coudol and myself met yesterday
with Messrs. van der Mandele and Swetye (IFC's project officer for
Algeria) to discuss further the coordination of Bank and IFC activities in
the financial sector of Algeria. As you know the basic issue is to define
a coherent overall framework and strategy within which the Bank (through
the proposed Industrial Finance Project) and IFC (through credit lines)
both propose to provide funding for selected industrial projects via some
Algerian commercial banks who would act as intermediaries in these
operations. The purpose of this note is to brief you on the outcome of
our discussions and on the agreed next steps.

2. There is no disagreement in principle about the need for a
coordinated approach or for avoiding the possibility (or perception) of
the Bank and IFC competing for the same projects. This is also unlikely
to be a major problem in practice because the IFC credit line will be used
exclusively for private enterprise subborrowers while our own project will
fund primarily state enterprise projects quite simply because state
enterprises account for the bulk of Algerian industry. At the same time,
we have proposed that our funds should not exclude private sector
subborrowers because this would provide us with a vehicle for approaching
policy/regulatory issues affecting the private sector, a subject which IFC
believes is not in a position to tackle through its operation given its
limited resources. Consequently, while we will need to (and are proceding
to) work out the specific niches for both agencies within the private
sector, I do not foresee any major difficulties in arriving at a
satisfactory demarcation of our operations in this area.

3. The one issue that is likely to come up, and which we discussed
yesterday at some length, is that, because of our different objectives and
focus, IFC is likely to be ready to go ahead with a project before the
necessary conditions for a Bank project can be met. In essence, our
preliminary analysis has led us to the position that: (i) a core minimum
of financial sector policies and a regulatory framework must be in place
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before we can lend to any intermediaries (this includes issues of foreign
exchange risk allocation, procedures for controlling credit creation and
banking supervision, interest rate issues etc.); and (ii) that even with
these policies in place, before we can lend directly to the commercial
banks we will need much more work to be assured of their creditworthiness
and financial situation (basically because their existing unaudited
portfolios are likely to include many bad loans to state enterprises and a
cleanup of these portfolios is likely to be a prerequisite to their
healthy future operations). For this reason we had envisaged an
arrangement whereby the commercial banks would participate in the project
as "promoters or appraisers" of projects but the risk would be carried at
the level of the Banque Alg6rienne de D6veloppement whose own financial
position would be cleared up before our line is in place.

4. IFC's approach is somewhat different. They recognize that there
are likely to be portfolio problems in the commercial banks but they also
believe that in essence these are Government owned Banks which will not be
allowed to go bankrupt. Consequently, they are willing to lend to these
banks before such a portfolio cleanup has taken place and therefore before
the Word Bank is willing to lend directly to them. As regards the overall
financial sector framework, their position is that again their project is
not the right vehicle to bring about sector reform and that in the
interim, as long as they can ensure satisfactory interim conditions for
their loan, they will proceed while recognizing that in the future these
conditions may change, partly as a result of prodding by the World Bank.
On the other hand, it should be noted that a clear additional benefit of
IFC's intervention would be the valuable hands on training in project
evaluation and banking practice that association with the IFC would bring.

5. I told our IFC colleagues that I understood that their criteria
for intervention would be different but that the problem I foresaw was one
of mixed signals whereby one part of the Bank Group would be asking for a
set of measures as a precondition for lending to some intermediaries while
another part was willing to lend without those conditions being met. We
agreed that this problem would have to be handled delicately and we would
need to explain to the Algerians (and incidentally, to Bank management/the
board) that it reflected a different preoccupation for the two
projects--for IFC the purpose was to fund viable private sector projects
and the use of the financial intermediaries was largely a mechanism of
convenience. For the Bank, the primary objective was to begin the
restructuring and rehabilitation of the financial sector itself, although
we would clearly also need to assure ourself of the economy viability of
the industrial sub-projects that the money would eventually finance. We
agreed that Mr. Swetye would try and overlap with Mr. Coudol's end May
mission to Algeria so that these points could be explained to the Algerian
counterparts.

cc. Messrs. van der Mandele, Swetye, Coudol, Grais
MAhmed:cg
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TO: See Di stribl ut ion Bel ow

FROM: Masood Ahmed, EM2 (F MASOOD AHIMED)

EXT.: 32340

SUBJFCT: Morocco Perl 2.

1. Since Perl 1 has become efrfcctive, cc are now beginning t(o
focus on the objecti ves and design of Perl 2, whic h is In the
lendin g program for fy90. Jacques C-ud oI ' s las t miss L on 1 1ga I t he
process of identifying the various possible components for this
operati on ( see his bto of April 15).

2. Pert 2, like its predecessor, will have a crcss sect oral focus
although we would like to aim for a simpler and l ess- est 1 y es ign
given the benefit of the groundwork already laid under the first
project. Nevertheless, because of its ver'y nature, this will need
to be very much a 'departmental product' which our (Iivi-sion would
coord inate but into which the COD and the other SOD's WulI
obviously make a major contribution. In effect for il to be a
su'ces ful project, the next PerI should tackle the key issues
affecting public enterprises as a whole and not just those in
industry, finance or energy.

3. At this stage, what would be most welcome are your ideas on
how you think this project could contribute to addressing some of
the key issues in your sector which fal 1. under the general rubric
oI' publ] ic enterprises. We coul d then draw up a pre I i mi nary agenda
for the project teamn to work on and to discuss with Mr Ouassi n:
and his team in Morocco. i have asked Jacques to set up informal
meet Ings with each of the di vi sions to brainstorm on this subject.

D IST IBUt'T]ON:
TO: Lemal Dervis ( REMAL DERVIS
TO: Rene Costa (ENEI COSTA)
TO: John D. Shill ing ( JOHN D. S 1 1L NG )
TO: Andrew P. Rogorson ( ANDREW P. POGERSON )
TO: Wafi k Grais C WAFTi GRA I'S
TO: P:ottr Ludwig f PETER I LiE'T 7
TO: Rory C . OSu I] i van ( RORY C . 0SUL. 1VN )

CC: JAVQUES CO1DOL ( PAPER MATI)
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-SUBJECT: MR. FORESTIER - INTERVIEW
-DRAFTED BY: MAHMED:mch EXT' 32340

-AUTHORIZED BY: MASOOD AHMED, CHIEF, 21

-CC: COUDOL, CARRERE (EM2IE)
-0901L43
---------------------------------------------------------------
IBRDABI
-INTBAFRAD
-ABIDJAN
-IVORY COAST
-ATTENTION MR. EMMANUEL FORESTIER
BT
WASHINGTON DC 26-MAY-88

RECEIVED YOUR TELEX OF MAY 24. GIVEN YOUR BACKGROUND AND

EXPERIENCE I WOULD CERTAINLY BE INTERESTED IN TALKING TO YOU ABOUT

A POSSIBLE ASSIGNMENT IN THIS DIVISION WHEN YOU RETURN FROM

ABIDJAN. I WILL BE IN WASHINGTON THROUGHOUT JUNE SO WE COULD MEET
ANY TIME DURING YOUR STAY. REGARDS, MASOOD AHMED, DIVISION CHIEF,

INDUSTRY AND ENERGY, MAGHREB DEPARTMENT, EMENA, INTBAFRAD.
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REVISED

EM2IE - DIVISIONAL STRATEGY FOR SUPERVISION

Overall Stratey:

1. Supervision is considered a major activity of the division. Under

CAM, resource allocation for supervision is expected to represent 24% of

total budgetary resources in each FY 89 and 90. This is a minimum, as
indirect supervision results from other activities (lending and ESW).

The weight of supervision in the divisional budget should grow further

in the coming years when the divisional portfolio of Algerian projects
will be constituted.

2. The I&E Division attaches prime attention to supervision as an

integral part of (i) its project responsibility to bring to the Board
sound projects, and to ensure their satisfactory implementation; (ii)
its aim at deepening the Bank's dialogue with the Maghreb countries and

at developing its project pipeline. Under tight budgetary constraints,
the division's strategy is to maintain its core supervision program at

the (current) adequate level, at the expense, if necessary, of new
activities.

3. The I&E division's portfolio is the most complex in the
department. Straight project design is quite rare (eg. simple DFC loans

have disappeared from this portfolio since 1981). I & E projects are

very heterogeneous; they involve policy lending and a multi-sectoral

approach. The multiplicity of sectors creates special supervision
issues: Our portfolio, in addition to energy and industry, ciomprises

macro-finance, banking, capital markets, transportation, water supply,
electricity, mining, agriculture, public administration. The division is
also engaged in privatisation issues.

4. The divisional strategy regarding supervision is to focus on
important issues and to delegate or subcontract minor issues. The
division chief is directly involved with the management of the

supervision program. He is consulted a-priori on all major issues. He

delegates the divisional responsability to task managers for the
processing of the program and for minor decisions. Task managers are

expected to seek maximum supervision support from the Regional
Technical divisions and/or the PPR. This support has been particularly

forthcoming for the supervision of PERL in Morocco. In cases where
supervision activities involve sectors foreign to finance, energy or
industry, the division establish line of communication with the relevant
EM2 division which, in turn, will decide jointly with I&E on an

appropriate line of conduct and staff support. In all these cases, the

responsibility for the delivery of the supervision work rests with the

I.& E. division.

Specific program:

5. The program can be divided in four parts: (i) Simple repeat
operations for which supervision can be packaged; (ii) Large homogeneous
projects with complex issues of implementation; (iii) Multi-sectoral
projects; and (iv) PCRs.

6. All projects must be supervised in the field at least once a year.
Ratings of projects are finalized after discussion with the returning

mission. Normally projects with a 3 and 4 rating are visited more than
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once a year. Supervision budget for each project varies according to the

type of issues and the scope of the project. In broad terms however the

following has been developed over the years and may serve as useful

guideline : Simple repeat operations 6 to 12 s/w per country (we expect
to group the supervision by reviewing together series of projects,(eg,

lines of credit) where there is substantial commonality. Large

homogeneous projects require about 10-1 sw each per annum. Multi-sector

projects (eg. PERL) require at least two missions during the year and a

total budget of at least 30 s/w. We try to focus PCR work on key issues

only and limit our budget to about 6 s/w each. So far we have

encountered no specific problem to deliver PCR reports according to

their schedule.

7. The definition of supervision for budget purposes is limited to

activities directly connected to the monitoring of the specific
projects under review. However staff make a permanent effort to broaden

supervision to a number of environmental and sectorial aspects relevant
to the projects. For example, in the context of ARIS, we have recognized

a need to update and upgrade our strategy in the financial sector. As a

result, we are accelerating and deepening the preparation of a financial
strategy paper for Algeria. Analytical work provided by members of the

division as well as Messrs. Benissad, Silva Lopes and Rocha, have been

produced in recent months and would allow us to prepare a comprehensive
communication to the Minister of Finance when he comes to Washington
next month. On Morocco, we are still planning to prepare in May an
outline of the financial sector work we would plan to deliver in FY89.
As regards Tunisia, we have postponed plans to provide a similar
exercise until next year. This revised schedule takes into consideration
the work done under SAL. The review of Tunisia Financial Sector will
take place in FY 89.

8. I have attached in Annex a table outlining our current supervision
plans for FY89 and FY 90. These plans remain tentative, particularly
with respect to the Algeria where the schedule of the lending program
itself is also tentative. Under optimistic assumptions, the approval of
the Industrial Finance I and BATS could take place at the beginning of
the second quarter of FY89 and of the Pilot Ind. Efficiency at the end
of that quarter. This would then trigger a substantial increase (above
the figures suggested in the Annex) of supervision of these three
projects in FY 89.
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Specific Portfolio iasues:_

Al1geri1a:

Power III: The loan is not yet negotiated. When approved,
supervision would require prime attention on the following

items: Procurement, Financial management of Sonelgaz, follow

up on studies

Ind. Finance & BATS: Too early to outline. However, these two
loans will require exceptional effort on institutional
building and the implementation of (financial) policies.

Pilot Ind. Efficiency: No major problem in sight. Institutional
issues and the determination of the participants to
implement efficiency measures would be crucial.

Telecommunications: The procurement and institutional reform

components continue to be a source of concern and may result
in a later start up for the next project.

Morocco:

DFIs: A number of key issues are being monitored (under
supervision as well as under the preparation of Export II.),
namely, role of BNDE, Foreign exchange risk, export
promotion.

Jerada Coal: The economic and financial viability of the firm are
crucial question which we are currently discussing with the
Government. Their solutions could be handled under the
proposed second PERL.

Telecoms I: No major issue.

Power Distribution: No major issue. However the questions raised
under PERL I (tariffs, contrat programmes, etc. ) require
special attention. Supervision under PERL I is coordonated

with the supervision of this project.

PERL I: This loan requires major attention given the large matrix
of measures, agencies, and issues to be covered. In addition
to the divisional involvement, we receive substantial
support from EM2IN (Water Supply and Transportation), CECPS
and Legal.

Tunisia:

DFIs: Key problems are related to the portfolio management of
intermediaries, foreign exchange risk issues, and the
rehabilitation of the EMI sector.

Power IU: Major issues have to do with procurement.

Energv Cons. & Demo: No specific issue. Young enterprises requires
TA and monitoring.

PERL I: Loan has not been appraised yet. Coverage and depth of
issues are likely to require substantial monitoring effort
like in Morocco.



EMENA COUNTRY DEPARTMENT II
INDUSTRY AND ENERGY

SUPERVISION SCHEDULE.

---- Y-- 8-------------Y3

------- FY 89 ------ ------ FY 90 ------

Staff Other Total Staff Other Total
ALGERIA:

INDUSTRIAL FINANCE I 4 3 7 7 4 11
BANKING/AUDIT 4 7 11 4 7 11

PILOT IND. EFFICIENCY 4 4 4 3 7

POWER III 12 12 12 12
TELECOM. 10 10 10 10

Total: 24 20 44 27 24 51

MOROCCO:

BNDE IX 3 3
SSI II 4 4 2 2
EMI I 4 4 2 2
EXPORT I & II 10 10 10 10
PERL I 12 8 20 8 8 18
JERADA COAL 6 4 10 2 2 4
TELECOMS I 6 G 12 4 4 8
POWER DISTRIB. 10 7 17 8 6 14

Total: SS 2S 80 36 20 88
TUNISIA:

SSI 3 3 3 3
EMI I 3 4 3 3
EMI II 6 6 5 5
EXPORTS IND 9 9 6 6
SMI II 6 6 6 6
POWER IV 3 7 10 3 7 10
ENERGY CONS & DEMO. 13 13 13 13
PERL I 18 11 29 1 1 30
FOUNDRY 14 14
MINING TA 4 2 6

Total: 79 20 99 51 22 73

EM2IE
April 25, 1988.



EMENA COUNTRY DEPARTMENT II
INDUSTRY AND ENERGY

SUPERVISION SCHEDULE

Last IS :: ----- FY 88 ---- ----- FY 89- ----- FY 90 -
Rating |1 Staff Other Total Staff Other Total Staff Other Total 1

ALGERIA

INDUSTRIAL FINANCE I 0 4 3 7 7 4 11 t
BANKING/AUDIT - 0 4 7 11 4 7 11
*PILOT IND. EFFIC. - 0 4 4 4 3 7
POWER III - 0 12 12 12 12
*TELECOM 2 1 2 13 15 10 10 10 10 H

::--------- ----------- ------------------ F

Total H 2 13 15 24 20 44 27 24 51

MOROCCO

BNDE IX 2 5 5 3 3
Ssi11 2 8 8 4 4 2 2H
EMI 1 2 5 5 4 4 2 2H
IND. EXP. FIN. I 1 14 14 10 10 10 10 H
*PERL I 1 H 20 15 35 12 8 20 8 8 16
*JERADA COAL 3 H 2 9 11 6 4 10 2 2 4 H
TELECOMS I 2 | 2 13 15 6 6 12 4 4 8 !
POWER DISTR. - | 0 10 7 17 8 6 14 H
PETROL. EXPL. 2 9 6 15

Total H 65 43 108 55 25 80 36 20 56 H

TUNISIA

S6I 2 4 1 5 3 3 3 3
*EMIII 3 5 1 6 6 6 5 5
EXORTS IND. 3 7 1 8 9 9 6 6
SMI I! - 3 3 6 6 6 6 6H
POWER IV 2 H 3 24 27 3 7 10 3 7 10 H
ENERGY CONS. & DEMO. 1 H 12 12 13 13 13 13 H
*PERL I - IF0 F8 11 29 15 15 30
*FOUNDRY 3 1 1 14 14
MINING T.A. 2 H 1 7 8 4 2 6

ii ---------- ---------------- ----------------

Total H| 36 37 73 76 20 96 51 22 73

27-Apr-88
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: April 21, 1988

TO: Mrs Maria Clark, PersonneI Officer, EMNVP

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2 E

EXT: 32340

SUBJECT: Mr. Hisham El-Naggar

Attached please find the CV of Mr. Hisham El-Naggar. I would
like him to be interviewed internally for a financial economist position
in this division. This is an additional position for the division that is
to be created in FY89. Mr. El-Naggar is travelling until mid of May and I
would appreciate it if this interview could be arranged shortly thereafter
so that if he is selected he could be on board at the latest by the end of
this fiscal year.

I understand that the interviewers need to be a mix of
departmental and non-departmental staff within the department, I would
suggest that he be interviewed by Messrs. Grais and Coudol; outside the
department obvious interviewers would be Messrs. Hinds, Van Wijenbergen
and Long. In addition Mr. Dervis and I would clearly also be interviewing
him.

Please call me if you have any questions or if I can help in any
other way.

cc. Mr. Dervis
MAhmed:cg
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: April 21, 1988

TO: Algeria Financial Sector Wofking Group

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Le Systeme Bancaire Ah6rien dans la R6forme Economique

Attached please find the final version of Mr. Benissad's paper
on "Le Systeme Bancaire Alg6rien dans le R6forme Economique". This
version takes into account the useful comments that were made at the two
meetings we had last week with the working group. As far as the other two
papers that we discussed are concerned, Roberto Rocha is in the process of
revising his paper which we shall circulate as soon as it is ready. Dr.
Silva Lopes' paper will stay in its present form and, along with the other
papers, be used as a basis for the preparation of the issues note on the
financial sector which, as I had mentioned to you, we propose to give to
Mr. Khellef during his next visit. I will circulate a copy of that note,
which Jacques Coudol is preparing, in the next few days.

I would like to take this opportunity to reiterate the
importance of maintaining a forum for regular and informal consultation
amongst the staff working on financial sector issues in Algeria. I
personally think that the sort of meetings we held last week are a useful
way to achieve this interaction and I propose that, at least for the rest
of this year, we continue to meet approximately once a month to bring each
other up-to-date on the progress of our financial sector and project
work. The next meeting could usefully discuss the draft of the issues
note for Mr. Khellef. I will let you know of the time and place.

Distribution:

Algeria Financial Sector Working Group:
Messrs/Mmes. Barbu, Blanchi, Carrere, Coudol, Christin, Effron, Kraft,

Kumar, Rocha
cc. Messrs. Dervis, Costa, Grais, O'Sullivan, Hinds, Ludwig, Molineus,

Rogerson

MAhmed:cg
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0FFICE MEM0R ANDUM

DATE: April 21, 1988

TO: EM2IE Staff

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE Staff!

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Delegation of Authority

During my absence on leave on April 22-25 and April 28-29

inclusive Mr. Jacques Coudol will be acting on my behalf.

MAhmed:cg



April 21, 1988

NOTE

To: Mr. Jacques Coudol

Jacques:

1. As you can see from the attached note you are acting for
me. There should be no major crises| I will be at home in
any event.

2. I have postponed the supervision meeting with Ren6. He
would like to hold it on Tuesday morning and would like to
have your note before the meeting. Since I will not be in
until Tuesday morning, please work out a suitable
arrangement including having a meeting later in the week,
if you feel that Tuesday is too early.

3. I spoke to Anjali about the need for her drafting a section
on the industrial aspects of the BAD project to be included
in a letter to Khellef/Baba Ahmed? which would also cover
the financial sector and other project related issues which
now need to be resolved to continue the project
processing. She will give you a draft of her section and
we should talk about the letter on Tuesday.

Ma Ahmed



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

April 18, 1988

To: Messrs. Dervis
Coudol
Van Wijenbergen

The folLowing-appointments are scheduled
for Mr. H. EL-Naggar on Monday, April 18. Copy
of his Resume is attached.

Masood Ahmed 2:30 p.m.
Jacques Coudol 3:00 p.m.
Van Wijenbergen 3:30 p.m.
Kemal Dervis 4:00 p.m.

Thanks.

Carmen
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THE WORLD BANK /INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORA TION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE April 6, 1988

TO Mr. Eduardo Talero, ITFUS

FROM Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTENSION 32340

SUBJECT Microcomputer Version of Compass - Demonstration

Thank you for inviting us to nominate a participant in the
working group on Compass that you are establishing. I have asked
Mrs. Saran Kebet-Koulibaly, financial analyst in this Division to
participate. Please contact her directly with further information.

cc. Mr. Costa, Mr. Ayub
Ms. Kebet-Koulibaly

MAhmed:cg

P-1866



THE WORLD HANK iNTFRNATiONAL FINANCE CORPORAT!ON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: April 4, 1988

TO: Distribution

THROUGH: Mahmood Ayub, Division Chief, ITFUS

FROM: Eduardo Talero, ITFUS

EXTENSION: 32313

SUBJECT: Microcomputer Version of Compass - Advance Release

1. Staff from the Operations Consulting Unit (OCU) in
ITFUS and of FAO in Rome have been working for the past year to
develop programs similar to the COSTAB (Cost Tables) and DISFLAY
(Cost Benefit Analysis) modules of the Compass System. Since
these programs are now ready for user testing, we would like to
invite you to designate one project officer from your division
to receive the programs and test them before the rest of the
Bank.

2. To remind you, COMPASS is a mainframe system that
standardizes the Bank's calculation and presentation practices
on project analysis and thus increases the accuracy and
efficiency of this work in Operations. The microcomputer
programs developed by us have a substantially enhanced user
interface, are thus much easier to use than the mainframe
version, and can be executed on any XT-compatible micro anywhere
in the world.

3. We are assembling a small but representative group of
project officers to receive advance copies of the programs and
to give us feedback on what they like or dislike about them. It
would be very good if a staff member from your division could
join this group. We are looking for project officers (we
already have formed another group of support staff) because
these programs are suitable for direct use by them unlike the
mainframe version which was targeted for use mainly through
support staff.

4. If you would like to designate someone from your
division, please let me know as soon as possible to invite
him/her to a demonstration that we are planning for the week of
April 11, 1988. You secretary can contact Ms. Grace Lawrence at
x37268 for this purpose.

Distribution:
. Stern (AS3IF), L. Jeurling (AS5IN), A. Sood (EM4IE),
. Ahmed (EM2IE), R. Cuca (EMlPH), J. Wijnand (LAlAG),

P. Munashinghe (LAlIE), M. Schloss (AFTIE), I. Sam (AF6IN

P1867



(6-83) THE WORLD BANK/IFC
DATE:

ROUTING SLIP April 6, 1988
NAME ROOM NO.

Mr. Kemal Dervis

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

ICLEARANCE PER OUR CONVERSATION

COMMENT PER YOUR REQUEST

FOR ACTION PREPARE REPLY

INFORMATION RECOMMENDATION

INITIAL SIGNATURE

NOTE AND FILE URGENT

REMARKS:

This is being translated into French,
but Hasso has a copy in English to
hand over to the Ambassador today.

FROM: ROOM NO.: EXTENSION:

Masood A'Oed 32340



Algeria: Electricity Tariff

1. Background

Tariff rates for electricity sold by SONELGAZ have remained

unchanged since 1964 for the low voltage category, and since 1982

for the medium and high voltage categories. The tariff level was

designed to be sufficient only to finance replacement and routine

development; major works have been financed by grants

(electrification program) or mostly by loans from State banks at

subsidized interest rates. Because of the effect of inflation on

SONELGAZ's costs, real tariffs effectively decreased by at least 61%

over the 1982-1986 period. This created a tremendous financial

strain on the utility as illustrated by its inability to service its

debt, and the abnormally high level of its short term loans (bank
overdrafts essentially). Technically speaking, SONELGAZ would be

bankrupt were it not a government-owned entity.

2. Tariff and Economic Cost

SONELGAZ's average tariff revenue of AD 0.262 (US$ 0.053 at the

current exchange rate) per kilowatt hour in 1987 only allowed it to

cover its operating costs and made no contribution towards financing

investment needs. Furthermore, average revenue is only about

two-thirds of the long-run marginal cost, which is the generally

accepted measure of the true economic cost of electricity.

3. Impact on SONELGAZ's Financial Position

The basic justification for an early tariff increase, however, is a

financial one. Failure to increase tariffs in 1988 would cause

further deterioration to the utility's weakened financial situation

by almost doubling the 1988 forecast losses to AD 722 million (US$
152 million). Therefore, the 10% rate adjustment in 1988, which
would barely keep up with inflation (estimated at 11%), is critical

to SONELGAZ's financial recovery and is in fact a central feature of

it's financial restructuring package which was approved last

November by the full Cabinet of Ministers. Any delay in the

implementation of this increase would compromise achievement of the

financial equilibrium targets that have been agreed under the plan

to increase SONELGAZ's autonomy.

0200L/75
RHamilton
4/5/88
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DATE:

ROUTING SLIP April 5, 1988
NAME ROOM NO.

Mr. WiLfried P. Thalwitz

cc. Messrs. Dervis, El Maaroufi,

Michalopoulos

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

CLEARANCE PER OUR CONVERSATION

COMMENT X PER YOUR REQUEST

FOR ACTION PREPARE REPLY

INFORMATION RECOMMENDATION

INITIAL SIGNATURE

NOTE AND FILE URGENT

REMARKS:

Please call me if you have any
questions.

FROM: ROOM NO.: EXTENSION:

Masood A , H--4061 32340



Comments on FINANCING DEVELOPMENT Paper

1. This is a disappointing paper in many respects. In substance,

its coverage is biased and incomplete and it ignores or treats

inadequately many important aspects of the subject on which the Bank

should be able to say more. In style, the presentation is not very

convincing because it leaves the reader with the distinct impression

that the authors have set out to make a number of pet points without

too much regard to providing substantiating evidence or a coherent

and balanced treatment of the issues. Finally, in terms of its

recommendations, the paper is disappointing because in concrete terms

they do not amount to very much change from what is increasingly

accepted as prudent policy.

2. The core of the paper is a case against DFI's as effective

intermediaries for the provision of long term credit to the real

sectors of developing country economies. This case is made using the

results of various studies that have been carried out in the Bank and

elsewhere, bolstered by a certain amount of hyperbole, conjecture and

unsubstantiated assertions. My point is that there is nothing new

about these conclusions. The authors may have only recently

discovered that developing country DFI's have a problem but this fact

has been known to operational staff, DFI managers and developing

country governments for some years now. In response they have

attempted to try and put into place new policies and systems to

correct the situation and to prevent its recurrence in the future.

We in the Bank have also tried to change the structure of our own

projects, with an increasing emphasis on financial policy reform and

on involving a number of intermediaries (including commercial banks)

in the line of credit operations. These efforts may not be strong

enough and the results vary from country to country, but the paper

neither includes an evaluation of these efforts nor does it provide

any carefully thought through alternatives that could be tried with a

better chance of success in the future.

3. A second theme of the paper is that the past emphasis on debt

financing has resulted in an unhealthy debt-equity mix in industrial

project financing in developing countries and thereby increased the

vulnerability of these industries to natural variations in output

prices and cash flow. This is a perfectly valid point but it doesn't

get us very far. The question here is how to increase equity finance

for industry from both domestic and international sources. Many

studies at both the country and global level have addressed this

problem and come up with some practical recommendations. It would
have been useful to include in this paper a review and evaluation of

this work and to propose specific measures on how the Bank Group

could improve its effectiveness in supporting this trend.

4. The paper also makes a related point about increased reliance on

domestic resource mobilization to finance investment. No one would

dispute the merit of actions to increase the level of national
savings (although it should be pointed out that this level is already

quite high in many countries). Nor would there be any resistance to
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measures that would direct these savings to productive investment
projects, through debt or equity instruments. The concept of
developing pension funds and other contractual savings based

instruments is a good one and worth exploring. However, the paper
begs the question of whether the volume of domestic savings that

could reasonably be expected to be mobilized through liberalizing

financial markets and introducing new instruments, would in fact be

sufficient to meet the needs for investment in industry, agriculture

and infrastructure. Is the suggestion that they should be able to do

without net international capital inflows? The idea is simply thrown

out without tracing through its potential impact or implications.
Personally, I doubt very much that the developing countries--which,
until recently used to be known as capital short economies--will be

able to generate domestically the savings needed to finance the

investments that will result in a feasible and desirable rate of

economic growth.

5. Finally, the paper recommends that financial markets in

developing countries be liberalized and better integrated with world

capital markets. Again, we all share this objective but I cannot

help feeling that the authors considerably underestimate the

practical difficulties and transition risks involved. There is now a

sufficient body of recent Bank experience in this regard and it has

not all been smooth going. There are some real questions about the

pace and sequencing of financial sector liberalization and its links

to macroeconomic reform on the one hand and industrial sector

restructuring on the other. A review of this experience would both

be useful for the reader and might also introduce a much needed sense

of realism in the paper itself.

6. A minor point, but an important operational concern for us, is

the question of the appropriate treatment of foreign exchange risk.

Although this is probably the worst written section of the paper, the
conclusion is sound. Investors ultimately borrow in local currency

and use it to buy the foreign exchange they need to import equipment
for their project. They should no more be charged a premium for this

than they are charged a premium for access to foreign exchange to

import consumption goods. The premium should in fact be built into

the price of foreign exchange which would reflect the expectations of

future movements in the exchange rate. However, unfortunately we do

not live in an ideal world, and totally free capital movements and,

therefore, an entirely market determined price for foreign exchange

is something we will probably have to do without for some years to

come. In the interim, I see no alternative to establishing some

mechanism whereby the risk of exchange losses entailed in foreign
borrowing is allocated among the government, the intermediaries and

the final borrowers in some efficient and equitable manner.

Consequently, while I wish we could adopt the recommendation of the

paper as is, I fear this will not be practical for many of our

borrowers for some time to come.

7. Where does all this lead us? I believe that to be useful the

paper needs to be substantially recast. We do not need to gloss over
our past errors but we do need to go beyond them. Consequently, I
would devote much less space to re-telling the DFI story and much
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more to coming up with constructive suggestions for the future. If I

were writing it, I would summarize the DFI history along the

following lines and in about the same space: "DFI's were set up at a
time when the principal constraint to industrial investment was

perceived to be the lack of long term finance. They met this need

and also provided useful technical and managerial support to emerging

industrialists in many countries. However, over time, like many
monopolists they became complacent and did not react sufficiently
rapidly to the fact that the international and domestic economic

environments were changing and that as a result they too would have

to change their product line and methods of operation. At the same
time, the DFIs' predominance in industrial financing was increasingly

being challenged by a number of commercial banks who were becoming
active in the provision of long term credit to industry and who,
being newer and more dynamic actors on the scene, attracted away some
of the better clients of the DFT's. The governments of developing
countries, who were frequently the DFI shareholders and nearly always
their principal provider of funds, allowed and encouraged this state
of affairs to exist partly because the DFI's were frequently useful
as an instrument of (sometimes misguided) industrial policy and
partly because of a desire to postpone painful change. Moreover, the
major DFT clients would stand to lose from such restructuring were
themselves powerful economic agents and frequently government owned
or controlled enterprises. In the late 1970's and early 1980's, the
need for change and the costs of inertia became more apparent because
a rapidly changing international economic situation made the
restructuring of many developing country economies imperative and the
protectionist policies of the past (which the DFI's and many of their
clients had benefitted from) were no longer tenable. This rapid
process of change, for which many DFI's were not ready, manifested
itself inter alia in finacial problems for many established
industries and portfolio problems for their bankers, the DFI's. The
commercial banks, being generally better managed and with much
smaller exposure in terms of long term loans, did not suffer in the
same way, but in a number of countries the problems were systemic
enough that they too ended up with substantial portfolio and
liquidity problems, (e.g. Latin America, Turkey, many African
countries). With varying degrees of rapidity and hesitation, the
financial community and the policymakers of these countries came to
realize that the problem was not a transitory one and needed
structural change."

8. I would then go on to a more systematic review of the efforts
that have been made in recent years by the Bank and its member
countries to try and address these problems and the lessons--both
successes and failures--that canbe drawn from this experience.
These efforts could be grouped into the following areas:

(i) efforts to improve the financial position of DFI's and to
strengthen their management and operations;
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(ii) efforts to improve t-he fiancial position and prosncts r
other financial institutions (including commercia anks)
where these too suffered from similar problems of
liquididity and portfolio quality;

(iii) the associated efforts to restructure the sick industrial

clients of these intermediaries, whose own problems are

frequently the cause of financial sector distress in the

first place;

(iv) efforts to liberalize the financial sector as a whole and
the limits that have been posed by inconsistent
macroeconomic policies (fiscal deficit and government

borrowing, exchange rate management, monetary policy) and
inadequate institutional capacity for banking sector

supervision;

(v) efforts to develop capital and equity markets and to
introduce new financial intermediation instruments.

9. Having done this, I would then go on to explore new ideas or
approaches which may not have been tried sufficiently as yet and
which appear to hold promise for the future. To the extent feasible,

I would make practical suggestions on how the Bank Group could

Support the development of these approaches, including in this
analysis the identificaion of policy, organizational or other
constraints which appear to hinder the Bank's work in this regard. T
am not sure how well prepared we are to come up with these concrete

suggestions, but I cannot help feeling that given the amount of work
that has been done on these questions of late in Millard Long's shop

as well as in the regions, we should be able to provide at least some
constructive suggestions and practical guidance for the future. As
it stands, I am not convinced that the paper provides much of either.



DATE April 4, 1988

SUBJECT : SECTOR WORK

1. Effectively organizing the Bank's capacity to deliver timely,
high quality and cost effective policy advice to member countries through
country specific sector work is a pre-reorganization issue that has been
made more difficult now because:

- day to day operational pressures on staff in the CD's will
push ESW to the back burner; at the same time TD staff do
not have the budget or the mandate;

- smaller sector divisions in the CD's make it difficult to
acquire the necessary critical mass in any one division to
tackle complex or new issues, and the more limited
geographical focus of each division limits the potential
gains from replicating the application of a newly acquired
expertise.

2. The new arrangement will still allow some types of sector work
to be done effectively (e.g. smaller informal pieces that are closely
linked to the design of our own operations, country economic reports,
etc.). However, in those sectors where the need for a concerted effort
across many countries has been clearly identifed--environment, poverty
analysis, social costs of adjustment, private enterprise development, to
name but a few--a more effective approach would be to develop a
centralized capacity to carry out this work on a contractual and
demand-driven basis for the various country departments. The advantages
of a centralized operation would be:

- ability to bring together a critical mass of expertise and
to develop this through a high learning curve for the staff
involved;

- a high learning curve for the Bank about (particularly) new
problems and sector issues; easy and rapid feedback for
policy development;

- transfer of substantive experience across countries;

- ability to invest in more effective donor coordination
including the possibility of obtaining donor cofinancing at
a program or individual study level;

- more cost effective production of the output through tighter
management which would result from an organizatinal
structure that assigns clear responsibility and
accountability to the management and staff allocated to this
work.

3. This arrangement need not run counter to the spirit of country
focus so important to the design of the reorgnaized Bank. The CD's would
be the architects of this work: helping to desing expectations,
contributing to the country macro dimension and focus, liaising with the

counterpart staff in the country, etc. The country would itself be

involved in the selection of issues and would participate in the analysis
wherever feasible. The centralized staff team carrying out this work
could be located either in the TD's (although in some sectors we may not
be able to afford four regional groupings and still retain the benefits of

centralization), or in the relevant department of PPR.

Masood Ahmed
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0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: April 1, 1988

TO: Mr. Michael Jordan, Chief A2D2

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Potential IFC Project in the Sudan

During my last visit to Morocco I was introduced to Mr. Salah

Mzily, an ex Minister of Agriculture who is currently the Directeur

G6n6ral of a private commercial group, OMADA S.A. Mr. Mzily told me that

he had been working for some time on the develcdpment of a private joint

venture project to establish an export oriented agribusiness in the

Sudan. The project had apparently received the blessing of the

Governments of both Sudan and Morocco and most of the capital required to

acquire the land and make the necessary capital investments had been lined

up from private sources. However, the project still needed some financial

support and also some technical inputs. He asked if IFC would be

interested in participating in such a project. I told him that in

principle it sounded like a good prospect for IFC participation, but this

would obviously depend on a detailed evaluation by the Corporation's staff

of the project's technical and financial soundness. I offered to pass on

the attached correspondance that he gave me on the project to the relevant

division in IFC and I told him that someone from the IFC would be

contacting him in the near future to obtain additional information etc.

I hope this results in a profitable project for the

Corporation. Please do not hesitate to call me if I can be of any further

assistance.

cc. Messrs. Van de Mandele (CAlD2), J. Shilling (EM2CO), J. Shivakumar

(AF2AG)
MAhmed:cg



Omnium Arabo Africain Pour Is D6veloppoment de I'Agriculture st do I'Industrie a. a.

OMADA s.a.
SIEGE SOCIAL 5, AVENUE f *3i . 5 \

DES FORCES ARMEE ROYALES . / :

TEL.: 26-51-71 / 27-17-00 26-51-71/27-17-00:

TELEX: 247.63 M 247.63 M

CASABLANCA - MAROC -

Casablanca le 23/02/88

Ref : 171/OD/88

Monsieur le President de la Soci6t6

Financiere Internationale

Objet : Projet agricole au Soudan dont la r~alisation est programm1e par

1' "Umnium Arabo Africain pour le Ddveloppement de l'Agriculture

et de l'Industrie OMKADA - SA."

onsieur le Pr6sident,

J'ai l'honneur de vous informer que notre Socist6 dont le siege

est & Casablanca, apres avoir obtenu l'accord des autoritds soudanaises et

l1appui du gouvernement marocain, procede actuellement A 1' tude technico-

6conomique du pro jet agricole cit6 en objet.

L'6tude en question, en partie subventionn~e par la Banque Islamique de

16veloppement et mende conjointement par nos techniciens et ceux de

l'organisation Arabe pour le D6veloppement Agricole " OADA " dont le siege

est & Khartoum, est sur le point d'etre achevse. Elle fait actuellement

l'objet d'analyse par nos services apres avoir 66t confide & un groupe de

travail compos6 d'experts multidisciplinaires sous la direction du Directeur

GUnral de l'OADA et la Collaboration de notre Directeur du projet qui reside

au Soudan.

. .. /...

22692 .S:h 806-48 :"1:1) 613-J aljyAI .:

Adresse au Soudan Moroccan Commercial Center Sudanese Kuwaiti Bulding And Construction Co Ltd. El Neel Street Po

Box 6201 - People's Hall Khartoum Soudan T616phone : 806-48 T6Iex: 22692 Matim S.D.



OMADA (suite) - w .( ) ji

Le projet porte sur 25 000 Feddans en irrigud par pompage & partir

du Nil Bleu et se donne comme objectif la production de toute une game de

vari6tes agronomiques dont les rendements ont 6t6 6prouv6s sous le climat

du Soudan et tout particulierement le mals jaune, le tournesol, l'arachide...

A celi s'ajoute un p~rimetre de production horticole et un 6levage basa sur

6000 tetes de bovin.

Sachant que la Soci6t6 Financiere Internationale s'interesse a
ce gerwe de projet tant par prise de participation quo par prat, '01J0A

se ferait iun plaisir de connaltre, le cas 6chdant, l'apport de votre

institution dans la rdalisation de ce projet.

Restant & votre entidre disposition pour vous fournir tout rensei-

gnement sur notre projet, nous sommes prets A vous donner lea 41ements

susceptibles de complater votre information et de susciter votre interet.

Veuillez agr6er, Monsieur le Pr6sident, l'expression de notre

haute considration.

EL Lachemi
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Casablanca le 17/02/87

Reft. : 145/CD/87 Monsieur le Directaur Gndral da la

Banque Internationiae ;our la

Reconstruction at le Dee pyeSrnt

- WASHINGTON -

U.S.A.

bjet : Projet Agricola au S-)udan pour la Production de maTs jaunedesti*. ) l'agro-industrie marocaine.

Rdf. i Cmnium Arabo Africain Pour le Dveloppemant de l'Agriculture et do l'IndustrieOMADA - A- Casablanca ( IMARCC )

Monsieur le Directeur-41nral,

Notre Socistd "Cmnium Arabo Africain pour le Developpoment de l'Agricultursat do l'Industrie CMADA - SA" proj~te do lancer un projet azricole dont l'objectif estc-.td ci-dessus. Il s'agit do produire l mas jaine sur une superficie do It CCO hai :,ijuje dans 1,A r4gion dite "Gesira", & 360 km au sud do 2hartoum, non loin do Sennarg:.ard centre industrial spdcialis4 dans le production du Sucre.
Notre projet bdndficie do l'appui et de l'encouragement du gouvernemantmarocainr at de l'autorisation des autorit4s gouvernetentalas comp4 tentes Soudanaises.Il bondficie 6galement do la collaboration teclhnique do l'Crganis-ition Arabe -our leDevaloppement Agricole"OADA" at du l'aErdment de la Banque Is!3iique pour le Develop-pement "BID".

La phase actuelle, on cours d'4xecution consiste en une "Cp4ration Pilote"dans le but d'identifier lea varistds agronoMiq3es perform.ntes. Ce travail se faiten collaboration conjointe entre lea spacialistes dans le domaine de la recherche
aronoaique tant Soudanais quo "arocains et internationaux accrdditds auprba duS, idan.
Sirmultandment, nous cenona 11'tude technique du jrojet dont l'achavec ent eat prvu
pour fin Juillet 87. Nous vous informons igalement, qua dans le souizi d3 mner Lbonne fin cetto phase cruciale, las technicians de l'C-ADA scat sur place pour assure2lea structures organisationnelles do la future installation at maintenir, d9 fIaonconstante, le contact avec lea organ'ismes cits plus haut.

.. .1...



Sactaant quo la "BIRD" ;osside dans ses corpetances et zea

prerogativesp la possibilit6 d'apporter aux entreprises, telle qua La

notre, lea moyens de financement, nou" serions heureux que votra

institution nous fasse connattre la nature, l'itendue et lea conditions

de votre apport gventuel h notre sociht6 dans le docaine du firiancecent.

Nous socmes disposas h voua fournir d'autres renseignements que vous

juge.reY utiles sur notre proJet.

Veuilles agreer, Yonsieur le Directeur GUn4rsl, notre haute

consid1ration.

SAUIZA ILY

Directaur Gnsral - C!ADA - SA

I,



The World Bank 1818 H Street. N.W. (202) 477-1234
INTERNATIONAL BAI FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington. D C. 20433 Cable Address: INTBAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATiON U.S.A. Cable Address: :NOEVAS

Le 21 d4cembre 1987

M. Salah Mzily
Directeur G4ndral
OMADA S.A.
12, Rue de Foucauld
Casablanca, Maroc

Objet: Projet agricole au Soudan

Cher Monsieur Mzily,

Je vous remercie de votre tdlex du 20 novembre dernier et de la copie
de votre lettre du 17 fdvrier 1987 demandant l'appui de la Banque mondiale
pour le projet agricole marocain-soudanais mention4.

Comme vous le savez certa.inement, la Banque aimerait encourager la
collaboration entre des pays pour assurer le rehaussement de leurs avantages
respectifs et comparatifs dans le domaine agricole. C'est pourquoi nous
sommes heureu'x d'apprendre que des initiatives comme la vatre sont lanc4es et
en particulier qu'elles sont entreprises en collaboration avec d'autres
organisations et gouvernements.

Cependant je me dois de vous signaler que pour cette categorie
d'assistance, nous devons recevoir des demandes de la part de tous les
gouvernements concern4s auxquelles nous ne pourrons r4pondre officiellement
qu'A leur r4ception.

Je me permets de vous suggdrer d'adresser une demande pour
L'assistance internationale aux institutions dans votre pays responsables pour
la mobilisation d'une telle assistance, telles que la Direction du Trdsor, le
Ministere des Finances et le Ministare des Affaires Internationales.

Veuillex agrier, Monsieur, l'assurance de ma onsiddration distingude.

hn Shill'ng
Ch f de Div'sion

Division Gdndrale des Opdrations
pour le Maghreb

Bureau R4gional Europe, Moyen Orient
et Afrique du Nord

cc: Direction des Affaires Economiques

ITT 44098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145 Y-7040
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0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: March 17, 1988

TO: Mr. Robert Saunders, IENES

FROM: Masood Ahmed, EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: ESMAP Activities in the Maghreb Countries

1. Since I took over this division in July 1987 we have talked on a

number of occasions about the desirability of increasing the scope and
volume of ESMAP activities in the EMENA region and more particularly in
the Maghreb countries. To this end the relevant staff in our two units

have been pursuing some specific avenues for collaborative work and, I

believe, they have identified a few promising opportunities for ESMAP
involvement in these countries. However, with the exception of the

Household Energy Study in Morocco, which was initiated nearly two years
ago, this collaboration has not yet shown any concrete results in terms of
tasks on which substantive fieldwork has begun. As you know, I appreciate
better than most the constraints and' pressures under which ESMAP has to

operate and I recognize that the exigencies of multidonor funding make it
difficult to always respond quickly to expressed client needs.
Nevertheless, if we are to establish ESMAP as a major player in the EMENA

countries, then we have to make a special effort to ensure that the
necessary human and financial resources are mobilized in good time.

2. In this context, I must confess that I am a bit puzzled about

ESMAP's financial situation and, more particularly, about the extent to

which the availability of funds is or is not a major constraint on ESMAP's

capacity to execute work in the Maghreb countries. On the one hand, I am

given to understand that recent fund raising efforts have been quite
successful and that apart from the usual activity specific funding, you
have also been able to mobilize substantial untied funds from the British
and Dutch Governments and there are also untied EEC funds that are

available. On the other hand, I have been trying for some months now to
solicit ESMAP support for a study of alternative financing options for the

energy sector in Morocco -- which, incidentally, would be a useful case
study follow up to the more theoretical papers on the subject that have
already been produced by IEN -- but I am told that this work cannot
proceed for lack of funds. Similarly, in Tunisia a major study on
interfuel substitution options in the power sector apparently cannot
proceed further until the funding has been lined up, while I am assured
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that a proposed household energy study can begin straight away because
Tunisia is eligible for the Netherlands small projects fund and the limit
on this fund has been raised recently. I am sure that there are perfectly
reasonable explanations for these apparent anomalies but I am sure you
agree that it would be useful for all parties concerned if the conditions
and constraints for ESMAP support could be clarified. It would ensure
that staff on our side had a clear idea of how and when ESMAP could
intervene and that they did not raise expectations amongst our clients
that were unrealistic in terms of timing.

3. May I suggest that we meet to discuss these issues as soon as
possible? We could also profit from that opportunity to resolve the still
outstanding question of the reimbursement to this division of consultant
funds to compensate for the time put in by Mr Ferroukhi on EIN work.
Finally, I would be grateful for your help in ensuring that ESMAP
documents and communication pertaining to the Maghreb countries were
routinely copied to this division so that we can remain up to date on this
important aspect of the Bank's energy work.

4. I will be away on leave next week, but would be ready to meet
with you at any time after my return on March 28, 1988. Thanks for your
cooperation.

cc: Messrs. Mckechnie, Mullan, Kalim, Amin.

MAhmed:yd

2499L
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THE WORLD BANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE March 17, 1988

TO Mr. Rory O'Sullivan, Acti Director EM2

FROM Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE7 jj

EXTENSION 32340

SUBJECT Delegation of Authority

During my absence on leave from March 18 - March 25, 1988
Mr. Abderrezzak Ferroukhi will be acting on my behalf.

cc. Messrs. Costa, Ludwig, Rogerson, Shilling
MAhmed:cg

P-1866
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: March 16, 1988

TO: Files

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chie E

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: MOROCCO: Operational Mission - February 21-27
Meeting with Mr. Dairi, Directeur du Tr6sor
on the Proposed SAL

My meeting with Mr. Dairi, Directeur du Tr6sor, in the
Ministry of Finance, focused mainly on the proposed SAL. Mr. Dairi
started out with a long and somewhat animated introduction, the gist of
which was that the Government of Morocco felt very let down by the
apparent hesitation of the World Bank in regard to the preparation and
approval of the proposed SAL. He felt that the Government and
particularly the Ministry of Finance had already taken a numbe of actions
which justified major Bank support but that for reasons which he could
only guess at, we were now adopting a much more cautious and hesitant
attitude. I pointed out to him that I was not responsible for this
project so I could only pass on his message to Messrs. Dervis and Shilling
but that before my departure I had had a discussion on the subject and my
understanding of it was that it was we in the Bank who had been waiting
for some time to receive the three year macroeconomic prospective paper.
This paper had been discussed with him both in November during our visit
and subsequently in Washington and which it had been agreed that its
receipt would be the basis for the subsequent processing of the SAL. I
said to him that as far as we were concerned, the SAL was still very much
an active operation and indeed we were both willing and eager to move
quickly on its processing as soon as we had received and reviewed this
macroeconomic prospective paper. After considerable further discussion he
pointed out to me that they were essentially three difficulties that he
foresaw with further preparation of the project: First, that while the
Government was perfectly willing to make a commitment about fiscal reform
and to specify the areas in which such a reform would take place, he
thought it would be politically extremely difficult to specify in advance
what particular measures would be implemented in 1989/90, essentially
because this preempted what would be a component of the Loi de Finance for
those years. Second, he pointed out that the actual 1987 results had
shown that investments had in fact grown more rapidly than envisaged and
that consequently, he did not think that the additional 2% increase in
public investments that had been discussed during the November mission was
still a valid figure. Third, he felt the 1987 figures had also resulted
in their being temporarily unable to reach agreement with the IMF on the
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overall macroeconomic targets and he wanted to clarify whether the Bank
would continue with the preparation of the SAL if agreement with the IMF
could not be reached in the near future. I told him that I would convey
these messages to Mr. Dervis that either he or Mr. Shilling respond to him
on these matters. However, I did tell him that it seemed to me that on
all of these issues any specific response would be difficult without
looking at the precise numbers that they were now proposing for the next
three years. He then agreed to complete the preparation of the macro
paper and to send it to Washington with Dick Hamilton on March 9. He
expressed an interest in having an appraisal mission on March 21-28 and he
pointed out that he would be in Washington on April 10-15 with the
Minister of Finance and could discuss any remaining issues on the SAL with
the relevant Bank officials at that time.

Note: Dick Hamilton has arrived and tells me that he did not receive any
papers from Mr. Dairi.

cc. Messrs. Dervis, Shilling
MAhmed:cg



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

March 15, 1988

To: EM2IE Staff

Re. Authorization of Telexes

1) Telexes asking for clarification of sub-projects
should be signed by the Task Manager.

2) Telexes approving sub-projects should be signed
by me.

3) Routine telexes to counterpart agencies (not
Ministries) could be signed by the Task Manager
using his/her discretion.

4) Telexes to Ministries and all other telexes
announcing missions or any any other formaL
communication between the Bank and the
Government should be signed by me.

M s Ahmed
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F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 15-Mar-1988 09:07am

TO: Andrew P. Rogerson ( ANDREW P. ROGERSON

FROM: Masood Ahmed, EM2 ( MASOOD AHMED

EXT. : 32340

'BJECT: RE: Your BTO on Moroccan Private Sector, etc.

Your note on training in Morocco is most timely. I had dinner

during my visit with Mr Asmani, the minister of industry, waho

made a big deal of the absence of qualified technicians and

operators in the industries which were growing rapidly and held

promise for the future. He cited textiles in particular. His

complaint was that the ministry of higher education was out of

touch with the realities of the marketplace and was far more

interested in building new "faculties de droit" as opposed to

useful vocational training institutes...music to our ears! He

suggested that we try and address this question in the near future

through the work on industry and on education. I had already

asked Carlos to get in touch with Bruno in your division to see if

we could mount some kind of collaborative work. Your industrial

training review seems to be an ideal vehicle. I would be more

than willing to have Carlos or someone else from the division

participate in the work ( including mission). We should be out

there in late May -early June for the appraisal of the next

industrial finance project and that could be a good means for

overlapping. I am asking Carlos to follow up the specifics with

Bruno.

cc. paper mail Carlos Basterra.

CC: John D. Shilling ( JOHN D. SHILLING )
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DATE: 11-Mar-1988 11:15am

TO: Masood Ahmed ( MASOOD AHMED

FROM: Andrew P. Rogerson, EM2PH ( ANDREW P. ROGERSON

EXT.: 32778

UBJECT: Your BTO on Moroccan Private Sector, etc.

I really enjoyed reading this-it confirmed several "sweeping
generalisations" that had been forming in my mind..The connection

I would like to make concerns industrial training, especially
in-service training, as perceived by the private sector and as
provided by the Office de la Formation et de la Promotion
professionelle(OFPP), based in Casa and, in our judgment, well run

but stifled somewhat by constant interference from the
Administration(fortunately, it has financial autonomy, but at the
cost of an earmarked tax on employers, about which you may have
heard criticisms.
In May-June, Pierre Mersier, who also supervises our two VT

projects managed by the Office, will be going out with Dave
Fretwell, one of the best industrial-training people of the U.S.

department of labor, to strart an industrial training subsector

review which we hope to use as a vehicle to promote a looser, more

client-oriented service, financially backed and perhaps
substantially managed by the state enterprises (many of which,
like the OCP, benefit by recruiting OFPP graduates but pay nothing

in return),but especially by the"private sector" and its embryonic
represantatives structures, like the industrial associations, some

of whom already work closer with the Office than their

counterparts in our other clients..
There seems to me to be scope for using this training dimension as

a vehicle both for Bank-PS dialogue, and to start breaking down

the excessive Governmentt preoccupation with public-sector
training delivery modes.I'd really appreciate if Jacques or

someone else from your team could help us with this, and promise

to keep you abreast of our work as it unfolds.
Thanks-suggestions welcome.

Paper copy to Laporte, Mersier.

CC: John D. Shilling ( JOHN D. SHILLING
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DATE: March 10, 1988

TO: Mr. Kemal Dervis, Director EM2

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: MOROCCO: Operational Mission - February 21-27
Back-to-Office Report

1. Jacques Coudol and I visited Morrocco to further develop our

contacts with the private sector and to solicit their views on: (i) the
prospects and constraints for industrial exports; (ii) the Government's

proposed privatization program; and (iii) the potential role that the

World Bank could play to support and encourage the development of the

private sector in Morocco. We were accompanied by Mr. G. Sousson

(consultant) who had helped to organize these meetings and whose personal

contacts with private sector industrialists played a major role in

ensuring that the discussions were both frank and fruitful. We also had a

series of meetings to discuss these and other operational issues with our

principal counterparts in the Government/public sector, notably, Messrs.

Asmani, Minister of Industry; Ouassini and Dairi, Ministry of Finance;

Karbid and Bouhaouli, Ministry of Energy and Mines; Faris and other

members of the management of BNDE; and Tazi and Berrada of ONE. Richard

Hamilton, who was in Morocco under separate terms of reference, joined in

the meetings on energy related matters. This back-to-office report

focusses on our discussions with the private sector and on the initial

thinking of the Government in regard to the proposed privatization of

public enterprises. The results of our other operational discussions will

be reported in other memoranda, but a few points meriting your attention

are raised in para. 8 of this document.

Discussions with the Private Sector:

2. The three days of discussions that we had with the private

sector comprised of informal meetings on a one-to-one basis with leading

industrialists, a group meeting with the CGEM, and a large

discussion/dinner organized with about 20 representatives of private

industry and finance. Detailed notes on these meetings are available in

the divisional files upon request. These discussions provided some

interesting--although necessarily impressionistic--perspectives on the

structure of the private sector, on how the private sector views the

workings of Government policy as well as the role of the World Bank. With

all the usual caveats about the folly of generalization, the following

general observations can be made:
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(i) These meetings served to confirm that there is indeed a

dynamic, prosperous and active set of private

entrepreneurs who are successfully developing enterprises

geared both towards the domestic and export markets. The

people that we met were by and large well informed about

the economic situation and prospects at home and for

their principal trading partners. They were also full of

ideas and possibilities regarding future projects and it

was clear that many of them were making use of their

international contacts to ensure that they were aware

of--and could profit from 2--new developments in

technology and techniques;

(ii) At the same time, and somewhat paradoxically given the

above, while there are these various successful
entrepreneurs, it is also apparent that there is no such
thing as a coherent "private sector". Indeed one of the

most notable perceptions that we came away with about the

Moroccan private sector was its highly atomistic nature

and the strong individuality of its representation. One

result of this phenomenon is the virtual absence of any

common--or at least coordinated--private sector position
on issues which affect the sector as a whole. Most of

the individuals that we talked to articulated their views

in terms of the impact of a particular Government policy

on their own line of operationq, but had much less to say
on the benefits or costs for the "private sector". This

was particularly apparent in our discussions with CGEM

where, although each of the members present had a number

of interesting points to make, there was no common CGEM

position on either what the principal constraints to

industrial development were or to the question of

privatization of the public enterprises;

(iii) there appears to be very little contact, in terms of an

exchange of ideas, between the private sector and the

Government on matters which are of crucial interest to

both. We heard repeated complaints of how the revision

of the finance law and of the code of investments had

been carried out without any prior consultation with the

private sector. Similarly, although the preparation of a

draft law on privatization is well advanced in the
administration, there appears to have been little

discussion of the objectives, mechanics or timing for

this privatization effort with representatives of the

private sector. To some extent, this is clearly an area

where the public sector can and should make stronger

effort; but it is also the case that this effort is

hampered by the fact that there does not appear to be a
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well thought through private sector position on any of

these matters;

(iv) most of the representatives of the private sector that we

met appear to hold the administration and Government

officials in relatively low estime. Complaints about

lack of professionalism, lack of motivation among

Government officials and a misunderstanding about the

role the Government should play to develop the private

sector, are a common expression by the private sector in

most countries, but in Morocco they appear to be

expressed both more openly and more vehemently than we,

at least, have encountered in discussions elsewhere; and

(v) except for some key people in the CGEM, the private

sector as a whole is not well informed about the role of

the World Bank, both in general and in Morocco. Many

people that we talked to continued to confuse us with the

IMF and few were aware of the fact that through ITPA and

through the lines of credit we had made some contribution

to both a better industrial policy climate and to

providing direct financing for industrial investments.

3. Apart from using these meetings to get across a better

understanding of the World Bank and its role, we thought to convey two

specific messages. First, the urgency and importance of improved

communication between the private sector and the administration on a whole

variety of issues including: (i) industrial and trade policy--where the

continuance of the current trend of (largely) private sector export growth

will be the key determinant of continued economic growth for the Moroccan

economy in the medium term; (ii) public finance management--where many of

the complaints that the private sector cited as constraints to their

effective functioning (high interest rates, high energy prices, poor

infrastructure, etc.) could be traced to the basic issue of inadequate

Government resources which in turn meant inadequate fiscal revenues. We

urged that the private sector take a more proactive role in proposing to

the Government how in their view fiscal revenues could best be increased

with minimal negative effects on incentives, efficiency and competition;

and (iii) the proposed program of privatization--where the private sector

would, by definition, have to play a key role to make the effort

successful. Again, the private sector could take a more proactive role in

participating in the deliberations with the Government on designing the

objectives and mechanics of such a program.

4. The second message was that, for the above reasons, we in the

World Bank were interested in developing and broadening our contacts with

the private sector so as to be better aware of their constraints and

concerns, and that we would welcome any proposals on how these contacts

could be put onto a more regular and systematic footing. We agreed to

send to the CGEM, documents and reports that the Bank produced on
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industrial development issues which could be useful for them in their own

deliberations. We further agreed that we would schedule regular meetings

with them to take stock of recent developments and future prospects. At

the same time, we stressed that the World Bank could not, however, be an

intermediary in the dialogue between the private sector and the

Government, and that essentially while we could serve as a catalyst it was

up to the two parties concerned to develop better mechanisms for regular

consultation.

5. In sum, I think these meetings were extremely useful both for

us and for the private sector representatives we met, in that both parties

now have a clearer understanding of the other. However, it is also clear

that establishing a regular and productive dialogue with the Moroccan

private sector will require, on our part, both persistence and patience.

The Government's Privatization Program:

6. Privatization of public enterprises is currently a subject of

great discussion in Morocco. The original conceptualization of a public

enterprise rationalization program in the early 1980's had always

envisaged that a next phase would include the privatization of some public

enterprises in sectors where the state had no strategic interest.

However, the timetable for this phase appears to have accelarated in

recent months. Most recently, the King has asked for the preparation of a

draft privatization law by late-March. Given that limited initial

thinking had been done to date on the subject, at least within the

official administration, there is now a great rush to put together the law

and an accompanying program in a very short period. A major seminar is to

be held at the end of March to discuss privatization and it is expected

that the program itself will begin to be implemented later this year. It

is important that we participate in the seminar of end-March and I am

making the necessary arrangements to ensure that Jacques Coudol, the task

manager for PERL II, will attend along with Mr. Vuylsteke (PPR).

7. The second PERL Project, currently proposed for FY90, is of

course a major vehicle for the Bank to support this effort and our

discussions with Mr. Ouassini made it clear that the Government expects

privatization to be a component of the second PERL. However, At this

stage it is difficult to say to what extent the final privatization

program will be one that the Bank can easily support. The objectives

appear to be fully in line with those that were agreed at the time of the

first PERL, but there are a few issues which will need to be clarified in

the coming months. The two most important questions on are how

privatization can be implemented without increasing the widespread

concerns about the concentration of industrial structure; and how specific

mechanisms can be developed to ensure that the transfer of public

enterprises takes place at a price which adequately reflects both market

considerations and the need to safeguard social and public interests. We

will continue to work closely with the DEPP on these matters in the coming
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months, but I suspect that it will probably only be in the late summer
that we can come to a clearer judgement on whether the proposed program
provides a-satisfactory basis for Bank support under PERL II.

Meeting with OCP:

8. Following a protracted but unsuccessful attempt to put together
a Bank project with OCP in the early 1980's, this was the first official
meeting that we had with OCP after many years. We were received with some
ceremony and great courtesy--largely, I suspect, due to the fact that Mr.
Guillot-Lageat, who had arranged these meetings, is held personally in
great regard by Mr. Lamrany. Mr. Lamrany was joined by some of his key
aides for the meeting but it was clearly he who dominated the discussion
and provided us with an insightful and colourful perspective on the
history of the Bank's relationship with Morocco. The three key points
that he made during the course of the discussion were: first, that the
objectives of privatization were sound but there were a number of
constraints to its successful implementation and that we should not count
on it to solve the basic problem with public enterprises; many of these
would continue to be managed by the Government and improvements in their
management efficiency were going to continue to be the larger source for
overall savings. Second, that the Bank should continue to focus on
improving the efficiency and flexibility of administrative procedures for
industrial development and trade facilitation because these were still key
constraints in the Moroccan economy and the involvement of the Bank served
as an important catalyst in bringing about change in these areas. Third,
that it was indeed useful for the Bank to seek to obtain a medium term
macroeconomic program which would be used as a basis for our continued
support, particularly through quick disbursing loans; at the same time, we
should recognize that it would be difficult to obtain such a program,
largely because the concensus underlying such a program did not in fact
currently exist. Apart from these general comments, we also talked a bit
about possibilities for Bank involvement in the phosphate sector. Having
reiterated the difficulties encountered during the last abortive attempt
to prepare a project, Mr. Lamrani said that he was willing to envisage
another attempt. This would clearly be an important new area of activity
for the Bank but my own feeling is that we should proceed cautiously on
this; partly because I suspect that no matter what we do our leverage with
OCP will remain extremely limited and partly because another failure would
have widespread repercussions. However, we will now maintain contact at
the working level and see if a useful opportunity for collaboration can be
identified.

Operational Discussions:

9. Most of the operational discussions that we had will be
reported in other back-to-office memoranda but the following points can be
summarized here:
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(i) Discussions with the private sector, with BNDE and with

the Ministry of Finance have confirmed the need and the

priority of the proposed Industrial Export Finance

project and we now have a clearer idea of the

policy/institutional component of this project. In

particular we have a concensus that improvements in the

current system for the coverage of foreign exchange risk

should be a key area to be addressed by the proposed

operation and I will ensure that the March project
preparation mission is adequately staffed to address this

issue.

(ii) In the energy area we have been requested to participate

in the financing of the proposed Jorf El Asfar Coal Power

Thermal Station to be built by ONE. As you know we had

envisaged an FY90 Energy Sector Loan. However, I believe

that we should seriously consider replacing that

operation with the Jorf El Asfar project for the

following reasons: (a) Jorf El Asfar is a major project

by any standards (total cost about one billion dollars of

which approximately half will be in foreign exchange) and

it is certainly the largest project that ONE has ever

done. Consequently, the cost of slippage in

implementation or of wrong decisions in design will be

major. Through our participation we could help to ensure

that the risks of these events could be minimized; (b) a

project of this magnitude will require a variety of

cofinanciers some of whom will also be suppliers of

equipment. Through the participation of an independent

agency, such as the Bank, we can help to ensure that

financing decisions do not unduly influence technical

choices in a sub optimal manner; and (c) the success or

failure in implementing this project will, because of its

size, have fundamental implications for the overall

financial position of ONE well into the 21st Century.

Consequently, we will soon prepare and circulate for your

review an IEPS for this project which, given the proposed

implementation schedule, I would recommend bringing

forward as an FY90S operation. The amount of the Bank's

loan will need to be discussed but my proposal would be

for a US$200 million loan with another US$200 million to

be sought in cofinancing.

cc.Messrs. Costa, Shilling (4), Grais, El-Maaroufi, Bouhaouala, Amin,

O'Sullivan, Ludwig, Rogerson, Porter, Hewer, Brigish o/r, Brizzi,

Coudol, Hinds, Blanchi, Guillot-Lageat, Nellis, Covindassamy,

Hendriks, Klein
EM2IE Staff

MAhmed:cg
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0FFICE MEMORANDUM 

NCv I 2022
DATE: March 7, 1988 CONFIDENTIAL

TO: Mr. Millard Long, CECFP

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Division Chief EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Ms. McNaughton's Participation in the Algeria Financial Work

Millard:

Just a note to let you know how impressed we all were by

Diana's contribution during the recent project preparation mission to

Algeria. Starting with a very limited information base in a new country

where the banking sector is undergoing major restructuring, she was able

to cover an enormous amount of ground and quickly develop sound

professional judgements and useful operational recommendations.

Her continued participation in this important work would be

invaluable and I very much hope that it can be made a major element of her

overall work program. Specifically, we are counting very much on her

participation in a follow-up preparation mission June 10-29 and in the

appraisal missions currently scheduled for September. We have also

discussed with Diana the possibility of a short stop over in Algeria April
10-12 on the way back from Morocco.

Many thanks for your cooperation.

MAhmed: cg



Transcription of M. Ahmed's Back-to-Office Report sent from the field on
February 22, 1988. It has not been read.

February 22, 1988

To: Mr. Kemal Dervis

Kemal:

This is a new formula that I am testing out for sending back the
back-to-office report. Since Rory is leaving in the morning I thought it
might be a useful way to get to you some of the basic results of what
happened today so that you have a base on which we can talk further if you
call me in Morocco. As I mentioned to you on the phone, the general

climate here when I arrived was one which was little more complex and

Benbitour, in particular, was I think a little worried and a little

annoyed with the perceptions that somehow his visit to Washington had been

taken advantage of by us in presenting almost as a fait accompli the
involvement of Sail and himself in the preparation of a paper which could
be used as a basis for posing conditionality on an exchange rate change as

a basis for sector adjustment loan. After our discussion I had a meeting
with Benbitour and Khellef which lasted about forty five minutes and
thereafter we had another meeting with Rory, Nick, Hasso and Ben Naim (the

fellow from the ED's office).

The meeting with Khellef, in fact, turned out to be a lot more

positive than it might have been, we started off basically by my giving
him an expos6 of where we were and what we saw as the main pieces of work
in the coming weeks and I broadened the discussion a bit by putting the

work on the macroeconomic context as one to three pieces of work which I

have mentioned to you. The first would be the piece of work on the

financial sector which would essentially develop an issues paper listing
all the questions which needed to be answered not just for the further
preparation of the BAD project, but as a basis for guiding the evolution
of the financial sector in the short term. For this work I suggested

Silva Lopes and Roberto's visit could be used to add to the work that has
already been done by Jacques Coudol and his team which is in the field.
The second piece of work was of course beginning to look at prospects for
increasing productivity and production through capacity utilization or
other means in the industrial sector. And the third piece of work was the
preparation of the cadre macroeconomic which I briefed him on.

On each of these subjects in turn: on the financial sector he

was very positive about preparing such a paper and said that he himself
was very worried about the practical questions that needed to be uncertain

but which had not been put together in a systematic format, he welcomed

the visit of Silva Lopes and of Roberto and hoped that after this current
mission we would be able to send to him shortly pieces of paper which we
can then use as basis of the discussions, so on that I think we are in

good shape. On the industrial setor, he says that he and the Ministry of
Finance support us, particularly because it is the industrial sector



which they dre counting on in the short run to bring about rapid increase
in supply and he is worried again that, although the general framework
which exists in the context of the enterprises autonomy provide the basis
for this increase in supply that there is a need to be a little more
directive at least in the short term to bring about changes in areas where
the potential is most promising. However, he suggested that we talk with
the Ministry of Industry both heavy industries and light industries
because ultimately it is they who have' to make a decision on the extent to
which they would like the Bank to be involved, he offered to help and
asked Benbitour to both arrange any meetings and to provide prior
briefings to these Ministries so that they could be aware of the
objectives and of how it related to the overall work of the Bank.

We then moved on to the question of the macroeconomic piece of
work which was obviously the most complex and the one where I had to make
the greatest use of being careful in my language in French. I explained
to him what the context was within which this work had been started during
the last visit, saying to him that we had at the moment a certain program
of the systems to which in the Department are committed and we are trying
to do our best to expand both the volume and the scope of Bank involvement
in supporting Algerians through a contribution however modest. I added
that one of the means that we are trying to explore in this context was
the possibility of developing a quick disbursing loan for which the
agricultural sector where the reforms were the most advanced, and which
provided the first but by no means the only possibility to develop such a
project. I also said to him that for us, even though we had a pretty
convincing package of reforms in the agriculture sector which could be
used as a basis foigpresenting such a project, for us it was necessary to
be able to present 4the same time to our Direction and to our Conseil a
coherent macroeconomic framework which would be the basis for ensuring
that the sector reforms were indeed successful and have the desired
results. I further pointed out that while the preparation of the
macroeconomic framework for the next three years (and we talked
specifically of 1988/89/90) was something which boils down to series of
numbers and projections underlining these projections was a description of
an evaluation of the Government's policies which would endeed bring about
the transition of the Algerian economy towards a sustained growth in the
1990s that was based on non-hydrocarbon exportation as the main source of
the incremental growth.

I said to him that it was in this context that we viewed the
work that had been subsequently carried out in Washington for which we
were very appreciative, that there was no intention of using the document
that had been prepared in Washington as any kind of official document but
rather than it has given us the opportunity to understand a little better
the various elements on which further work needed to be done and that we
were ready to continue to work with Benbitour, Sail and whoever else he
might designate to further develop a paper which would be a macroeconomic
perspective for the next three years, and which paper could then be served
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as a supporting document for the presentation of one or more sector loans
within the Bank. I then stressed that while it was the case that we were
interested in having a coherent macroeconomic story which would have the
desired results, and that our object was not to focus on any particular
instrument. It was also the case given the existing distortions in the
Algerian economy and given the institutional contraints within which we
were. Two questions which were bound to come up in the presentation of
any such story would be; first, the Government's policy with regard to
exchange rates and what measures they propose to take or were taking to
bring the exchange rate into better balance; and second the Government's
policy with regard to domestic interest rates and the proposals that they
were proposing to take with a view to using the interest rates as a mean
for attracting deposits from abroad, as well as encouraging and mobilizing
domestic rates. On the exchange rate question I then went to the points
that we had discussed them before, essentially those relating to the
contradiction that existed between having a strict quantitative action of
exchange rate at the time when enterprises were supposed to be becoming
more autonomous, the question of at least beginning to encourage
non-hydrocarbons exports, the question of providing a relative price for a
scarce commodity which reflected at the level of the enterprises a better
match between value and cost and finally the use of the exchange rate as a
means of attracting a higher volume of workers deposits.

Finally, I said to him that while the work that we propose to
carry out together was something to which we attach.a great dealx of
importance because we felt that at this stage in the Algerian development
process a greater volume of Bank funds would make an important
contribution and because we felt that this work would indeed be the basis
for bringing about such a higher volume of Bank contribution. It was also
the case that if having worked out together a piece of paper which
reflected what they were comfortable with, we came up with a set of
measures that we could not successfully put through our management, and I
stressed to him that there was a risk that we would not be able to do this
unless we could provide convincing answers to the questions I raised
earlier, then this did not mean in any way that there was a change in our
approach or in our volont6 to bring about whatever support that we could,
we will search for other options but it would essentially mean that we
would rule out probably one set of options. Having made my little speech,
Khellef who was very pleasant and really extremely constructive went
through these questions point by point. The upshot of what he said is
that first of all, he had thought that the work on the macroeconomic
framework was something which was an informal discussion. Conditionality
on any macroeconomic variable in the context of a Bank loan is something
which he simply does not believe will be acceptable within the Algerian
administration. What he said was that they are perfectly happy if a loan
is based on what the Government is doing or has officially decided to do,
but they cannot commit themselves in a letter to future actions on which
decisions at the highest levels have not yet been made. As far as the
exchange rate was concerned he points out to me that they have already
devalued and cited numbers which are some public knowledge about the
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change betwaen the Algerian dinars and the US dollars and the change
between the Algerian dinars and the European currencies and said that
between us this is what they intended to carry on doing. He also went
through a whole range of other measures they are doing to attract what was
deposits to encourage exports to try and rationalize the use of foreign
exchange, he was not bothered at all by the fact that there existed a
parallel market in foreign exchange, but essentially he ruled out a single
discrete change in the exchange rate in the coming month. He also said to
me that there was at the end of this year a congress of the party, that
this congress of the party (incidentally he is responsible and I think
vice president in charge of preparation of some committee for the party
which keeps him very busy these days) that this congress of the party
would prepare a set of medium term perspectives and that prior to the
holding of this congress, the administration was simply unable to make
commitments which would be seen as preempting the decision and discussions
that would take place in the congress.

Now, having got this far, I said to him look we might get more
specific in our discussion, what we have to prepare for a sector loan is
normally a letter of development policy and what the letter of development
policy does is present the medium term prospects and a set of Government
policies and actions which they are taken or proposing to take to support
these actions. In this letter of development policy it is essential that
we say something about the Government's policies on interest rates, but
more importantly on foreign exchange rates, and I asked him how we could
now proceed given that they were reluctant to prepare a general paper on a
medium term macroeconomic prospective which would have wide circulation.
He was much more receptive to the idea of preparing a letter of
development policy which would have much more restrictive circulation. He
then said to me why don't you prepare a set of macroeconomic projections
and supporting text which we would then review and give you our comments
on or sign off on. I did not think that this was a sensible way to
proceed so I turned later on and said look it has to be your program in a
letter which you could send to the Bank. We can help you at the technical
level in both preparing the numbers and in drafting the letter, but
ultimately it must come to us as your program which we the Bank sign
also. He is very quick at recognizing that this was something he had to
do, so we arrived at the following compromise: He, that is Benbitour,
will prepare between now and March 12 a set of macroeconomic projections
in a format that we give them, we will then send a mission on March 12
which will spend about 8 or 9 days here and which will work with them on
the draft of the supporting text, upon the return of this mission we will
complete the preparation of a draft development policy letter which he
would like from us by the end of March. He then needs two weeks he says
to review this paper, the letter itself, and to discuss it and get it
approved by the various people in the administration who need to be
involved. Once he has done that he will come to Washington on the 15th of
April where he has to be for Algerian/American Mixed Commission and we
will then meet in Washington to see whether the modified letter that he
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brings back can serve as a basis for us to go to our Direction or not. I
assured him that even if we were not fully satisfied with the package, we
would still try to put it through our system but that obviously the
chances of success were a direct function of the extent to which the
letter that they came back wit was a letter which address the issues that
we were bound to face in such a presentation. If on April 15, we agree
that the letter is one that we can proceed with we then activate the
preparation for internal processing and we activate the preparation of the
sector reform package, we send out an appraisal mission in May and by that
time we will then be able to plan for an early FY89 Board presentation of
our loan. If we are unable to come up with such a package, he recognizes
that we will have to try it, at least together, and if it does not work
out we will then seek to explore other options, but there won't be any
hard or hurt heart feelings either way.

I tried out certain specific formulae on what could or could not
go into the letter; on the exchange rate for example he said that he would
have no difficulty with a statement along the following lines; that the
Government in pursuit of an aggressive rate mangement policy has already
effected devaluation of the dinar against its main trading partners by
such and such and that it intends to continue to follow such a policy so
as to ensure:

(a) encouragement of non-hydrocarbon exports;
(b) attraction of deposits from foreign workers;
(c) bringing about a better balance between the supply and

demand of foreign exchange at the domestic market, etc.

This he would have no difficulty with. What he would have
difficulty with is the further statement which is "and that in pursuit of
these aims the Government expects that the dinar would be devalued by a
further ( %) during the coming year". Basically, he cannot give us a
number. Similarly, on the interest rate, he would be happy with a
statement which says the interest rate will be liberalized and the
following policy on interest rates will apply to certain kind of
investments, etc. and the following sorts of investments will be kept
control. What he cannot give us is a precise movement on what the
interest rate will be although there is reason is more that it is going be
determined through the market which I think is a bit of self delusion
rather than that there is a particular level that he is uncomfortable
with. Now, I personally think that this is actually quite a feasible plan
of work and subsequently when Khellef met with Rory, etc. he was very
positive about the prospects of a sector loan on this basis and said that
on the macroeconomic front he was comfortable with the calendrier and the
approach that we had developed. Rory, Hasso, etc. also feel quite
comfortable with this approach, but ultimately it is you who have to
decide whether you want to proceed with these bases or not. I think the
risks are there but they are now much reduced and I think the more
important achievement is what I am particularly pleased with the meeting
for, is that we have managed to establish that action on exchange rate and
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interest rate is a key component for us of telling a coherent
macroeconomic story, that it is up to them to help us tell such a story
and that essentially depending upon what they come up with they may or may
not succeed in presenting successfully a package to our Board, but that if
we do not succeed I am now convinced that there will not be a reprecussion
in the form of their feeling in any way led down the garden path. I mean
they are perfectly aware of what our constraints are, they are willing to
go along with that, they recognize that there is a certain risk in it, but
it is risk that they feel it is worth taking and it is a risk which they
feel we are participating in by committing resources on a basis which we
recognize is risky because we are trying to help them, so I think in that
sense the positive climate is unlikely to get sour. He sends by the way
his extensive thanks for the work that the department is doing, he was
also very pleasant and courteous to me and to the other people.

Now, the problem that this poses for us is that I think if we
are going to deliver we have got to organize a mission on the 12th of
March which has to be headed by somebody who can put together a letter of
development policy and a macroeconomic package based on the numbers and
initial workings of a draft which they might do here. Yvan by himself is
obviously not the person to do this, Roberto could stay on a couple of
extra days, but he is also not the person who can put this together by
himself, ultimately it seems to me the only option is that Wafik gets
involved in this personally, comes out here for that period and helps to
put together such a package. I must say that I am very tempted to say
that I will do this myself and in many ways it would be an interesting
option to see I can get somebody to run my division for the next eight
weeks while I work full time on this, but I am not sure it is a very
practical option, but you know Wafik could obviously do this better than I
can, and he does come to mind as the obvious person to do it.

As far as your visit is concerned he said that you are welcomed
any time, but if he was going to be there in mid April then you could
certainly come here you know end April/early May to continue the
discussion and to develop if you like to join we could join the appraisal
mission for the project yourself. So much for that. On the seminar he
said that given his new responsibilities on this party commission his
calendrier is very heavy, but I stressed to him that the objective of
participating in the seminar was not just to share experiences of other
countries, although that was important but really to carry out further
some of the operations discussion that I mentioned that Thalwitz might be
there and that it will be an opportunity for him to also talk a little
more with Thalwitz about what the Algerian reform program was about. He
said that he will try very much and would try and come for one day if that
was all could manage but he recognizes the importance of it and was going
to try. On Hedoussi, he said that I should meet him and that I should
also meet the D616gu6 de plan and he said also that he had no difficulty
with Hedoussi going there, he thought it was a good idea and therefore in
your letter please include an invitation.
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Iii terms of next steps, Roberto should bring out with him a set

of draft tables which need to be filled out by Benbitour and by the
Ministry, essentially the same set of tables that we have given to the
Moroccans but you know you might want to look at them to see whether there
are any changes that you like made in those tables. I think we might want
to break up certain aspects of the various accounts in different way to

emphasize the particular changes that we expect to see in the Algerian
economy, in particular I think we might also want to add a table on the
increases in industrial production that we expect to see which will then
serve as a basis for us getting involved in the industrial side to help
the Ministry of Finance in their dialogue with industry which I think is a
little bit tense. So Roberto brings these tables out, we give those to
Benbitour; secondly, we should plan on this mission and when we talk from
Morocco, may be we could try define who would be on it, so that when I
come back I can give that information to them; thirdly, when Silva Lopes
and Rocha get here I will get them started not just on the financial
sector issues, but on looking a little bit also on the macro context. But
before I do that I want to talk to you about who you think should go on
the mission, because in a sense there is a danger of having too many cooks
involved in this exercise. All in all, I must say I am having a feel that
is quite positive about the meeting, given this where we started from I
think we come out with a proposed plan of action which is going to be
ambitous certainly on our side to deliver, but which at least minimizes
the downside risk of what is going to be a risky operation. On the
sectoral side Rory will brief you but as far as I can make up they have an
operation which is ready to go.

Last point I am seeing Hocine Benissad tomorrow and I will brief
him on the work that he needs to do on the macroeconomic side and I would
just suggest him that he come out to Washington in the last 10 days of
March when our mission will have returned and will be putting together a
package. Having heard the other side too for the points in one direction,
one point is that any paper that we send Khellef in form of a draft letter
etc. he stressed should be kept informal and confidential; second point
you might want to listen to this tape with Rory and Hasso so that they
could give comments on point which I might have forgotten in taping it.
Correction is that while it was the case that Khellef, when we met in the
wider meeting, was certainly very supportive and expressed the views that
they could proceed quickly with the package and that he thought the
calendrier wasa sensible one, I don't think that he actually made a
statement about macroeconomic cadre being comfortable or not and that he
did that earlier, but I am not sure I recall exactly now.

Finally, I hope this tape is useful and if this innovative
technique works, we might tried it in the future. Do call me in Casa and
we can talk further if you have any questions. Thanks.

Masood Ahmed

MAhmed:cg



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: February 17, 1988

TO: Mr. Alexander Nowicki, Division Chief, OEDD2

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Division Chief, EM2IF

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: DFI - Sustainability Study - The BNDE Report

1. I would like to congratulate Mr. Sekse and OED for having
produced this report. It is an important document, not only as a case
study for your overall work on DFI sustainability, but also as a through
and insightful review of the Bank's operational relationship with a major
client. Our staff will certainly draw lessons from this report and I hope
that the issues reaised here will be very much the focus of of our own
operational agenda for future discussions with BNDE and the Moroccan
GoverMent.

2. Given the potential contribution that this report could make,
it would seem to me well worth the effort to make the
editorial/presentational changes that currently reduce its impact. This
is particularly important given the well known sensitivity of BNDE's
management to what could be construed as critical comment. Once the
French translation is available (which, incidentally, I believe is an
essential step before dissemination of the report in Morocco), I would be
happy to have our staff review it with Mr. Sekse and yourselves to
identify any specific language changes that might usefully be made to
avoid giving offense while maintaining the substance of the report. In
the meantime, I would recommend against sending the current English
version to Morocco.

3. I am also attaching, for your information, the more detailed
comments of my staff on the report. In particular, I think that you will
find some important points raised by Jacques Coudol, who has been
associated with the BNDE relationship for many years and has perhaps the
best institutional memory on this subject.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Dervis, Shilling, O'Sullivan, Coudol, Basterra,
Millard Long, van der Mandele, Tata, Chopra, Thomas

MA/eka



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 4, 1988

TO: Mr. Kemal Dervis, Director, EM2

FROM: Alexande 4wicki, Division Chief, OEDD2

EXTENSION: 32911

SUBJECT: DFI Sustainability Study - Case Study on BNDE, Morocco

1. As you are aware, OED is carrying out a Study of the
Sustainability of Financial Intermediaries in an Evolutionary
Environment. This study was the subject of an Approach Paper which
the Joint Audit Committee reviewed and approved at its meeting on
March 4, 1987. It envisages, inter alia, a field review of a number
of DFIs, the results of which would be written up as separate case
studies.

2. One of the DFIs selected for review, after consultation with
the then IDF Divisions, was the Banque Nationale pour le Developpement
Economique (BNDE). The draft of this case study is attached for your
review and comment. I would appreciate receiving any comments you may
have by February 25 when we expect to send the draft to BNDE and the
Government for their comments.

3. Please address any questions you may have on this case study
to Mr. Henry B. Thomas (ext. 32916).

Attachment

cc: Mr. John Shilling, Chief, EM2CO
Mr. Masood Ahmed, Chief, EM2IE
Mr. Millard Long, Chief, Financial Policy and Systems Division, CEC
Mr. G.K. van der Mandele, Divisional Manager, CA1, Division II, IFC
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DATE: February 17, 1988

TO: Mr. Miguel Schloss, Chief AFTIE

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Transition Arrangements for Mr. Brendan Horton

1. I refer to Mr. Peberdy's memo of February 10, 1988 and our
recent telephone conversations concerning the transition arrangements for
Mr. Horton. As we agreed on the phone, the objective now is to ensure an
orderly and rapid transition of his responsibilities to colleagues in this
Department so that he can begin his new work in the Africa region. Having
discussed the matter with Brendan and made some staff assignment
reallocations, I believe we can now minimize our call on his time over the
April to June 1988 period to about 10 days mission time (for the first 10
days of April) and to 2-3 weeks of subsequent participation in the
preparation of our forthcoming industrial finance operation. This amount
also seems to be within the limits of your needs as we discussed them on
the phone, and I would also have no problem with the joint mission to
Ivory Coast.

2. In the longer run, I fully share your views as to the
desirability of cooperation between our two Departments in the area of
trade facilitation and related work. Once Brendan is on board, why don't
we meet with him to define the specific modalities for such cooperation.

cc. Messrs. Dervis, Wyss
Ms. Clark

MAhmed:cg
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DATE: January 28, 1988

TO: Mr. Hans Wyss,irector AFT

FROM: Kemal Der I rector EM2

EXTN: 32776

SUBJECT: Mr. Brendan Horton

As you may know, Brendan Horton, a consultant to this Region
since 1979 and recently on a full time basis, has been offered and has
accepted a regular staff position in the Industry and Energy Division of
your Department. The purpose of this memorandum is to seek your
cooperation in obtaining an entry date for Mr. Horton's new job which
will allow him to complete an important assignment for our Department in
Morocco, with which he has been intimately involved for some time. This
assignment is to see through to the appraisal stage an FY89 Industrial
Export Finance Project for which he is responsible for the design of the
policy/institutional measures. This work is a carryover of the tasks he
carried out under the ITPA loans for Morocco and Brendan has both the
knowledge, expertise and established in country relations that make him
the ideal person to accomplish the current phase of that important work.
Moreover, some of the issues addressed, inter alia simplifications and
modernization of international trade policy are just coming to fruition
after a long adjustation period and would have direct applicability in
the Africa Region in years to come. He has already participated in two
project preparation missions and, since he was initially envisaged to
join our own Technical Department as a staff member, we fully expected
him to continue to be a part of the core team for the project. If he
were to depart in midstream, this would cause substantial delays in
project processing and add to the resource costs for this work.

I understand that because of his ongoing commitments with this
region and with EDI, Brendan could not join the Africa Technical
Department until March at the earliest. I am requesting that his entry
date to AFT be deferred until June 1, 1988 which would enable him to
complete his work for us and allow us the time to organise suitable
handover arrangements. Alternatively, can we arrange to contract for his
services during the rest of 1988 to enable him to complete or transfer
the assignments he is working on for the Department. I hope that this
will not be too much of an inconvenience for your Department and would be
happy to discuss ways in which we would help resolve any problems that
his delayed start would cause for you.

Many thanks for your cooperation.

cc. and cleared with Mr. Shilling (EM2CO)
cc. Messrs. Bouhaouala (EMTDR), Chaparro (EMTTF)
MAhmed:cg
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DATE: February 16, 1988

TO: Mr. Rene Costa, Projects Advisor, EM2DR,

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Division Chief, EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Policy Paper on Retroactive Financing

1. In response to your memo of February 9, 1988, EM2IE staff

discussed the existing policy on retroactive financing in Bank projects at

a Division meeting held on February 11. There were three major comments:

(a) The present policy for retroactive financing in the case of

investment projects (which involve periodic disbursements)
allows a desirable degree of flexibility in financial
arrangements which should be maintained and the existing limit
(10% of the loan amount) is reasonable.

(b) For adjustment lending, which is designed for quick
disbursement of funds for financing general imports upon
signature of the loan, the rationale for setting limits on the

amount to be financed retroactively, or the time period,

covered by this financing once the loan is approved, is not at

all clear. Typically, disbursements must be made against past
expenditures on the presentation of invoices. For countries
with severe balance of payments problems and, hence, limited
imports, it may be necessary to use invoices for many months
in the past in order to reach the total amount of the tranche

to be released. This is especially true if the Bank wants to

limit its financing of a particular commodity, such as oil, to

a small portion of the total.

(c) The use of a PPF is not a substitute for retroactive
financing. The case for a PPF is much more difficult to make

in EM2 countries because (i) it is necessary to know that

there will be a project and in the case of an adjustment
project this may be uncertain, (ii) it must be argued that no

other source of foreign exchange is available, which is seldom

as easy case to make and (iii) a considerable amount of

advance paperwork is required.

cc: Messrs. Dervis, Shilling, Grais, O'Sullivan, Ludwig, Rogerson,

EM2IE Staff
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DATE: February 11, 1988

TO: Mr. Chakib Khelil, Energy Unit, LATIE

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief, EM2IE

EXTENSION: 32340

SUBJECT: ALGERIA - Follow-up Mission on Production Enhancement
of Hassi-Messaoud Field
Terms of Reference

1. On or about February 22, 1988 you will proceed to
Hassi-Messaoud, Algeria for a visit of about one week to participate in

the discussions of the National Commission that was set up to issue
recommendations on the exploitation schemes of the giant field of
Hassi-Messaoud. These discussions will be based on a recent study
carried out by the French consulting firm of Franlab upon the
recommendation of the National Commission in May 1987.

2. . Upon return to headquarters you will prepare a brief
back-to-office report on your findings and conclusions.

cc: Messrs. Dervis, Costa (EM2DR), Shilling, Molineus (EM2CO)
Barbu (EM2IE), Martinez (LATIE)

CKhelil/MAhmed/jb
2499L/63



Date : February 1-), 1988

To : C. Khelil, Energy Unit, LATIE

From : I. Alted, Chief, EM2IE

Subject : Algeria : Follow-up W"+rm !pMission on Production Enhancement
of Hassi-ML-ssaoud Field.
Terms of Reference

1. On or about February 22, 1988 you will proceed to Hassi-Messaoud,
Algeria for a visit of about one week to participate in the discussions of
the National Canxission that was set up to issue recomendations on the
exploitation schemes of the giarit field of Hassi-Messaoud. These
discussions will be based on a recent study carried out by the French
consulting firm of Franlab upon the recoTmendation of the National
Conission in May I987.

2. Upon return to headquarters you will prepare a brief back-to-
office report on your findings and conclusions.

cJ

V )l

CkVA.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 10, 1988

TO: Mr. Kemal Dervis, Director, EM2

FROM: Mr. John Peberdy, Acting Director, AFT

EXTENSION: 34105

SUBJECT: Mr. Brendan Horton

1. This is in response to your January 28 memorandum regarding
Mr. Horton. I appreciate that his move to this Region as an industrial
economist will cause some disruption, but I hope that with the arrangement
described below we can minimize it. On our side Mr. Horton's recruitment is
an important element of our priority program, endorsed by Mr. Qureshi and
Mr. Jaycox, for strengthening AFTIE's French-speaking economist
capabilities so as to meet the already delayed and very heavy growing
volume of policy-related operational work in the industrial/IDF sector in
our Region, in connection with SAL-type programs. Specifically, upon his
arrival in AFTIE, Mr. Horton will be expected straight away to play a -
leading role in a major industrial policy review in C6te d'Ivoire, closely
linked to the Bank's ongoing macro-policy dialogue, as well as a long
overdue review of financial sector and monetary policies and necessary
reforms in the Western Africa Monetary Union (UMOA). These are major tasks
of broader Regional significance for which Mr. Horton's arrival is urgently
awaited.

2. While we understand the need for operational continuity in the
Morocco trade facilitation work, given our Region's pressing operational
needs, we would not be in a position to defer his joining AFTIE to June.
The major mission to Cote d'Ivoire is planned for April. We have agreed
with Mr. Horton that he will join AFTIE starting April 1, 1988, to allow
him time to complete his outstanding commitment with EDI and some of the
preparation work in Morocco for EM2IE. As discussed by Messrs. Schloss and
Ballard (AFTIE) with Mr. Masood Ahmed (EM2IE), we would propose that, to
assist your department with the Morocco work, Mr. Horton could be made
available by AFTIE on a CAM chargeback basis for a total of 2-3 weeks over
April-June 1988, to ensure continuity and a smooth handover of
responsibilities, including for a limited amount (1-2 sw) of mission work.
Given the broader interest for Africa of trade facilitation work, AFTIE
could also make Mr. Horton available for a limited amount of time over
FY89. In the context of the Morocco work, EM2IE might wish to hire a
consultant to handle the more detailed aspects, under the broad guidance of
Mr. Horton and the EM2IE task manager.

cc: Messrs. Wyss (o/r), Bouhaouala, Schloss, Shilling, M. Ahmed

PAB:mjglO-FEB-88 0:12:00ervis
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DATE: February 1, 1988

TO: Jim Dyck, Chief Personnel Officer, SVPOP

FROM: Kemal Dervis,-Director, EM2

EXTN: 32776

SUBJECT: Proposed Transfer of Mr. Ananda Covindassamy

1. I have just learned that Mr. Covindassamy, a senior financial
analyst in the mining group of the Asia Technical Department, has been
offered a position in AS4TE (Transport and Energy). This concerns us
because about 80% of Mr. Covindassamy's work is programmed for our
Industry and Energy operations--both existing projects (Morocco PERL,
Jerada Coal) and new projects (Morocco PERL II and Tunisia PERL). We
recognized the difficulties associated with Mr. Covindassamy being in AST
while working largely for this Division but did not seek to hire him
because under the Reorganization EMENA mining was to be handled by Asia
and we had budgeted the necessary use of his time. As a native French
speaker he has a clear comparative advantage for our Region and has
expressed interest in working for the Region on several occasions.

This memorandum is to record the very severe problems which the
loss of Mr. Covindassamy would pose for our Department and our interest in
hiring him immediately, if the present arrangement though AST should end.
I believe that it is clearly in the best interest of the Bank that Mr.
Covindassamy continue to work on Morocco and Tunisia, given his language
and subsectoral skills and his extensive country knowledge on Morroco and
Tunisia. I also understand that Mr. Covindassamy himself would readily
accept a position in this Department, if one were offered to him.

I would be grateful for your cooperation in resolving this issue
as soon as possible.

cc. Messrs. Thalwitz, Bouhaouala, Alisbah, Golan, McCarthy, Evans, Ahmed



January 28, 1988

To: Messrs. Dervis )
Costa )
Shilling )
Grais ) Please Review and pass on
O'Sullivan )
Ludwuig )
Rogerson )

Return to: Masood Ahmed (last)

Re. Technical Note on Alternative Repayments Terms

I was asked to comment on the above FAS paper by
Messrs. El Maaroufi/Michalopoulos, I am attaching a copy of the
paper, my comments and those of other reviewers, for your
information.

" as Ahmed

MAhmed:cg
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DATE: January 26, 1987

TO: Mr. Constantine Michalopoulos, EMNVP

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IB.

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Technical Note on Alternatve Payment Terms

I have reread the above note and my earlier comments on it, as
well as those of the other EMENA managers to whom the paper was
circulated. My general comments remain as before and Mr. Grilli's note of
January 12 summarizes the issues raised by various reviewers.

As regards the impact of the possible measures on the specific
disbursement position for the Maghreb countries, as I mentioned to you
this analysis can best be done by simulations of the computer model on the
actual data for these countries. I should think that the Financial
complex could run the numbers quickly and easily and would recommend that
they be asked to do so before any "Regional Position" is taken based on
the expected impact on our countries. In the absence of. this quantitative
analysis, all that can be said is that an extension at grace periods to 5
years will help Algeria most in CDII (because it currently has a 3 year
grace period), Tunisia less (it has 4 year grace period) and Morocco not
at all (it already has a 5 year grace period). The move to level
annuities would help all three countries in the short run but, as I
mentioned in my earlier comments, the amounts involved are not very large
for middle income countries as a whole and I presume the same holds true
for CDII's borrowers.

MAhmed:cg
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January 26, 1988

Mr. Steve Klein
Chief Officer
USAID
137, Av. Allah ben Abdallah
Rabat, Morocco

Dear Steve:

First of all let me apologize for this delay in writing to thank you
for all your hospitality and assistance during my trip to Morocco. It was
really very nice of you to have taken the trouble to arrange all the meetings
and the social occasions and I would like to say how much my colleagues and I
appreciated this. Also sorry to have missed you during your own visit to
Washington in December. As you must have found out, I was travelling to
Algeria and Tunisia at that time.

Now that I have had a chance to visit all three of the countries that
I shall be working on, I am really convinced that this will indeed be a most
challenging and enjoyable assignment. In both the Industry and Energy areas,
there are some complex and central issues to be resolved in all three of the
countries and we have the benefit of a close and productive professional
working relationship with our principal counterparts. As you can guess, I am
quite enthusiastic about the prospects.

One specific item -- Joe Leitman has briefed me on the latest status
of the now famous household energy study. I am pleased to learn that the
recent letter from USAID has apparently revived the prospects for the early
realization of this study. For our part, we continue to attach considerable
importance to this work both for its intrinsic merits and because it could
contribute to the identification and design of our future operations. Do let
me know if there is anything further that we can do to help in this matter.

I plan to be in Morocco towards the end of February for a few days
and will certainly give you a call then. I have also asked Richard Hamilton,
our Energy Officer for Morocco, to come by and talk with you and your
colleagues on his next trip which should take place around the same time. In
the meantime, thanks again for all your courtesy and help during our last trip.

Sincerely yours,

Masood Ahmed,
Chief

Industry and Energy Division
Maghreb Department

Europe, Middle East and North Africa Region

cc. Mr. Hami Lton

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145 Y-7040
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DATE: January 21, 1988

TO: Ms Monique Barnard, Language Services

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2JE

EXTN: 32340 E2\

SUBJECT: Translation

1. Attached please find a copy of the Yellow Cover draft SAR for
the Algeria Power Distribution Project, which we would like to be
translated into French by February 19, 1988.

2. I would like to take this opportunity to share with you our
unhappiness about the quality of the two most recent pieces of translation
prepared for the Division by the Language Services Division. The first
was the translation into French of the SAR and PR for the Morocco Power
Distribution Project in October 1987. The second was the translation of
the legal documents for the Tunisia Second SMI Project carried out in
November 1987. In both cases, the translation quality required extensive
reworking by Francophone staff in the Division both to improve editorial
quality, and more importantly, to correct the original translated versions
for inaccuracies. We would be happy to provide details of the problems
encountered in both tasks.

3. Of course, I understand that minor errors or omissions
occasionally will escape the quality control procedures of the Translation
Services Department and we are prepared to deal with these. What concerns
me, however, is that the reworking of translations by our staff is neither
an efficient nor a cost-effective means of obtaining translation
services. I would therefore like to discuss with you ways in which the
situation could be improved and in particular whether we can contribute in
some way to facilitate this improvement.

cc. Messrs/Mmes. Ladhibi, Carrere, Hamilton
MAhined:cg
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: January 14, 1988

TO: Ms. Sonia Vandama, PEREP

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief, EM2IE

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: Ms. Marie-Claude Haxaire

This is to confirm that after interviewing both internal and
external candidates we have decided to recruit Ms. Marie-Claude Haxaire
for the position of bi-lingual secretary in this Division. The vacancy
number for this position is 881310.

I would be grateful if you could expedite the necessary paper
work to enable her to start work here as soon as possible.

cc: Ms. Joy Vendryes, EM2DR, EMENA files
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DATE: -January 13, 1988

TO: Kemal Dervis, Director EM2

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Chief EM2IE,'

EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: TUNISIA - Introductory Mission
Back-to-office Report

1. The twin objectives of my introductory mission to Tunisia
(December 7-12) were: (i) to become acquainted with our principal
interlocuters in the Government and Parapublic Sectors and to begin to get
a first hand feel for our ongoing and proposed operational work in the
industry, finance and energy areas; and (ii) to discuss with the
Government the objectives, scope and timing of a potential public
enterprise restructuring project which had been identified by the February
1987 sector review mission led by Mr. Silva Lopes, but had not yet been
defined in any concrete manner. I was accompanied by Robert Taylor
(EMTTF) who focused on the Public Enterprise Project and who stayed on for
an extra week to follow-up on this subject, and by Marissa
Fernandes-Palacios (EM2CO) who participated in all of our meetings and
provided extremely useful advice and insight on the overall country
perspective.

2. Satisfactory progress was made on both of the above objectives.
Thanks largely to the impressive and effective organization of the visit
by the Ministere du Plan, we were able to see most of the main actors in
the field and they received us with the same courtesy and openness that
appears to have characterized your own and other recent missions to
Tunisia. As a result, I personally certainly feel better equipped to
develop an operational program for our sectors which is more responsive to
the needs and concerns of our clients. And on their side, I believe that
the visit will contribute to our overall efforts to allay any lingering
concerns about the effects of the Bank's reorganization and help to
re-establish close working relationships with our major interlocuters.

3. The majority of our meetings were organized around the needs of
the proposed PERL. The results of these discussions are summarized in the
attached memorandum prepared by Mr. Taylor. I would like to bring to your
attention the following key points:

(i) There is clearly a widespread commitment to public
enterprise reform and a willingness to (at least) discuss
openly the hard decisions that will be entailed in such a
program.



(ii) The Government has already thought through and is in the
process of establishing the institutional framework and
procedural arrangements that will govern the program;
although there are still many gaps in the proposals, they
do at least provide a reference point for our own project
design and should help to ensure that the Bank project is
part of an on-going Government initiative and not vice
versa.

(iii) There is also a strong interest on the part of the
Government for the Bank to participate in the PE reform
program; they recognize that we could usefully contribute
in the design of such a program and they also attach
importance to the potential catalytic effect of Bank
participation on the mobilization of other donor funding.

(iv) The Ministry of Planning views the proposed operation as a
quick disbursing adjustment loan with one or two tranches;
indeed, my proposal that some portion of the loan be used
to directly finance the investment needs of selected PE's
met with firm resistance on the part of Minister
Ghannouchi.

(v) The status of project preparation was considerably more
advanced than we had envisaged prior to the mission;
consequently, while FY89 Board presentation will still
require some tight programming, I am now quite confident
that this timetable can be met.

(vi) Internally, there are four coordination issues that we
need to address. First, we need to review our overall
lending strategy to Tunisia to ensure (a) that operations
in the lending program address priority issues and (b)
that their size is commensurate with their policy
content. Clearly it will not be possbile to provide
credible support for broad ranging and costly reforms if
loans of similar amounts involving less controversial
conditionality are also available in the same time
frames. The second issue relates to the interface with
the SAL that is under preparation. We have postponed the
PERL mission to February 22, so as to come in behind the
SAL appraisal. We now need to make sure that the design
of the two operations is also mutually complementary. The
SAL will not only provide the substantive macroeconomic
framework for the PERL, but also set the tone for the
level of conditionality that we can reasonably expect to
attach to the smaller PERL adjustment loan. Thus, issues
such as the content and size of the Public Investment
Program as well as budgetary transfers to, and resource
mobilization and self financing objectives of key PE's
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would need to be addressed at a general level in the SAL,
if more specific conditions are to be implemented under
the PERL. The third issue relates to the railways. SNCFT
has been proposed as one of the three PE's to be covered
directly by the PERL and, given the heavy drain that it
poses for the public budget, this choice is appropriate.
However, as we learned from the Morocco PERL, developing a
restructuring strategy for the railway company rapidly
runs into the broader question of the appropriate role of
the railways in the transport sector as a whole. I think
it is essential therefore, that we work on the railways
component of the PERL in close collaboration with the
infastructure division and use the same staff to the
extent possible. Finally, one issue of concern is the
major role that is being envisaged for the banks as
intermediaries in the proposed PE privatization program.
Many of the banks themselves are worried about their
ability to deliver on this front and both the banks and
the Government have welcomed our proposal that this issue
be examined in association with the preparation of the
proposed PERL by the relevant staff.

4. As far as other operational matters are concerned, the
Government repeated to us its interest in Bank support for a small
($10 million) Petroleum Exploration Promotion Project whose object would
be to assist.ETAP in mobilizing new private investment in the hydrocarbons
area by developing a better database through seismic and other
pre-exploration analysis and by marketing this information to the industry
in a more coherent fashion. Although small, this is a potentially very
high payoff operation and it should not be too time-consuming or resource
intensive to prepare. Therefore, I will propose its introduction in the
FY89 lending program at our next program review meeting.

5. May I suggest that we meet to review the above points,
particularly with regard to the PERL, after which I would send a letter to
the Government confirming our discussions and the next steps in project
preparation.

cc: Messrs/Mesdames. Bouhaouala, Amin, Chaparro, Taylor,
Brajovic-Bratanovic, El-Maaroufi, Michalopoulos (EMNVP) Barry (IEN),
Nellis (CECPS), Costa, Shilling, Grais, O'Sullivan, Ludwig, Rogerson,
Rahim, Fernandez-Palacios (EM2)
EM2IE Staff
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DATE: January 6, 1988

TO: Files

FROM: Robert Taylor, EMTTF

EXT: 3-2981

SUBJECT: TUNISIA - Public Enterprise Mission

1. Outlined below are additional comments on the public enterprise (PE)
mission, led by Masood Ahmed (Division Chief EM2IE) and including Marisa
Fernandez-Palacios (EM2CO) and myself, which visited Tunis from December
7-12. I stayed a second week to obtain additional information on the PE
sector. The purpose of the mission was to discuss with Government the broad
outline of a PE reform program and the preparation of a Public Enterprise
Restructuring Loan (PERL) to support the program. Prior to the mission, the
Bank had forwarded to the Government an extensive report on the PE sector,
based on a major Bank mission earlier this year led by Mr. Silva-Lopez
(consultant). The report included a draft action program for PE reform;
chapters on privatization and restructuring, institutional reforms, PE
financing issues, and PE labor and productivity; and in-depth studies of three
major PEs: Compagnie des Phosphates de Gafsa (CPG), Le Groupe Chimique (five
fertilizer companies) and SNCFT (railway).

2. The Planning Ministry had arranged a series of meetings with senior
Government officials, senior managers of the major PEs and local bankers (see
attached list of officials met). Preparatory work is well advanced in some
areas (see below) and both Government and enterprise managers seem genuinely
committed to a program of commercialization and privatization. A wrap-up
meeting was held on December 12th with the Minister of Planning, Mr. Mohammed
Ghannouchi, to discuss the major elements of a PE reform program, the
structure of the PERL (tentatively identified as a US$100 million adjustment
loan for FY89), and the next steps in project processing.

3. The meeting with the Minister went very well. The Minister
emphasized that the Government had undertaken considerable work already on PE
reform and urgently required a quick-disbursing loan to provide financial
support for key PEs. In particular, he singled out Groupe Chimique as
requiring financial assistance (either directly, or indirectly through
counterpart funds) under the PERL. We noted that the PE reform program to be
supported by the PERL would likely encompass three broad elements:
restructuring of the three key PEs (CPG, Groupe Chimique, SNCFT),
privatization of a number of PEs currently in competitive sectors, and
institutional reforms to improve management of those PEs remaining in the PE

7193N:19/RTaylor:SM
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sector. In this context, it was noted that the subsequent preparation mision
would focus its discussions on (i) medium-term action plans for CPG, SNCFT and
Groupe Chimique (preliminary plans are available); (ii) a work program for
privatization, setting out priority candidates, actions required prior to
privatization, potential financing requirements and mechanisms; (iii) draft
proposals concerning institutional reforms and Government/PE legislation; and
(iv) the estimated technical assistance requirements for the reform program.
It was agreed that prior to the preparation mission, the Government would
designate an interlocutor and small team to prepare the program.

PE Institutional Framework/Reforms

4. The Government has established a process for reviewing its PEs and
determining appropriate restructuring or privatization measures. Within the
Prime Minister's Office, a Commission Nationale d'Assainissement et
Restructuration des Entreprises Publiques (CNAREP) has been established to
review restructuring and privatization proposals. PEs prepare dossiers which
are forwarded to CNAREP for consideration. This technical-level Commission
reviews the dossiers and assesses whether the PE should remain in the public
sector (with possible restructuring to improve performance) or be privatized.
The CNAREP forwards its recommendations to an Inter-ministerial Committee
chaired by the Prime Minister. If it is decided to privatize a PE, the
dossier is then forwarded to a second commission, the Commission de
Restructuration des Entreprises Publiques (CREP)I'chaired by the Central
Bank which reviews the valuation and proposed terms/conditions. The CREP
forwards its recommendations on the valuation and terms/conditions of sale to
a Ministerial Committee (Ministers of Finance and Plan, with the tutelle
Minister chairing the meeting) for final confirmation. If the sale is by
public share issue, the transaction is implemented by a "Commission de Suivi"
of the Bourse. If privatization is by auction or private placement, the PE
together with the tutelle implement the transaction.

5. While the Governemnt has developed a process for reviewing PEs, there
is no focal point for monitoring PE performance and advising on key PE
issues. Much work needs to be done on improving the management and Government
supervision for the large number of PEs that will remain in the public
sector. The Government is currently developing a number of proposals to
streamline its relations with the PE sector, reduce existing a priori
controls, and strengthen ex-post controls. Although a new PE law was enacted
as recently as 1985, the Government is already reconsidering the overall
institutional/legal framework with a view to reducing the number of PEs under
direct Government tutelle, eliminating certain a priori controls,
strengthening Boards of Directors, and extending the implementation of
contract-programs. We support the Government's objectives in this area,
though we have concerns with some specific ideas being considered (e.g. the
establishment of full-time members of PE Boards). The preparation mission
will review the proposed institutional reforms in detail, as well as broader
Government policies vis-a-vis the PE sector which may be inhibiting commercial
operation and managerial autonomy (particularly in the areas of salaries, lay
offs and procurement).

In Tunisia, the restructuring of PEs to remain in the public sector is
referred to as "assainissement", whereas privatization is referred to as
"restructuration".
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Restructuring of Key PEs

6. At this stage, it is expected that the PERL will focus on
restructuring three major PEs - CPG, SNCFT and Groupe Chimique. We are,however, reviewing PE sector data to determine whether there are additional
PEs which should be addressed under the PERL. Together CPG, SNCFT and Groupe
Chimique account for approximately 28% of total PE revenues (excluding
petroleum) and 25% of total PE employees. In 1986, their combined losses
totalled TD150 million (approximately US$192 million at current exchange rate)which represents more than two-thirds of aggregate PE losses. Budget support
to these companies is estimated at approximately TD72 million in 1987 and
TD110 million in 1988 (already, it is expected that Groupe Chimique will
require an additional TD50 million in 1988 above the approved Budget level).
Moreover, net financing requirements of the three companies for operating
losses, debt service and investment are roughly estimated at TD500 million
over the next 3-4 years. Despite these losses, CPG/Groupe Chimique are majornet foreign exchange earners through the export of phosphates/fertilizers.
Their 1986 export receipts totalled TD243 million, which represents 76% oftotal PE export receipts (61% if petroleum is included).

7. The fate of CPG and Groupe Chimique (and to some extent SNCFT, giventhat phosphates are the railway's major cargo) is dependent upon the long-termphosphate/fertilizer market. If the current slump continues and/or pricesdecline further, it may be necessary to terminate the phosphate mining andfertilizer operations. For the short-term, the Bank's preliminary analysis
indicates that CPG/Groupe Chimique are economically viable with major
restructuring measures and that it would be more costly to close down thecompanies than to continue operations (assuming restructuring measures areimplemented). Given current world phosphate prices and the scale of the
investment, the enterprises are not currently privatizable. Accordingly, amajor element of the PERL will be the restructuring of these enterprise toimprove viability and reduce losses.

8. The restructuring measures will involve difficult political
decisions, particularly in the case of CPG (closure of uneconomic mines,
large-scale lay offs) and SNCFT (cancellation of investment projects, closureof uneconomic routes). CPG's problem is compounded by the fact that its minesare in an economically depressed region with virtually no other employment
opportunities. There are some favourable signs that the Government andenterprise management are prepared to undertake the necessary restructuring
measures. In the case of CPG, the company is laying off 1,630 employees from1986-88 (with Government budgetary support) and is planning a further 1,000layoffs for 1988-89. The real problem is a political one - redeploying thelaid off workers in the economically depressed Gafsa Region - and the
Government is now focussing its efforts on developing redeployment
alternatives. For the Groupe Chimique companies, it may be necessary to closesome less efficient plants.

9. In the case of the railway, Government officials emphasize that thenew Government is more willing than its predecessor to take hard decisions onuneconomic railway investments. However, the Minister of Planning indicatedthat many of the projects that the Bank had opposed were near completion andcould not be stopped. Moreover, he believes that SNCFT's traffic andfinancial performance will increase with greater economic relations among the
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Maghreb countries and that it is necessary to "put in place the infrastructure
for the year 2000". This suggests that although the new Government indicates
a willingness to take a hard look of the railway, negotiating major
restructuring measures will still be difficult.

Privatization

10. The prospects for privatization in Tunisia appear relatively good,
particularly given the liberalization now underway, the sense of optimism with
the new Government, the improving investment climate and the Government's
flexible and pragmatic approach to privatization. Much of the preparatory
work is completed. A privatization law establishing the legal framework and
process was passed in August 1987. As noted above, a Commission (CREP) has
been established to review the valuations and terms/conditions of the sale.
Roughly 100 PEs in competitive sectors have been identified as privatizable.
The Government is expected to pass a decree shortly listing the first 20-30
PEs to be privatized. Some dossiers have already been considered by the
Government and, indeed, some deals are near completion (the Hotel Hannibal is
expected to be sold shortly and IFC is about to close a deal for the sale by
public share issue of SWIFT's shares in SITEX, a textile company).

11. It should be noted, however, that privatization will not, at least in
the short-term, have a major impact on the PE sector, given the large number
of PEs (over 300 with direct/indirect Government participation) and the
limited absorptive capacity of the Tunisian capital markets. For eg., it is
estimated that a public share issue of a major PE on the Tunisian Stock
Exchange (created in 1969) would exceed the Exchange's current annual trading
volume. Nevertheless, privatization can have important intangible and
downstream benefits, and the Tunisians are highly committed to having a
successful program. For these reasons, agreement on a broad privatization
program (process, candidates, policies, financing) should be an important
element of the PERL.

12. Although the Government has a well-defined process for privatization,
it is not clear that the program at present has strong full-time leadership.
While there are benefits to a relatively decentralized process (whereby the
individual PEs have the responsibility for preparing dossiers and implementing
transactions), there is a need nevertheless for effective management/
coordination of the overall program by the CNAREP. One objective of the next
mission will be to review the work program and management of the privatization
program to ensure that there is adequate managerial and implementation
capacity.

13. With respect to the selection of initial PE privatization candidates,
the Government's strategy appears sound and pragmatic; the initial emphasis
will be on selling PEs currently in competitive sectors with proven or
forecast profitability. Moreover, the Government recognizes the importance of
initial success. However, the initial list of privatization candidates is not
yet finalized. We have asked the Government to prepare a list of the initial
candidates for review during the next mission. At the same time, we will be
reviewing the PE portfolio to ensure that the Government is taking steps to
restructure the major loss-making PEs, including liquidation of non-viable PEs.
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14. The financial sector will likely have a major role to play in the PE
reform program. We plan to undertake a review of the sector in mid-1988.
During the preparation mission, we will focus on the availability of financing
for restructuring and privatization. There is much talk among Government
officials of the banks playing an important role in privatization by initially
buying up shares of PEs and then, over time, selling the shares to the public
as investor liquidity/confidence increases. The banks, already burdened by PE
loans and portfolio investment (STB has holdings in approximately 30 PEs), are
naturally reluctant to act as "porteurs". In discussing this issue with the
Minister of Planning, he agreed that this would not represent real
privatization, but noted that there should be some flexibility to allow for
banks to take a modest share (10-20%) during a transition period, while
ensuring private sector management and control over the privatized enterprise.

15. Finally, with respect to the financing of privatization, the
Government appears interested in establishing a credit scheme through the
banks to facilitate the transfer of assets to local investors or to
rehabilitation of privatized PEs. Such a mechanism could be developed and
agreed under the PERL. The preparation mission will assess the need for such
financing and possible mechanisms.

Follow-up

16. It is expected that the PERL preparation mission will commence
February 22nd. In the interim, we have asked the Government to designate an
interlocutor and small team to prepare the PE reform program. We are also
requesting that Government prepare some data and proposals for review during
the mission. Internally, we shall be reviewing the data/plans obtained during
the recent mission and formulating our ideas on the key elements of the PERL.
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ANNEX

TUNISIA PERL MISSION

List of Senior Officials Met

Ministere du Plan

S.E. M. Mohamed Ghannouchi, Ministre D616gu6 Aupres du Premier Ministre
Charg6 du Plan

M. Zeir Mestri, Directeur G6n ral de la Coop6ration Internationale
M. Mounir Jaedane, Directeur G6n6ral du Budget
M. Tahar Ennaifer, Directeur G6n6ral des Projets
M. Abdellatif Saddam, Directeur G6n6ral de la Planification

Ministere des Finances

M. Mohamed Haj Mansour, Directeur Gan6ral des Participations
M. Koubaa, Controleur G n6ral des Finances

Ministere du Transport et du Tourisime

M. Moncef Chebil, Directeur G6n6ral des Transports Terrestres

Ministere de l'Economie Nationale

M. Salah Jebali, Secr6taire d'Etat Charg6 des Mines et de l'Energie
M. Mohamed Jebali, Directeur G6n6ral des Etudes et Planification

Ministere de la Fonction Publique

M. Kamoun, Directeur G n6ral des Entreprises Publiques

Entreprises Publiques

M. Sadok Rabah, PDG de 1'ETAP
M. B6chir Ouni, PDG de la SIAPE (Groupe Chimique)
M. Tahar Haj Ali, PDG de la STEG
M. Negib Ben Debba, PDG de la CPG
M. Hamza, Directeur G6n6ral de la Planification, SNCFT

Banques

M. Mohamed Bouaouaja, PDG, STB
M. Chokib Nouira, Directeur A la BDET
M. Mohamed Khoudja, Directeur h la BTKD

Autres

M. Mohamed Jeri, Commissaire G6n6ral COGEDRAT
M. Ali Hedda, PDG de l'Agence de Promotion de l'Industrie
M. Ridha Hamza, Pr6sident de la Bourse des Valeurs Mobilieres
M. Abdelaziz Ktari, Commission de Restructuration des Entreprises

Publiques (Banque Centrale)
M. Fawaz Fokeladeh, Resident Representative, UNDP
M. Mark Karns, USAID, Tunis
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EXTN: 32340

SUBJECT: TUNISIA - Introductory Mission
Back-to-office Report

1. The twin objectives of my introductory mission to Tunisia
(December 7-12) were: (i) to become acquainted with our principal
interlocuters in the Government and Parapublic Sectors and to begin to get
a first hand feel for our ongoing and proposed operational work in the
industry, finance and energy areas; and (ii) to discuss with the
Government the objectives, scope and timing of a potential public
enterprise restructuring project which had been identified by the February
1987 sector review mission led by Mr. Silva Lopes, but had not yet been
defined in any concrete manner. I was accompanied by Robert Taylor
(EMTTF) who focused on the Public Enterprise Project and who stayed on for
an extra week to follow-up on this subject, and by Marissa
Fernandes-Palacios (EM2CO) who participated in all of our meetings and
provided extremely useful advice and insight on the overall country
perspective.

2. Satisfactory progress was made on both of the above objectives.
Thanks largely to the impressive and effective organization of the visit
by the Ministere du Plan, we were able to see most of the main actors in
the field and they received us with the same courtesy and openness that
appears to have characterized your own and other recent missions to
Tunisia. As a result, I personally certainly feel better equipped to
develop an operational program for our sectors which is more responsive to
the needs and concerns of our clients. And on their side, I believe that
the visit will contribute to our overall efforts to allay any lingering
concerns about the effects of the Bank's reorganization and help to
re-establish close working relationships with our major interlocuters.

3. The majority of our meetings were organized around the needs of
the proposed PERL. The results of these discussions are summarized in the
attached memorandum prepared by Mr. Taylor. I would like to bring to your
attention the following key points:

(i) There is clearly a widespread commitment to public
enterprise reform and a willingness to (at least) discuss
openly the hard decisions that will be entailed in such a
program.
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(ii) The Government has already thought through and is in the
process of establishing the institutional framework and
procedural arrangements that will govern the program;
although there are still many gaps in the proposals, they
do at least provide a reference point for our own project
design and should help to ensure that the Bank project is
part of an on-going Government initiative and not vice
versa.

(iii) There is also a strong interest on the part of the
Government for the Bank to participate in the PE reform
program; they recognize that we could usefully contribute
in the design of such a program and they also attach
importance to the potential catalytic effect of Bank
participation on the mobilization of other donor funding.

(iv) The Ministry of Planning views the proposed operation as a
quick disbursing adjustment loan with one or two tranches;
indeed, my proposal that some portion of the loan be used
to directly finance the investment needs of selected PE's
met with firm resistance on the part of Minister
Ghannouchi.

(v) The status of project preparation was considerably more
advanced than we had envisaged prior to the mission;
consequently, while FY89 Board presentation will still
require some tight programming, I am now quite confident
that this timetable can be met.

(vi) Internally, there are four coordination issues that we
need to address. First, we need to review our overall
lending strategy to Tunisia to ensure (a) that operations
in the lending program address priority issues and (b)
that their size is commensurate with their policy
content. Clearly it will not be possbile to provide
credible support for broad ranging and costly reforms if
loans of similar amounts involving less controversial
conditionality are also available in the same time
frames. The second issue relates to the interface with
the SAL that is under preparation. We have postponed the
PERL mission to February 22, so as to come in behind the
SAL appraisal. We now need to make sure that the design
of the two operations is also mutually complementary. The
SAL will not only provide the substantive macroeconomic
framework for the PERL, but also set the tone for the
level of conditionality that we can reasonably expect to
attach to the smaller PERL adjustment loan. Thus, i'ssues
such as the content and size of the Public Investment
Program as well as budgetary transfers to, and resource
mobilization and self financing objectives of key PE's
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would need to be addressed at a general level in the SAL,
if more specific conditions are to be implemented under
the PERL. The third issue relates to the railways. SNCFT
has been proposed as one of the three PE's to be covered
directly by the PERL and, given the heavy drain that it
poses for the public budget, this choice is appropriate.
However, as we learned from the Morocco PERL, developing a
restructuring strategy for the railway company rapidly
runs into the broader question of the appropriate role of
the railways in the transport sector as a whole. I think
it is essential therefore, that we work on the railways
component of the PERL in close collaboration with the
infastructure division and use the same staff to the
extent possible. Finally, one issue of concern is the
major role that is being envisaged for the banks as
intermediaries in the proposed PE privatization program.
Many of the banks themselves are worried about their
ability to deliver on this front and both the banks and
the Government have welcomed our proposal that this issue
be examined in association with the preparation of the
proposed PERL by the relevant staff.

4. As far as other operational matters are concerned, the
Government repeated to us its interest in Bank support for a small
($10 million) Petroleum Exploration Promotion Project whose object would
be to assist ETAP in mobilizing new private investment in the hydrocarbons
area by developing a better database through seismic and other
pre-exploration analysis and by marketing this information to the industry
in a more coherent fashion. Although small, this is a potentially very
high payoff operation and it should not be too time-consuming or resource
intensive to prepare. Therefore, I will propose its introduction in the
FY89 lending program at our next program review meeting.

5. May I suggest that we meet to review the above points,
particularly with regard to the PERL, after which I would send a letter to
the Government confirming our discussions and the next steps in project
preparation.

cc: Messrs/Mesdames. Bouhaouala, Amin, Chaparro, Taylor,
Brajovic-Bratanovic, El-Maaroufi, Michalopoulos (EMNVP) Barry (IEN),
Nellis (CECPS), Costa, Shilling, Grais, O'Sullivan, Ludwig, Rogerson,
Rahim, Fernandez-Palacios (EM2)
EM2IE'Staff


